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SHONA GRAMMATICAL CONSTRUCTIONS PART II

This volume is published as the second of a two-part series.

SHONA GRAMMATICAL CONSTRUCTIONS PART I contains material on

1. Phonology
2. Morphophonemics
3. Substantive Constructions and some notes on
   Ideophones and Ideophonic Construction in Shona.

SHONA GRAMMATICAL CONSTRUCTIONS PART II contains material on

4. Verbal Constructions
5. The Ideophonic constructions

(These notes are a revised edition of the "Notes" published in Part I)
This second volume of *Shona Grammatical Constructions* attempts to apply the method of Constituent Structure Analysis to the Verbal and Ideophonic constructions of Shona. Together with Volume 1, which deals with the Phonology and Substantival constructions, it is still substantially the same set of Course Notes compiled about 1970 for students of Shona in the Department of African Languages at the then University College of Rhodesia. Lack of opportunity and time have prevented any revision, though certain parts of the present volume call for it, particularly the section on the Verbal Clause. Nevertheless it is hoped that in its main outlines it will afford the student some insight, from one particular viewpoint, into the grammatical structure of Shona.

In compiling these notes I have been helped by Dr N C Dembatembe's study, *Verbal Constructions in Korekore* (University of London M. Phil Dissertation, 1969). Several references to his work in the present volume will reveal the extent of my indebtedness. I have referred to my own earlier grammar, *An Analytical Grammar of Shona* (Longman, 1955), in several places as AS.

My greatest indebtedness is to my former assistant and colleague, the late Mr Aaron C Hodza (Hon M A) whose untimely death in 1983 robbed Shona of an outstanding writer and researcher.
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**************************************************************************
The Verbal Constructions

The Verbal Constructions in General

Verbal constructions constitute a second main type of grammatical construction in Shona. Like the substantival constructions, verbal constructions also are arranged in a hierarchy of levels according to their constructional patterns. The main levels of construction appear to be these:

a) the verb radical

   e.g. -bú̃ (work)

b) the verb phrase

   e.g. -bú̃ hú̃ bá̃sá nébádzá  
       (work with a hoe)

c) the inflected verb phrase

   e.g. vá̃nú̃-bú̃ hú̃ bá̃sá nébádzá  
       (she works with a hoe)

d) the verbal clause

   e.g. Amá vángu vámbárá bá̃sá nébádzá  
       (Mother works with a hoe)

e) the verbal sentence

   e.g. Kana múnú̃ yá̃yá̃, amá vángu vámbárá bá̃sá nébádzá  
       (When rain has fallen, mother works with a hoe)

As in the case of the substantival hierarchy, the constructions at each level are constituents at the level of construction just above them and the verbal hierarchy, like the substantival, comes to a climax in a special type of sentence. The constructions are based upon a specifically verbal morpheme, the verb radical, which is the second major type of root morpheme, and the verbal constructions, of the first three levels at least, are specific and peculiar to the verbal hierarchy.

4.1.1. Substantival constructions as constituents in verbal constructions

Substantival constructions enter the verbal constructions mainly at levels (b) and (d).

At level (b), substantival phrases occur as complements and as constituents in adjuncts of verb phrases; at level (d) substantival phrases occur as subjects of clauses. Other examples of substantival constructions as constituents in verbal constructions are the very limited number of verb radicals based on noun stems, and the similarly limited occurrence of copulative phrases as complements of auxiliary verbs. The relationships within verbal constructions are clearly based on the verb radical and, though substantival constructions enter into verbal constructions as the terms of these relationships, the verb radical remains the nucleus from which those relationships flow.

4.1.2. Verbal constructions as constituents of substantival constructions

Verbal morphemes and constructions of every level also enter into the substantival constructions termed complex nominal constructions, so called because in their noun prefixes form one constituent. The verb radical, the verb phrase, the inflected verb phrase and the verbal clause and sentence all appear as constituents.

   e.g. chi-gá̃r-o  
       cp. verb radical: -gá̃r-

   e.g. chi-nzvéng-á mútsváfó  
       cp. verb phrase: -nzvéng- mútsváfó (dodge the broom)

   e.g. Madyirí pánzé  
       cp. inflected verb phrase: madyirí pánzé (you have eaten outside)

   e.g. Mutándá wá̃chingama  
       cp. verbal clause: Mutándá wá̃chingama (The log has fallen across the path)

   e.g. lu-názíva náddzóká  
       cp. verbal sentence: Názíva náddzóká (You know I have been there only when I have returned).

4.1.3. Verbal and ideophonic constructions

There is a similar commerce between the verbal and ideophonic constructions. Many verb phrases consist of transformed ideophone phrases, and ideophone phrases form one type of complement of the verb /-ti/.

   e.g. -pá̃rú̃- ríjá  
       cp. ideophone phrase: ríjá part (tearing the cloth)

   e.g. Amá vákátí jíí jíí pá̃rú  
       cp. ideophone phrase: jíí pá̃rú  

1. The simplex radical is only a constituent. At the level of the radical however, are found constructions, e.g. the derived radicals, which are morphemically complex.

C G Fortune, U C R Department of African Languages May 1970
On the other hand there is a large class of ideophone phrases which consist of verb phrases which have been transformed.

e.g. munda rim-ē (hoeing, ploughing the field)
   cp. verb radical: -rim- munda (hoe, plough, the field)

e.g. ramb-ē ūkadōro (he continuing like that)
   cp. auxiliary radical and complement: -ramb- ūkadōro (he continue like that)

### 4.2.1. Types of verb radical

Radicals may be simplex, adoptive, derived, extended or reduplicated.

**Simplex radicals** consist of a single morpheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>tōr-</th>
<th>(take)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-bunz-</td>
<td></td>
<td>(question)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adoptive radicals** are loans from other languages adapted to the system of verbal constructions in Shona. Like simplex radicals they are single morphemes,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>-sēvēnz-</th>
<th>(work)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-bhākač-</td>
<td></td>
<td>(take recreation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-chīr-</td>
<td></td>
<td>(be expensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ofē-</td>
<td></td>
<td>(be off duty)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Derived radicals** are constructions of which the constituents are (a) either a substantival stem or an ideophone and (b) a verbaliser.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>-tete-p-</th>
<th>(be thin)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-nzvē-ng-</td>
<td></td>
<td>(dodge)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extended radicals** are constructions of which the constituents are (a) a radical of any kind, simplex, adoptive, derived or extended and (b) a verbal extension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>-rōv-ēs-</th>
<th>(beat hard)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Reduplicated radicals.** All the above types of radical can be reduplicated and thus form a construction of another kind.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>-fām-b-fām-</th>
<th>(walk all over)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-nzvēng-nzvēng-</td>
<td>(dodge here and there)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.. rōvēs-rōvēs-</td>
<td>(thrash indiscriminately)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.2. The phonology of the verb radical

#### 4.2.2.1. The segmental phonology of radicals

Radicals of all types are not phonologically free forms and only occur as inflected. Inflected radicals are phonological words which consist of (1) a verb radical and (2) an inflection.

e.g. Nd- a tōr- a...
e.g. Nd-a-tór-a dándá (I fetched a log)

The constituents of this inflected verb phrase are, as indicated, the inflection (consisting of a combination of inflecting morphemes both prefixal and suffixal to the R) and the verb phrase (consisting here of a R and complement). The first phonological word of this construction, however, is the inflected radical.

Though the inflected radical is phonologically a word, it is not a constituent of the inflected verb phrase.

The prefixal inflecting morphemes are commonly subject prefixes and tense signs and there are constituent classes of each. The suffixal inflecting morphemes are the terminal vowels and these too form a class, in this case a class of two, viz. /-a/ and /-e/.

e.g. ku-p-a (to give) terminal vowel : /-a/
    nd-a-ká-p-a (I gave) " : /-a/
    ha-mdí-p-e (I do not give) " : /-e/
    ndí-p-e (give me!) " : /-e/

In the above examples, the R is /-p-/ (give). Other examples of radicals, with phonological structure indicated, are,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Rs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCVC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low Rs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-dže</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tórže (take, fetch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-zórže (rest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rw-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bunz- (question)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-vereng- (read)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, Rs are phonologically incomplete in so far as they always end in a consonant or consonant cluster (indicated by C). The vowel which invariably follows and completes the verb radical syllabically is the terminal vowel of the inflection.

e.g. ku-tór-a (to take)
    ku-bunz-a (to question)
    nd-a-tór-a (I took)
    nd-a-bunz-a (I asked)

4.2.2.2. The tonal phonology of radicals

When inflected, Rs carry a tone-pattern which always contains one toneme in excess of the number of vowels in the R. It is the terminal vowel of the inflection which carries the extra toneme. In itself this is a tone-less morpheme and is realised as a segmental vowel phoneme alone.

At the terminal there is thus an overlap of constituents. The final toneme is part of the tone pattern of the R, i.e. part of its phonemic realisation. The terminal vowel is a tone-less morpheme, part of a combination of inflecting morphemes which form the inflection. The analysis of verbal constructions does not therefore result in syllabically discrete constituents. Not only is the inflection a discontinuous constituent, but, at the terminal vowel, the toneme belongs to the radical (part of the verb phrase constituent) and the segmental vowel phoneme is part of the inflection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g. k`u-tór-a m'ari</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(15) (to take money)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g. k`u-bunz-a mibunzø</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(15) (to ask questions)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these infinitive phrases the constituents are:

1. the noun prefix /ku-/ of class 15 and tone-less terminal vowel /-a/;
2. the verb phrase of which the nucleus is the R bearing a tone-pattern whose final toneme is carried by the terminal vowel.

4/A tone-less...
A tone-less terminal vowel appears to be a feature of all constructions, nominal, verbal and ideophonic, in which Rs are constituents. The full tone-pattern, with tonemes one in excess of the number of vowels in the R, is part of the phonemic realisation of these morphemes even though the extra toneme is carried physically by the terminal vowel.

4.

E.g. nominal constructions

```
  chi-bat-o
(7) (handle)
  chi-gar-o
(7) (seat)
  chi-bat-a munwe
(7) (finger ring)
  chi-rwa-ane hari
(7) (a glutton, lit. one who fights with the pot)
```

e.g. verbal constructions

```
  cha-ka-bat-a munwe
(it holds the finger)
  ha-chi-bat-e munwe
(it does not hold the finger)
  chi-no-rwa-ane hari
(one who fights with the pot)
  ha-chi-rwe-ene hari
(it does not fight with the pot)
```

5/e.g. ideophonic...
e.g. ideophonic constructions

bat-e  

(holding)

gar-e

(sitting)

4.2.2.2.1. Tone classes of verb radicals

a) Thus far the discussion, though applicable to radicals of all kinds, has been illustrated only by examples of simplex radicals. This has been done in order not to complicate the description with the further problem of the assignment of tonemes to morphemes in complex radicals.

e.g. ku-tör-ör-á babá dándá (to fetch a log for father)

This problem is dealt with later, in 4.2.2.2.3. It is first necessary to deal with the more fundamental question of the classification of radicals according to tone pattern and the interpretation of the changes in the tone-patterns of radicals when these are variously inflected.

b) Radicals of all kinds belong to one of two complementary tone classes. These are termed respectively high and low from the tone-patterns carried by radicals in the infinitive inflection, i.e. when they appear with the inflecting morphemes [ku-...-a/].

The following are examples of the high (H) class of radicals with phonological shape indicated, the first three being simplex, the fourth an extended radical.

e.g. ku-p-a (to give) H C

-tör-a (to take, fetch) HH CVC

-zörör- a (to rest) HHH CVCCVC

-zörör-ér-a (to rest for) HHHH CVCCVC

The following are examples of the low (L) class of radicals, with phonological shape indicated, the first three being simplex, the fourth an extended radical.

e.g. ku-rw-a (to fight) L C

-bvunz- (to question) LL CVC

-vereng-a (to read) LLL CVCCVC

-vereng-er-a (to read for) LLLL CVCCVC

The tone-patterns of H radicals are not always high, however, in comparison with L radicals. Nor is the tone-pattern of L radicals always low in comparison with H radicals. The tone-patterns carried by Rs varies with the inflection and, in the affirmative principal future I singular, for example, H radicals bear low-toned patterns and L radicals commence with a high tone.

e.g. ndí-chá-tör-á (I shall take) LL

ndí-chá-bvunz-á (I shall ask) HL

In some inflections, e.g. the affirmative principal recent past I singular, the tone-patterns carried by both H and L radicals are the same.

e.g. nd-á-tör-á (I took) HL

nd-á-bvunz-á (I asked) HL

Most often, however, the tone-patterns carried by H and L radicals are complementary and contrastive.

The choice of the infinitive inflection as the form on which to base the classification of radicals into H and L classes is an arbitrary but convenient one. Note that when radicals are cited independently of any inflection, as in 4.2.1., they carry the tone-patterns of the infinitive inflection in order to indicate to which tone class they belong.

e.g. H -tör (take, fetch) L -bvunz (question)

c) H, HH, HHH, HHH\(^1\) etc. are the normal tone-patterns carried by H radicals in the infinitive inflection.

1. H radicals may not carry a sequence of high tonemes in excess of three. Any further tonemes carried, e.g. by CVCCVC, CVCCVCVC and CVCCVCVCVC radicals, are low.

5/There is ...
There is a small sub-group of CVC and CVCVC H radicals, however, which carry H and HH respectively. These are not treated in the discussion which follows.

e.g. ku-fünd-a (to learn)
   ku-fár-a (to be glad)
   ku-chímbúz-a (to hurry)
   ku-simuk-a (to rise)

### 4.2.2.2.2. Tone conjugations

The tone-pattern carried by a R in any inflected verb phrase depends on three factors:

a) the number of vowel phonemes it has;
b) the tone class, H or L, to which it belongs;
c) the inflection with which it combines.

Thus, for example, if we take the following eight Rs in the infinitive inflection,

- ku-p-á (to give)  ku-rw-a (to fight)
  - tór-á (to take)  - byunz-a (to question)
  - zórór-á (to rest)  - veřenq-a (to read)
  - zórór-ér-a (to rest for)  - veřenq-er-a (to read for)

we find (a) that the Rs bear tone-patterns consisting of a sequence of tonemes always one in excess of the vowels in the radical and increasing as the number of vowels increases;

(b) that the tone-patterns carried by the Rs fall into two complementary classes, the H class, including the following patterns: H, HH, HHH and HHHH, and the L class including the following: L, LL, LLL and LLLL;

(c) a set of tone-patterns which always occur when Rs are infinitively inflected. The presence of this set of tone-patterns is dependent upon the presence of the infinitive inflection. Certain other inflections also condition the appearance of this set of tone-patterns, for example, the past and present habitual inflections.

e.g. ndi-nó-p-á (I give)  ndi-nó-rw-a (I fight)
  - tór-a (I take)  - byunz-a (I ask)
  - zórór-á (I rest)  - veřenq-a (I read)

Still other inflections, however, condition different sets of tone-patterns on the radicals. For example, if we inflect the above six radicals imperatively, using the inflection /......a/ we find a different over-all set of tone-patterns. Those of the H radicals are the same as in the infinitive inflection, but those carried by L radicals are different.

e.g. i-p-á (give!)  i-rwá (fight!)
  tór-á (take!)  byunz-á (ask!)
  zórór-á (rest!)  veřenq-á (read!)

In this study, such sets of tone-patterns, depending, as stated, on the number of tonemes involved, the tone classes of the radicals and the inflection involved, are termed tone-conjugations. The following is the set of tone-patterns, called Tone Conjugation I, which is found on Rs from 0 - 5 vowels, in both H and L classes, in the infinitive inflection.

**Tone Conjugation (TC) I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Class</th>
<th>Low Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>LLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHH</td>
<td>LLLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHLLL</td>
<td>LLLLLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following is the set of tone-patterns carried by the same Rs in the imperative inflection. It is called Tone Conjugation II

**Tone Conjugation (TC) II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H class</th>
<th>L class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(L) H</td>
<td>(L) H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>LHH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHH</td>
<td>LHHH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHLLL</td>
<td>LHHLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHLLLL</td>
<td>LHHLLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The series of tone-patterns carried by Rs in the totality of inflections requires a statement involving eleven such tone conjugations.

1. C radicals require a stabiliser /1-/ in this and certain other constructions. See below.
Assignment of tonemes to morphemes in complex radicals

The factors listed in 4.2.2.2. which determine the tone-pattern carried by radicals in an inflected verb phrase operate irrespective of whether the R is simplex or complex.

a) Simplex radicals

When the R is simplex the whole tone-pattern is part of the phonetic realisation of the radical. The tone-pattern may vary from one inflection to another. These changes are regarded as morphophonemic changes of the R, determined by the presence of different inflections. Thus, for example, the R -bvue-, having this form in the infinitive inflection, is found as -bvue- in the imperative inflection, and as -bvze- in the affirmative principal, recent past I singular inflection.

viz. kl-bvze- (to ask) LL
    bvze- (ask!) LH
    na-bvue- (I asked) HL

b) Complex radicals

Where the R is complex, the tone-pattern cannot be referred wholly to one morpheme but, in part, to each of the morphemes making up the radical.

1) Derived radicals

Radicals derived from substantival stems or from ideophones are constructions at the level of the radical.

e.g. -tete-p- (be thin) cp. -tete (thin)

- n z v e- n g- (dodge) nzve- (dodging)

The ideophones and substantive stems are commonly of CVCV or CVCCCVV shape so that the ideophone and verbaliser or substantive stem and verbaliser usually carry three or four tonemes. Sequences of two, or more than four, tonemes on syllables of that number are uncommon.

Derived Rs, like simplex Rs, fall into two tonal classes with the same tone-patterns in each as are found on simplex Rs. The assignment of a derived R to the H or L class depends upon the tone-pattern of the ideophone or substantival stem from which the R is derived. Ideophones and stems from which H radicals derive bear the following patterns: H, HL, HHL, HHH; those from which L radicals derive bear the following patterns: L, LL, LH, LLL, LLL.

e.g. Derived radicals including ideophones, with TC I tone-patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>dō</th>
<th>(setting, going down)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-dō-k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-pāru-k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(tearing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-pvēdi-k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(uncovering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-svi-b-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(being dark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-köche-k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(looping round)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-bwo-d-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(dislocating)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-kwañèn-k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(rising)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e.g. Derived radicals including substantive stems with TC I tone-patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>-kōkō</th>
<th>(pot scrapings)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-kōkō-t-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(scrape pot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>-pūpi</td>
<td>(short)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-pūpi-k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(short)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>-tētê</td>
<td>(thin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>L-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-tētê-p-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(be thin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>-tswe</td>
<td>(pure, clean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cp.</td>
<td>L-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-tswe-k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(be clean)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within the derived R, the final toneme is assigned to the verbaliser and the rest to the ideophone or stem, which is the other constituent. Both of these carry a number of different patterns, different from that of their basic forms, in different inflections of derived R. The verbaliser also may carry H or L depending on the pattern carried by the derived R as a whole.

e.g. Köche (linking up, looping round) has basic pattern LL.

In kl-köche-k-ā (infinitive) it has the pattern............LL-L;
in. kōche-k-ā (imperative) it has the pattern.............IH-H;
in nd-ā-köche-k-ā (princ. recent past I) it has the pattern.............HL-L.

dō (setting) has basic pattern H.
In **kù-dó-k-a** (infinitive) it has the pattern.......................... H-H; in **kw-a-dó-k-a** (princ. recent past III) it has the pattern.......................... L-L.

These different forms of the ideophones and substantive stems are the result of morphophonemic changes as the ideophones and stems are adapted in tone-pattern to the patterns of the derived R which is inflected as a construction.

c) Extended radicals

Radicals of all kinds, simplex, adoptive, derived and extended, may be extended. Combinations of up to three extensions, but rarely more than that, are common.

All the extensions, save two, are of VC shape and enlarge the radical which they extend by one vowel. They therefore increase the number of toneses carried by the R by one.

Extended radicals remain within the tone class of the R which is extended. Thus a H CVC radical, carrying HH tone-pattern in TC I, will carry HH when extended. A L CVC radical carrying LL tone-pattern in TC I, will carry LLL when extended. In the following examples the extensions used are the applied */-ir/- and the reciprocal */-an-/*.

e.g. H class

-**d'-ir** (; love cry) **H-H** cp. **-d'** (; love) **H**
- **tôr-ér** (; take cry) **HH-H** cp. **-tôr-** (; take) **HH**
- **zôrôr-ér** (; rest for) **HHH-L** cp. **-zôrôr-** (; rest) **HHH**
- **zôrôr-ér-an** (; rest for one) **HHH-L-L** cp. **-zôrôr-ér-an** (; other) **HHH-L-L**
- **dô-k-ér** (; set for) **L-H-H** cp. **-od-k-** (; set) **L-H**
- **pârâ-r-ir** (; tear for) **HH-L** cp. **-pârâ-r-** (; tear) **HH-L**
- **pârâ-r-ir-an** (; tear for one) **HHH-L-L** cp. **-pârâ-r-ir-an** (; other) **HHH-L-L**

e.g. L class

- **rî-r** (; fight for) **L-L** cp. **-rî** (; fight) **L**
- **bûn-ir** (; ask for) **L-L-L** cp. **-bûn-** (; ask) **L-L**
- **vèrêng-ér** (; read for) **LLL-L** cp. **-vèrêng** (; read) **LLL**
- **vèrêng-ér-an** (; read for one) **LLL-L** cp. **-vèrêng-ér-an** (; other) **LLL-L**
- **sî-b-ir** (; darken cry) **LLL-L** cp. **-sî-** (; be dark) **LLL**
- **kôchê-k-ér** (; loop for) **LLL-L-L** cp. **-kôchê-k-** (; loop) **LLL-L**
- **kôchê-k-ér-an** (; loop for one) **LLL-L-L-L** cp. **-kôchê-k-ér-an** (; other) **LLL-L-L-L**

The toneses carried by, and assigned to, the extensions are those that follow the toneses of the tone-pattern of the unextended R. Thus the final toneses of the R tone-pattern is carried by the vowel of the extension and the toneses which are carried by the vowel following each extension are to be assigned to that extension.

e.g. **kù-tôr-č + -er-č + -a > kù-tôr-č-er-č**

**kù-bûn-ir-č + -ir-č + -a > kù-bûn-ir-č-ir-č**

In this way the final toneses of R tone-patterns and those carried by extensions are passed to the vowel of the next morpheme in each case. Extensions show no inherent tone but carry the toneses, H or L, required by the tone-pattern of the extended R as determined by number of vowels in the extended R; its tone class and the inflection it appears with.

d) Re-duplicated radicals

The tone-patterns of reduplicated R's are the same whether the Rs which are reduplicated be simplex, derived or extended. Once again the tone-patterns carried depend on the usual three factors, viz. the number of vowels in the R, the tone class affiliation of the R and the inflection. The additional complicating factor, of course, is that the R is reduplicated and there are two terminal vowels, not one.

e.g. **kù-râs-ã-râs-ã-mari** (to throw money away carelessly)

1. These are the passive and causative extensions, symbolised by */-w/* and */-y/* respectively, which are of C shape.
The constituents in these infinitive inflected Rs are, therefore:

1. prefix /kȗ/ and two tone-less terminal vowels /-a/ and /-a/;
2. the verb phrase of which the nucleus is the reduplicated R bearing a tone-pattern of which the final tone of each radical is carried by its terminal vowel.

When combined with inflections conditioning TC I, the tone-patterns of reduplicated radicals are, save in the case of C Rs, the same as those of corresponding non-reduplicated Rs of the same phonological shape. C Rs are linked by a stabiliser /i-/ which is part of the second constituent, the VP, not the inflection.

**TC I inflection : /ku-...a...-a/**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C-i-C</th>
<th>ku-p-á-i-p-a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H class</td>
<td>H-H-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC-CVC-</td>
<td>-rás-á-rás-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to waste)</td>
<td>H-H-H-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCVC-</td>
<td>-pópt-á-popot-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to grumble continually without due cause)</td>
<td>H-H-H-LLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVCVCVC-</td>
<td>-káŋáníš-a-kanganis-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to go on making mistakes in spite of correction)</td>
<td>H-H-H-H-LLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVCVCVC-</td>
<td>-z̃d̃éréran-a-zororeran-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to rest between quarrels before resuming again)</td>
<td>H-H-H-H-LLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVCVCVCVC-</td>
<td>-káŋáníširan-a-kanganisiran-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to go on offending one another in spite of periodic reconciliations)</td>
<td>H-H-H-H-H-LLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C-i-C</th>
<th>ku-rw-á-i-rwá</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L class</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC-CVC-</td>
<td>-būñz-á-būñz-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to ask repeatedly even though told the answer)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVC-</td>
<td>-tāris-á-tāris-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to look superficially at one thing after another)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVCVCVC-</td>
<td>-būñzɬrān-á-būñzɬrān-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to ask repeatedly on one another's behalf)</td>
<td>L-L-L-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVCVCVC-</td>
<td>-vérēŋgérān-á-vérēŋgérān-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to copy from one another)</td>
<td>L-L-L-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVCVCVCVC-</td>
<td>-kākchēkēran-á-kākchēkēran-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to wind round each other several times)</td>
<td>L-L-L-L-L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When combined with the imperative inflection the tone-patterns of the above radicals are as follows:

**TC II imperative inflections : /...-a...-a/**

| CVC-CVC- | LH-HL |
| i-C-i-C | LH-HL |
| H-group | LH-HL |
| L-group | LH-HL |
| CVC-CVC- | H-H-H |
| CVCVCVCVCVC- | H-H-H-LLL |
| L-group | LH-H-L |
| L-group | LH-H-H-LLL |
| L-group | LH-H-H-H-LLL |

The problem of the assignment of tone-patterns and tonemes to the morphemes of the verb-radicals must be solved in this case as in the earlier cases of derived and extended radicals. The tone-patterns which are grouped as sets into tone conjugations are set out in the section dealing with the various inflections of verb phrases. The tone pattern carried by any verb radical depends on the three
the three factors already listed, viz. tone, group affiliations of the R, its number of vowels and the inflection. It has nothing to do with whether the R is simplex, derived or extended.

From this point of view the tone-patterns are determined mechanically and automatically. The tone-pattern or tones to be attributed to the constituent morphemes of the radicals will vary mechanically according to the overall system and can be ascertained quite easily by reference to it.

e.g. Verenga-er-an-á-vereng-er-an-ai (Copy from one another)

The R has two forms: /veréng̟/ and /veréng̟/. The extensions /-er-/ and /-an-/ have each two forms with H and L tones respectively, viz., /-er̟-er-/ and /-an̟-an-/.

4.2.3. Phonological types

4.2.3.1. The simplex radical

As stated above, simplex radicals consist of a single morpheme. They are commonly CVC in segmental form. There are also examples of VC, CV, CVVC and VCVC shapes. More complicated shapes usually prove to be derived or extended. Rs of which, sometimes, the unextended form is no longer extant. For example, the R /-tever-/ (follow) has no corresponding unextended form /-tev-/ in contemporary use outside certain formulae which retain the older simplex radical and indicate that /-tever-/ may once have been an applied extended R.

e.g. Nheva-vadzimba (9) (one who follows the hunters)

Nheva-vuva (9) (an animal which follows a spirit inhabiting a lion)

Part of the phonological substance of the R, as in the case of almost all morphemes, is a tone or sequence of tones. As stated above in 4.2.2., these tone-patterns depend upon the tone class to which the R belongs, and always one tone in excess of the number of vowels in the R and are subject to frequent changes occasioned by the inflection with which the R combines. The following are examples of simplex Rs divided according to phonological type (viz. segmental shape and tone class), the tone-patterns carried being those of T.1.

4.2.3.2. Examples of phonological types of simplex Rs

(1) CVC

- pêng- (be mad)
  - svik- (arrive)

- bat- (hold)
  - bik- (cook)

- vhîm- (hurt)
  - nak- (become good)

- bid- (come out)
  - pind- (go in, go by)

- tór- (take)
  - kuhw- (kindle fire)

(2) VC

- ñbr- (get ripe)
  - end- (go)

- ñmb- (sing)
  - is- (place)

- ñp- (become bad)
  - it- (do)

- ñn- (become hard)
  - ñn̟- (become thin)

- ñw̟- (see)
  - ñmb- (growl)

- ñm̟- (become thin)
  - ñn̟- (growl)

- ñng̟- (collect gold)
  - ñn̟- (go bad, corrupt)

- ñd̟- (tell)
  - ñn̟- (shrink)

- ñk̟- (foretell)
  - ñn̟- (hum)

- ñm̟- (mould)
  - ñn̟- (contract, fold)

- ñr̟- (soil)
  - ñn̟- (contract)

- ñg̟- (resound)
  - ñn̟- (come)

- ñv̟- (come)

There do not seem to be any clear examples of Rs commencing with /a/, or, apart from /-end-/ and those commencing with /e/. The following are CVC in shape with the semivowel glide /y/ acting as syllabic onsets, 1.

- yn̟- (suckle)
  - ym̟- (support)

- yng̟- (desire to hurt)
  - ym̟- (try, to divert, rely on)

- ydz̟- (dawn)
  - yedz̟- (try)

- yng̟- (oscillate)
  - yem̟- (rely on)

- yr̟- (reverse)
  - yr̟- (measure)

(3) C

- b̟- (steal)
  - by̟- (come from)

- d̟- (love)
  - n̟- (rain)

- dy̟- (eat)
  - na (be with)

- dż̟- (lose in game)
  - nge (seem; as auxiliary, be)

- r̟- (die)
  - nyn̟- (defecate) 11/-nv̟...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nw</td>
<td>drink</td>
<td>nzi</td>
<td>be said, done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nw</td>
<td>hear</td>
<td>ri</td>
<td>be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>give</td>
<td>rw</td>
<td>fight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv</td>
<td>do rather</td>
<td>sw</td>
<td>spend the day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pw</td>
<td>dry up</td>
<td>ti</td>
<td>say, do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>dig</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>pound</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ty</td>
<td>turn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>come</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This group includes a sub-group of L Rs with invariant terminal vowel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kung</td>
<td>forget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kendi</td>
<td>be concerned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuv</td>
<td>get hurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyanga</td>
<td>be ugly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ro</td>
<td>marry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheved</td>
<td>call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zoror</td>
<td>rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uchik</td>
<td>get for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uchif</td>
<td>restore fertility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uindy</td>
<td>greet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>kill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.4. Adoptive radicals

A number of verb radicals in Shona are forms adapted from loanwords borrowed from other languages. They are here referred to as adoptive radicals. Adoptive radicals, like other loans, undergo a twofold adaptation, phonological and morphological. The adaptation which is of interest here is the latter but it has phonological aspects.

Like simplex radicals, adoptive radicals consist of a single morpheme and, in phonological shape, end in a consonant or consonant cluster. Hence when the form from which the adoptive radical is formed ends in a vowel, this is elided.

E.g. -fot (photograph, take photos)

They are also assigned to tone classes.

#### e.g. H class of adoptive radicals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chis</td>
<td>iron, cp. -tshis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhur</td>
<td>charge high prices, be expensive, cp. duur (dear) (Afrikaans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fom</td>
<td>telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hir</td>
<td>be a prostitute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ker</td>
<td>carry on; address letter, cp. 'care of'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kl</td>
<td>lock, cp. key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kot</td>
<td>quote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of</td>
<td>be off duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pumb</td>
<td>pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poni</td>
<td>be punctured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sef</td>
<td>sieve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sut</td>
<td>don a suit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tich</td>
<td>teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vhod</td>
<td>vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhukach</td>
<td>take recreation, cp vacachao (Portuguese)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foyi</td>
<td>fail an examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuyi</td>
<td>repair, cp. mechanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kweret</td>
<td>borrow, cp. chikwereti (debt); skuld (debt) (Afrikaans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perg</td>
<td>spell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### e.g. L class of adoptive radicals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>beje</td>
<td>bet, wager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chin</td>
<td>change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chip</td>
<td>be cheap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chovh</td>
<td>push, shove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shak</td>
<td>intoxicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for</td>
<td>drill, cp. 'form fours'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ger</td>
<td>cut with scissors, cp. sker (scissors) (Afrikaans)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2. The R/z/- survives only in a few names and idiomatic expressions, e.g. Mizanenhamo (One who comes with misfortune - a name) (la). Chazepi (Where has it come from? - a name) (la). Gore harizi pakaza rimwe (A year never comes from whence another has come, never the same twice) |

### 3. A usage borrowed from D Gudett Morphology of the Verb in Lozi
e.g. -hor- (be paid, draw wages, cp. -hol- (draw pay) (Ndébele))
-wach- (wash clothes)
-form- (make bricks, using a form)
-furez- (speak sensibly, cp. phrase)
-tamhuz- (multiply, cp. 'times')
-dhiraiw- (drive)
-zamanich- (examine, cp. examination)
-supavhaiz- (supervise)

Some adoptive Rs are commonly found with passive extension.

e.g. -chaj-w- (be charged at a police station)
-fayind-is-w- (be fined, made to pay a fine)
-form-w- (be acted as foreman)
-oparet-w- (be operated on)
-tirit-w- (be treated in hospital)
-stirech-w- (be straightened, of hair; cp. stretched)

The vast majority of adoptive Rs are from English but, as the examples show, other and earlier forms are from Portuguese, Afrikans (often via Ndébele) and from Ndébele itself. The fact that radicals have been adopted does not mean that they have not been fully assimilated into Shona as full members of the constituent class of R in verb phrases.

It is now impossible to speak or write 'pure and unadulterated' Shona as some purists would like.

However, the phonology of incompletely assimilated Rs, which perhaps will never now be completely assimilated to the Shona phonology, betrays the presence of a borrowed word.

e.g. -inkwey- (enquire)

The use of adoptives, particularly in the case of recent borrowings, varies much from the speech of one person to another and even when commonly used, its contexts are uncertain for some time. In some cases a verb phrase and not merely a verb is borrowed.

e.g. -sirow- daundi (slow down)

In some cases there appears to be the use of a verbaliser in the formation of the adoptive radical.

e.g. -hafi-r- (reduce to half, cp. half)
-kimi-r- (cumb)
-rafi-r- (be rough, cp. rough)
-jibo-r- (work, cp. job)

Adoptive Rs with more than three vowels all appear to belong to the L group.

e.g. -bhoikot- (boycott)
-dhiribur- (dribble)

4.2.5. Derived radicals

Derived radicals are constructions in which the first constituent is a member either of the class of ideophones or of the substantival stems. The second constituent is a verbaliser. There are a great number of radicals consisting of ideophone and verbaliser but only a few consisting of substantive stem and verbaliser.

4.2.5.1. Radicals derived from ideophones

A difficulty arises in connection with the treatment of radicals derived from ideophones at the level of the radical because these radicals seem to be derived, not from ideophones as such, but in the derivation of verb phrases from ideophone phrases. The constructional pattern of the ideophone phrase is: $^\ast$ ideophone $^\ast$ complements $^\ast$ adjuncts
e.g. tsvimbo namasunda $^\ast$ zvve $^\ast$ (dodging a stick by moving backwards)

Such an ideophone phrase can be transformed into a verb phrase by combination with a verbaliser.

viz. -nvve-$^\ast$-g- tsvimbo namasunda (dodge a stick by moving backwards)

This would seem to hold in respect of all radicals derived from ideophones, viz. that the derivation occurs in the larger context of the derivation of verb phrases from ideophone phrases. This being so, it would seem, at first sight that the immediate constituents of the derived verb phrase are (1) the ideophone phrase and (2) the verbaliser. If this were so the radicals formed from ideophones could only be regarded as a phonological unit, not a morphological construction; it would not be proper to discuss it save, as has been done, in regard to its phonological characteristics, at the level of the radical; and its internal relationships would be represented by the following tree:

1. This term was first coined, as far as I am aware, by Professor D T Cole.
C M Dike referred to stems derived from ideophones and nouns as deideophonic and denominative respectively.
This interpretation is clearly absurd for obviously the derived radical is related as a whole, viz. as a construction, to its complement and adjuncts in much the same way as the ideophone of the ideophone clause. The relationships within the VP approximate to the following, rather than the previous, interpretation.

\[-nvē-\text{-ng-} \quad \text{tswēnbo} \quad \text{namasundà}\]

If this is so, it means that the structure of the derived construction cannot be represented by citing the two units from which it is derived as immediate constituents. As a result of derivation, the elements within the derived VP are restructured and yield a derived radical, a construction consisting of ideophone and verbaliser, which is a constituent with complements and adjuncts within the VP. It is therefore proper to discuss the radicals which result from the transformation of ideophone phrases into verb phrases at the level of the radical.

This case illustrates the fact that inflection must be distinguished from derivation. Inflection of constructions does not result in restructuring of compound elements whereas derivation may.

In the case of certain ideophone phrases, the relation of ideophone to other constituents may be ambiguous.

e.g. jirá pàru (tearing the cloth; or the cloth getting torn)

This ambiguity is resolved by the derivation of a verb phrase in one or other of the two senses depending on whether verbaliser /-k-/ or verbaliser /-r-/- is used to derive it.

In the VP /-pànu-r-/-jirá (tear the cloth), jirá is a primary object complement of the derived R; but in the VP /-pànu-k-/-jirá, jirá is required to be subject to the derived radical. This appears to show that restructuring occurs within the derived VP in accordance with the comparatively greater definition required in VPs as opposed to ideophone phrases which, while being vivid and immediate, are more confused and less explicit in indicating relationships.

14.2.5.1.1. Adaptations of ideophones as constituents in derived radicals

The constructions whose constituents are an ideophone and a verbaliser are radicals of either the H or L group. Ideophones with tone-patterns H, H₁, H₁H, H₁H₁H are constituents in H radicals; those with tone-patterns L, L₁L₁, L₁L₁₁L₁₁, L₁₁L₁L₁₁ are constituents in L radicals. They may be divided, like the radicals, into two groups, H and L, not only on the basis of the tone-patterns of the derived radicals, but also on the basis of their initial tone, H or L₁.

e.g. H radicals

\[-nhō-ng- \quad \text{(pick up)} \quad \text{cp. nhō} \]
\[-pānu-k- \quad \text{(get torn)} \quad \text{pānu} \]
\[-tāṇḍā-\text{-g} \quad \text{(stretch out)} \quad \text{tāṇḍā} \]
\[-pūṁrū-\text{-d} \quad \text{(uluulate)} \quad \text{pūṁrū} \]

L radicals

\[-mha-r- \quad \text{(perch)} \quad \text{cp. mha} \]
\[-bwōdō-k- \quad \text{(get dislocated)} \quad \text{bwōdō} \]
\[-kōche-k- \quad \text{(hang up)} \quad \text{kōche} \]
\[-yangara-r- \quad \text{(float)} \quad \text{yangara} \]

As has been pointed out in 4.2.2.2.3.(b), the tone-patterns of constituent ideophones undergo changes in various inflections according to the over-all pattern of the R. These are set out in the list of tone conjugations, cp. 4.4.3.

The toneme assigned to the verbaliser also changes in the same way. These are regarded as morphophonemic changes of the morphemes concerned.

Ideophones as constituents of derived radicals are changed in other ways as well. In general they are not so open and subject to expressive features in such constructions as when they are constituents of ideophone phrases and clauses. For example, in ideophones we find long consonants and vowels, the latter accompanied by falling tone. These are not present in derived radicals.

e.g.  
\[-shī-\text{-nīr-} \quad \text{(hiss)} \quad \text{cp. shī} \]
\[-svī-\text{-b-} \quad \text{(be dark)} \quad \text{svī-i} \]
\[-kēkē-dz- \quad \text{(cluck)} \quad \text{kē-kē-kē-e} \]

I. This observation is made by Dembetembe, p. 30, footnote. In the following treatment of derived Rs, I am indebted to Dembetembe's dissertation for a number of items, particularly the adaption of certain ideophones when they are constituents in derived Rs.
Vowels are often devoiced or elided in onomatopoeic ideophones but voicing is restored in the derived radicals.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g.} & \quad \text{-tutù-m\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(foam, seethe)} & \quad \text{cp} \quad \text{ty} \quad \text{ty} \quad \text{ty} \\
\text{-parùù-dz\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(ululate)} & \quad \text{pur\textsuperscript{-r}}
\end{align*}
\]

Occasionally the tone-patterns of ideophones and derived Rs do not correspond.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g.} & \quad \text{-zvámára-f\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(lie prone)} & \quad \text{cp} \quad \text{zvambara}
\end{align*}
\]

The pitch of ideophones as constituents in derived Rs conforms to the pattern of tone stepping and is not capable of the extremes of high and low expressive pitch which they carry as constituents in ideophonic constructions.

4.2.5.1.2. The phonology of ideophones as constituents

a) Normal constituents

Ideophones which are constituents in derived Rs are commonly of 1, 2, 3, or 4 syllables.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g.} & \quad \text{CV} \quad \text{dò} \quad \text{(setting)} & \quad \text{cp.} \quad \text{-dò-k\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(set, go down)} \\
\text{CV.CV} & \quad \text{zùngu} \quad \text{(shaking)} & \quad \text{-zùngú-z\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(shake)} \\
\text{CV.CV.CV} & \quad \text{ròdòmo} \quad \text{(raving)} & \quad \text{-ròdòmo-k\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(rave)} \\
\text{CV} & \quad \text{nò} \quad \text{(extinguisher)} & \quad \text{-nò-k\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(go out - of fire)} \\
\text{CV.CV} & \quad \text{sàrù} \quad \text{(choosing)} & \quad \text{-sàru-k\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(choose)} \\
\text{CV.CV} & \quad \text{koche} \quad \text{(hanging up)} & \quad \text{-koche-k\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(hang up)} \\
\text{CV.CV.CV} & \quad \text{tutùru} \quad \text{(swelling)} & \quad \text{-tutùru-k\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(swell)} \\
\text{CV.CV.CV.CV} & \quad \text{piripiti} \quad \text{(running together)} & \quad \text{-piripiti-k\textsuperscript{h}} \quad \text{(run together, stampede)}
\end{align*}
\]

Derived Rs normally consist of constituents of this type. Departures from this pattern are listed and exemplified below.

b) Shortened ideophones

Certain ideophones undergo elision of a syllable or a final vowel.

1) The final vowel may be elided, the remnant becoming a derived R without verbaliser.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g.} & \quad \text{pèsvu} \quad \text{(winnowing, stirring up)} & \quad \text{cp.} \quad \text{-pèsv}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{chèrgèngu} & \quad \text{(scratching deeply)} & \quad \text{-chèrgèng}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{chèzèngu} & \quad \text{(wounding)} & \quad \text{-chèzèng}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{dètèmbù} & \quad \text{(praising)} & \quad \text{-dètèmb}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{dyàdyàtè} & \quad \text{(crunching)} & \quad \text{-dyàdyàt}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{kùdòzùno} & \quad \text{(stirring)} & \quad \text{-kùdòzùn}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{kwàfàbà} & \quad \text{(covering)} & \quad \text{-kwàfàb}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{bàndì} & \quad \text{(cracking with teeth)} & \quad \text{-bànd}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{bùtu} & \quad \text{(snatching)} & \quad \text{-bùtu}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{dènò} & \quad \text{(provoking)} & \quad \text{-dènò}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{kùwenyù} & \quad \text{(scratching)} & \quad \text{-kùweny}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{zèyu} & \quad \text{(chewing)} & \quad \text{-zèyu}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{zùnu} & \quad \text{(shaking)} & \quad \text{-zùnu}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{fùkùshù} & \quad \text{(roasting nuts)} & \quad \text{-fùkùsh}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{tùbwùnyù} & \quad \text{(pressing something soft)} & \quad \text{-tùbwùny}\textsuperscript{h} \\
\text{nùgùwèrë} & \quad \text{(being transparent, letting in light)} & \quad \text{-nùgùwèrë}\textsuperscript{h}
\end{align*}
\]

Elision of the final vowel occurs with reduplicated ideophones as well.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g.} & \quad \text{n'ùzùù-n'ùzùù} \quad \text{(eating hurriedly)} & \quad \text{cp.} \quad \text{n'ùzùù} \\
\text{tød-} & \quad \text{tød} \quad \text{(shelling nuts)} & \quad \text{-tød} \\
\text{tutùnu-tutùnu} & \quad \text{(cracking with teeth)} & \quad \text{-tutùnu} \\
\text{n'un-unu-n'ununu} & \quad \text{(gnawing)} & \quad \text{-n'ununu}
\end{align*}
\]

2) In other cases, which are somewhat rarer, the final syllable of an ideophone may be elided and replaced by a verbaliser.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g.} & \quad \text{chechërê} \quad \text{(trimming)} & \quad \text{cp.} \quad \text{-chechërê-dz} \\
\text{cheréré} & \quad \text{(running with a hoop, a bicycle rim)} & \quad \text{-cheréré-dz} \\
\text{kùkùùri-gò} & \quad \text{(crowing of cock)} & \quad \text{-kùkùùri-dz}
\end{align*}
\]

Elision of a final syllable occurs rather more frequently in reduplicated ideophones.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g.} & \quad \text{kérè kérè} \quad \text{(clucking)} & \quad \text{cp.} \quad \text{-kérè-kérè-dz} \\
\text{ngwèrë ngwèrë} & \quad \text{(tinkling)} & \quad \text{-ngwèrë-ngwèrë-dz} \\
\text{tikí tiki} & \quad \text{(perspiring)} & \quad \text{-tikí-tikí}
\end{align*}
\]

15/Elision...
Elision of the third, or the second and third, of three triplicated mono-syllabic ideophones often occurs.

e.g. gō gō gō (knocking) cp -gō-gō- dz-
kō kō kō (tying to, securing) -kō-mēr-
pfī pfī pfī (squeaking) -pfī-pfī-dz-
se se se (trotting of a dog) -sē-sē-dz-
svū svū svū (urging on a dog) -svū-svū-dz-if-
chī chī chī (trotting) -chī-chī-nh-
fe fe fe (blowing of wind) -fe-fe-fe-
-go go go (groaning) -go-mēr-

c) Reduplicated ideophones

Reduplicated ideophones rarely feature as such constituents. As just indicated in (2), one or two of the triplicated monosyllabic ideophones are elided.

CV CV CV appears as CV-CV-C, CV-CVC, CV-CVC, CV-C

e.g. tu tu tu (spluttering, boiling) cp -tu-tu-m-
svū svū svū (urging on dog) -svū-svū-dz-if-
dū'ī dū'ī (pounding) -dū-n-ir-
vi vi vi (paining) -vi-t-

Of reduplicated CVCV or CVCCV ideophones, normally only one form appears as a constituent.

e.g. chāku chāku (munching like a pig) cp -chāku-ir-
tepu tepu (swaying) -tepu-k-
n'um'um'um' (gnawing) -n'um'um'-r-
rībādu rībādu (galloping) -rībāk-k-
bhādhi bhādhi (rolling over) -bhādhi-k-

4.2.5.1.3. The phonology of verbalisers

a) Ideophones normally combine with a verbaliser of C shape which may be a single consonant phoneme or a phoneme cluster. Verbalisers of this type are as follows -

/b, dž, k, m, mb, n, nd, nh, ng, ny, py, p, t, v, z/.  

b) In some constructions verbalisers are VC in shape. The forms are /-ik/ and /-ir-. They may occur with ideophones with elided final vowel or without elision.

(1) A number of ideophones with identical vowels in all syllables elide the final vowel and combine with verbaliser /-ik/.

e.g. rukutu (being weak) cp -rukut-ik-
vhuikitu (dashing to pieces) -vhuikit-ik-
parapata (waking up at once) -parapat-ik-

(2) Some ideophones with primary vowels in V₁ position and secondary vowels in V₂ position elide V₂ and combine with verbaliser /-ir-1.

e.g. ndure (stinging) cp -ndur-ir-
tande (stretching) -tand-ir-

(3) Many ideophones ending in /a/, usually reduplicated and indicating intermittent action, or action here and there or to and fro, combine with verbaliser /-ir/.

e.g. tēka tēka (swaying from side to side) cp -tēka-ir-
rīta rīta (walking aimlessly) -rīta-ir-

c) In a few cases the verbaliser is complex, viz. /k-ir-, m-ar-, m-adz-, m-ar-adz/.

e.g. gwādi (squeezing) cp -gwādi-ki-
waftu (sitting haddled) -wāt-mar-
pa (slapping) -pa-mār-
bhā (heating) -bhā-marādż-

4.2.5.1.4. The constructions in detail

This section is concerned with listing and exemplifying the verbalisers and the classes of ideophone which occur with them as well as referring to their meaning and distribution where this is possible.

a) Verbalisers /-k/ and /-r/  

A large class of ideophones with final /-o/ or /-u/ are constituents with two verbalisers 16/-k/...
/-k/ and /-r/ at once. Derived Rs with verbaliser /-k/ occur in verb phrases normally with only secondary object complements, viz. those which may not co-occur with an object prefix. Derived Rs with verbaliser /-r/ occur with an object prefix.

e.g. pâru (tearing) -pârû-k~ (get torn) -pârû-r~ (tear)
sîmu (rising) -sîmû-k~ (rise) -sîmû-r~ (lift)
pfûdûgu (uncovering) -pfûdûgû-k~ (get uncovered) -pfûdûgû-r~ (uncover)
kwâchâmû (coming away from wall) -kwâchâmû-k~ (fall from wall) -kwâchâmû-r~ (take from wall)
bwodo (dislocating) -bwodo-k~ (get dislocated) -bwodo-r~ (dislocate)
undû (moulting) -undû-k~ (lose feathers) -undû-r~ (pluck)
tepfnûm (slackening) -tepfnûm-k~ (be slack) -tepfnûm-r~ (loosen)
tasamu (being straight) -tasamu-k~ (be straight) -tasamu-r~ (straighten)

These verbalisers also occur with a class of ideophones which are constructions consisting of verb radicals and an ideophone formative of reverse meaning. This formative is /-u/ with a rather small number of radicals.

e.g. dzûm-û~ (extinguishing) cp. -dzûm-i~ (burn grass to forestall a veld fire)
nyuûk-û~ (taking from water) -nyûk~ (steep in water)
pind-û~ (turning round) -pind~ (go in)
dzûv-û~ (uncorking) -dzûv~ (hinder)
num-anû~ (unsealing) -num~ (plaster)

More common is a longer reverse formative of shape /-VinV2/, HL after H Rs, LH or LL after L Rs, and in which V1 is the same as the final vowel of the R and V2 is /u/ after /a, e, i, u/ or /o/ after /o/.

e.g. kât-û~ (uncoiling) cp. -kât~ (coil)
pîng-û~ (unlatching) -pîng~ (latch)
kiy-û~ (unlocking) -kiy~ (lock)
pômûnûnû (~unwrapping) -pômû (~wrap with string)
sûng-û~ (untieing) -sûng~ (tie)
chat-anû~ (divorcing) cp. -chat~ (marry)
pet-enû~ (unfolding) -pet~ (fold)
pîk-ênû ~ (~undressing) -pîk~ (dress)
roy-onû ~ (~unwitching) -roy~ (bewitch)
rûk-umû ~ (~unplaiting) -rûk~ (plait)

Examples of the derived radicals:
-sûng-ûnûk~ (get untied) cp. sûng-ûnû
-sûng-ûnûr~ (untie)
-pet-ênûk~ (get unfolded) pet-ênû or pet-ênû
-pet-ênûr~ (unfold)

These reverse derived Rs were treated in AS par. 452-8 as the reverse species.

A number of the undereived ideophones which are constituents with /-k/ and /-r/ indicate division, destruction or fragmentation.

e.g. mwau (breaking) cp. -mwau-k~ (get broken, torn) -mwau-r~ (break, tear)

Others convey the notion of undoing, changing or displacing1.

e.g. nyandu (disordering) -nyandu-k~ (be dishevelled) -nyandu-r~ (disorder)

b) Verbaliser /-r/ 2

The following classes of ideophone appear as constituents in derived Rs with verbaliser /-r/.

1. These observations are made by Dembetembe, p.44-5 who also treats the reversives in this place.

2. In the following sections the ideophones are cited without gloss as they do not differ in meaning from that of the derived R.

17/1) A number...
1) A number of ideophones with final syllable /ma/ and which all indicate some kind of posture, position, disposition or arrangement of parts.

   e.g. -chónjómá-r- (squat with knees up) cp. chónjoma
       -sánjamá-r- (squat) sánjamá, sánza
       -túnhúmá-r- (be unchafing) túnhúmá, túnhu
       -fúndúmá-r- (be sulky) fúndúma
       -pafám-r- (be flat) pafama, pafa
       -tasama-r- (be straight) tasama, tasa
       -yangama-r- (float, lie on water) yangama

Doubtless the syllable /ma/ represents a "stative" ideophonic formative. The derived Rs are inchoative and are followed in verb phrases, if at all, only by secondary object complements.

2) A number of other ideophones ending in /-a/ and indicating posture, mien or gait.

   e.g. -tándává-r- (stretch out) cp. tándáva
       -zvámbará-r- (lie prostrate) zvambara

3) A number of ideophones ending in /-ai/ and conveying types of gait and other types of activity composed of repeated movements.

   e.g. -nánái-r- (move painfully, slowly) cp. nánái
       -kámghái-r- (crawl) kámghái
       -tsvái-r- (sweep) tsvái
       -sái-r- (push) sai
       -vhái-r- (show off) vhái
       -n’ái-r- (glitter) n’ái

4) Numerous miscellaneous ideophones ending in /i/ or /u/.

   e.g. -nyú-r- (sink) cp. nyú
       -dài-r- (answer) dái
       -kwégú-r- (grow old) kwégú
       -márángú-r- (scratch surface) márángú
       -gachi-r- (receive) gachi
       -kambuí-r- (scoop food with fingers) kambuí

5) Ideophones with secondary vowels /e/ and /o/.

   e.g. -gɔmće-r- (groan) cp. gɔmće
       -tonymous-r- (be cold) tonymous
       -tônica-r- (shell nuts) tônica
       -mongodb-r- (plant a shoot) mongodb
       -momote-r- (swarm around) momote

6) A few ideophones with secondary vowel /e/ in final position and primary vowels elsewhere elide /e/ and combine with verbaliser /-ir/.

   e.g. -tánd-ir- (stretch out) cp. tándce
        -ndur-ir- (sting) ndure

7) A few onomatopoeic ideophones indicating cries.

   e.g. -húl-ir- (bark, of dog) cp. húlu
       -kőkőrör- (croak, of frog) kőköro, kőkőroró

8) This verbaliser also occurs with a class of ideophones which are constructions consisting of verb radicals and an ideophonic formative of extensive meaning, /-au/.

   e.g. rúm-áu (biting all over) cp. rúm- (bite)
       sáng-áu (tying all over) sáng- (tie)
       tánh-áu (pluck from all over) tánh- (pluck)
       môn-áu (twisting indiscriminately) môn- (twist)
       rúm-áu (hoeing everywhere) rúm- (till)
       paz-áu (pulling down here and there) paz- (demolish)

Examples of the derived radicals:

   -tánh-áu-r- (remove nuts from plant; legs and wings from a locust)
   -paz-áu-r- (pull down, e.g. a building, here and there)

C) Verbaliser /-k/.

The following classes of ideophone appear as constituents in derived Rs with verbaliser /-k/.
1) A number of ideophones of all kinds and ending in any of the four vowel phonemes /e, i, o, u/.

   e.g. -tère- (place on fire) cp tère
       -pèpèrè- (wave in wind) pèpèrè
       -pàyi-' (hang up) pàyi
       -tògo-' (emit smoke) tògo
       -ròtòmò- (rave) ròtòmò
       -svètù- (jump) svètù
       -tèndèù- (turn round) tèndèù
       -koche- (hook up) koche
       -zdèzdère- (totter) zdèzdère
       -dìmì- (Speak in metaphors, hint) dimì
       -bhìdhìhìri- (Roll over) bhìdhìhìri
       -kòto- (Disperse) kòto
       -chenu- (Be covered with dust) chenu
       -bhùrùrù- (Fly) bhùrùrù

2) Ideophones with vowel /a/ throughout elide final /a/ and combine with verbaliser /-ik/.

   e.g. -parapat- (Wake up suddenly) cp parapata
       -tsakat- (Get lost, vanish) tsakata

3) Three ideophones formed from adjectives by addition of ideophonic formative /-ru/.

   viz. chene-ru (being whistish) cp chena (white)
       pfùmbu-ru (being greyish) pfùmbá (grey)
       tsùkùku-ru (being reddish) tsùkùká (red)

   The derived Rs are:
       -chene-ru-k (Be whistish)
       -pfùmbu-ru-k (Be greyish)
       -tsùkùku-ru-k (Be reddish)

d) Verbaliser /-m/-

   The following classes of ideophone appear as constituents in derived Rs with verbaliser /-m/.

1) A number of disyllabic ideophones ending in /-a/ and indicating position or posture.

   e.g. -kòmbà-m (Be bowed, bent) cp kòmba
       -pfùgá-m (Kneel) pfùgá
       -gwàdà-m (Lie prone) gwàdà
       -kwàtà-m (Kneel) kwàtà

2) Ideophones ending in vowels of all types and indicating actions or sounds.

   e.g. -dengu-m (Wobble) cp dengu
       -dhùru-m (Thunder) dhùru
       -gùdu-m (Rumble) gùdu
       -pfochò-m (Disappear) pfochò
       -fàshà-m (Overflow) fàshà
       -dhìrì-m (Resound) dhìrì

   All these derived Rs appear to belong to the L group.

3) Reduplicated or triplicated monosyllabic ideophones indicating intermittent or vibratory action.

   e.g. -tùtu-m (Rise - of dough) cp tu tu tu
       -vhùvu-m (Moan - of wind) vhù vhù vhù
       -bha-bha-m (Flip - of wings) bha bha bha
       -vhaï-m (Boil) cp vhaï vhaï
       -vai-m (Flash) vai vai
       -tai-m (Glitter) tai tai

   All these derived Rs appear to belong to the L group.

e) Verbaliser /-dz/-

   The following classes of ideophone appear as constituents in derived Rs with verbaliser /-dz/.

1) Ideophones indicating animal cries and other sounds.

   e.g. -bharara-dz (Shout, Bleat) cp bharara
       -njërë-re-dz (Sing, of a cicada) njërë-re

1. Cp. 4.2.5.1.2.(b)(2)
2. Cp. 4.2.5.1.2.(c)
-kūkūrī-dz' (crow, of a cock) cp kūkūrīgol
-pūrū-dz (ululate) cp pūrū
-dhîrî-dz' (thunder, roar) cp dhîrîr
-ngûrû-dz' (growl, of leopard) cp ngûrr

(2) Triplicated or reduplicated ideophones characteristic of the movement of persons, animals, objects etc.

e.g. -chûhâ-dz' (run, of a cock) cp cho cho cho
-dû-dû-dz' (run, of a dassie) cp da da da
-dû-dû-dz' (hammer) cp do do do
-dû-dû-dz' (toddle) cp de de de
-bhûhûhâ-dz' (flap wings) cp bha bha bha

Derived Rs in both these groups appear to belong to the H group.

f) Verbaliser /-t/-.

The following classes of ideophone appear as constituents in derived Rs with verbaliser /-t/.

(1) A number of disyllabic ideophones ending in /-a/ and indicating contact with an agent in various ways.

e.g. -pfûmbâ-t' (grasp) cp pfûmba
-gûmbâ-t' (embrace) cp gûmba
-bûngâ-t' (fold in arms) cp bûnga

Derived Rs in this group appear to belong to the H group.

(2) A group of miscellaneous ideophones.

e.g. -gwââ-t' (bark loudly) cp gwââ
-gwê-kê-t' (take large sips) cp gwe-e
-bvû-kâ-t' (turn seed into soil before rains) cp bvû-kâ
-chûchà-t' (drip) cp cha cha cha
-hwââ-t' (crouch suddenly) cp hwââ

(3) Miscellaneous verbalisers

The following are examples of verbalisers which do not appear extensively or with any clearly defined group of ideophones.

(1) /-b-/ ~-p-/  
*e.g. -svi-b- (be dark) cp svi-i  
-svi-p- (be dark)

(2) /-d/-  
*e.g. -gâ-gâ-d' (hack, chop) cp. gâ gâ gâ

(3) /n/-  
*e.g. -gônyû-n' (curl up) cp. kônya
-fûnya-n (pucker, wrinkle) cp fûnya
-pîrîngâ-n (interlace) cp pîrîngâ
-gamhî-n (limp) cp gamhî
-bvûva-n (be responsible for) cp bvûva

(4) /-ng/-  
*e.g. -nzwê-ng' (dodge) cp. nzwê
-dyf-ng' (pierce) cp dyf-d
-bîshî-ng' (be very busy) cp bîshî
-kûdzô-ng' (stir) cp kûdzô

(5) /-nh/-  
*e.g. -do-nh- (drop) cp. do  
kwa-nh- (cut down) cp kwa

(6) /-/  
*e.g. -bvungû-nj (crush meat with mallet) cp bvungû

(7) /-v/-  
*e.g. -pǒwâ-v' (shrivelled up) cp pǒwâ  
-kwe-v (pull) cp kwe-e-3

1. Cp. 4.2.5.1.2.(b)(2)
2. Cp. 4.2.5.1.1.
3. The incidence of ideophones as constituents in derived Rs is much greater than can be described here. It is also capable of clearer definition from the semantic angle and hence needs further study. Some of the commonest Rs are derived from ideophones.
4.2.5.1.5. **Augmentative derived Rs**

Ideophones with initial unvoiced \(C\), or initial and medial unvoiced \(C\), are subject, in suitable cases to a process of initial, or initial and medial, voicing and murmur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>pùru</th>
<th>bùru</th>
<th>bhùru</th>
<th>(tearing)</th>
<th>(hitting someone on the face with fists)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kādu</td>
<td>gādu</td>
<td>gādu</td>
<td>gādu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first member of such related classes indicates a light or slight action, the second, voiced, member a heavier or stronger action, while the third, murmured, member indicates very heavy or violent action. These distinctions are found also in derived Rs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>-pwany-</th>
<th>(crush, e.g. with the finger nails)</th>
<th>cp pwanyű</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-bwan-</td>
<td>(crush, e.g. with a log)</td>
<td>bwanű</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-kwiz-</td>
<td>(polish, rub)</td>
<td>kwizű</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gwiz-</td>
<td>(rub against, e.g. an ox against tree)</td>
<td>gwizű</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-šōh- (pour out) | cp šōh |           |           |           |                                             |
-ḥōh- (push out) | ḥōh |           |           |           |                                             |
-tsam- (take a pinch) | tsam |           |           |           |                                             |
-dzam- (take a big handful) | dzam |           |           |           |                                             |
-sesam- (cut out section) | sesam |           |           |           |                                             |
-dzēsēm- (cut out large section) | dzēsēm |           |           |           |                                             |
-chach- (take from pot) | chach |           |           |           |                                             |
-jaj- (take from pot greedily) | jaj |           |           |           |                                             |
-kwata- (bend down) | kwata |           |           |           |                                             |
-gwad- (kneel down) | gwad |           |           |           |                                             |
-kaka- (stammer) | kaka |           |           |           |                                             |
-gaag- (stammer noisily) | gaag |           |           |           |                                             |
-kaatl- (walk with bended knees) | kaatl |           |           |           |                                             |
-gwādl- (walk on knees) | gwādl |           |           |           |                                             |
-kākāl- (drink noisily) | kākāl |           |           |           |                                             |
-gašēl- (gulp down noisily) | gašēl |           |           |           |                                             |

Voicing of initial consonants in order to convey a weightier action appears to occur in a few cases in non-derived Rs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>-teve-</th>
<th>(follow)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-deviz-</td>
<td>(follow, observe, pursue)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ari kudvedza muteso**
(He is observing the law)

-kwat- (shiver with fear) | kwat |           |           |           |                                             |
-gwaw- (shiver with fear - of a big person) | gwaw |           |           |           |                                             |
-tung- |           |           |           |           |                                             |
-dung-an-mashé (go straight to the top, i.e. the chief) |           |           |           |           |                                             |
-tem- | (cut) |           |           |           |                                             |
-démerér- | (blunt an axe against a stone) |           |           |           |                                             |

4.2.5.2. **Radicals derived from substantive stems**

The stems which are constituents in these constructions are noun and adjectival stems.

| e.g. | -tete-p- | (be thin) | cp. -tete | (thin) |           |           |                                             |

Derived radicals of this kind belong to both the H and L classes. Stems with \(H\), \(HH\), \(HL\) and \(LH\) tone-patterns are constituents in \(H\) radicals; those with \(LL\) and \(LH\) tone-patterns are constituents in \(L\) radicals. Thus stems clearly fall into two classes, \(H\) and \(L\), on the basis of the tone-patterns of the derived radicals and these are clearly conditioned by the initial toneme, either \(H\) or \(L\), of the stems.

The tone-patterns of substantival stems when constituents in derived verb radicals are adapted to those of \(H\) and \(L\) radicals generally. For example, with inflections conditioning TI tone-patterns, \(H\) and \(LH\) stems become \(HH\) and \(HHH\) respectively while \(LH\) stems become \(LL\).

Verbalisers combining with adjectival stems are \(-k-, -p-, -v-, -s-, -mar-/\). Those combining with noun stems are \(-k-, -r-, -t-, -dz-, -mar-/\). The tones attributed to the verbalisers are also adapted to the tone group and tone conjugation involved.

Examples of these derived radicals are not numerous.
4.2.5.2.1. Adjective stems as constituents

(a) Verbaliser /-k-/  
  e.g. -pfúpi (short) cp -pfúpi-k-; -tsvene (clean) cp -tsvene-k-  
  -kobvú (thick) cp -kobvu-k-  
  -shoma (few) cp -shome-k-1

(b) Verbaliser /-p-/
  e.g. -vi’ (bad) cp -i-p-  
  -dúku (small) cp -dúku-p-
  -tete (thin) cp -tete-p-

The following forms also exist, some the result of metathesis: (-díki-p- (cp. -díki-),  
-dókó-p- (cp. -dóko-), -dúpi-k-, -dúpu-k-).

(c) Verbaliser /-v-/  
  e.g. -nyóró (soft) cp. -nyóró-v-

(d) Verbaliser /-s-/²  
  e.g. -pfúpi (short) cp -pfúpi-s- (shorten) -chena (white) cp chene-s-³
  -dúku (small) cp -dúku-s- (make small)

The form -dúpi-dz- also exists by metathesis, cp -dúpi-k-.

(e) Verbaliser /-mar-/  
  e.g. -kobvú (thick) cp -kobvu-mar- (be thick)

4.2.5.2.2. Noun stems as constituents

(a) Verbaliser /-k-/  
  e.g. N-pfúmbi  
  (9) (hole dug in which cp -pfúmbi-k- (ripen fruit) to ripen fruit)

(b) Verbaliser /-r-/  
  e.g. ma-kóko  
  (6) (pot scrapings) cp -kóko-r- (scrape pot)

(c) Verbaliser /-t-/  
  e.g. ma-kóko  
  (6) (pot scrapings) cp -kóko-t- (clean pot with finger, consuming remnants)

(d) Verbaliser /-dz-/  
  e.g. N-sháma-wari  
  (9) (friend) cp -sháma-wari-dz-an- (be mutually friendly)

(e) Verbaliser /-mar-/  
  e.g. bόfu(ri)-pofu  
  (5) (blind person) cp -pofu-mar- (be blind)

1. Here the stem is adapted to /-shome-/ , perhaps by false analogy with the extensions /-ik-/  
   -ek-/) , /-is-  
   (es-)/.

2. This verbaliser is causative in meaning, cp. the causative extension /-is-  
   (es-)/.

3. Here the stem is adapted to /-chene-/ , perhaps by false analogy with the extension  
   /-ik-  
   -ek-/, /-is-  
   (es-)/.
Extended Radicals

Extended radicals are formed when a verb phrase is combined with a verbal extension. The construction pattern of the VP is:

+/- object prefix + R +/ - complements +/ - adjuncts

e.g. -róv-² imbwá nésamhá (beat a dog with a switch)

Examples of this VP with extended radical would be:

(a) -róv-és² imbwá nésamhá
(beat a dog hard with a switch)

(b) -róv-ék² (imbwá) nésamhá
((for a dog) to get beaten with a switch)

(c) -róv-ér² imbwá nésamhá
(beat a dog with a switch for...)

(a) and (b) are extended VPs; (c) is a VP with extended R. It is not yet a complete extended VP.

Extensions are suffixed to the R they extend. Since it is properly VPs and not merely Rs which are transformed by extensions, the same question occurs here as occurred in the treatment of Rs derived from ideophones. Are extended Rs morphological constructions which can be properly treated at the level of the R? The answer here, as there, appears to be that extended Rs, which are morphological constructions with Rs consisting of (1) the extension and (2), in whole or in part, the R of the transformed VP, do result from the transformation as the result of a restructuring of relationships with the extended VP.

Verbal extensions are of three types according to the effect they have on the VP they transform.

a) Extensions of type (a) reinforce the collocational relationship of R to object complement in the VP which is transformed, e.g. the intensive extension.

  e.g. -róv-és² imbwá nésamhá (beat a dog hard with a switch)

b) Extensions of type (b) restrict the collocational relationship of R to the object complement in the VP which is transformed, e.g. the neuter extension.

  e.g. (imbwá) -róv-ék² nésamhá [[(for a dog) to get beaten by a switch]

  The relationship of imbwá to the R -rov/-, now extended, can only be expressed at clause level by the former complement becoming a subject.

  e.g. Imbwá inoróvéká nésamhá (A dog can be beaten by a switch)

In VPs extended by extensions of both types (a) and (b), the result of the transformation appears to be an extended R, viz. a construction at the level of the R and related as a radical to the other constituents of the extended VP.

(c) Extension of type (c) widen the collocational relationship of R to object complements by requiring a further object complement as the object of the extended radical.

  e.g. -rov-er² mwana imbwá nésamhá (beat the dog with a switch for a child)

The result of adding extensions of all kinds appears to be an extended R, viz. a construction at the level of the R and related as a radical to the other constituents of the extended VP.
A recurrent feature determining the distribution of extensions of VC shape is that of assimilation of V to the final vowel of the R which is extended. Rs with final vowels /i, u, a/ are followed by extensions with primary vowels, whereas those with final vowels /e, o/ are followed by extensions with secondary vowels.

e.g. -bát-ìs̀ - (hold hard)  
   -chëm-èš̀ - (cry loudly)

This feature does not obtain universally.

Another recurrent feature is that C radicals are extended sometimes by reduplicated or triplicated forms of the extensions.

### 4.2.6.1

#### Verbal extensions of type (a)

*(1)* The *contactive* /-at-~et-/

This extension is found only in a few forms, *contactives* not being in active formation.

e.g. -sùng-àt̀ - (tether)  
   -bind-at- - (wear loin cloths)  
   -nam-at- - (adhere to)  
   -chëng-et- - (preserve)

cp. -sùng-̀ - (tie)  
   -bind- - (cover loins)  
   -nam- - (plaster)  
   -chëng- - (keep)

This extension is akin to the verbaliser /-t-/ which combines with ideophones to indicate contact. Cp. 4.2.5.1.4.(f).

*(2)* The extensive /-ik-~ek-/

This extension is also found only in a few forms, *extensives* not being in active formation.

Extensive Rs imply that the action of the unextended R is projected in space.

e.g. -râdž-ìk̀ - (put down)  
   -rùm-ìk̀ - (bleed)  
   -sùm-ìk̀ - (plant out)  
   -tönd-ìk̀ - (point to)  
   -gadž-ìk̀ - (put down)  
   -Râdziká ìmuña - (make the child lie down to rest)  
   -Gadžiká móyo pasì, âčaţiya - (Do not fret, he will come)

cp. -râdž-̀ - (lay down)  
   -rùm-̀ - (bite)  
   -sùm-̀ - (plant)  
   -tönd-̀ - (face)  
   -gadž-̀ - (settle)

*(3)* The intensive /-ìs- ~ -es-/

This extension is realised as /-ìs-/ after C radicals and Rs with final primary vowels /a, i, u/ and as /-es-/ after Rs with final secondary vowels /e, o/.

Intensive Rs imply that the action of the unextended R is heightened or made more vigorous or effective. The extension may be reduplicated or, after C radicals, triplicated for further emphasis.

e.g. -dìs- - (love much)  
   -nzwìs- - (understand)  
   -bátìs- - (hold firmly)  
   -nakìs- - (be very good)  
   -dìsìsìsì - (love very much)  
   -nzwìsìsìsì - (understand very well)  
   -bátìsìsì - (hold very firmly)  
   -nakìsìsì - (be extremely good)  

Chawàwàná bìtsìsìsì, mudùmì ìhaùpì kàvìrì - (Hold on firmly to what you have found, the spirit does not give twice)

Mùmòguna asi hàmìsìtì màgònsìsì - (You can manage but you cannot manage perfectly yet)

cp. -dì̀ - (love)  
   -nzwìsì̀ - (understand well)  
   -bátìsì̀ - (hold)  
   -nakìsì̀ - (be good)

*(4)* The *perfective* /-irir-~erer-/

This extension is realised as /-irir-/ after C radicals, as /-irir-/ Rs with final primary vowels, and as /-erer-/ after Rs with final secondary vowels. Perfective Rs imply that the action of the unextended R is carried through to completion.

e.g. -dyìriri - (eat a lot, eat to repletion)  
   -chèkìreri - (cut up meat and fill the pot)  
   -sekìreri - (laugh on and on, be happy)  

cp. -dyì̀ - (eat)  
   -chèkì̀ - (cut)  
   -sekì̀ - (laugh)

1. The extensions are classified by a number as well as a descriptive label for reference.
Nhásí tinózwiříříra
(Today we shall hear some wonderful stories)
-dyř-říř- němohōdi (mix up seed in planting)
-dyř-říř- němachínda (eat grubs (in the honey) by mistake)

4.2.6.1.5.

(5) The repetitive /-ur- ~ -or-/  
This extension is realised as /-ur-/ after Rs with final vowels /a, e, i, u/ and as /-or-/ after Rs with final vowel /o/. Repetitive Rs imply that the action of the unextended R is done for the second time or done thoroughly. There is some overlap between this extension and the perfective but the two extensions are distinct.

e.g. -dyř-ur-ř (resow)  
-fōmb-ur-ř (walk a second time)  
-čśk-ur-ř (curse with repetitions)  
-dzōng-ör-ř (resow)  
-send-ur-ř (replane)  
-dzōk-ör-ř (plant, weed, plough for the second time)

-cjām-ur-ř (extinguish thoroughly)  
-rev-ur-ř (confess)  
-ziv-ur-ř (know well)  
-ōn-ör-ř (see clearly, scrutinise)  
-tsěts-ur-ř (grind fine)  
-rond-ör-ř (track thoroughly)

Chindhůmary čiři kútronddora makambá čénsungú
(The little weanling is following the drills, digging up the ground-nut seeds already planted)

Zvěñosoró méwoy wákó (Scrutinise your heart)
Ndźońkúzwíříříra (I know you well)

4.2.6.1.6.

(6) The stative /-ar- ~ -arar-/  
This extension is found only in a few forms, statives not being in active formation.

e.g. -čm-ąř-ř (become hard, dry)  
-shm-ąř-ř (shout with wide open mouth)  
-chčam-ąř-ř (project)

Mámé čźmé nyíka, hová džsé čźńomamámára dzčhívá čánfó
(In some countries, all the rivers freeze hard)

The extension is akin to the verbaliser /-r-/ which combines with ideophones to indicate posture. Cp. 4.2.5.1.4.(b).

4.2.6.2.

Verbal extensions of type (b)

4.2.6.2.1.

(7) The associative /-an-/  
This extension is found only in a few forms, associatives not being in active formation.  
Associative Rs imply that the action of the unextended R is common to a group or a body in the form of an action or state which prevails over the whole.

e.g. -góny-ąń (be curly, twisted)  
-nyng-ąń (be confused)  
-ńńg-ąń (assemble)  
-ńńndąńdź-ąń (be ready)  
-gadz-ąń (settle down together)  
-pet-ąń (crumple up)  
-zvυuk-ąń (be pulled out, elongated)  
-brůnduk-ąń (be muddy, dirty all over, of water)

Kaná tąńńgńá, tǐńńzhörangńa zvóůńńita
(When we are assembled, we will decide together what to do)

Nyangá dzakágonyana
(Curlly horns)

Vanhú vákándândąńźáńa
(The people are all ready)

Mvůra yáŋąńźáńa
(The water has settled down, is calm)
4.2.6.2.2.

(8) The potential or neuter /-i̞k-~/ek/-

This extension is realised as /-i̞k-/ after C radicals and Rs with final primary vowels; it is realised as /-ek-/ after Rs with final secondary vowels. Potential Rs imply that the action of the unextended R is possible or easily accomplished in the circumstances or, simply, though this is less common, that it is performed.

e.g. -dy-i̞k- (be edible) cp. -dy- (eat)
-nw-i̞k- (be drinkable) -nw- (drink)
-rw-i̞k- (be worth fighting for) -rw- (fight)
-bv-i̞k- (be removable) -bv- (come from)
-zív-i̞k- (be knowable, get known) -zív- (know)
-gon-ek- (be feasible) -gon- (be able)
-vereng-ek- (be countable) -vereng- (count, read)

Sadza ri̞ndodyika, hari̞si mbdiza kunyan̄a
(The porridge is edible, it is not too uncooked)

Hwahwa hänwini̞ka, huha̞na kwa̞wanda m̄wira̞
(The beer is drinkable, it's not too diluted)

Mb̄s̄wa iyi i̞norwika
(The case is worth fighting)

Pamusha p̄anobvika, zvıkó̞n̄ero zv̄i̞ripo̞
(It is allowable to leave the village, where there are sufficient grounds)

Kuhwina kuti vanhu vanogya Mzinyati vanzoyanumira kwa̞zvo
(It is hoped that the people who live at Mzinyati will be greatly helped)

Nguv̄i̞ dz̄h̄i̞z̄h̄i̞z̄h̄i̞z̄i̞ dz̄i̞i̞n̄e dz̄i̞i̞s̄i̞s̄a̞ȳa̞m̄i̞h̄i̞k̄i̞e
(In the rainy season, many rivers will no longer be passable)

Mumewe w̄e̞va vakumud̄i̞ uyo w̄i̞r̄a̞tidzika se̞m̄ud̄uku w̄a̞kar̄i̞h̄wa k̄a̞tsi̞ c̣h̄e̞te
(One of the boys who was clearly the youngest was merely given strokes)

Iyi im̄b̄w̄a i̞no̞chengeteka, haji̞t̄i̞ze̞
(This dog is easy to keep, it doesn't run way)

It̄a̞ kuti un̄i̞z̄i̞v̄i̞k̄e̞
(Act so as to get known!)

Nd̄akâ̞ri̞sika nd̄i̞ri̞nd̄i̞nda̞ k̄a̞m̄u̞sha̞
(I got lost going home)

Zv̄akâ̞f̄i̞tica kuti nd̄i̞ri̞nd̄i̞nda̞ ka̞M̄e̞ri̞ka̞
(It happened that I should go to America)

4.2.6.2.3.

(9) The passive /-w̄- ~ -iw̄- ~ -ew̄/

This extension is realised as /-iw-/ after C radicals. Elsewhere it is /-w̄- ~ -iw-/ after Rs with primary vowels and /-w̄- ~ -ew-/ after Rs with secondary vowels. In some dialects, e.g. S.W. Karanga and Korekore, the longer forms are favoured but in Žezuru the shorter form is more common.

Passive Rs imply that the action of the unextended R is undergone. The action may be performed on the subject, if this exists, and by an agent indicated by an adjunct, if this exists. But mention of both subject, either by a subject in a clause or by the subject prefix, or the agent, may be omitted, impersonal or locative subject prefixes being used.

e.g. -p̄-i̞w̄- (be giver) cp. -p̄- (give)
-d̄-i̞w̄- (be loved, wanted) -d̄- (love, want)
-rw̄-i̞w̄- (be fought) -rw̄- (fight)
-bv̄-i̞w̄- (be come out) -bv̄- (come out)
-tap̄-w̄- (be captured) -tap̄- (capture)
-sun̄ḡ-w̄- (be bound) -sun̄ḡ- (bind)
-bik̄-w̄- (be cooked) -bik̄- (cook)
-reḡ-w̄- (be left) -reḡ- (leave)

Rs with /y/, w̄ as final C usually appear with longer allomorphs /-i̞w̄- ~ -ew̄-./

e.g. -gay-i̞w̄- (be ground) cp. -gay- (grind)
-ray-i̞w̄- (be warned) -ray- (warm)
-ğra̞y-i̞w̄- (be killed) -ğra̞y- (kill)
Recall that the sequence /vw/ does not occur in Zezuru, becoming /hw/.

Recall also that /w/ in Cw clusters has a great number of allophones.

Cháienda kundotówá chihahwe
(What about the maize you mentioned?)

Uri kudíwá kúmushá
(You have been wanted at home)

Wapiwa mari' nánani?
(By whom were you given the money?)

Árnima němbwa here?
(Was he bitten by a dog)

Vasi'kánara vátumirwa kundoiteyi' námair
(What were the girls sent by mother to do?)

Kwáendwa naani' kúmushá?
(Who went home?)

KúBurúwayo kúri' kufíwá nevanhu kwávvo
(In Bulawayo many people are dying)

Múáfríka mari' kudziizíwí nevanhu mazívá ano
(In Africa these days there is a great deal of education being pursued)

4.2.6.2.4.

(10) The reciprocal /-an/-

This extension is realised as /-an/- after all Rs. Reciprocal Rs imply that the action of the unextended R is performed mutually by agents upon each other.

e.g. -d-an-

- (love one another)

-re-an-

- (fight each other)

-báti-an-

- (hold each other, be adjacent)

-nets-an-

- (annoy each other)

The R + /-an/- may have a plural subject, the parties to the reciprocal action being associated together; or the subject may be singular, the other party being indicated by a /-an/- inflected SP; and this may be used even though the subject be plural and include the party also indicated by the /-an/- inflected SP.

e.g. Mombe nakáfudzamombe zvihobatsírana
(The ox and the tickbird help each other)

Tinho batsírana nökukweříhí na mari'
(We help each other by lending one another money)

Tšoro yákachíngúra na nenzoú
(The hare came across the elephant)

Chinošika kuti tinëtsíhö nòmùrùmije wingu ndëchokúti anôrúta
(What makes me and my husband disagree is that he is a glutton)

The extension /-an/- may be reduplicated both with C Rs and those of other shapes.

e.g. Vánu-nets-anan-a mumå mávô
(They keep getting on one another's nerves on this recurrent issue)

Nzou némuvúi džákakweł-anan-a
(The elephant and the hippo had a tug-of-war several times, in different ways)

-d-anan-

(love each other very much)

-nów-anan-

(understand each other very well)

4.2.6.3.

Verbal extensions of type. (c)

4.2.6.3.1.

(11) The applied /-ir- ~ -er-/  

This extension is realised as /-ir/- after C radicals and Rs with final primary vowels; it is realised as /-er/- after Rs with final secondary vowels. Applied Rs imply that the action of the unextended R takes place with special reference to some person, thing, event, or place which is the complement of the extended VP.

e.g. -nów-í-. . .
e.g. -mw-ir' (drink for) cp. -nw' (drink)
-w-ir' (fall into, onto) -w- (fall from)
-si'y-ir' (leave for) -si'y- (leave)
-tsvag-ir'-(search on behalf of) -tsvag- (search)
-dzīdž-ir' (learn for) -dzīdž- (learn)
-chenget-er' (look after for) -chenget- (look after)

Bvuti'rá mwani bángá, shoqovii'chéka (Snatch the knife away from the child, he will cut himself)

Bvuti' bángá (Snatch the knife away)

Vánothicengétera amá (They will keep them for mother)
Ndínógirira kuti vaná vángu vángyé (I wait for my children to come)
Ndínógir-ir-ira kuti mapeni árégé kunyú kúmunda (I am waiting on and on so that the baboons may not come to the field)
Ndínógirirá kuti níipíchá nyótá (I drink in order to quench my thirst)
Wákátángá kútirira shanje Vákufakánesú (They began to be jealous of Vakufakunesu)
Tsvagírá babá dándá noktí vári kurwára (Look for a log for your father for he is sick)
Wákpi'ndirepí'chikóro (Where did you go for your schooling?)
Munówiríri'i'tíí? (Where do you have your tea?)
Tinówiríri múmbá hántú (We have it in the big room)
Imbá yokúbakíra ndeipi? (In which house is the cooking done?)
Dzináb dzinódyirá vánhá dzirípi? (Where are the dining-rooms?)
Unówirífeyi' (What are you waiting for?)

cp. -dzok- (return from) -dzok-er' (return to)
-tính- (drive from) -tính-ir' (drive to)

Múmbá mántanda vánhu (People were driven out of the house)
Múmbá mántardira vánhu (People were driven into the house)
Mukanwa másvipwa máte (Saliva was spat out of his mouth)
Mukanwa másvipwíra máte (Saliva was spat into his mouth)

The connotation of place appears in nominal constructions derived from R + -ir-.

e.g. Fándi'író ráké rákaipá (The place he frequents is bad)
Chuuriyíró chemábe (Abattoir for cattle)

But nominal constructions in classes 3, 4, 6 carry the connotation of manner of action.

e.g. mup-ír-o' (way of giving)
mutúm-ír-o (way of sending)
múmbó-ér-o (way of resting)
mukúrímidź-ír-o (way of hurrying)
murw-ír-o' (way of fighting)
múmbfunz-ír-o' (way of asking)
mútaris-ír-o' (way of looking)
müverengé-ér-o' (way of reading)

This meaning is not apparent in VPs save when suffix /-mo/ is used. In this case it is implied, idiomatically, that the action is done ignorantly.

e.g. Ari' kudyíramó (He is just eating ignorantly, without regard to owner, usage, etc.)
Ari' kudílúzíramo savamwe (He is just joining in the shouting, not knowing what it is all about)
-tándíro'mé-tándíromó (walk not knowing what one is doing)

A number of cases of Rs + -ir-/ occur without R being used alone (Whiteley: compound minimal radicals) and without any obvious applied meaning (cp. AS.423).
Extension /-ir-/ can be suffixed to these.

e.g.  Ākafānīrīna kuvā muC.I.D.
(He is just the sort of man to join the C.I.D.)
kuswerera sadza
(to spend the day eating)

There is an emphatic reduplicated use of /-irir-/.

e.g.  -son-
    (sew)
    cp.  -son-erēr-(sew on patch for)
-rov-
    (speak)
    cp.  -rov-erēr-(speak as a witness for)

Sonērērā mwanā chīgamba
(Sew on a patch for the child)

Kurērērā vītezvara, kītya kurembo
(If one speaks as a witness for one's father-in-law, it is because one is afraid of being denied one's wife)

4.2.6.3.2.

(12) The causative: (a) /-y-~ -dz-~ -ez-/; (15)(b) /-is-~ -es-/.  
There are two causative extensions, (a) and (b)

(a) /-y-/ indicates the causative extension. It never appears as such but only in the series of morphophonemic changes which take place at the boundary where the morphemes R + extension meet. /-y-/ occurs only with a very limited number of Rs, viz. a certain number with final C /K, r/ and a very few with final C /p, b, v, mb, nd, ng/.

/-y-/ appears commonly with Rs with C2 /k, r/.

e.g.  -sek-
    (laugh)
    -sets-
    (amuse)
-muk-
    (rise)
    -muts-
    (rouse)
-rjir-
    (sound)
    -ridz-
    (make sound, play)
-rāz-
    (sleep)
    -rādz-
    (bury)

It appears very commonly with derived Rs with verbalisers /-k-, -r-/,

e.g.  -sīmu-k-
    (rise)
    -sīmu-ts-
    (cause to rise)
-sīmu-r-
    (raise)
    -sīmu-dz-
    (help to raise)

Otherwise its appearance is very sporadic.

C2 labial:

-tēp-
    (be thin)
    -tēsv-
    (make thin, pare)
-reb-
    (be long)
    -redzv-
    (lengthen)
-vāv-
    (be sour)
    -vāzo-
    (make bitter)
-nyoro-v-
    (be soft, moist)
    -nyoro-zv-
    (soften, moisten)
-vimb-
    (be proud)
    -vinzv-
    (make proud)

C2 alveolar:

-ōnd-
    (be lean)
    -ōnz-
    (make lean)
-pēng-
    (be mad)
    -pēnz-
    (madden)

cp Ka:  -paradzan-
        (be separate)
    -paradzany-(separate)
Ma:  -ōy-
    (come)
    -ōnz-
    (bring)

With other Rs a longer extension is in use, /-dz-/ after C radicals and Rs with final primary vowels and /-ez-/ after Rs with final secondary vowels. This extension can be considered as an allomorph of /-y-/ appearing with radicals with which /-y-/ itself does not appear.

e.g.  -shamb-iz-
    (wash others)
    cp.  -shamb-
    (wash)
-bvum-iz-
    (allow, permit)
    -bvum-
    (agree)

The presence of this extension indicates a participation by an agent in some activity, a personal participation involving action by an agent on someone or something.

e.g.  -kwid-
    (lift up, help up)
    cp.  -kwir-
    (climb)
-ridz-
    (play an instrument)
    -rir-
    (sound)
-bār-idz-
    (cure someone of)
    -bār-
    (bear)
sterility

(b) There is a second causative extension somewhat different in its meaning and effect from the first. It is realised as /-is-/ after C radicals and non-C radicals with primary vowels; and as /-es-/ after non-C radicals with secondary vowels:

e.g.  -ziv-iz-
    (inform)
    cp.  -ziv-
    (know)
-ōy-is-
    (send)
    -ōy-
    (come)
The presence of this extension indicates one of two things, either that someone is made to act or that someone is made to be acted on. Thus the causality is not so much direct as indirect action by an agent upon another agent causing it to act or be acted on. This latter aspect is indicated by the presence of an adjunct, an adverbial inflected substantive phrase.

e.g. Jongwè rínobařiša sēshe
(The cock causes the hen to bear)

Věkándiurayíša hâmu yângu
(They made me kill my kinsman)

Ndâřúmisa imbâwâ mwanâ
(I made the dog bite the child)

Regâ kundĩrũmisa nɛmbâwâ yâkó
(Do n't cause me to get bitten by your dog)

Wunũmrayisâ sâ wâ múmukâži wâkó wâshumba
(You caused our chief to get killed by means of your lion-wife)

-kwír-is- (make someone climb) cp. -kwír- (climb)
-rir-is- (make someone cry) -rir- (sound)
-shamb-is- (make someone wash) -shamb- (wash)
-bvum-is- (make someone agree) -bvum- (agree)

A further implication of -is- is that things are used as instruments.

e.g. Ndịpewó nhabvú nditambisê ṭé?
(Please give me a ball to play with)

Vâdžíbabâ věčú vâdizívâ kútisâ basâ matârâ
(Our father knew how to make iron work)

Ivâhâ rókúnamisa imbâ
(Earth to plaster a house with)

Gashu rókusúnsåsâ mômebâ
(A thong to tether an ox with)

The causative extension increases the possibility of complements in the VP by one.

e.g. Ndâmúka mangwâðâni
(I got up in the morning)

cp. Ndâmúkisa vanhu mangwâðâni nemhēwâhere yandâità
(I made the people get up, such was the noise I made)

cp. Ndâmúçisa mwanâ mangwânda-ngwânda kúti âdyê bótâ
(I roused the child early to eat his porridge)

e.g. Chibahwè châôma
(The maize has grown dry and hard)

cp. Ndâmôsa mânera nɛzuva párnmârâ
(I dried out the malt in the sun on the flat rock)

cp. Ndâmôdzëwô chibahwè
(Stay with me until the maize hardens, until the harvest)

e.g. Garâ uchifârâ mazivâ osé
(May you have happiness every day!)

cp. Fârisâ vânuhu kûmûshâ
(Greet the people at home?)

cp. Nhuâ dzâké dzifâuzâ nâmâ wêsê
(He visits please everyone)

Further examples of /-idz-/ and /-is-/ compared.

Ndîgariidzeyiwo kusvikira Sadza aîya
(Stay with me until Sadza has come)

gariïšâ vana
(make the children sit down)

Ndîniidžewó
(Stand with me, e.g. in a photograph)

Mîsâ vânuhu mumukâångwe
(Make the people stand in a line!)

Ndîkuyidzwê
(Keep me company while I am grinding)

Kuyiïšâ mûróora chimera
(Make the daughter-in-law grind the malt!)

Kûdyiïšâ mûnû
(to keep someone company until he has finished eating)
Double Extensions

Verb phrases are found not only with single extensions but multiply extended as well. The simplest combination of extensions is the double extension. Doubly extended VPs are treated here as the transformation of an already extended VP by the addition of a further extension.

Since there are three types of extension distinguished according to the effect they have on the VP, either (a) reinforcing the relation of the radical to its object complement, (b) restricting that relationship or (c) raising it to a more complex relationship, there are nine possible types of doubly extended VPs.

An extended VP of type (a) may be extended by extensions of either type (a), type (b) or type (c).

(a) Double extensions of type (a)-(a)

    e.g. extensive extended VP with intensive extension.

    -sín-ík-iš- mitī (2 + 3) (plant out trees firmly)

    cp. -sín-ík- mitī (2) (plant out trees)

The effect of this transformation is a doubly extended R and the relationship between extensive R and complement reinforced.

Examples of such doubly extended VPs are as follows:

1-1 : Anongo-síng-ät-ät-a zvi' nézvi' kúnyanywe zvakaipwa (He gets involved in everything indiscriminately, even unpleasant things)

1-3 : Nyanzo-châng-et-es-a momele yângu (Look after my ox well!)

2-3 : Ú-sín-ík-is-é, urégé kúdzurwa návanâ vadûku (Plant it out firmly so that it may not be pulled up by the little ones)

3-3 : Mhâny-ís-íš-a, regâ kúnonoka (Run very hard, do not delay!)

4-3 : Basa irî rinô-hâd-íîś-ís-a zvokûti tinénge tâgarika (This job succeeds so well that we shall be well off)

5-3 : -pamh-urur-is- (resume vigorously)
Dyâr-úrûr-is-a, zůvâ rômânzvâ mûkomo (Put your back into your replanting, the sun is going down)

(b) Double extensions of type (a)-(b),

    e.g. intensive extended VP with neuter extension.

    -róv-êś-ík- (3 + 8) (be capable of being beaten hard)

1. Combinations of extensions are indicated by their numbers. Some of the combinations are reduplications of the same extension.

   31/cp. -róv-êś-'imbâ...
Effect: Doubly extended R with restriction of relationship in the extended VP.

Examples of (a)-(b) doubly extended VPs:

1-7 : Vavák Üdzáni vâno-súng-áť-án-a muzvinhu zvôsé zvavanôita
(Neighbours are closely associated in everything they do)

1-8 : Nyama isînâ kûiswa muchando hai³chéng-âť-ék-e
(Meat not placed in a refrigerator is not easy to preserve)

1-9 : -súng-âť-wê
(be tethered)

1-10 : Vânga vachi³zhâmb-âť-án-a muswerô wôse wêzuva
(They were shouting the whole day)

2-8 : Nhondo yeâôdyâ inô-sîm-âť-ik-a zvakánâka kana kwâîaya mvîrá
(Tobacco plants are easy to plant out when it has rained)

2-9 : -sîm-âť-wê
(be planted out)

3-8 : Chinu hu cháko chiñôdá ku-bât-îs-ik-a. MUKASADÁRO İNGÔZI
(The thing needs to be held firmly. If not, it is dangerous)

3-9 : -röv-éś-wê
(be beaten hard)

3-10 : Vâka-bât-îs-án-a manêka
(They troubled each other severely)

4-7 : Vanhu vâbud-irir-an-a
(The people have all been successful together)

4-8 : Basa iri riño-bûd-îrif-ik-a
(This job is one in which it is easy to succeed)

4-9 : -tûk-îrif-wê
(be thoroughly scolded)

4-10 : Vâka-tûk-îrif-an-a vakabvisina chiри'muñîsô
(They cursed one another exhaustively and had nothing further to say)

5-8 : Zvinhu ixiî ìšamba-kumwe, havî-pamh-ûrub-ik-e
(These things are a unique event, not easily repeated)

5-9 : -pamh-uru-wê
(be repeated)

5-10 : Vâkapâm-urur-an-a kutûkânà
(They resumed cursing each other after an interval)

6-6 : -simb-ar-ar-
(be strong)

6-8 : Menô dôko âchagúma â-châchâm-âr-ik-á
(Your teeth will end up by sticking out)

6-10 : Vanhu vâkângâ vachîngo-shâm-ârâr-an-a zuva rôsé,
tikasîzîvâ kûti chikonzîro chiî
(The people were just calling out to each other all day and we did not know what the reason was)

(c) Double extensions of type (a)-(c),
e.g. intensive extended VP with applied extension.

-řöv-éś-ér- maenâ imbâvâ (3 + 11) (beat a dog hard for the child)

Effect: Extended R is related to a further extension to a further object.

Examples of (a)-(c) doubly extended VPs:

1-11 : súng-âť-ir
(tie to, tie for)

Ibâ váambahâ váka-mú-nam-âť-ir-a kudzámâra másvitsâna
köâMVura-yâchêka-îmakumbo
(Be sure to stick to him until the bitter end)

32/1-12 :...
An extended VP of type (b) may be extended by extensions of either type (b) or type (c).
(a) Doubly extended VPs of type (b)-(a) do not seem to occur.
(b) Double extensions of type (b)-(b).

e.g. neuter extended VP with associative extension:

\[-båt-îk-án-\]  \(8 - 7\)  (be adjacent, be held together)

cp. \[-båt-îk\]  \(8\)  (get held, be holdable)

Effect: Doubly extended R with restriction on object complements reinforced.

Examples of (b)-(b) doubly extended VPs:

7-8 : Nvimbô ifô ifongona ku-ûng-án-î-r-a navânu.
(This place is one where people can gather)

8-7 : -pûdz-îk-án-  (get rubbed off all over)
Áka-rôv-ák-án-a pûsâmaâ hawâhâ zvâkâñâka
(he got beaten by all and sundry through not taking the beer in a seemly fashion)

8-8 : Nyâmâ yechîropa ifô-bik-îk-î-k-a nyôrê nyôrê
(Liver is very easily cooked)

8-9 : -reg-êk-w-
-ôn-êk-w'-  (be left)
-nzw-îk-w'-  (be heard)
-gon-êk-w'  (be possible)

8-10 : Takû-båt-îk-ân-a nebâsa
(We are occupied with work)

The passive is normally in the last place in multiply extended Rs.

10-8 : Ánga-tû-k-ân-e- îye îye akasâra
(Can he be cursed without this provoking him to a fight?)
(c) Double extensions of type (b)-(c)
e.g. neuter extended VP with applied extension:
-šay-ik-ir-
\[\text{[8-11]}\] (get lost at some place or for someone)
cp. -šay-ik-
\[\text{[8]}\] (get lost)

Effect: Extended VP is raised by further extension into a more complex doubly extended VP.

10-9 : Hapána čhisinga-sek-an-w-e, ifga kufa kú-sek-an-w-a-wáni
(There is nothing for which people are not being laughed at by others, for, even in death, people laugh at one another's predicament)

Páñoshamväridz-an-w-a-kwázo
(Here people get on very well together)

Combinations of reciprocal with other extensions often involve a triple combination, the second extension both preceding and following the reciprocal,
e.g. -reg-w-an-w-
\[\text{[be left mutually]}\]
-sek-w-an-w-
\[\text{[be laughed at, each one laughing at the other]}\]
Páño-reg-w-an-w-a mumwe átofá
(There will only be an end (e.g. to this mutual quarrelling) when one of them is dead)
Kuvárá kú-sek-w-an-w-a
(Begetting means having one's children laughed at just as one laughs at those of others!)
Kwátuk-w-an-w-a nhási zvokufi, kana páné kasárá, káne mudziímú wáko
(There was such a scolding today that, if anything went unmentioned, its spirit must have protected it)

10-10 : -túk-ún-án-
\[\text{[curse one another with hearty mutuality]}\]

(c) Double extensions of type (b) - (c)
e.g. neuter extended VP with applied extension:
-šay-ik-ir-
\[\text{[8-11]}\] (get lost at some place or for someone)
cp. -šay-ik-
\[\text{[8]}\] (get lost)

Effect: Doubly extended R is related to a further object.

Examples of (b) - (c) doubly extended VPs:

7-11 : Váhu váka-úng-án-i-r-a muziiíhú, ukasvika
(The people came together for the ancestral spirit and it came forth)

7-12 : Mápáriša wánumbó ákaing-án-i-dz-a vanhu padare
(The chief's messenger assembled the people at the court)

7-13 : Úng-án-Is-
\[\text{(cause to assemble)}\]

8-11 : Sékúru wángu áka-sháy-ik-ir-a kure
(My grandfather died far away)

8-13 : Ndíye aká-sháy-ik-is-a nkházi dzángu nókudziisádzizá inbwá
(He it was who caused my goats to get lost by setting dogs on to them)

-hwánd-ik-is-
\[\text{(cause to get hidden)}\]

10-11 : Munó-tw-ir-an-ir-e-i? (What are you fighting one another for?) (cp. 10-9 above)

10-12 : -bát-ún-i-dz-
\[\text{(connect)}\]

10-13 : Â-ndí-túk-ún-ís-a munhu uyu wandíisíndú kútaura naye
(He was responsible for making me curse this person with whom I have never spoken)
Uyu ándítik-án-ís-a nevúmwe (This one has made me get scolded by others)
Â-tuk-ís-an-a vanhu pamusíndè pemakuhum ñké (He caused people to curse each other because of his slanders)
Â-tuk-í-s-an-ís-a vanhu vázéré zvávó neshiri dzvanamhendirira (He caused innocent people to be reviled by passers-by) (cp. 10-9 above)

4.2.6.4.3.

An extended VP of type (c) may be extended by extensions of either type (a) or type (b) or type (c).
(a) Double extensions of type (c)-(a)
e.g. causative extended VP with perfective extension.
-pédz-érér-
\[\text{basa}\]
\[\text{(12-11)}\] (finish work right off)

[34/cp. -pédz...
Effect: Doubly extended R with extended VP relationships reinforced.

Examples of (c)-(a) doubly extended VPs:

12-3 : -ridz-is (Play loudly)
12-4 : -pédz-érér- (finish right off)
         -muts-irir- (resume, renew)
13-3 : -vák-is-is- (make someone build with urgency)

(b) Double extension of type (c)-(b),
    e.g. applied extended VP with reciprocal extension.

    -it-ir-an - basa

    cp. -it-ir- mumwe basa

Effect: Double extended R with restriction of relationship within the extended VP.

Examples of (c)-(b) doubly extended VPs:

11-8 : Rño-reg-er-ek-a (It can be left without causing harm)
         -brum-ir-ik- (fall a prey to wild animals)
11-9 : This combination often occurs and implies an action performed to or for a subject
       by someone or something. The subject is involved willy-nilly and unable to do any-
       thing himself about it. He has just to accept the situation which is often amusing
       or tragic)
       -dôk-ér-wē nezuva (to have the sun set on one while one's work or journey
       is still unfinished)
       -f-îr-wē nevâbereki (to be bereaved of one's parents)
       -pind-ir-wē nhwôwaka (be visited by a snake)
       -svâk-ir-wē nevâeni (be visited unexpectedly by guests)
11-10 : -it-ir-an- basa (do work for one another)
         -cheng-er-an- (treat one another with suspicion)
         Å-tuk-an-ir-an-a navâtzwara chiî? (What caused him to quarrel with his father-in-law?)
         (cp. 10-9)
12-8 : Bât-îdôz-îk-a-wô bâsa (Be easy to help, show yourself thankful for help in your work)
12-9 : -muts-wē (be roused)
12-10 : Vâ-tuk-an-idz-an-a (They have quarrelled and one cannot tell who started it so mutual is the
         quarrelling) (cp. 10-9)
13-8 : -dy-is-îkē (be easily fed)
         -tend-es-ekē- (be trustworthy)
         Vâno-vâk-is-îk-a pômmûmûmû zwakânâka (She lives on tolerant terms with her husband)
13-9 : Handi-înd-és-wē navô, ndinô-sår-îs-wâ hûmûshâ mazûvâ ôse (I am not taken with them but made to stay at home everyday)
         -dy-is-wē (be fed)
13-10 : -sår-is-ân- (bid farewell to one another, try to stop one another from going)
         Ón-ês-ân- nhâmûô (make each other suffer)

(c) Double extensions of type (c)-(c)
    e.g. causative extended VP with applied extension.
Effect: The doubly extended R is related to a further object.

Examples of (c)-(c) doubly extended VPs

11-12 : -vák-ídż- múmwe imbá (help someone build a house)
         -bát-ídż- múmwe basa (help someone to work)
         -bvunz-ir-ídż- (make diligent enquiries for)
         -dzor-ir-adz- (reconcile)

11-13 : Unó-ndi-bik-ir-is-a néi? (What are you going to cooked for me as relish?)
         -bik-ir-is- sadza muntu néhuku (cook porridge for a person using chicken as relish)
         Húkú nda-í-bik-ír-is-a amáí (I have cooked the chicken as relish for mother)
         -bik-ir-is- mhubwe sadza (use duiker meat as relish for porridge)

12-11 : Unó-ndi-néts-ér-a chi[b (Why do you worry me?)
         -kand-ídż-ir- (throw at)

12-15 : -zàdż-ís' (make someone fill)

13-11 : -vák-írs-ír- amáí imbá nomúmwe (have a house built for mother by someone)
         -dy-ís-ír- (feed for)

13-13 : -vák ís-ís- ímba kúmusha nomúmwe (have a house built at home by someone)

4.2.6.5. Triple and quadruple extensions

Doubly extended VPs may be further extended but not all combinations of extensions are found. The following are the instances of triple and quadruple extensions which have been noted. In most cases the effect of the third and fourth extension on the doubly extended VP is predictable in terms of the cumulative effect of the different types of extension, (a), (b) or (c), involved.

(a)-(b)-(b)

3-10-9 : Kwa-rov-es-an-w-a zvinótýlsa (There were terribly hard blows exchanged)

(a)-(c)-(b)

5-11-10 : Varúmé váno-dyár-úrúr-ir-an-a mbéuí (The men resow for each other - they are friendly and readily exchange services)

5-12-8 : Zvinhu zvinótýngwá páno haví-téng-úrúrúdz-ike (Things which are bought here have no resale value; cannot be sold again)

6-12-8 : Mwaná uyu háa-nyár-údž-ík-e kana twáké twáuíya (This child cannot be comforted when he has his little troubles)

6-12-10 : Vanhu váchema, vaka-nyár-údž-a-án-a (The people mourned and comforted one another)

(a)-(c)-(c)

6-12-11 : Âno-simh-aradz-ir-a vanhu kuti åwâné mari (He encourages people for his own gain)

6-12-13 : Simb-arádz-ís-á vánhu pabasa (Make the people take heart over their work!)
8-7-9: Kudía uku kūna-d-īk-ān-w-a nevānu
   (This kind of food is favoured by people)

9-10-9: Kufā kūfa kuno-sek-w-an-w-a inga!
   (Even the death of people is laughed at by others!)
   Kwātēvura kwā-bv-w-ān-w-a nhāsi
   (At the father-in-law's place there was a dispersal today - sons-in-law leaving
   without settlement)

10-10-9: Kwā-tuk-an-an-w-a zvakūrītsa nyōká mūmvena
   (There was such mutual recrimination as to make the snakes come out of their holes)

7-12-10: Mēkā-sang-an-idz-an-a mēsāniba
   (I bumped into a lion, met a lion unawares)

7-12-11: Sung-ān-idz-ir-a vanā gūrumbira
   (Join up the rope for the children!)

8-11-9: Nyēye akā-bv-īk-ir-w-a navānu
   (It was on account of him that people left the place)

10-11-10: Vē-rov-an-ir-an-a kugara nhāka
   (They fought one another to gain the inheritance)

10-13-9: Hū-sīrō yēvāna yē-bvōnd-an-is-w-a natīcha
   (The children's heads were knocked together by the teacher)

10-12-10: Vē-tuk-an-idz-an-a pazuře vānu zvinonyūndza
   (They scolded one another in public in such an embarrassing way)

7-12-11: Uny-an-idz-ir-a vanā pēsē ustawī wānu
   (Assass some property for your children before you die!)

7-13-11: Anī-tuk-an-īs-ir-a imbōva yandukūnda sadza
   (He caused me to be scolded on account of the dog to which I denied food)

10-12-11: Anī-fan-an-idz-ir-a kuti mūsikanā wāsekuru wāku
   (He thought it was his uncle's girl-friend)

12-2-9 : Iwe, kwīdz-īk-w-a pāmusōrō pēbhiza
   (You, get mounted on the horse's back!)

12-2-8 : Munhu ha-a kwīdz-īk-ē pāmusōrō penzōu pāsinā mādambiko
   (A person cannot easily be placed on an elephant's back without a ladder)

12-2-10 : Vāno-kwīdz-īk-ān-a kwīdz-īk-an-a
   (They help each other up in various ways)

12-2-12 : Rūdz-īk-īdź-a mānā kūti āghochūnbiizobātīwā nēhope
   (Lie down with the child so that he may go to sleep quickly!)

12-2-11 : Ndī-kwīdz-īk-ē sēga iri pambongoro
   (Lift up this sack onto the donkey for me!)

12-2-13 : Kwīdz-īk-īs-a vamwe masaga
   (Help the others put the sacks up on top!)

11-7-9 : Agamira vasikana nōkūlva ā-kōmb-eēr-an-w-a nēvenūmanana
   (He knocked up the girls and was at once surrounded by the villagers)

12-8-10 : Mānā vānu nūmūmūne wāku vāka-gūdz-īk-an-a zvakūnda
   (My daughter and her husband got on well together)

13-10-9 : -rov-es-an-w-
   (be made to beat each other)

11-10-11 : Vē- rw-īr-an-ir-(an)-a chiyi?
   (What did they fight each other for?)

12-8-11 : Ānō-nets-ek-er-a vanā vāku kūti vādzůzōzé
   (He suffers for the sake of his children's education)

12-7-13 : Ānō-pinz-an-is-an-a hēmbe
   (He puts on two shirts, one inside the other)
11-13-10 : Váno-taits-ir-is-an-a némhosva, němhatá yemákusha
(They cause another to be involved in a case through their lies)
12-11-10 : Váno-fung-izd-ir-an-a, saka vachivéngaña
(Their suspect each other and so they hate one another)
Váno-nets-er-an-a mari-yvákaposhá
(They are involved in the trouble of one worrying the other for the money he lent him)
12-13-10 : Váno-kwülz-ís-án-a mafare
(They bring one another to court)
Váka-rég-edz-es-an-a kwabwá
(They stopped one another from drinking beer)
Vá-reg-edz-es-an-a basa
(They made each other stop work)
13-10-13 : Ano-rw-is-an-is-a vanuç mazúvá ósè
(He involves people in enmity every day)

(c)-(c)-(c)
12-11-12 : Á-můts-iridz-a mungava väke
(He made a renewed attempt to recover his debt)
12-13-11 : Zádz-is-iř-a amai chironogó chémwura
(Fill up the water-pot for your mother!)
13-7-13 : Váno-tsvag-is-an-is-a vanłu ruvěngó
(They are seeking to cause enmity among people)

(b)-(c)-(b)-(b)
10-12-10-9 : Kwá-tuk-an-idz-an-w-a zvakônzêrá makýyu kizonha
(Such mutual cursing took place as to cause the wild figs to drop)

(c)-(a)-(c)-(b)
12-2-11-10 : Váno-gadz-ik-ir-an-a tsáýa pâchotó
(They place the pots on the hearth for one another)

(c)-(b)-(c)-(b)
12-10-13-9 : Váno-tûk-ülz-án-is-w-a kana vákawotsírá
(They are made to scold one another if they are foolish enough)
12-8-11-10 : Váno-kodz-ek-er-an-a makaka
(They make sour milk for one another)
13-10-13-10 : Váno-tsvag-is-an-is-an-a chabvépi
(They are making one another look for what doesn't exist, are bluffing one another)

(c)-(c)-(b)-(b)
12-11-8-7 : Ndákápiwa mari yakůkwana ndika-bûts-îr-îk-an-a kwaîzo panyaya'yêchikôro chêvaná
(I was given sufficient money and greatly helped in the whole matter of the children's education)

(c)-(c)-(c)-(b)
12-11-11-10 : Váka-mûts-irir-an-a narwò
(He resumed his work)

4.2.7. Reduplicated radicals

Reduplicated radicals form a construction at the level of the radical. The two constituents are segmentally identical Rs save in the case of C Rs when the second constituent is prefixed by the stabiliser /i-/.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g. } & -râz\quad râz \quad \text{(throw away carelessly)} \\
& -pîz\quad pîz \quad \text{(give away to all and sundry)}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that reduplicated H C radicals and stabiliser carry HIL tone patterns in TC 1.

The reduplicated radical is clearly a construction. When inflected, inflection and reduplicated R form one phonological word and the R is inflected as a unit. The tone-patterns carried by the reduplicated R are determined by it as a unit. The meaning of the reduplicated R differs from that of the R repeated.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g. } & \text{Rôvâ! Rôvâ! (Hit! Hit!)} \\
\text{cp. } & \text{Rôvâ-rôvâ-a! (Hit all over indiscriminately!)}
\end{align*}
\]

38/In the...
In the main, the reference of the reduplicated form is repetitive, meaning that the action is done over and over again. Compared to the reference of the single R which conveys an action done once for all, that of the reduplicated form is pejorative.

E.g. -pɔ'-p (give away without due thought)
-fɔmb-fɔmb- (walk all over, without purpose)
-simɔ'k-simɔ-k (be fidgety)
-rw'-rw'- (be quarrelsome)
-bwɔn-bwɔn- (ask many unconnected questions)
-tarɔ-tarɔ (stare about)

Other examples:

-ni-n-
(rain all over, even on the fields of those from whom the spirit could withhold the rain because of their misdeeds)

-fwɔi-nw-
(drink indiscriminately)

[yi nyayɔ i'ichiri kyeyewa-eyewa
(This matter is still being investigated)

Amongorɔ-rara
(He just sleeps fitfully)

Anɔda kuɔnɔ-ɔna zvishona-shona
(He wants to see a little of everything)

Nyatsagara! Rega kusimik-a-simuka
(Sit properly! Don't keep getting up and sitting down all the time)

Amonyanya kufɔmb-fɔmba
(He keeps walking about to no purpose)

Rega kungodya-ndya sadza kwɔse kwɔse
(Do n't just eat sadza indiscriminately, from house to house, you don't know what sickness you will pick up)

-rɔ'-rɔ-
-net's-net's-
-ro'ts-ro'ts-
-cher-cher-
-rov-rov-ek-
-rov-rov-
-chat-chat-
-pɔpɔt-pɔpɔt-
-chɛngɛdz-w-chɛngɛdz-w- (be always cheated)

Extended Rs are reduplicated as such, not as R-R-extension, viz.

E.g. -tɔk-'is-w-tuk-is-w- (be continually made liable to scolding)
Not *-tɔk-tuk-is-w-

4.2.8. Irregular radicals

4.2.8.1.

The following verb radicals are of CV shape and are never extended or reduplicated as such, /-ri/ (be), /-na/ (be with), /-nge/ (seem), /-nzʃ/ (be said, called), /-ti/ (say, do), /-va/ (be, become).

4.2.8.2.

The radicals /-ti/ and /-nzʃ/ are constituents in the following complex forms.

-da ('do like this)
-nzai (be done like this)
-dro ('do like that)
-nzarwo (be done like that)
-dɔ? (do like what?)
-nzai? (be done like what?)

The non-interrogative complex Rs above have applied, extended and reciprocal extended forms as well as combinations of these.

39/e.g. -da-ir-o...
-dá-ir-ô
  (do for, in this way)

-ñá-ir-wô
  (be done for, like this)

-dá-is-ô
  (cause to do, in this way)

-ñá-is-wô
  (be caused to do like this)

-dá-r-ir-ô
  (do for, in that way)

-ñá-r-ir-wô
  (be done for, like that)

-dá-r-is-ô
  (cause to do, in that way)

-ñá-r-is-wô
  (be caused to do like that)

day-an-o
  (to thus to one another)

dar-an-o
  (do like that to one another)

day-an-is-an-o
  (cause one another to do thus)

-nzay-an-is-an-o
  (to be caused, the one by the other, to do thus)

dar-an-is-an-o
  (cause one another to do that)

-nzar-an-is-an-o
  (be caused, the one by the other, to do that)

The radicals /-deno/ (do thus) and /-deya/ (do like that) occur in Karanga and Manyika.

4.3.

THE VERB PHRASE

The verb radical discussed in 4.2. is the nuclear constituent of the construction at the next level in the verbal hierarchy, viz. the verb phrase. The constructional pattern of the verb phrase is:

+/− object prefix (op) + R +/− complements (Cs)
+/- adjuncts (As)

e.g. -dzi-tém-â húni nédemo
  (cut the firewood with an ax)

The existence of the verb phrase as a constant constituent can be recognised by comparing several differently inflected, forms.

e.g. ku-dzi-tém-a’ húni nédemo
  (infinitive)

Dzi-tém-ô húni nédemo
  (imperative)

Ndí-nô-dzi-tém-a’ húni nédemo
  (affirmative, principal, present, habitual, Is)

Ha-ndí-dzi-tém-ô húni nédemo
  (negative, principal, present, Is)

It is this unit and its internal relationships which are studied in this section1.

4.3.1. The structure of the verb phrase

The nuclear or compulsory constituent of the verb phrase is the radical which may be either simplex or complex. The verb phrase is characterised, however, by its optional constituents which are, as stated, of three main kinds:

a) the object prefix;
b) the complements;
c) the adjuncts.

These are optional in the sense that a verb phrase and an inflected verb phrase may exist without them. All the following are inflected verb phrases with identical inflection, viz. /ndí-no...a/ (aff. princ. pres. hab. Is)

viz. Ndí-nô-tém-ô
  (I chop)
Ndí-nô-tém-a húni
  (I chop firewood)
Ndí-no-tém-a nédemo
  (I chop with an ax)
Ndí-nô-dzi-tém-a húni nédemo
  (I chop the firewood with an axe)

The verb phrase is a construction which shows enormous variety in its possible realisations. In order to describe this variety and, at the same time, the underlying structure, each of the constituents must be examined in turn. They will be described in this order:

a) the adjuncts;
b) the complements;
c) the object prefixes.

4.3.1.1. The adjuncts

The term adjunct indicates a constituent class which includes both constructions and particles.

4.3.1.1.1. Adverbial phrases

The constructions are the adverbial phrases, viz.adverbially inflected substantive phrases, 1. In this section, VPs, when inflected are underlined. 40/ cp.3.7.4. ...
3.7.4. These are of two types, those with inflecting morpheme /na-/ and those with inflecting morpheme /sa-/

(a) The morpheme /na-/ is capable of indicating a number of different relationships which link the phrases it inflects to a R in a verb phrase. These relationships, distinguished according to their reference, are of

1) instrumentality;
2) association;
3) agency.

1) The term "instrumentality" is a blanket term which covers the relation of use as instrument, as well as a number of other relationships illustrated below.

E.g. Əka-róv-á mwaná nēshambi
(He beat the child with a switch)
Tínó-fambio-á nenziρa iyí
(We go by this path)
...rik-a ṃomumnda
(... and it went through, viz. by means of the interior of, the field)
Úy-á-í’ nēpānö!
(Come by this place, this way!)
Ta-f-á nenžára
(We are faint with hunger)
Ta-nónok-a nēmva rañaya
(We are late because of the rain which fell)
Únó-zív-e-í’ nebása irí?
(What do you know about this work?)
... rik-fung-a néchungabatsire nyika
(... and he thought of what could help the country)
Ta-úy-a nōkukurumidza
(We came in haste)

Included among the Sps which are inflected by /na- are infinitive phrases.

In Manyika the inflecting morpheme for instrumental phrases is /ngɛ- except where the nuclear substantive is a pronoun, when it is /ndi-/

E.g. Ta-fambio- a nektśoka
(We travelled on foot)
Ta-úy-a ngekuchinbićita
(We came in haste)
Ta-úy-a ndiyo nzira
(We came by the path itself)

2) The term "association" indicates clearly enough the relation of a substantive phrase to a R in a verb phrase.

E.g. Ndáká-ény-a nababá wángu
(I went with my father)
Úy-á nēmva
(Bring, viz. Come with, some water!)
Ndái-v-ė nēmbwa
(I used to have, viz. be with, a dog)

The morpheme /na-/, which links infinitive clauses to verbal clauses is interpreted as a conjunctive not a mere phrase inflection.

E.g. Ndáká-svīk-a nokúpinda mumbá
(I arrived and entered the house)
Ndíchə-rīm-a məngwàm a nukudýrə mbwə kuswemhëndzə
(I shall plough to-morrow and sow the day after)

The morphemes /na-/, and kana, which link Sps into compound Sps, are interpreted as conjunctives, not phrase inflections,

E.g. -d- babá námáí
(late father and mother)
-Fambio- babá kana amáí
(reject father or mother)

In Manyika the inflecting morpheme in associative phrases is also /na-/

Associative phrases occur after reciprocal extended Rs and indicate one of the parties to a reciprocal action.

41/E.g. Anó-d-án-á...
e.g. Áno-d-án-á nómusíkaná wáké
(He and his girl love one another)

cp. Áno-d-á musíkaná wáké
(He loves his girl)

e.g. Chínósaka kuti ti'-nets-án-e nómurúme wángu ndéchokúti' anoruuta
(What makes me and my husband quarrel is that he is a glutton)

cp. Nóinó-nets-a múrúme wángu
(I trouble my husband)

3) Agentive phrases occur in passive extended verb phrases and indicate the agent of the action indicated by the R which is performed on the subject.

e.g. Wa-p-íx-a mari nání?
(By whom were you given money)
Á-rum-w-a nembwa yángu
(He has been bitten by my dog)
Vasíkaná vá-tum-w-a kundoitei' námáți?
(What were the girls sent to go and do by my mother?)

In Manyika, the inflective morpheme for agentive phrases is /nge-/ except with nuclear substantives consisting of la and 2a nouns and pronouns when it is /jul-/.

e.g. Ná-rum-w-a ngényoka
(He was bitten by a snake)
Ná-ner-w-a ndzabá wáké
(He was beaten by his father)

b) The morpheme /sa-/ indicates a relationship of manner between the phrase it inflects and a R in a verb phrase.

e.g. Áno-bát-á bása somínhu mukúri
(He works like a grown person)
Áno-it-a sebenzi
(He acts like a fool)

Included among the SPs which are inflected by /sa-/ are infinitive phrases of which the nuclei are infinitive clauses (q.v)

e.g. It-a sókuzívá kwényi
(Do it as you know)

/sa-/ like the possessive inflection, can also inflect participial inflected verb phrases, a fact which makes its distribution different from that of /na-/

e.g. Tinó-it-a setiñorwára
(We act as if we are sick)
It-a seinógoná
(Act as you are able)

4.3.1.1.2. The particles

Among the adjuncts should be listed the following particles, some of which do not occur as phonologically free forms but as enclitics, suffixed to the inflected R.

viz. chéte (only)
bódzi (only)
 gasho (completely)
-wó (again, also; please (after imperative inflection))
-zvé (again)
-ká (emphasis and urgency)
-sú? (surprise and interrogation)

The enclitics are H and cause a R tone-pattern ending in ..H to change to ..HL. After final LH, however, they are L.

e.g. Nóinó-tóx-a-wó (I take as well)
Tari-tóx-a-sí? (Do not ask again)
Handi-avunz-e-zvé (Look)
HauChá-plind-a-sú? (Wont you come in then?)
Kú-dý-a-sí? (Do you mean eating?)
Kú-dý-a-sú? (Is it eating you mean)
 Nó-dý-a chéte (He will definitely come)
Aka-dý-a chéte... (If he so much as comes....)
Anotóti a-dý-e-wó chéte (He has simply got to come)
4.3.1.2. The complements

Complements differ from adjuncts in being substantive phrases whereas adjuncts are either adverbial inflected substantive phrases or particles. Complements may consist, further, not only of single SPs but of compound SPs and SPs preceded by conjunctives.

e.g. - Gar- pasi' (sit down)
   - Gər-pasi' napámusoro' (sit on the ground and on top)
   - Gər-kana napámusoro-wō (sit even on top as well)
   - Dy' nyāmə nyəse nəmlirwo-wō (eat meat and vegetables as well)

4.3.1.2.1. Adverbial complements

Complements differ from one another in class, in meaning and in the range of Rs with which they appear. The following types of complement can appear with the widest range of Rs. Like the adjuncts they are adverbial in reference and define that of the R in terms of place, time, degree and manner.

a) Adverbial complements of place

SPs of classes 16, 17 and 18 as well as certain members of classes 9 and 14 are locative complements. Cp.3.3.30, 21, 22.; 3.3.18. (d) (1) (vi).

e.g. Ta-səngan-a panzira (16)
   (We met on the way)
   Və-ənd-ə kumusha kwāngu (17)
   (They went to my home)
   Āri kə-taur-a mukati'umo (17)
   (He is speaking in the middle over there)
   Usa-kwir-e mberi' kweimbə (17)
   (You must not climb up on the shelf at the back of the House)

The names of the areas in which tribes and clans live are often nouns of class 9.

e.g. Mbire, Harava, Manyika, Hungwe, Ntwwe.

Ndīri' kə-ənd-ə Harava (I am going to Seke's country)

The names of other areas are nouns of class 14.

e.g. uKuŋəŋə, uHerə, uNjana, uRozi, uHota

Ndīri' ku-təm-a ñHotə (I am moving from the Chihota area)

b) Adverbial complements of time

These are SPs of classes 16, 17 and 18 as well as certain members of classes 6, 11 and 1a. Possessive inflected participial clauses of cl.8 are common. Cp.3.3.28, 21, 22.; 3.3.9,(d) (1)(v); 3.3.15.(d)(i)(ii); 3.3.3.(d)(i)(ii).

e.g. Pakutəŋə hatihə ku-nzw-əmən-a (16)
   (At first we did not agree)
   Kumažuva āye, nyika haihə kə-shomẹk-a (17)
   (In those days, land was not scarce)
   Tinō-bət-ə kwəzvo muzhizə (18)
   (We work hard in the rainy season)
   Tinō-ənd-ə nəsəi kumuna
   (We are going to the field today)
   Akə-muk-a rufurə-məmbəwe (11)
   (He rose early, at the time when duikers graze)
   Mamwe məziəma ano-rwər-ə, mamwe ano-bud-ə zvəkə (16)
   (Some days he is ill, on others he goes out of doors)
   Zvandakəpində mumbə, ndakə-gər-a pasi' (8)
   (When I entered the room, I sat down)

c) Adverbial complements of degree

These are SPs of cl. 12. In Karangā, they may be in cl. 11. Cp.3.3.16.(d)(1)(ii).

e.g. Akə-təur-a kumətə
   (He spoke once)

d) Adverbial complements of manner

These are certain SPs of C11. 7 and 8. Cp.3.3.0.(d)(1)(v); (2)(ii); 3.3.11(d).
Other types of complement, viz. SPs of other classes, as well as those of Cl.1, 1a, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11. 12 and 14 with other references, do not have such a wide distribution in verb phrases as the adverbial complements. The reason for their comparatively restricted distribution lies in the fact that the collocations of radicals with object complements are restricted whereas those with adverbial complements are comparatively unrestricted.

In a recent study, Verbal Constructions in Korekore¹ N D Dembetembe has studied this question of the collocation of radicals and object complements. His classification is in terms of classes of radicals but, as is clear from the terms of the problem, the level at which his discussion moves is that of the verb phrases and it is in terms of classes of verb phrases that his conclusions will be given here.

He distinguished object complements in verb phrases into two types, termed, respectively, primary and secondary. Primary object complements in VPs are those which may be either accompanied by an object prefix as co-referent or give place to an op, as substitute referent.² For example, the object complement *minda* (fields) is primary in the VP -rim- *minda* (till fields).

e.g. Taifirina *minda* nechifengu
     (We used to till our fields with a curved hoe)

cp. Taifirina *minda* nechifengu
     (We used to till the fields with a curved hoe)

Taifirina nechifengu
     (We used to till them with a curved hoe)

The object complement *musoro* (head) is secondary in the VP -chen- *musoro* (become grey-haired, lit. become white of head).

e.g. Vasekurukvachena *musoro*
     (Grandfather is grey-haired)³

A further characteristic of VPs with primary and secondary complements respectively is that the former are transformable into passive extended VPs, the primary complements becoming subjects of clauses, whereas the latter are so transformable only if the subject of the passive extended VP is locative and the complement remains a complement.

e.g. Minda yaifirinwa nechifengu
     (Fields were tilled by a curved hoe)

cp. Kvachenegeka *musoro*
     (The head has become grey, e.g. You are now grey)

On the basis of these criteria, and from his corpus, Dembetembe distinguishes five types of combinations between Rs and object complements within VPs:

(A) R with nil object complements:

    e.g. -net-  (become tired)
    -nak-  (become good)
    -tirir- (endure)
    -gwa’dhif- (move on knees)

(B) R with one secondary complement

    e.g. -f’ez’if’ito-  (have an eye damaged, lit. die as to an eye)
    -simb- muviri (be strong in body)
    -mak- nyi’ska  (rise as a snake)
    -chen- *musoro* (be white of head)
    -tsuk- mes’o  (be red of eye, have bloodshot eyes)
    -kvarar- gumbo (be hurt on the leg)

¹ University of London M.Phil. Dissertation, Department of African Languages, University College of Rhodesia, 1969.
² Dembetembe borrows the terms 'object substitute' and 'co-referent' from M Guthrie, Journal of African Languages, Vol. I, No. 3 pp.202-220. I have used the terms co-referent and referent.
(C) R with one primary complement:

e.g. -gütś hwahwaś (be satisfied, have enough beer)
-ramb- mukâdžiś (refuse, reject a wife)
-tend- mldžîmâ (thank the spirits)
-rim- mînda (till the fields)
-tâdž- bása (fail in one's work)

(D) R with one primary and one secondary complement:

e.g. -rûvâ ×̂ mwanâ ziśô (hit a child on the eye)
-têmâ ×̂ mwanâ mbônje (inflict a bruise on a child)
-zûvâ rûkodzi kûta kwârwo (know how a hawk behaves)
-wâkâ ×̂ mwanâ tshëka (build a child's character)
-bûtâ ×̂ vânhu musôrô (hold people by the head)

(E) R with two primary complements:

e.g. -pâ ×̂ vana mariś (give money to children)
-nyûmî ×̂ imbwâ sâdža (stint dogs of their food)
-ûdžâ ×̂ vânhu nyâyâ (tell the people the news)
-pôshâ ×̂ vânhu mariś (lend people money)

Dembetembe's classification of Rs, rather than of VPs, has this consequence that the classification is in terms of collocability rather than in terms of actual collocations. Rs are classified in terms of their maximum collocability but this does not prevent their appearing with fewer complements than they are able to collocate with. E.g. /-pâ/ (give), a class E radical, need not appear with two primary object complements.

Further observations by Dembetembe on the secondary object complements are as follows:

(i) Secondary complements of B radicals indicate, more often than not, something which is a part or aspect of the subject of the clause in which the VP appears.

e.g. Imbwâ yângu yâkafâ zîsoś (My dog had an injury done to its eye)
Vâsekuru vachêna musôrô (Grandfather's head is now grey)

Such complements may be transposed to subject position but in this case require as qualitative a possessive inflected phrase with the original subject as nucleus.

e.g. Zîsoś rûmbwâ yângu rûkâfâ (My dog's eye was damaged)

(ii) Secondary complements follow primary in class D verb phrases.

e.g. -têmâ ×̂ mwanâ mbônje
(lit. strike a child a bruise)
-bûtâ ×̂ vânhu musôrô
(hold people by the head)

The secondary complement is, more often than not, a part or aspect of the primary complement.

Though this analysis was made on Korekore material, Dembetembe's findings, albeit tentative, are, in the main, suggestive for Zezuru as well. The corresponding Zezuru material shows, however, rather more flexibility than is claimed for Korekore. Radicals with no object complements in Korekore appear with object prefixes in Zezuru, at least in certain contexts which call for certain culturally defined styles. For example, the R /-nak-/ (be good, be beautiful) is classified as appearing in A type VPs in Korekore. In Zezuru they may occur with object complements like usu (face), moyo (heart), i.e. in B type VPs.

e.g. -nak- usu (be fair of face)
-nak- moyo (be good of heart)

From the look of them, and from intuition of the relationship between the R and its complements, they would appear to be secondary. However, in a common style of speech called mavinga (reproaches mixed with innuendo and sarcasm) these VPs may incorporate an object prefix and be passively transformed.

e.g. Kuñînâka usu wakâñâmâka, asî moyo hañâ (You may be fair of face but you have no heart)(op. of cl. 14)
Usô hañînâkâ nêwusimâshámâ ne, usu hûmûnâkâ navânhu huchîsîswawô (People who don't wash don't improve their faces, people have nice faces when they are washed too) (passive extended VP)
Kuñînâka moyo hûmûngâ uchînâsîswawô (To be kind-hearted comes from being kindly treated)(op. of cl. 13)
Mûyo ûmûnûkâwô (The heart can be good as well) (passive extended VP)

45/Again in...
Again in the register or style called gudzǐrd-můkanwa which is used for story-telling or entertainment (something that grows in the mouth, the telling), object prefixes occur in inflected VPs where again the relation of R to complement appears to characterise them as secondary.

e.g. - će  العلي
(lit. die in regard to one's humanity, become senseless)

كأرثنًا اكالفًا العلي
(He was beaten and lost all feeling) (op. of cl. 14)

-chen- musóró
(become white headed)

وآسکروو فياکوچنًا موسورو آميرپو سهبنزي
(Grandfather's hair grew grey as he was left waiting there like a fool)

With these reservations, Dembetembe's classification is a useful one for the VPs which occur, i.e. VPs which consist of:

i) a radical alone, without object complements;

ii) a radical with one object complement;

iii) a radical with two object complements.

The relation of R to object complements is sometimes such that object prefixes either in agreement or as substitutes are not acceptable. These are called secondary object complements.

e.g. -tór- musíkaná uyu moyo (appeal to this girl)

In this VP the op. /-u/- of cl. 3 can co-occur with moyo only if it is related to musíkaná uyu by a possessive inflection.

e.g. زنئوردًا مويو واموسکانًا مويو
(It took the heart of this girl)

In the former VP moyo is a secondary object complement but, in the latter, it is primary.

The obstacle to using an op. as referent or co-referent may arise, not from the VP as such, but from the use of the VP in a certain style or styles. Thus, for example, in chitorwa (speech between relative strangers or matter-of-fact narrative not intended to entertain) the use of the op. which mavingú or gudzǐrd- můkanwa permit would not arise or be considered suitable. In these styles or registers then, object complements in VPs not allowing an op. would be secondary.

4.3.1.3. The object prefixes

(a) The object prefixes for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd persons, all classes, are as follows:

| Number | Is   | -ndi- |
|        | pl1  | -ti-  |
|        | pl2  | -ku-  |
|        | pl3  | -ku-...i |
|        | pl4  | -mu-  |
|        | pl5  | -vu-  |
|        | pl6  | -u-   |
|        | pl7  | -i-   |
|        | pl8  | -ri-  |
|        | pl9  | -a-   |
|        | pl10 | -chi- |
|        | pl11 | -zvi- |
|        | pl12 | -l-   |
|        | pl13 | -dzi- |
|        | pl14 | -ru-  |
|        | pl15 | -ka-  |
|        | pl16 | -tu-  |
|        | pl17 | -hi-  |
|        | pl18 | -ku-  |

The constituent class of op. represents series XI of the person and class affixes. The op. of II pl. is complex, consisting of the op. of II s together with the pluralising morpheme /-i/, also found in plural imperatives, suffixed to the terminal vowel of the inflection.

E.g. ku-ki-đn-â-i- (to see you (pl.))

46/The following...
The following dialectal variants are of interest.

\[
\begin{array}{lccc}
\text{II pl} & \text{-mi-} & & (\text{some forms of Karanga}) \\
& \text{-mu-} & & (\text{Manyika}) \\
\text{cl. 3} & \text{-u-} & \sim & \text{-mu-} \\
& & & (\text{Karanga}) \\
\text{4} & \text{-i-} & \sim & \text{-mi-} \\
& & & (\text{Karanga}) \\
\text{6} & \text{-a-} & \sim & \text{-ma-} \\
& & & (\text{Karanga}) \\
\text{14} & \text{-vi-} & & (\text{Karanga}) \\
\text{19} & \text{-svi-} & & (\text{Karanga}) \\
\text{20} & \text{-ku-} & & (\text{Karanga}) \\
\end{array}
\]

b) The above are the allomorphs of the person and class affixes which occur in VPs. They are prefixed immediately to the R, only one in any one VP,

e.g. Ha-ndf-mu-ziv-é (I don’t know him)

43.1.3.1. The object prefixes as referent

a) The op. may be used as a referent without any agreement with, or reference to, complements within the VP, either because there are no complements, or because the reference of the op. as a substitute referent is to something else already within the discourse. Object prefixes of I and II persons do not appear to need such an antecedent context to be immediately intelligible as they refer to speaker(s) and hearers. But those of the III person appear to need this.

e.g. U-nó-mi-ziv-á heré?' (Is) (Do you know me)
Ha-ndf-mu-ziv-é (Is) (I do not know you)
Nó-a-mi-on-a náksi (1) (I saw him today)
Vó-mi-ndf-né-má (1) (They hate me)
Mó-ndf-e (1) (Beat him!)
Regá ndf-kun-é uchí (1Is) (Let me give you some honey)
Nó-a-i-nym-á sadza (9) (I denied it food)
Mó-pó-ziv-á? (16) (Did you know the place?)
Handf-kú-kí-á (17) (I don’t want to go there)

b) Where there is need to refer to combinations of complements, viz. such as would be expressed by a compound SP, the op. selected is usually either of cl.2 (to refer to combinations of substantives of cl.1, 2, la, 2a or 2b) or of cl.8 (to refer to combinations of substantives of other class).

e.g. Nó-a-vá-on-a (mukómaná námúsíkaná) (I saw them - a boy and a girl)
Nó-a-vá-on-a (vakómaná návasíkaná) (I saw them - the boys and girls)
Nó-a-ziv-tor-a (mukombe nechiřongó) (I took them - the ladle and the waterpot)
Nó-a-ziv-tor-a (sadza nómuriwó) (I took them - the porridge and relish)

When the combination consists of substantives of the same class and the same semantic sub-class, referents of that class, or its linked plural, or of cl.8, may be used.

e.g. muzhanje námusí (a wild loquat and a fig tree)
harahwa nechímbere (an old man and an old woman)

The use of the reflexive prefix with non-C radicals is accompanied by a special R tone-pattern irrespective of the tone class of the R and the inflection. This tone-pattern consists of low tones with final high, carried by the terminal vowel. In this way, /-zvi-/- (reflexive) is distinguished from /-zvi/- (op., cl.8) with which it is segmentally identical.

e.g. Nd-a-ziv-kudz-á (I prided myself)
cp. Nd-a-ziv-kudz-á (I praised them (8))
e.g. Ngá-ti-ziv-é-venzes-e (Let us put ourselves to work)
cp. Ngá-ti-ziv-é-venzes-e (Let us make them (8) work)
In the case of C radicals, there is no difference between the tones accompanying the use of /-zvi-/ reflexive or /-zvi-/ (8).

e.g. Nd-a-zvi-dy-a moyo
   (I am fed up as the result of continual troubles)
Nd-a-zvi-dy-a
   (I eat them (e.g. zvipembene ne)(flying insects)
ku-zvi-p-a nhum’
   (to give oneself trouble)
ku-zvi-p-a nhum’
   (to give them (8) troubles)

Other examples:
ku-zvi-ts vagir-a zvi¬sho
   (He wanted to look for a place for himself)

   -nyam-
   (to deny oneself)
   -fung-
   (to be selfish)
   -kuzi-
   (to be boastful)
   -futis-
   (to puff oneself up)
   -pingur-
   (to train oneself)
   -tunhidz-
   (to praise oneself)

Wéidá ku-zvi-ts vagir-a zvi¬sho
   (Tell me, do you know Chirume’s wife?)
A ndin-ri-zi¬-á
   (Yes, I know her all right)

These secondary ops. convey the same references as secondary noun prefixes, viz. /-ri-/ (5) (large),
/-chi-/ (7) (short), /-mu-/ (11) (long), /-hu-/ (14) (medium sized), /-ka-/ (12) (small), with an
additional pejorative implication. However, the use of such ops is accompanied by expressive
intonation which may modify the reference. A slow, low, condemnatory tone may indicate a large
woman with wicked ways; a sprightly intonation accompanying /-ri-/ a large woman with clever
ways.

e.g.
   Ma-i-pingudzir-ô
   (a way of training it, viz. an ox)
mu-ti-tumir-o
   (a way of sending us)

   Mu-zvi-kuzi¬-ô
   (way of praising oneself)
mu-zvi-chengeri-ô
   (way of looking after oneself)

4.3.1.3.2. The object prefixes as co-referent

a) In section 4.3.1.2.2., a distinction between primary and secondary object complements was made.
The latter were defined as complements which, because of their relation to the R and the style
of speech being used, could not be accompanied by an op as co-referent. The use of an op as
co-referent adds prominence, emphasis or definiteness to the complement to which it refers
and it is clear why its use should be more common in styles and registers which convey pointed
references and which aim at characterisation or caricature than in styles which are not so
colourful.

b) Object prefixes may refer to adverbial complements, particularly those of place and time.
e.g. Nd-a-pa-zvi¬-a pamusha pangá pachi¬-hapásvikwe
   (I reached home which I had been told could not be reached)
Ano-hu-rar-a usikú hwose
   (He sleeps the whole night).

c) Object prefixes refer to object complements. Some object complements, because of their relation
ship to the R, may be accompanied by an op co-referent in any style. These are primary
object complements. Others may not be so accompanied and still others only in certain
registers and styles. These are secondary object complements. Presumably it is considered that
such object complements cannot support emphasis or only in certain literary contexts.

(1) e.g. Usa-If¬-osh-ô marig’iyiko mahu wese wese
   (Don’t lend your money to anyone)
Usa-mú-pósh-é mari'múardu uyu, hažodzora
(Don't lend your money to this fellow, he won't give it back)

cp. -pósh mari'mánu
(lend money to someone), a VP with two primary complements.

e.g. Ku-áúdz-a vánhu vánhu nyaya', hungé wānyatsöifizwá
(To tell senior people some news means that you have understood it yourself)
Ku-vá-údz-a vánhu nyaya', hungé üne chokowá'di'nyanyá
(To tell senior people some news means that you are sure of it)

cp. -údz vánhu vánhu nyaya
(Tell senior people some news), a VP with two primary complements.

(2) e.g. Áka-mú-tém-a mukúmaná wáké mbóhnje
(lit. He struck his son a bruise)

cp. -tém mukúmaná wáké mbóhnje
(strike his son (and cause) a bruise), a VP with one primary and one secondary object complement.

e.g. Áka-mú-t-í-a mwanákmaná wáké bënzí pávavme zvinóvá zvinhu zvakányadzisa kwávvo.
(He treated his son like a fool in front of others in a very shameful way)

cp. -it- mwanákmaná bënzí
(treat a son like a fool), a VP with one primary and one secondary object complement.

(3) e.g. Usi-í-kángáw-é tsiká yamádzishabá yokúti, Chawáwaná, idyá néhamá
(Do not forget that custom of our fathers which says, 'Share what you have with your brother')

cp. -kángáw-é tsiká
(forget customs), a VP with one primary object complement.

e.g. Áka-ri-gádzw-a dare
(He was taken to court at last)

cp. -gádzw- dare
(to be taken to court), a VP with primary object complement

e.g. Áno-hú-simb-a hwáhwa
(He is strong at drinking beer)

cp. -simb- hwáhwa
(be a great beer drinker).

(4) e.g. Ku-simb-a muviri hungé uchínya uchígútá
(To be strong of body means you eat enough)

cp. -simb- muviri
(be strong of body), a VP with one secondary object complement.

e.g. Áka-vát-á nzára, aakañumá akabátá pahura
(He went to sleep hungry, and he got up early holding his stomach)

cp. -vát- nzára
(go to sleep hungry), a VP with one secondary object complement.

**4.3.1.3.3.**

The contexts in which the object prefix occurs

In his study entitled Yao Sentences, Whiteley lists a number of conditions under which the object prefix is used in Yao. He states that there are four main contexts in which the op regularly, though not invariably, occurs, and four others in which its occurrence is regularly correlated with a particular meaning. Described in the terminology used in this study, these contexts are as follows:

(a) Where the object referent refers to an object complement mentioned in the discourse but not in the VP;
(b) where two object complements occur in a VP;
(c) where the primary object complement is front-shifted;
(d) in "relative" clauses whose subject is other than an SP being qualified;
(e) where emphasis is laid on a primary object complement;
(f) where "professionalism" or "habituality" of action is implied;
(g) where 'excess' or 'great quantity' is implied.

Of these contexts (a) has been dealt with in 4.3.1.3.1. Context (b) does not appear to require an op co-referent in Shona save when associated with context (e), cp. 4.3.1.3.2. Context (c) is dealt with in section 4.3.2. Context (d) appears to occur in the Korekore dialects of Shona.

---

1. Yao Sentences by W H Whiteley, O UP, p. III I have listed only seven of Whiteley's eight contexts as the eighth does not seem relevant here.
e.g. ḥovē akā-di-tñg-a babā
   (the fish father bought)

In Zezuru, these clauses are rendered either by a possessive inflected participial clause or an inverted relative.

op. ḥovē dzá-a+k-a babā
   ḥovē dzaká-tñg-a babā
   (the fish father bought)

It remains to exemplify (f) and (g).

   e.g. (f) vo-ku-dzi-tñg-a mñmbé
       (professional buyers of cattle)
            vō-ku-hu-hílk-a hwa+havă váya
       (the professional brewers of beer have come)
            vo-ku-dzi-vhu-h-a mňkä
       (professional hunters of game)

   e.g. (g) āno-ĩr-īniř-a kuti ăĺřé mbiri
       (He tells many of them (Viz. minda) so as to increase his reputation)
     āno-vā-rōōr-a nēi?
       (With what does he lobola so many?)

The context of this question is the remark: āno-vā-kušmb-a k<ul>ū</ul>
   (He gathers them in like this)
     āno-vā-rōōr-ā kuti vāmuntšñe āgere
       (He marries them (in numbers) so that they may plough for him while he does nothing)

4.3.2. Order of constituents in the verb phrase

The normal, unemphatic order of constituents in VPs is exemplified in the examples so far given which follows that set out in the constructional pattern, viz.

   +/- op + R +/- C(s) +/- A(s)

   e.g. -dzi-          -tñm-          hũní-          nōðemo
       (a)             (b)             (c)

The internal relationships of the VP are reflected by the above tree which indicates the immediate constituents. The object prefix as co-referent appears to form a construction with object complement and, at level (b), the R and this emphatic object complements are TCs; at level (c), R + C is one constituent and the adjunct another.

Other VP relationships are as follows:

   e.g. -mû-tñm- mwaná mbōnjë    (inflict a bruise on a child)
       (a)                     (b)                  (c)

Level (a) : op + primary object complement
(b) : R + emphatic complement
(c) : (i) R + C and (ii) secondary complement

   e.g. -w- vōz- mupini- pādarë    (carve a handle at the meeting place)
       (a)                      (b)                  (c)

Level (a) : op + primary object complement
(b) : R + emphatic object complement
(c) : (i) R + C and (ii) adverbial complements

4.3.2.1. Front-shifted complements

Further prominence is given to a complement by departing from the normal order of constituents and making the complement precede, rather than follow, the R.

50/In a verbal clause...
In a verbal clause, the emphatic position is before the subject, or, if the subject too is to be
given prominence, between the subject and the inflected radical.

e.g. Kumunyéngá múšikaná ungányenge asì marì yókunafóóreša hau-i-wan-ê
   (Court the girl if you like but you will not get the money for her bride-price)

Front-shifted complements are accompanied by op co-referents. There is also a pause between them
and the rest of the clause.

e.g. Mupini, ndaka-u-véz-a padare (asì mugóti múshángó)
   (I carved the handle at the village meeting place
    (but the stirring stick in the veld))

   Ini, yangu mbanje, hindumbo-i-téngésé-ê vanhu vanóputa, bodo
   (I don't sell any of my dagga to smokers, not on your life)

Adverbial complements of time are often front-shifted without, seemingly, any prominence conveyed.
Cp. 4.3.1.2.1.(b).

4.3.2.2. Front-shifting of phrases from adjuncts

The SP in an adverbial phrase, functioning as adjunct, may be given prominence by front-shifting,
its place in the adjunct being taken by the pronoun as substitute. The front-shifted SP may be
accompanied by an object prefix co-referent.

e.g. A-famb-a netsóka
   (He travelled on foot)

cp. Tsóka, á-dzi-famb-a nadzo nhási
   (He walked on foot today (that was not his inclination)

e.g. Á-famb-a nebhásikoro nhási
   (He went by bicycle today)

   (He went by bicycle today. Nothing ever lasts forever,
    viz. his habit of travelling by car)

4.3.3. Derived verb phrases

Verb radicals which incorporate ideophones as constituents are derived as the result of the
transformation of ideophone phrases into verb phrases by addition of a verbaliser.

e.g. tsvímbó namásundá nzvé (dodge a stick by moving backwards)

CP. nzvé-ng- tsvímbó namásundá

As stated in 4.2.5.1., the relationships of ideophones to complements and adjuncts in ideophone
phrases are restructured, the ideophone now being related to them only mediately, as a constituent
in a derived radical. It is the latter, viz. the derived radical, which is related immediately to
the complements and then, with them, to the adjuncts.

4.3.4. Extended verb phrases

VPs are transformed into extended verb phrases by the addition of a verbal extension.

e.g. -róyu imbwá néshamhu (beat a dog with a switch)

op. (a) -róvu-és- imbwá néshamhu (beat a dog hard with a switch)

i.e. VP + verbal extension 3, (type (a))
op. (b) -rōv-ék’ (imbwá) nēshamhú [for a dog) to get beaten or be beat-able with a switch]

i.e. VP + verbal extension 8, (type(b))

(c) -rōv-é’ mwaná imbwa nēshamhú (beat a dog with a switch for a child)

i.e. VP + verbal extension 11, (type (c))

As stated in 4.2.6., verbal extensions are of three types according to their effect on the VP which they transform, mainly on the relationship between Rs and primary object complements. Extensions of type (a) appear not to restrict the collocational relationships within the VP between R and primary object complement. On the contrary, they appear to reinforce them. As a result of transformation, an extended R is formed.

Extensions of type (b) restrict the relationship of R and primary object complements. As a result of the transformation, an extended R is formed here as well.

Extensions of type (c) widen the collocational relationship of R to primary object complements by requiring a further primary object complement as the object of the extended radical.

In 4.2.6., extensions were studied in regard to their form, distribution, meaning and, to some extent, their effect on the VP they transform.

In the following subsections of 4.3.4. further details of extended VPs of types (a), (b) and (c) are examined in order to apply, refine and amplify, where necessary, the general statements made above.

4.3.4.1. Extended verb phrases of type (a)

Extended Rs which are formed as the result of the transformation of VPs with type (a) extensions do not appear to be modified in regard to their collocability with primary complements in general. Extensions (1) /-at-/, (2) /-ik-/, and (6) /-ār-/ are no longer active so the discussion here is concerned with extensions (3) /-is-/, (4) /-iir-/, and (5) /-urur-/

(a) Examples of extended VPs with extensions (1), (2) and (6).

Extension (1)

e.g. Sùng-āt-á imbwa kēge kwatsukumyika
   (tie up the dog so that it may not move)

cp. -sùng’ imbwa (tie the dog)

Extension (2)

e.g. Ta-sín-ik-a mapurânga angâ ści mubhākisi
   (We planted out the gumtree plants which were in the seed box)

cp. -sín- mapurânga (plant gumtrees)

Extension (6)

e.g. Hakâmá gumbêze rakâsimbârara segúdza
   (No blanket is as strong in texture as one woven from bark fibre)

cp. -simb- segúdza (be strong as a bark blanket)

/52. (b) Extensions...
(b) Extensions (3) and (5) do not interfere with the collocational relationships of the VPs they transform.

Extension (3)

e.g. -taur-is- mazıri, ànzwiə (speak words loudly so that they may be heard)

cp. -taur- mazıri (speak words)

Extension (5)

e.g. Kana ndàta dzirə múnhu, ndínófàmifà ku-ré-úrí-à chìtemá (If I have offended a person, I should confess the fault)

cp. -rëv- chìtemá (mention a fault)

e.g. Ndà-sénd-úrí-à mupínyí nokúti handihi kíngé ndà-sénd-à zvakánaka (I replanned the handle as I had not planned it properly)

cp. -sénd- mupínyí (plan a handle)

(c) Extension (4) modifies the R which it extends in meaning ('carry through to completion', 'happen completely') and thus the extended R has, in many cases, different ranges and types of collocation with complements.

(1) It may require or permit adverbial complements not required or permitted by the R.

e.g. -chëk-é rê- nyama muhari (cut up meat small for the pot) (locative)

cp. -chëk- nyama (cut up meat)

e.g. -nw-ìrifí- hwahwa zvôkupézérédza (drink beer on and on so as to finish the last drop) (manner)

cp. -nw- hwahwa (drink beer)

e.g. -têk-é rê- mvúri múchirongó kusvikira chúti tübú (draw water, pouring it into the water-pot until it is full)

cp. -têk- mvúri (draw water)

(2) It may not permit secondary object complements permitted by the R.

e.g. -búd- nópa (exude blood, come out in blood)

cp. -búd-ìrifí- (succeed, come out well)

e.g. -fì- ziso (be damaged in the eye)

cp. -fì-ìrifí- (exert oneself in work)

(3) It may not permit primary object complements permitted by the R, being restricted to others.

e.g. -têm- mûnda (cut a new field)

cp. -têm-é rê- nyama (chop meat up small)

(4) In order to indicate the extent to which the action proceeds, it may permit conjunctive object complements not normally found with Rs, in addition to, or instead of, object complements.

e.g. -dy-ìrifí- negoŋyi (eat up everything, worms and all)

cp. -dy- múchero (eat fruit)

e.g. -süngìrifí- mbaty- pabhásikoro (tie belongings securely to a bicycle)

-süng-ìrifí- nemwe (tie so securely that the finger of one holding an object, e.g. a wisty, is tied as well)

cp. -süng- mbaty (tie one's belongings)

e.g. -tük-ìrifí- navâmbuya (curse on and on, even including one's mother-in-law)

cp. -tük- ámbuya (curse mother-in-law)
e.g. -tór-érér- nédzisĩ÷-dake
(gather up everything, taking in the process even things not belonging to one)
cp. -tóř÷ dzisĩ÷-dake
(take the wrong things)

4.3.4.2. Extended verb phrases of type (b)

Extended Rs which are formed as the result of transformations of VPs with type (b) extensions are considerably modified in regard to their collocability with object complements. VPs of this type when thus extended undergo extensive restructuring when inflected and as predicates in clauses. Hence it is necessary at this stage to widen the terms of reference of the present discussion to that of the verbal clause. Extension (7) /-an-/ is no longer active, at least as a single extension, hence the discussion here is mainly concerned with extensions (8) /-ik-/ , (9) /-w-/ and (10) /-an-./.

(a) Extension (7)

Extended VPs with extension (7) do not include object complements possible in the non-extended VP save in a clause with locative or impersonal subject. Otherwise SPs which are object complements in a VP are not referable to the extended VP save as subject at clause level. When this happens, subjects which are compatible with the non-extended VP are not transferable as such as constituents in the extended VP. They are only referable by circumlocutions in adjuncts, or in possessive phrases agreeing with the new transferred subjects.

(1) Clauses with locative or impersonal subjects

e.g. Kumsuń kwá-ung-an-a hůní
(At home firewood was gathered)
cp. -unů- hůní
(collect firewood)
e.g. Mudźiva má-gádz-an-a mvůřa
(In the pool the water settled down)
cp. -gačd- múrůra
(lay down water)

(2) Object complements transferred to subject positions

e.g. Kana hůní dzá-ung-an-a, tinózodziokera kumsuń
(When the firewood is gathered, we will return home)
Mvůřa yá-gádz-an-a patsímē
(The water has settled at the well)
Makumbo ánọ-góny-an-a pākugara pakůmānikidzana
(One's legs fold up when sitting in a confined place)
cp. -góny- mákumbo
(fold, bend legs)

(3) Subjects of inflected VPs not transferable as such

e.g. Vakúdži váka-ung-an-hůní
(The women gathered the firewood)
cp. Hůní dzáka-ung-an-a (mükushíngiřira basa kwaíťa vakúdži)
(The firewood was gathered together (through the energy of the women)
e.g. Mwanań áka-gónyá mákumbo pakuřára
(The child bent up his legs in sleeping)
cp. Makumbo émwanań áka-góny-an-á pakuřára
(The child's legs were bent during sleep)

(b) Extension (8)

The addition of extension (8) to a VP restricts by one the primary object complements possible to it save when the extended VP is inflected in a clause with locative or impersonal subject prefixes. The primary object complements so restricted are relatable to the extended VP as subjects at clause level.

Secondary object complements are not so relatable.

When clauses of this kind are formed by such a transformation, subjects which occurred or could occur with the non-extended VP are transferable, if relevant, and as such, as constituents of the extended VP, normally as nucleus of an adjunct.

It is necessary to give examples of VPs of all types with nil, one and two object complements, both primary and secondary.

54/(1) Clauses...
(1) Clauses with locative or impersonal subjects

(i) VPs with nil object complement

e.g. Kūnō-tānḍār-f-k-a-sā kumbā kunē mūnhu akāpē?
( Is it possible to converse at a house where an evil person is present?)

cp. -tānḍār- kumbā
(converse in a house)

e.g. Pajēcha pano-kāṃbāf-dr-ik-a
(On sand it is easy to crawl)

cp. -kāṃbāf-
(crawl)

VPs with nil object complements when thus extended can only occur in clauses with locative or impersonal subjects.

(ii) VPs with one object complement

e.g. Kūnō-chen-ek-a musōrō
(Grey hairs come; lit. It grows white as to the head)

cp. -chen- musōrō
(become grey-haired)

e.g. Kūnō-f-f-k-ā zisō
(Eyes get damaged)

cp. -f- zisō
(suffer an injury to the eye)

e.g. Nhāsi kwā-simb-ik-a nūviri zvaunā achōrmā
(Today his body showed strength when he was fighting)

cp. -simb- nūviri
(be strong of body)

e.g. Nhāsi kwā-māk-ik-ā nyōkā
(Today at last there has been a rising from the dead as a snake!)

cp. -muk- nyōkā
(rise, come back from the dead, as a snake)

e.g. Kwā-teg-ek-a hānī'
(There was a lot of firewood cut today)

cp. -tēn- hānī'
(chop firewood)

e.g. Kūnō-teg-ek-a midzi'mi
(The ancestral spirits are thanked)

cp. -teg- midzi'mi
(thank the spirits)

(iii) VPs with two object complements

e.g. Kūnō-chēk-ek-ā nyāma tunhindhini tunhindhini
(Meat is cut into small pieces)

cp. -chēk- nyāma tunhindhini tunhindhini
(cut meat into small pieces)

e.g. Kwā-tor-ek-a musīkanā mōyo nētmūnōnaka
(The girl's fancy was really taken by the tit-bits)

cp. -tōr- musīkanā mōyo
(take a girl's fancy)

e.g. Kūnō-nyīnāk-ā sādza imbwā
(No porridge is given to dogs)

cp. -nyīn- sādza imbwā
(deny porridge to dogs)

e.g. Kwā-udz-ik-a vakūrū nyayā
(Something new has been told the elders - the impossible has happened)

cp. -udz- nyayā vakūrū
(tell news to elders)

1. The reference of the subject prefix of cl.17 may be impersonal as of a happening when there is no explicit locative reference. This construction needs, of course, as in the case of all constructions, a relevant context. It often carries a special emphasis and in the absence of a subject, gives a special prominence to the VP as a happening. The reference of cl.16 and cl. 18 is locative.
(2) Object complements transferred to subject position

(i) VPs with one object complement

- **Muviri úno-simb-ik-a kana uchùyá uchiṣùta**
  (The body can be strengthened if you eat enough)
- **Nyóká íno-muk-ik-a kana wákadyá pfùtà**
  (A snake may be the form of your return if you eat the properly treated fat)
- **Húni dzìno-tém-ék-á nèdembo**
  (Firewood can be cut with an axe)
- **Midźùmí íno-tend-ek-a nemádiramhamba**
  (The ancestral spirits can be thanked by sacrificial offerings)

VPs with one secondary object complement when extended occur in clauses of locative or impersonal subjects. Cp. 1(ii) above.

(ii) VPs with two object complements

- **Nyama íno-chék-ék-á túnghindi túnghindi**
  (Meat can be cut into small pieces)
- **Misikumá úno-tór-ék-á nóyo nètumónaka**
  (A girl's fancy can be caught with delicacies)

The secondary object complements of these VPs can not be so transferred save by making them the nucleus of an SP qualified possessively by the primary complement.

- **Móyo wómusikumá úno-tór-ék-á nètumónaka**
  (The fancy of a girl can be drawn with delicacies)
- **Sadza rignon-nyím-ık-á imbwa**
  (Porridge can be denied to dogs)
- **Imbwa dzìno-nyím-ık-á sádza**
  (Dogs can be denied porridge)
- **Nyáyá dzìno-údz-ık-á vałánu kana úine tšika**
  (New things can be told to the elders if you are polite)
- **Vakúru váno-údz-ık-á nyayá kana uchívakúdzá**
  (Elders can be told new things if you show them respect)

Both object complements in the above examples are primary in the unextended VP and can be transferred to subject position.

(3) Subjects of inflected VPs transferable

Since the reference of the extended R with extension (i) is potential or neuter, referring to the possibility or to the happening of the unextended VP, it is usually felt that mention of the agent, e.g. in the form of an adjunct, is uncalled for. However, it is possible to do this in the case of the potential reference.

- **Hombarume ano-vhiy-a nhuká**
  (The skilled hunter skins the animals)
- **Mhuká dzìno-vhiy-ık-a nahombarume**
  (Animals can be skinned by a skilled hunter)

- **Kana vádzimái vése váno-teën-á húní idzi nèdembo**
  (Even women cut this firewood with an axe)
- **Húní idzi dzìno-tém-ék-á nèdembo kana navádzimái vése**
  (This firewood can be cut with an axe even by women)

(c) Extension (9)

The addition of extension (9) to a VP restricts by one the primary object complements possible to it save when the extended VP is inflected in a clause with locative or impersonal subject prefixes. The primary object complements so restricted are relatable to the extended VP as subjects at clause level. Secondary object complements are transferable to subject position with special stylistic connotations. When clauses of this kind are formed by such a transformation, subjects which occurred or could occur with the non-extended VP are always transferable as constituents of the extended VP, as nuclei of adjuncts.

(1) Clauses with locative or impersonal subjects

(i) VPs with nil object complements

- **Kúno-tándar-w-á usikú!**
  (The time for recreation is at night!)
- **-tándar-w usikú**
  (converse at night)

- **Kúno-kámbálí-w-a návadikí!**
  (Crawling is for children - not big boys)
VPs with non object complements when thus extended can only occur in clauses with
locative or impersonal subjects.

(ii) VPs with one object complement

e.g. Kwá-chfn-w-a musoró nábabá. "Kare kángu handíida." (The hair on father's head is now grey; viz. he is now old. He was not like that before.)
cp. Balá a-chfn máusoró (Father has become grey-haired)

e.g. Kwá-dzi-iw-a motó némwanaá (Lit. There has been a warming of himself at the fire by the child; i.e. he has been there a long time, or the fire is very big, and he must have been very cold)
cp. Mwanaá a-dzi-a motó (The child has warmed himself at the fire)

e.g. Kwá-mük-w-a nyóká námambo (A resurrection by the chief in the form of a snake has taken place)
cp. Mumbó a-mük-a nyóká (The chief has risen in the shape of a snake)

e.g. Kwá-vhiy-iw-a muká návuzúkúrú (There was an animal skinned by the nephews - who did it eagerly for the sake of their perquisites and to the chagrin of their uncles who had to stand by)
cp. Vuzúkúrú vá-vhiy-a muká (The nephews have skinned the animal)

e.g. Kwá-tem-w-a húní nábabá nálcme (There has been some wood cut by father with an axe - as a result of a scolding by his wife (änarotókwa úsíka hwose))
cp. Balá a-tem-a húní (Father has cut some wood)

e.g. Kwá-nyw-iw-a hñwñwá nán tenzi! Hñwñwírwa kunzi, 'Ndæñhere!?' (There was a drink for you as the drinker lowered his draft, drunk as if to make up for lost time!)
cp. Nán tenzi vá-nyw-a hñwñwá (The drinker drank his beer)

(iii) VPs with two object complements

e.g. Kwá-vak-w-a vaná tsíká námôya (The children have been chided by their aunt - angrily as a result of representations made to her by their father that she was failing in her responsibility)
cp. Ambóya váno-vaak-a vaná tsíká (The grandmother forms the children in morals)

e.g. Kwá-tem-w-a mukónana mbónje negândanga (A bruise was inflicted on the boy by the robber - so desperate was he!)
cp. Gandanga rá-tem-a mukónana mbónje chitéme-témé (The robber inflicted a bruise on the boy for no reason other than the desire to hurt)

e.g. Kwá-nyim-w-a vanu sadza nási nábabá (There was no food given to people today by father - out of revenge)
cp. Babá a-nyim-a vanu sadza nási (Father gave no food to the people today)

e.g. Kwá-udz-w-a nyáya vaakúrú námambo (Today, at last, the chief has spoken his mind to the elders since they showed no sign of correcting themselves)
cp. Mambó a-udz-a nyáya vaakúrú (The chief informed the elders what was on his mind)
(2) Object complements transferred to subject position

(i) VPs with one object complement

e.g. Musóró uńno-chen-w-a navānu kana vákura
(lit. The head is grown grey by people when they grow old)
Moto wáká-dzí-ńw-a námwaná
(lit. The fire was got warm at by the child)
Nyóká ńno-muk-w-a námhulu kana ákadyá pφttá
(lit. A snake is the form in which it is risen by a person who has partaken of the properly treated medicine, mixed with castor-oil seeds)

Some object complements in VPs which may not be transferred to subject position in extended VPs with extension (8) aretransferable in these constructions.

  e.g. -chen- musóró
  (become grey-haired)

There are object complements which are not transferable to subject position in extended VPs either with extension (8) or (9).

  e.g. -néř hwaźwá
  (return to a sober state)
  -fí zísó
  (suffer an injury to one's eye)
  -tsuk- mazísó
  (be of bloodshot eyes)

These VPs when extended with extension (9) may occur in clauses with locative and impersonal subjects.

Object complements which are clearly primary in the unextended VP are transferable.

  e.g. Hání dzáká tém-w-a nóbabá
  (Fire wood was cut by father)
  Mhuká dzáká-vhíy-ńw-a námhulbmumi
  (The animals were skinned by the hunter)

(ii) VPs with two object complements

  e.g. Vaná wáká-vák-w-a tšika námhúya
  (The children were formed in character by their grand-mother)
  Muskáná wáká-tóř-w-a móyo nómukómána nótuńonána
  (The girl was attracted by the boy by means of delicacies)
  Múnumáńá áka-tém-w-a mbońje néngándanga
  (The boy was given a bruise by the robber)

The second complement in each of these examples is also transferable to subject position. The style in such cases is markedly different from that of those in which clearly primary complements are transferred. It is more forceful and, for that reason, not so normal as the other construction. For normal "historical" statements of events, such object complements "of the part concerned" are non-transferable and secondary. Examples of such sentences in special style are as follows:

  e.g. Tšika dzáká-vák-w-a vaná námhúya
  (The children were really taken in hand by their grandmother when their father pointed out their faults to her)
  Móoyo wáká-tóř-w-a muskáná nómukómána nótuńonána
  (The girl's fancy was really captivated by the boy using delicacies to do so)
  Mbońje yáká-tém-w-a múnumáńá néngándanga
  (A bruise was inflicted quite gratuitously on the boy by the robber)

In cases of VPs with two primary object complements both are normally transferable.

  e.g. Kana nesáńa rńńo-nńń-m-w-a váńnu námhbá
  (Even porridge is denied to people by father)
  Vaná váńno-nńń-m-w-a sámza námhbá
  (People are denied porridge by father)
  Nńńyá dzńńo-ńńż-w-a váńńá náñanózización
  (Affairs are told to the elders by those who are informed)
  Váńńá váńno-ńńż-w-a nńńyá náñanózización
  (The elders are told about affairs by the informed)

(d) Extension (10)

(1) Normally extension (10) cannot be added to VPs without at least one primary object complement. The effect of the addition of the extension is to change the object complement into a conjunctive adjunct.
viz. R + C ---- R -an- + na-C

e.g. Mükómáná áno-d-a múmíkáná
      (The boy loves the girl)

cp Mükómáná áno-d-an-á nó-múmíkáná
      (The boy loves mutually with the girl; viz. The boy loves the girl and the
      girl loves the boy)

(2) This adjunct is transferable to subject position where it forms a compound subject
      with the existing subject indicating the other party to the mutual action.

e.g. Mükómáná nómúmíkaná váno-d-an-á
      (The boy and girl love one another)

Two other constructions are possible.

(3) The compound subject may be split, the adverbial phrase following the inflected
      extended R.

e.g. Mükómáná váno-d-an-á nómúmíkaná wáke

This form carries a note of exaggeration.

(4) The verbal inflection may be impersonal, the compound SP which expresses the
      subject following the inflected extended R.

e.g. Kúno-d-an-á mükómáná nómúmíkaná
      (As this affair stands, the boy and the girl love one another (but not their
      parents))

Of course, the subject may consist of plural SPs in all these combinations, with or
      without adjuncts.

e.g. Vani āva váno-d-an-á
      (These people love each other)

The addition of extension (10) to VPs and their transformation is somewhat limited
      semantically as only VPs allowing of mutual action or an action in which two items
      are involved, one acting on the other, can be so transformed.

e.g. Áno-róv-an-á navádizmái
      (He beats his wife)

Áno-túk-an-á navádizmái
      (He and his wife scold one another)

Further examples

Jinda ríño-bátsiř-an-a namambo pakutóngá
      (The district-head and the chief help one another in judging cases)

Chinosaka kuti tinhetsane nómumurúne wángu ndéchokúti ánoruta
      (What makes me and my parents get on each other's nerves is that he is a glutton)

Zváka-náng-an-á nebása rédu
      (It concerns our work)

Kúno-túk-an-á isí, vámmwe vágeré zvávó
      (Only we fight each other, every one else is at peace)

Bábá nómumáná váka-fán-an-á
      (The father and the child resemble one another)

(VPs with two object complements retain one when extended.

e.g. Mükómáná nómúmíkaná váno-tór-an-á möyo nězvámvaoítirana
      (The boy and the girl attract each other by what they do for one another)

Gandanga němükómáná váka-táxm-an-á mbónje
      (The robber and the young man inflicted bruises on each other)

Bábá áno-ným-an-á sáda navámmwe váké
      (Father and his friends are stingy to each other over food)

Mambo áno-róz-an-á nyaya návakúri
      (The chief and the elders tell one another what is on their minds)

Ta-rókíd-an-anusanzâ nhushîri naZvitéte
      (I showed Zvitete a bird's nest)

Váka-kweřét-an-a marf goré ríye vakazó-nets-an-a
      (He borrowed some money from a creditor that year and later had trouble from him)
4.3.4.2. **Extended verb phrases of type (c)**

The addition of extensions of type (c), viz. extensions (11), (12) and (13), to VPs produces a VP with extended R needing, in most cases, a further complement as constituent. Extended VPs with extension (11) /-ir/, extensions (12) /-y/-1dz/- and (13) /-is/- are in active formation.

(a) Extension (11)

(1) Examples of extended VPs with extension (11) are given with each type of VP distinguished on the basis of collocation of R and complements. The further complement which becomes possible in an extended VP is a primary object or adverbial locative. It may take the form not only of an SP but of an op referent.

(i) VPs with nil object complements.

In the following examples, this further complement is underlined.

*E.g.* Endi undo-tandar-iř-a vanhu
(Go and keep the gentleman company - a direction given to a girl to entertain her elder sister’s husband)

*cp* -tandar- (converse, take recreation)

*E.g.* Hwahwé hwo-per-er-a vanhu
(The beer has run out and there is none for the people)

*cp* -pěr- (come to an end)

*E.g.* Ta-rar-iř-a mutakura
(We supped on cooked beans)

*cp* -rar- (go to sleep)

(ii) VPs with one object complement

*E.g.* Unó-ti-f-iř-a zíšo
(You will damage your eye and involve us in having to help you)

*cp* -fi zíšo (damage one’s eye)

*E.g.* Usó-nji-chén-ér-e musóró
(Don’t get grey-haired waiting for me - said by a girl to an unwelcome suitor)

*cp* -chén- musóró (grow grey-haired)

*E.g.* Ndóinju-muk-iř-a nyóka
(I shall die and turn into a snake to take vengeance on you)

*cp* -muk- nyóka (rise as a snake)

*E.g.* -sím-b-ir- muviri patete
(be strong alongside somebody weak)

*cp* -sím-b- muviri (be strong of body)

*E.g.* -par-iř- mhósova paréré nhemá
(involve others in trouble - from the belief, applied metaphorically, that the eagle sees a black fowl if a white one is scratching near where it is lying)

*cp* -par- mhósova (commit a crime)

*E.g.* Ibá! Unó-ti-nzw-iř-a úrombo
(Go away! You will be involved in our trouble)

*cp* -nzw- úrombo (feel suffering, feel sorry)

*E.g.* -tend-er- múmwe midzínú
(thank the spirits on someone’s behalf, e.g. someone in hospital after an accident)

*cp* -tend- midzínú (thank the spirits)

*E.g.* -rim-iř- múkúna múnda
(till a field for one’s elder brother)

*cp* -rim- munda (till a field)

*E.g.* -nmw-iř- múmwe hwahwá
(drink beer instead of someone; or for someone’s correction, the taking of beer and the removal of shyness being a necessary prelude)

*cp* -nmw- hwahwá (drink beer)

*E.g.* -dy-iř- mwaná sáda
(eat the child’s porridge, in his stead, depriving him of it)

60/cp. -dy-...
cp. -dy’a sádza  (eat porridge)
e.g. -těng-ěr’ múmwe hěmbe  
(buy a shirt for someone)
cp. -těng’ hěmbe  (buy a shirt)
e.g. -těm-ěr’ babá hěmí  
(cut firewood for father)
cp. -těm’ hěmí’  (cut firewood)
e.g. -tőr-ér’ mus’kaná nzungú  
(Take the ground-nuts for the girl, or deprive the girl of ground-nuts)
cp. -tőr’ nzungú  (take nuts)

(iii) VPs with two object complements

e.g. -vůk-ír’ hanzvádzí vana ts’ika  
(build up the children for one’s brother (or sister))
cp. -vůk’ vaná ts’ika  (build up the characters of children)
e.g. -těm-ěr’ mus’kaná múkómaná mbőnje  
(inflict a bruise on a boy for the sake of a girl)
cp. -těm’ múkómaná mbőnje  (inflict a bruise on a boy)
e.g. -bůt-ír’ vámbeki vanhu musóro’  
(hold people by the head for those who baptise)
cp. -bůt’ vámhu musóro’  (hold people by the head)
e.g. -nyům-ír’ babá vaná sádza  
(deny children porridge in order to give it their father; or because of the father’s behaviour)

2. In the case of certain VPs, or of certain VPs with certain restricted idiomatic meanings, no further complements are required.

e.g. -rőv-ěr’ chip’kiri’  
(hammer in a nail)
cp. -rőv’ chip’kiri’  (hit a nail)
e.g. -bůt-ír’ múnda nhási  
(start work on a field today)
cp. -bůt’ múnda  (have full responsibility for working a field)
e.g. -zvůr-ír’ mwanâ  
(pledge a child in marriage from birth)
cp. -zvůr’ mwanâ  (beget a child)
e.g. -pind-ír-  
(‘go in’, in the sense of, e.g., using forceps in the case of a difficult birth; or trespass on sanctuary)
cp. -pind’  (go in)

3. The need for a further complement in an extended VP of this type can be fulfilled by possessively inflecting an infinitive or participial inflected clause containing the extended VP.

e.g. imbá yó-ku-dy-ír-a  
(a room in which to eat)
imbá yó-kútándá-ír-a  
(a room for recreation)
Nhí’wa-má-chen-ér-a musóro’?  
(Is it for me that you have become grey-haired - that you wish to court me in your old age?)
Nhí’wa zva-nhá-it-ír-a izvi  
(This is the reason why I did it)

(b) Extensions (12 and (13))

Examples of extended VPs with extensions (12) and (13) are given with each type of VP distinguished on the basis of collocation of R and complements.1 The further complement which becomes possible in an extended VP is a primary object. This may, of course, take the form of an op substitute referent.

1. Examples of extension (12) are listed under (a), those of extension (13) under (b).
(i) VPs with nil object complement

In the following examples, the further object complement is underlined.

**e.g.** (a) Ndí:tándář-idz-é
(KeeP me company)

(b) -tándář-iš'- vanhu
(exchange views with people)

**cp** -tándář' (converse, take recreation)

**e.g.** (a) -pédz' hweha
(finish the beer)

(b) -pér-és' hweha
(be responsible for the beer running out)

**cp** -pér' (come to an end)

**e.g.** (a) -rádz', -rá-rúz' mwana
(lie down with a child, pretending to sleep with him, so that he may sleep the sooner)

(b) -rá-rúz' mwana
(make a child go to sleep)

**cp** -rá-rú (go to sleep)

**e.g.** (a) -gadž- mwana pasí'
(sit down with a child, not leaving him alone)

(b) -gar- is- mwana pasí'
(make a child sit down)

**cp** -gar- pasí' (sit down)

**e.g.** (a) Wa-ngwádz-a vanyámkuta, kuzvárá úchakáda
(You have made the midwife wary of you while you still intend to bear children) (Prov.)

(b) -ngwar-is- vanhu
(sharpen people's wits, e.g. by introducing them to clever people)

**cp** -ngwar- (be alert)

**e.g.** (a) -kívádz' mwe
(hurt someone)

(b) Ndíwé wa-ndí-kuvá-is-a
(It is you who were responsible for me getting hurt)

**cp** -kívá-r' (get hurt)

(ii) VPs with one object complement

**e.g.** (a) -chen-edz- munhu moyo
(cheer up someone by, e.g., talking about his troubles)

(b) -chen-es- munhu moyo
(cheer someone up)

**cp** -chen- moyo (be cheerful)

**e.g.** (b) -tsvuk-is- mumwe meso
(make someone get angry)

**cp** -tsvuk- meso (get angry)

**e.g.** (a) -muts- mumwe nyóka
(make someone rise again as a snake)

(b) -muk-is- háma yáko nyóka
(make your kinsman rise again as a snake. In this case there appears to be a doubt as to whether the person addressed has the right medicine)

**cp** -muk- nyóka (rise again as a snake)

**e.g.** (a) -tend-edz- vanhu midzimá
(swell the number of people thanking their ancestral spirits)

(b) -tend-es- vanhu midzimá
(make people acknowledge their ancestral spirits)

**cp** -tend- midzimá (thank, acknowledge the ancestral spirits)

**e.g.** (a) Ndichábóono-sakudz-a ámbái munda
(I am off for a while, if I may, to help my mother to weed her field)
(b) -sakur-is- munhu munda
(make someone weed a field)

cp. -sakur- munda
(weed a field)

e.g. (b) -nzw-is- múmwe urombo
(make someone suffer, feel sorry)

cp. -nzwá urombo
(feel sorry)

e.g. (a) -dy- ñdz- múmwe sadza
(eat porridge with someone)

(b) -dy- ñs- múmwe sadza
(feed porridge to someone)

cp. -dy- sádza
(eat porridge)

e.g. (a) -tén-ñdz- babá huni
(help father to cut firewood, e.g. needed for a brewing of beer which one hopes to share)

(b) -tén-ñs- múmwe huni
(make someone cut firewood)

cp. -tén- huni
(cut firewood)

(iii) VPs with two object complements

e.g. (a) -vák-ñdz- hanzvádzi van á tsíka
(support one's sister in her building up of one's children's characters)

(b) -vák-ñs- hanzvádzi vaná tsíka
(cause one's sister to build up one's children's characters)

cp. -vák- vaná tsíka
(build up children's characters)

e.g. (b) -tén-ñs- mukómaná mbónje negândanga
(cause a boy to get a bruise from a robber)

cp. -tén- mukómaná mbónje
(cause a bruise on a boy)

e.g. (b) -bát-ñs- vánhu musóró nevámbeki
(have people's heads held by baptisers)

cp. -bát- vánhu musóró
(hold people by the head)

e.g. (a) Hánde, ñínda-ñposh-ñdz-a-ñw vánhu mari
(Let's go so that you may witness my loan of money to the people)

(b) -posh-ñs- múmwe vánhu mari
(cause someone to lend money to people)

cp. -pósh- vánhu mari
(lend money to people)

e.g. (b) -nyín-ñs- vaná sádza nababá
(cause children to be denied porridge by their father)

cp. -nyím- vaná sádza
(deny children porridge)

4.3.5. Defective verb phrases

VPs in which the following radicals are the nuclei are defective and irregular in various ways, /-ri/ (be), /-na/ (be with), /-nge/ (seem), /-ti/ (say, do), /-nzi/ (be said, be called), /-va/ (be, become). Cp. 4.2.8.

(i) They do not require a terminal vowel as part of their inflection, these radicals being of CV shape;

(ii) they are not extended;

(iii) they never include an op as constituent.

e.g. Nd-ri-múžeziuru
(I am a Zeezuru-speaking person)

Ti-ně hama zhůnji
(We have many kinsmen)

Nd-é-ngé rómbe
(I seem to be a wanderer)

T-a-vá yánhawó
(We have become people also)

Y-a-i-vé nzára hůrú
(It was a great famine)

Mhulá iye y-a-ká-ti ūmunhu,
i-ka-tí umombe
(That animal was half man and half beast)
4.4. THE INFLECTED VERB PHRASE

The inflected verb phrase is the verbal construction at the third level of construction. Its
constructional pattern is as follows:

Inflection + VP

The structure of the VP has already been treated in 4.3. The present section is concerned with
the constituent classes of inflecting morphemes and the system whereby members of the constituent
classes are combined into inflections. The classes of inflecting morphemes are listed in 4.4.2.
In 4.4.1, the various kinds or categories of inflections are listed.

4.4.1. Categories of inflections

4.4.1.1. Finite and non-finite inflections

The first major division between inflections is between those in which the subject prefixes (sp)
are constituents and those in which they are not. The latter are called non-finite and include
the infinitive and affirmative imperative inflections.

e.g. infinitive : ku-tör-ə hənî (to fetch firewood)
       ku-dzi-tör-ə hənî (to fetch the firewood)
       ku-sa-tör-ə hənî (not to fetch firewood)
l imperative : Tör-ə hənî! (Fetch firewood!)
       Tör-ə₂ hənî! (Fetch (pl.) firewood!)
       Džî-tör-ə hənî (Fetch the firewood!)

Inflections which include spps are called finite.

4.4.1.2. Primary and secondary finite inflections

Among the finite inflections, there are some in which one or other of the tense signs occur, in
addition to the subject prefixes. Inflections with tense signs are called primary finite in-
fections, those without tense signs being secondary finite inflections. Secondary finite
inflections include the hortative, the subjunctive, the negative imperative, and the consecutive
inflections. Primary finite inflections include the principal, the participial and the relative
inflections. These inflections, three primary and four secondary, are often referred to as moods
or modal forms.

e.g. primary : principal : nd-a-tör-ə (I took)
        participial : nd-a-tör-ə (I having taken)
        relative : nd-a-tör-ə (I who took)

secondary : hortative : Hû-tür-ə! (Let us take!)
             subjunctive : ti-tör-ə (we take)
             consecutive : til-ka-tör-ə (and we take)
             negative : Mu-sa-tör-ə! (Do not take!)

4.4.1.3. Habitual and incidental primary inflections

Primary inflections are divided into habitual and non-habitual or incidental forms. In habitual
inflections the tense signs /-nö/- past) occur; whereas in incidental

1. In sections 4.4.1.1. - 4.4.1.3. the inflections are underlined in examples relevant to the
discussion to distinguish them from the spps which are inflected.

2. The tones of inflecting morphemes are indicated by /\ / when such morphemes can carry either
H or L, whatever be the type of conditioning involved or the status, either phonemic or mor-
phemic, of the tone. When the tones of inflecting morphemes are fixed, this is indicated by
the use of either /\/ or /\ / to indicate invariable H or L tone.

e.g. /-nö/ : cp. ndi-nö-tör-ə (I take)
       aňö-tör-ə (he takes)

       /Hâ/- : cp. Hâ-ti-tör-ə (let us take)

       /Hâ/- : cp. Hâ-ti-tör-ə (we do not take)
inflections, the tense signs /-ô/- (immediate future), /-ã/- (recent past), /-chã/- (far future) /-kã/- (remote past) and /-ngã/- (potential) occur.

e.g. habitual, present : nô-nó-tôr-ô (I take)
       past : nd-ô-tôr-ô (I used to take)

   incidental, near future : nd-ô-tôr-ô?
       recent past : nd-ô-tôr-ô (I took)
       far future : ndi-châ-tôr-ô (I shall take)
       remote past : nd-ô-kâ-tôr-ô (I took)
       potential : ndi-ngâ-tôr-ô (I can take)

4.4.1.4. Frequentative habitual and incidental exclusive inflections

The habitual inflections have further, frequentative, forms with morpheme /-ô/-; while the incidental inflections have further, exclusive, forms with another morpheme of form /-ô/.

e.g. habitual, present, frequentative : nô-nô-chi-tôr-ô (I often take)
   incidental, remote past, exclusive : nd-ô-kâ-chi-tôr-ô (I then took)

The exclusive morpheme /-ô/- occurs in non-finite and secondary finite inflections as well.

e.g. imperative : Chi-tôr-ô! (Take now!)
   hortative : Ngâ-ti-chi-tôr-ô! (Let us take now!)

4.4.1.5. Affirmative and negative inflections

Inflections are affirmative unless marked by a negative morpheme. This is the prefix /hâ/- in the case of principal inflections and /sô/-, /sâ/- or /sô/- in the case of others. In general there is a corresponding negative inflection for every affirmative one.

4.4.2. Inflecting morphemes of VPs

4.4.2.1 Prefixal morphemes

In finite inflections the sp is the first constituent save in the negative principal and hortative. In these inflections two morphemes precede the sp, viz. (a) the negative prefix /hâ/-;
   (b) the hortative prefix /hâ/-~ngâ/.

The tone of these morphemes is fixed. They are followed by sps with tone conditioned by polarity with that of the prefix concerned, viz. H after L and L after H.

e.g. Ha-ti'-namât-e (we don't pray)
    Ha-ti'-namât-e! (Let us pray!)

The negative prefix /hâ/- occurs in most negative principal inflections.

e.g. Ha-mdô-zîv-ô (I do not know) (present)
    Ha-mdô-nga-zîv-ô (I cannot know) (potential)
    Ha-mdô-cha-zîv-ô (I shall not, or, no longer know) (future, progressive)
    Ha-mdô-i-zîv-ô (I used not to know) (past habitual)
    Ha-mdô-sâ-zîv-ô (I did not know) (recent past)
    Ha-mdô-sâ-kâ-zîv-ô (I did not know) (remote past)

4.4.2.2 Subject prefixes

In all finite inflections, one member of the constituent class of subject prefix (sp) appears as a constituent of the inflection. The constituent class of sps in their CV shape is represented as series X of the personal and class affixes.

There are two segmentally different forms for the affixes of each person and class. The second of the two forms is of C shape and is the allomorph which occurs with the tense signs /-ô/- and /-ô/- as the series IV.

   Is.     ndô~   nd-
   pl.     tô~   t- 
   IIs.    ô~   w-
   pl.     mdô~   m-
III.1. a- ø-
2. va- v-
3. h- w-
4. A- y-
5. ri- r-
6. ṣ- ø-
7. ch- ch-
8. zvi- zv-
9. A- y-
10. dz- dz-
11. n- rw-
12. k- k-
13. t- tw-
14. h- hw-
15. ṣ- kw-
16. p- p-
17. ṇ- kw-
18. m- m-

The following dialectal variants are of interest:

- class 1: u- w- (Karanga, Manyika)
- class 14: vu- vw- (Karanga)
- class 19: svi- sv- (Karanga)
- class 20: ku- kw- (Karanga)

In all finite inflections, save the negative principal and the hortative, the sp is the first constituent of the inflection in order of appearance. In negative principal and hortative inflections, sps carry H and I respectively, and these tones appear to be merely phonemic and to be determined by polarity with the fixed tones of the negative and hortative prefixes. In other primary inflections the tones carried by sps appear to be morphemic, not merely phonemic. They are constituents of the inflections. In secondary inflections the tones carried by sps, as in the case of the hortative, are phonemic.

### 4.4.2.3. Modal morphemes of tone

The tones carried by sps in the majority of primary inflections are modal morphemes because they determine and mark the presence of one or other of three moods, principal, participial or relative. They are carried either by the sp when it is of CV shape, or by the tense signs /-a-/ or /-o-/ which are preceded by sps of C shape. The modal morphemes of tone are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mood</th>
<th>Modal morpheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Affirmative principal, I and II</td>
<td>L(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Affirmative principal, III</td>
<td>H(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Participial, I, II and III</td>
<td>H(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Relative, I, II and III</td>
<td>L(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- e.g. (a) L(1) : ndi-chā-ɾ-a
- v-ə-tor-a
- (I shall take)
- (I took)

- (b) H(1) : vā-ka-tor-a
- y-ə-tor-a
- (they will take)
- (they took)

- (c) H(2) : ndi-chā-ɾ-a
- nd-ə-ɾ-a
- væ-ka-tor-a
- y-ə-tor-a
- (I about to take)
- (I having taken)
- (they about to take)
- (they having taken)

- (d) L(2) : ndi-chā-ɾ-a
- nd-ə-ɾ-a
- væ-ka-tor-a
- y-ə-tor-a
- (I who will take)
- (I who took)
- (they who will take)
- (they who took)

1. In affirmative principal and relative inflections.
Since the sps carrying these modal morphemes of tone are themselves toneless, another allomorph must be added to those that already exist for each sp. The sps of each person and class have each four allomorphs,

viz. (1) sp of /modal/ shape with H phonemic tone;
(2) sp of /modal/ shape with L phonemic tone;
(3) sp of /modal/ shape without phonemic tone;
(4) sp of C shape.

e.g.  /modal/ : ha-va-ziv-e' (they don't know)
      /modal/ : ha-va-tor-e (let them take)
      /modal+H(1)/ : va-no-tor-a (they take)
      C : va-go-tor-a (they have taken)

The allomorphs of the sps of each person and class are referred to as sp(1), sp(2), sp(3) and sp(4).

It is necessary to postulate the presence of modal morphemes of tone in the primary inflections where the sp is the first element in the inflection as there is no other element to determine the mood. For example, the affirmative future cl. 2 inflection, apart from the modal morphemes, is as follows:

   va-cha-tor-a

This identical inflection, in which both sp and terminal vowel are toneless, is used for the principal, participial and relative moods,

e.g. va-cha-tor-a (they will take) - principal
      va-cha-tor-a (they about to take) - participial
      va-cha-tor-a (they who will take) - relative

The total principal inflection is:

   va- + H(1) (affirmative principal III) + -cha-...+a,

an inflection which determines TC IX radical tone pattern.

The total participial inflection is:

   va- + H(2) (participial I, II, III) + -cha-...+a,

an inflection which determines TC Va radical tone pattern.

The total relative inflection is:

   va- + L(2) (relative, I, II, III) + -cha-...+a

an inflection which determines TC VI radical tone pattern.

It is not necessary to postulate modal morphemes of tone in the case of the non-finite and finite secondary inflections. One primary inflection is also distinctive enough in terms of syllabic morphemes not to require the postulating of a modal morpheme of tone. This is the affirmative participial present with tense sign /-chi/.

e.g. ndi-chi-tor-a (I taking) va-chi-tor-a (they taking)

4.4.2.4. Tense signs

Primary finite inflections contain one or more members from the constituent class of tense signs. These fall into sub-classes,

(1) those used in incidental inflections, and
(2) those used in habitual inflections.

e.g. (1) (a) -6- (near future)
      (b) -a- (recent past)
      (c) -cha- (far future; progressive)
      (d) -ka- (remote past)
      (e) -ngha- (potential)
      (f) -chi- (affirmative participial present)
      (g) -chi- (affirmative progressive)
      (h) -i- (participial)

(2) (a) -po- (present)
      (b) -i- (past)

4.4.2.4.1. Tense signs in incidental inflections

(a) /-6/ (near future)

(i) The consonantal allomorphs (series 4) of the sps occur with this tense sign, and with that which follows. But whereas tense sign /-6/ bears all four tonal morphemes of mood, tense sign 

(b) /-6/ bears only two, distributed as follows:

Principal and relative I, II and III: H(1)
Participial I, II and III: H(2)
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e.g. principal :  v-ö-endo-a (they then go)
participial :  v-ö-endo-a (about to go)
Kana vamwe vásviká, ivo v-ö-endo-a (principal)
(When the others have arrived, they then go)
Ndakásvika, vamwe v-ö-endo-a (participial)
(I arrived when the others were about to go)
"Chisara" zvenyi, ini nd-ö-endo-a kumusha" (principal)
("Goodbye, I'm off home. Vakati, "Isi
 t-ö-endo-a-wô" (And they said, "We'll go too")

As can be seen from the last example, modal morpheme (a), viz. /L(1)/ for I, II person principal inflections, is not used, /H/ being used for all persons. Perhaps as a result of this, modal morpheme (a), viz. /L(2)/ for relative inflections, is not used either, relative inflections and the R tone patterns they determine being the same as principal.

e.g. Ndīvo v-ö-endo-a (It is they who now go) (relative)
Ndīvo v-ö-sar-a (It is they who are now to remain) (relative)

(ii) Reference

/-ö/- indicates a time which is imminent with reference to the time in mind. Thus in principal inflections it can refer to the imminent future.

e.g. W-ö-nónok-a ukabata-ɓafá (principal)
(You will be late if you start touching everything)
Nd-ö-pind-a here? (principal)
(Am I to come in?)

It can also indicate a time as occurring immediately, or soon after, that of another event. This is observed in principal clauses in sentences containing participial clauses introduced by kana (when), and in consecutive clauses.

e.g. Kana vápedza kuchéka zvič, v-ö-pur-a (principal)
(When they have finished cutting the finger millet, they then thresh it)
Kana vápedza kukángá zvič, v-ö-kiy-a (principal)
(When they have finished toasting the finger-millet, they grind it)
Vanobunza v-ö-mir-a (They ask and they wait)

(iii) Distribution

Tense sign /-ö/- occurs in all affirmative primary inflections in which it is often accompanied by the exclusive sign /-chi/- (q.v.)

Principal : e.g. Kana vápedza kúrima, v-ö-zoror-a (principal)
(When they have finished tilling, then they rest)
A, isí t-ö-bud-a
(Well, we are just going out now, whether you like it or not)

Participial : e.g. Nd-ö-pind-a, ndakárvma gumbo nénýoka
(When I was about to go in, I was bitten on the leg by a snake)
Ndakásvika ɣ-endo-á (principal)
(I arrived just as he was about to go)
Ndótozoti nd-ö-nd-o-ná (I'll only bring myself to do it when I am about to visit the others)

The participial inflection often occurs in the complements of auxiliary Rs of types III and IV (q.v.).

Type III : e.g. Vanga v-ö-p-a mari kumô mûridizi uši yabvuta nemakwâhá
(They were about to give the money to the owner but it was snatched by the thief)
Ndakánti nd-ö-vawániš-a kudya, wákàndîróvá
(When I was about to find them some food, they beat me)
Páye potóti t-ö-chi-dy-a sadza, mafeni ọ-svîk-a mumunda
(Just when we are on the point of eating our food, the baboons go into the field)

Type IV : e.g. Mágoíya m-ö-kwáis-i vanámmâi nábáâ
(Greet the ladies and gentlemen when they come)
Ndakáyàmuru munhu akadzoko ọ-ndí-bay-á
(I helped a certain person and in return he stabbed me)
Kana mósára m-ó-wan-a mómpa dzóse'mochítora zvénúvú
(If, after I have gone, you find all the cattle, then you keep them)

Ndákádzosaka nd-ó-fâmb-a nokútî ndákánga ndâtkùka
(The reason why I went away was because I had been cursed)
Ndínôdosaka nd-ó-bv-a' nokútî vanhu vânhenge vhôndivehâng
(The reason why I am going is because people are on the point of turning
against me)

Relative : e.g. Ndîvo v-ó-tor-a izvi
(It is they who fetch these things)

This inflection also appears in some constructions and contexts, both affirmative and negative, where the subjunctive normally appears, viz. as the inflection of VPs which are complements of auxiliary /-ti/ conveying an action or state aimed at, in deliberative questions, and requests and orders with IF person subject prefix.

e.g. ...kuitira kuti chandiêne ndânzwa, nd-ó-z-o-nyôrâ
( so that I might write what I would hear)
Kana pane vâenzi' amosîngâ nyâma negâvi kuti, kana ndôpakura, nd-ó-mup-a' nhango
hûri dzâmîne ngâsa negâvi
(When visitors are present, he ties the meat with a string so that, when I am
serving it out, I may give him the big pieces which he has tied with a string)
Nd-ó-sá-pind-a here?
(AM I not to enter?)
M-ó-uy-a m-o-kwâzis-a vanâamâi nababâ
(You must greet the ladies and gentlemen when they come)
Gûkûrume iþovo richîhânyifâ mûrukato richîti, "W-ó-g-o-chîtanga nôkurôvé!
W-ó-g-o-chîtanga nôkurôvâ!"
(The cock running into the thorn bush crying, "You hit first! You hit first!")

Another context in which this inflection occurs, and in which the subjunctive inflection is also
used, is the consecutive clause which indicates action subsequent upon that of a preceding clause.
Ndákânga ndichîrwaâ kwâzo; ndatôponâ nazûvâ áno, nd-ó-dy-a-wô sâda kudâi
(I was very ill; I have only recently recovered and now eat food once again).

Kuzotî áôna kuti amâi vâkê väkôtsira, âkatóra zîmbwâ, â-vanzarik-a kumušuô, iye
akagorinda pakatî
(When he saw that his mother was asleep, he took a large dog and settled it
at the doorway, while he slept within)
Mhunô dzâyö ndôkubva dzâfumbôriwâ nêvhu, vâsâmî, v-ô-tadz-a kufera;
v-ô-t-fênâ nômûkanâ
(Its nose was stuffed up with soil, and it couldn't breathe; it had to breathe
through its mouth)

Garé garé, rinwe zûvâ, musikanâ vâkaimbâ wôid rvâke' rwokûsânduka w-ô-v-a shîmba
(Later on, one day, the girl sang her song to change her form and she became a lion)

Tense sign /-ô-/ occurs only with negative sign /-sa-/

e.g. Nd-ô-sa-dy-a sâda kuti ndadîfî
(Lit. I not to eat food means I have done what? viz. What is that will stop me
from eating food?)
Nd-ô-sa-fâmb-a kuti ndasîngirîra here?
(AM I tied to something that I cannot move?)

(b) /-ô-/ (recent past)

(1) Tone

The consonantal allomorphs (series 4) of the sps occur with this tense sign. It has no inherent
phonemic tone but carries one of the modal morphemes of tone, either (a) L(1), (b)H(1), (c)H(2)
or (d)L(2).

e.g. Ini nd-a-tôr-a izvi (I fetched these)
Sadza g-tôr-a izvi (Sadza fetched these)
nd-a-tôr-a izvi (I having fetched these)
mwâna a-tôr-a izvi (the child who fetched these)
(principal)
(principal)
(participial)
(relative)
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(ii) Reference

When used to inflect VPs in which the R does not have an inchoative reference, the tense sign /-â/- indicates performance or completion in the recent past. The time referred to, either from the standpoint of the present or some other point of time, is generally taken to fall within the same day. It is the tense sign found in the commonest daily greetings.

e.g. M-a-râr-a heré?
(Have you had a good night?)
M-a-swâr-a heré?
(Have you had a good day?)
W-a-bw-â-piko?
(Where have you come from?)
Nd-a-bw-â puqan'a panâvâwâne. Nd-a-sîy-a-â mômebe dzângupô
(I have come from the plain where the others are. I have left my cattle there too)

In the case of VPs with certain radicals of inchoative reference the tense sign /-â/- may indicate present state as the result of recent action.

e.g. Nd-a-gût-a sadza
(I have had enough porridge to eat)
T-a-nêt-a nebâsa
(We are tired from work)
Mâppenî åkârasâ miswâ, akati, "Zvîno t-a-v-â vânhwâ"nî
(The baboons cast away their tails and said, "Now we are humans too")

The recent past tense sign has an elastic reference, however, and may refer to a period before the day of the utterance or the day referred to if that period is somehow continuous with these times.

e.g. Nd-a-pâdâz-a basa ra-nd-â-nga ndichîtâ gorô rîno
(I have finished the work which I have been doing this year)
T-a-šârik-a mazuzâ âno nêmari nêmahâ yâmômebe dzatâkatengesâ
(We have been living at ease these days on the money we got from the sale of the cattle)

(iii) Distribution

Tense sign /-â/- occurs in all primary affirmative inflections. It also occurs in combination with tense sign /-kâ/- (q.v.) to give a remote past reference and with the tense sign /-lâ/- (q.v.) to give a past habitual reference.

e.g. Nygoro y-â-nyur-a mudope
(The waggon has sunk into the mud)
Vâna vâkâsvika kumushâ masikâti, vabereki vâvô y-â-end-â
kàre keminda
(The children arrived home at midday, their parents having already gone to the fields)
Avâ ndîvo y-a-ndîf-a mbûsva
(There are the ones who have accused me)
Nygoro y-â-ka-nyûr-a mbûsâ
(The waggon sank into the mud).
Ndîf-mwànâf mûdîf-kî, nd-a-â-fudîz-a mbûdzî nehâwâ
(As a small child, I used to herd goats and sheep)

(c) /-châ/- (future or progressive)²

(i) Reference

The reference of /-châ/- is twofold, future and progressive in both affirmative and negative inflections. The future referred is of any time, near or distant.

e.g. Kudâ å-chà-kishevâdz-â-î
(Perhaps he will call you)
Kasekê å-chà-kôkêr-â vazhîfjî, kana nemî
(Kaseke will invite many people, even you as well)
Ikati, "Ezvo, mukirî wângu, manda’dikupisa,
Ha-nî-chà-z-ô-simûdzîr-â mûsûró wângu pakarê"
(And it said, "So my lord, you have bullied me. I shall not lift up my head again")

1. Dembetembe points out that the recent past tense sign is a natural inflection for VPs containing as an adverbial complement an SP with selector stem /-no/.
   e.g. gorô rîno (this year). Cp. Dembetembe, 6.2.3.1., p. 177

2. The tonal behaviour of the tense and negative signs and their combinations is described in 4.4.3.
Kana wändítařířa, ndi-cháñ-áñ-a. Kana úsiná kundítařířa, ha-ndí-cháñ-áñ-a
(If you tell me, I shall go. If you do not tell me, I shall not go)

The same tense sign is progressive in reference with the implication that the action of the VP has already begun.

E.g. U-cháñ-ndizív-á here?
(The child still knows me?)

Así' meaná wábávúanza, achiti, "Sékíiru, ha-má-chá-ndíp-á-n' kudyá here?
(But the child asked, 'Uncle won't you give me any more food?)"

(ii) Distribution

Tense sign /-ché-/ occurs in all primary inflections, both affirmative and negative. In the negative participal and relativized it is assimilated to the form of the negative sign in the combination /-sí-sá-/ (no longer) but occurs as /-ché-/ in the combination /-singáché-/.

It combines with /-ká-/ to provide a present progressive stative reference to VPs with inchoative Rs.

E.g. Ibá! Ha-ndí-chá-kuá-á
(Go away! I no longer want you!)
Vákafáñña-famba vákarásíka, vá-sí-sá-zív-e
(They wondered about lost, no longer knowing where to go)
Kwókienda
(participal)
Ndíño pavá-sí-ngá-chá-pond-e
(It is there that they no longer go in)
Dánda ré-chá-ká-bát-a
(The log still holds)
Ré-chá-ká-simb-a
(It is still strong)
Ha-rí-sí-sá-ko-bát-a
It no longer holds)

(d) /-ká-/ (remote past, present or stative)

(i) Reference

The reference of /-ká-/ is to past time, before the day of the utterance referred to. Adverbial complements of time in VPs inflected by /-ká-/ commence in time with usíkú (the previous night) and nezúro (yesterday). There is no continuity of the action up to the time of speaking.

E.g. V-á-ká-téver-a tsoro, vakaadó nyúchí dzírí maìmuí
(They followed the honey-guide and saw the bees in the tree)
Nezúro nd-á-ká-swáñ-a ndíchíìíña múmúnda mángu
(Yesterday I spent the day ploughing in my field)
Nd-a-ká-dy-a sadza nezúro pahópé dzírí'tba mundííro
(I had my supper last night (lit. yesterday) at the time of the sleep which follows on the dish)

/-ká-/ is also used in the inflection of numerous VPs with inchoative R nuclei to indicate present state. In these VPs the appropriate adverbial complements refer to present time.

E.g. Vanhu ava v-á-ká-náñ-a kwávó
(These people are very good)
M-a-ká-simb-a here?
(Are you well?)

(ii) Distribution

In affirmative primary inflections other than the progressive, /-ká-/ always occurs in combination with /-á/, viz. as /-3-ká-á/.

E.g. Ití zv-á-ká-náñ-a
(Do it properly, viz. in a way which is good)
Nd-á-ká-gárik-a chažvó mazuva láño
(I am very well off these days)
Anondítíírsa, mesó á-ká-tsvuka
(He looks at me, his eyes red with anger)

As noted under (c)(ii) above, the combination /-ché-ká-/ is used to inflect VPs with inchoative R nuclei with present progressive stative reference.

E.g. Zvíchá-ká-rúñá-a
(Things are still right)

In negative primary inflections /-ká-/ occurs in Manyika and Zezuru in combination with the negative sign /-sá-/ (in Karanga /-ká-7/)

E.g. Ha-ndí-sá-ká-end-á nezúro
(I did not go yesterday)

1. Dembetembe suggests that the progressive implication requires an absence of any adverbial complement of time in the VP. Cp. Dembetembe, 6.2.3.9.

71/ñongozvíita...
(e) /-ŋgə-/ (potential)

(i) Reference

The reference of /-ŋgə-/ is to possible occurrence due to the subject of the inflection having the necessary ability, incentive, duty or authority to perform an action.

E.g. Nhái, ndi-nggə-far-e chôkwadi
(Indeed, I should be glad)
A-nggə-by-ë nguvá yèse yèse
(He might, could come at any time)
U-nggə-teer-e zvakánaka
(You should listen properly)
Ha-ú-nggə-nlUMBIR-ë ndikanzwa?
(Could you not sing for me and I listen?)

(ii) Distribution

Tense sign /-ŋgə-/ is found in affirmative and negative primary inflections. In the negative principal potential inflection, the inflections /hə-sp-ŋgə-/ or /sp-ŋgə-sə-ë/ are used. In the participial and relative the inflection is /sp-si-ŋgə-ë/. The reference of the latter is now more often simply negative present than negative potential.

E.g.
Ha-ndi-nggə-gon-ë
Kana ndi-si-nggə-gon-ë...
(mwa) a-si-nggə-gon-ë
(I could not be able) (If I am unable...) (a child who is unable)

(f) /-chi-/ (affirmative participial present)

(i) Tone

In the system described in this study, the tense sign /-chi-/ carries a high tone, determined by polarity with the tone of the sp which is low for all persons and classes in this tense.

(ii) Reference and distribution

Tense sign /-chi-/ is limited to the affirmative participial present inflection of VPs.

E.g.
Kana a-chi-ziv-a...
(If he knows....)
Rumwe zivá bveni râksángana nênumbâ i-chi-kwêv-â pasi tsâpo yênsungû
(One day a baboon met a tortoise dragging a bag of nuts along the ground)

(g) /-chi-/ (progressive)

Reference and distribution

The tense sign /-chi-/ is progressive in implication. It is limited to the restricted inflection, affirmative and negative, of VPs with nuclear Rs /-ri/ (be) and /-na/ (be with), and to the present inflection affirmative and negative, of VPs whose nuclear R is one of the following: /-gar-/ (sit, stay), /-rār-/ (go to sleep), /-zâr-/ (become full), /-vât-/ (go to sleep), /-nyârâr-/ (fall silent) and /-mār-/ (stand up).

E.g.
Vá-chi-ri panô
vô-chi-nê mari
A-chi-gêr-e
Ha-vô-chi-si-ri pânô
Ha-vô-chi-si-na mari
Ha-ndi-chi-gêr-e
(They are still here)
(They still have money)
(He is still seated)
(They are no longer here)
(They have no longer any money)
(I am no longer seated)

(h) /-i-/ (participial)

This tense sign is optionally employed in the participial inflection of VPs with nuclear R /-na/ (be with).

E.g. Kana mû-i-nê bunga
(If you have a knife)

4.4.2.4.2. Tense signs in habitual inflections

(a) /-ô-/ (present habitual)

(i) Reference

Tense sign /-ô-/ may, depending on the VP which is inflected and its context, have three time references, habitual present, firmly intended future and simple present. The habitual reference covers customary activities as well as general statements based on observed natural phenomena.

E.g. Vanhu vô-no-rim-a nemômbé
(People plough with cattle)
Shaveshévé ri-no-tót-á máruva
(The butterfly sucks from the flowers)

/ŋə-/ is used to inflect VPs in the future to indicate certainty or a definite intention in the mind of the speaker.

e.g. Kanga kiti, "Ndicháuya," mwanawé! Kana uchída kuuí, ingóti "Ndí-nó-uý-á" (Don’t say, "I’ll come", child! If you mean to come, simply say, "I shall come")

Chókwádi goró rinó ndí-nó-túng-á mhwázi dzángu nézvíi svángu (Certainly I shall buy goats with my millet this year)

Sékúru akapíndura achítí, "Urí kúmpéngá! Ndí-nó-kúró-v-á!" (The uncle replied and said, "You are mad! I shall beat you")

The simple present reference is found in current comment, for example on what the speaker is doing, or in newspaper reports.

e.g. Ndí-nó-nyór-á izvi nomwoyo u-nó-ramb-á uchírángári nebás a rákíítwá návó (I write these things with a heart which keeps reflecting on the work done by them)

Iní ndí-nó-ti á-no-fánír-á kúrégérwa (I say he should be released)

(ii) Distribution

Tense sign /ŋə-/ is used in the affirmative primary inflections only. It may combine with the frequentative morpheme /-chi-/ (q.v.).

e.g. Mómbe dži-nó-fur-á mazívá ósé (principal)
(The cattle graze every day)

Kurvíí dúngó kwa-dži-nó-fur-á mazívá ósé (participial)
(The river is where they graze every day)

Mómbe dži-nó-fur-á mazívá ósé (relative)
(Cattle which graze every day)

(b) /-i-/ (past habitual)

(i) Reference

Tense sign /-i-/ in the combination /-á-i-/ has, likewise, a number of references which vary according to the content and context of the VP inflected. Habitual past action or action in the past over a period are two references normally conveyed.

e.g. Vánú vekáre y-g-i-fung-á kúti varungu havábá mabhí (principal)
(People of old used to think that white people had no knees)

Nezúro t-a-i-rí-rí-a munda wédu (We were cultivating our field yesterday)

Another reference, difficult to combine with the above, is a potential and conditional reference similar to that conveyed by tense sign /-nogá/.

e.g. Zýkóro munýika inó ha-zy-g-i-mír-á kudáí kúsína (principal)
ruyamuro rwémiri inóbva kunzé kwényíka
(The schools in this country would not be standing as they do without the help of funds from outside)

Chíiko ch-a-i-g-o-itíka kudáí tísingateré (relative)
(What would happen if we were not to pay our taxes?)

T-a-i-g-o-náwa chándo séi tiri pambéri peHosi húru? (How could we feel cold in the presence of the Great Queen? - said by Lobengula’s envoys in the presence of Queen Victoria)

(ii) Distribution

The combination /-á-i-/ is used in primary inflections only, both affirmative and negative. Like /-nó-, it combines with the frequentative morpheme /-chi-/ (q.v.).

The negative inflection employs either the negative prefix /há/ or the negative sign /-sá-/, or, in the speech of some, a combination of both.

e.g. Ha-v-a-i-vhím-a nokúti vákánga vásiná mábára (principal)
(They used not to hunt because they had no bullets)

Nd-a-i-g-a-end-a nokúti nd-a-i-ngé ndíchírwárá (principal)
(I used not to go because I used to be ill)

Ha-n-dá-i-sa-tó-a chándisákíwa (principal)
(I would not take what I was not given)
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4.4.2.5. Aspect signs

4.4.2.5.1.

The exclusive morpheme /-chi-/ (now, then) is used with incidental tense signs, particularly with /-ô-/.

E.g. Zvínó nd-ô-chi-fir-a manyika inó
(Now I am going to die in this land)
Hakana pôkurâra! A, zvínó nd-a-chi-net-a kuzonovika mberî
(There is nowhere to sleep! Ah, I'm too tired now to go any further)
Akanga achîrwarâ kwâzvo. Zvínó a-chi-pon-a
(He was very sick. But now he has recovered)

The exclusive morpheme /-chi-/ may occur in all secondary and non-finite inflections as well.

E.g. Ngá-ti-chi-end-a zvédu!
(Ortative)
(LET US GO NOW!)
Zvâkanâka kuti kudîmïrwa kwemchke kî-chi-regew-â
(subjunctive)
It is desirable that the limitation of cattle should be stopped from now on
Ishê akâudzâ vavhâmi kuti vá-chi-gar-a pasî
(subjunctive)
The chief told the hunters that they should sit down at that point
Imbhâ yâkarâmâ bwenî, i-ka-chi-tiz-â
(consecutive)
The dog bit the baboon, and then it fled
Ko, ku-chi-end-a zvédu?
(infinitive)
What about our going now?
Chi-rind-a-î, vâsekuru
(imperative)
(Sleep now, uncle)

4.4.2.5.2.

The frequentative morpheme /-chi/ (often) is used with habitual tense signs /-ô-/ and /-ô-/.

E.g. Nhái, amâi, râva rî-no-chi-buk-a kaviri here?
(Tell me, mother, does a trap sometimes go off twice?)
Mukadži : Unôrehere kudîya sådza rângu randînôbîkî?
(Wife : Why don't you eat the food I cook?)
Mirume : Rî-no-chi-uy-a ndâguta
(Wife : Why don't you eat the food I cook?)
Husband : It usually comes when I have had enough)
Mnhu a-sî-nga-chi-end-a kubôka dzavâmwe haâzowana vanhu
(Mnhu a-sî-nga-chi-end-a kubôka dzavâmwe haâzowana vanhu)
Kana gîtâ yake
(relative)
(A person who doesn't usually go to other people's work parties will not get people when he holds his)
Amâi v-a-i-chi-cher-a ivhâ parôndô iro vachiûmbîsa harî
(His mother used often to dig (for clay) at that pit when she was moulding pots)

4.4.2.6. Negative signs

The signs referred to here are the morphemes /-sâ-/ and /-sâ-/ all of which occur after the sps. Since their function is to change an affirmative inflection into a negative one, their reference is clear. The distribution of each should be stated.

4.4.2.6.1. /-sâ-/ (a) Principal inflections

This sign occurs with the following combinations of inflecting morphemes.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Hà-nô-sà-...-a}^1 \\
&\text{Hà-nô-sà-kà...-a}^2
\end{align*}
\]

(negative principal recent past)
(negative principal remote past)

1. The subject prefix /nô-/ (Is.) is included merely as a typical example from the constituent class of sps. The recent and remote past negative inflections listed here are more typical of Manyika and Karanga (where /-za-/ replaces /-sa-/ but they are accepted in Zaurusu and in the case of the very important auxiliary R/-ti/, the recent past negative inflection is the one commonly used.

E.g. \text{Hà-nô-sà-tì ndàendà} (I have not yet gone)
(a) Its presence is optional in the following:

\[ \text{ha-ndá-i-sá-zív-a-} \quad \text{ha-ndá-i-zív-a} \]
(I used not to, would not, know)

But it is compulsory in the following principal inflections, alternative to those with negative prefix /há/-:

\[ \text{ndá-i-sá-zív-a} \]
(I used not to, know)

\[ \text{cp. ha-ndá-i-zív-a} \]

\[ \text{ndi-ngá-sá-zív-a} \]
(I would not know)

\[ \text{cp. ha-ndi-ngá-sá-zív-a} \]

e.g. Ukandiřádzi, ndi-ngá-sá-zív-a nókukúnhándžá here?
(If you were to show me, would I not get to know quickly?)

Kare kare, pasí pachiriREWá nédonzvo, vanhu vá-i-sa-tór-a zvinhu zvavámwa
(In the past, people would not take the property of others)

Inflections with tense sign /-ó/- are negated with /-sa/- and not with / há/-.

e.g. Ndó-sá-zív-a mái séi?
(How can I not know my mother?)

Iyi imbwá inóteéèrwa. Kana yápiwa bupá, ikau dzwa kumíra,
-ó-sá-bút-a,
Ioníira iti yábyumúnda
(This is an obedient dog. When it is given
a bone and told to wait, it does not snatch
it at once. It waits until it is allowed to do so)

(b) In participial and relative constructions

The negative prefix /há/- is limited to principal inflections. Negative participial and relative inflections employ negative signs after the subject prefix and either before the tense sign (in the case of /-á/-) or after (in the cases of /-ó/-, /-á/-, /-ó/-).

e.g. ndí-sá-zív-a
(not having known)

ndi-sá-ká-zív-a
(not having known)

ndá-i-sá-zív-a
(not having been used to know)

ndi-ngá-sá-zív-a
(not being able to know)

ndó-sá-zív-a
(not being about to know)

(e.g. ndí-sá-zív-á)
(negative participial recent past)

ndi-sá-ká-zív-a
(negative participial remote past)

ndá-i-sá-zív-a
(negative participial past habitual)

ndi-ngá-sá-zív-a
(negative participial potential)

ndó-sá-zív-a
(negative participial immediate future)

All the above participial forms carry H(2), the participial tonal morpheme, on the sp(3) or tense sign. The same segmental form, but carrying L(2), the relative tonal morpheme, would be relative.

e.g. Ndláñi a-ngá-sá-fung-a mhosá?
(Who is it who would not suspect a cuime?)

(c) Secondary inflections

Ha-ndí-sá-on-e izvi!
(Let me not see these things!)

(u-sá-tór-é)
(Do not take)

ndi-ka-sá-zív-á
(and I did not know)

(kuti) ndi-sá-zív-é
((so) that) I do not know

u-sá-tór-é
(Do not take)

ndi-ka-sá-zív-á
(and I did not know)

(d) Non-finite inflections

ku-sá-zív-á
(negative infinitive)

4.4.2.6.2. /-sá/-

(a) Principal inflections

Negative sign /-sá/- occurs optionally in the negative inflection of VPs with nuclei R /-ri /
(be) and /-na/ (be with)
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(b) Participle and relative inflections

/-si-/ occurs in the participal and relative inflections of VPs with nuclear Rs /-ri/ (be), /-na/ (be with) and the six Rs listed in 4.4.2.4.1. (g).

```plaintext
e.g. ndí-sí-rí pánú
      (not being here)
      (negative participial present)

ndí-sí-ná bángá
      (not having a knife)
      (negative participial present)

ndí-sí-gé-r-e
      (not being seated)
      (negative participial present)

It also occurs in negative inflections with tense signs /-chá- ~ -sá- /; /-ngá-/ and /-nô-chî-.

```plaintext
e.g. ndí-sí-sá-zív-e
      (not longer knowing)
      (negative participial future progressive)

ndí-sí-ngá-zív-e
      (not knowing)
      (negative participial present progressive)

ndí-sí-nô-chî-end-a
      (not often going)
      (negative participial present frequentative)

All the above participial forms carry H(2), the participial tonal morpheme, on the sp(3). The same segmental forms, but carrying L(2), the relative tonal morpheme, would be relative.

```plaintext
e.g. ndí-sí-ngá-zív-e
      (I who do not know)
      (negative relative present)

The sign /-si-/ occurs alone as a negative inflecting morpheme in some proverbs and formulaic sayings.

```plaintext
e.g. ínhaná jí-sí-b-i inôraya
      (It is a woman who does not steal who gives instruction)
      (negative relative present)

Mambo u-sí-tandavar-e
      (Lord, who does not stretch out his legs - a line from a Nózvi clan praise)
      (negative relative present)
```

This sign has been found only in negative participial and relative present inflections.

```plaintext
e.g. somú Nózvi a-só-bátiw-a cháké
      (like the Nózvi who would not have his property taken)
      (negative relative present)

zvipungú zví-só-donhedz-a mu-nhengá pasí
      (bateleur eagles who do not let a feather fall to the ground - a symbol of lack of generosity)
      (negative relative present)
```

4.4.2.6.3. /-sô/

This terminal occurs in the following inflections -

A terminal vowal is the last element in any verbal inflection. The constituent class of terminal vowels in Zézuru inflections is limited to two, /-a/ and /-e/. Karanga and Manyika have a third, /-i/, in negative present and potential inflections.

In all cases the terminal vowel is discontinuous with the rest of the inflection from which it is separated by /+/- op +R/.

```plaintext
e.g. Ha-ndí-ku-zív-e
      (I do not know you)
```

In the approach to the tonology of inflected VPs adopted here, the terminal vowel has no inherent tone of its own but carries the final tone of the R tone pattern. It completes syllabically the incomplete phonological form of the R.

```plaintext
e.g. ku-zív-a múnu (to know a person)

ha-ndí-zív-e múnu (I don't know a person)
```

1. Save for the plural imperative where the inflection is /-a-i/. In nominal constructions based on the R, terminals /-i/ and /-o/ are common, e.g. mu-zív-f (one who knows); chi-gar-o (a chair)  
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This terminal occurs in the remaining inflections in Zezuru.

(a) All affirmative primary inflections save the potential and perfect inflections noted on (a) and (d) above.
(b) All negative past and future primary inflections.¹
(c) The affirmative and negative consecutive.
(d) The affirmative imperative of VPs without op.
(e) The affirmative and negative infinitive.

4.4.2.7.2. /-a/

In 4.2.2.2.2. it was stated that the tone-pattern carried by the R in any inflected VP is determined by three factors:
(a) the number of vowel phonemes in the R;
(b) the tone class, H or L, to which it belongs;
(c) the inflection with which it combines.

It was also stated that it is possible and convenient to group the tone-patterns carried by Rs of both H and L tone classes into sets called tone-conjugations (TCS). In this present section it is proposed to combine the material of 4.4.1., namely the categories of conjugations, and that of 4.4.2., the inflecting morphemes of VPs, by presenting a scheme of common inflections grouped according to the sets of R tone-patterns which they condition.

The sets of tone-patterns treated as tone conjugations are limited to those of Rs of up to six tones. Some reference must be made, however, to the tone-patterns of such Rs when reduplicated, and this involves reference to patterns of up to twelve tones. Finally it is necessary to refer to the tone-patterns of Rs preceded by ops since R tone-patterns in */+ op + R/ are usually different from those in */+ op + R/.

It is well to repeat again the descriptive approach adopted here. The only morphemes of tone or tontomorphs which are postulated are those of single tone which determine the mood of the inflection and are carried either by sps(3) or the vowel tense signs */-a/- and */-o/- when sps(4) are the first element in the inflection. The various forms of the R, involving now one tone-pattern and now another as one inflection replaces another, are regarded as variant forms or allomorphs whose different shapes are conditioned by the presence of different inflections.

² The terminal is */-a/ in Karanga and Manyika, e.g. Ndí-ngá-tó-e mári.
³ Terminal */-i/ in Karanga and Manyika, e.g. Ha-ndí-tó-rí-mári.
⁴ Terminal */-a/ in Karanga in the negative subjunctive, e.g. ndí-sa-tó-rí-mári.
⁵ This inflection is absent in Manyika */-a-ka-*...-a/-replacing it, e.g. ndí-ka-gar-d (I am seated).
⁶ Terminal */-a/- in Karanga, e.g. U-sa-tó-rí-mári.

1. Terminal */-i/- in Karanga and Manyika in the negative future,
   e.g. Ha-ndí-cha-tó-rí-mári.
4.4.3.1. The tonology of the inflections

Before setting out a scheme of VP inflections and relating them systematically to the tone patterns carried by the nuclear Rs, it is necessary to say something about the tonology of the inflections.

4.4.3.1.1. Inflecting morphemes with invariable tones

Certain morphemes bear an invariable tone and to that extent provide fixed points to which the system is pegged. Since these have been mentioned in 4.4.2. a list will suffice here.

(a) Morphemes with invariable H: The hortative prefix /hā-/; the inclusive sign /-chī/; the plural suffix /-l/, which occurs in affirmative plurals.

(b) Morphemes with invariable L: The negative prefix /hā-/; the consecutive sign /-kā-/; the stabiliser in the affirmative imperative of C Rs; the infinitive prefix /kā-/ which, like all noun-class prefixes save 2a, is L, but is liable to raising; the negative sign /-sā-/; always L after consecutive /-kā-/ and infinitive prefix /kā-/.

4.4.3.1.2. The tones carried by subject prefixes

In all primary inflections in which the sp is the first element, a tonal morpheme of mood is postulated. The exception is the affirmative participial present with tense sign /-chī/.

This tonal morpheme is carried by the sp unless the latter is of C shape due to the presence of tense signs /-d/- or /-t/- when the morpheme of tone is passed to the tense sign and is carried by it. The morpheme of tone is but one element in such primary inflections, but it is a most decisive one, determining the mood of the inflected VP or predicate, and hence of the clause in which it occurs. Further it provides another fixed point in reference to which the tones of other inflecting morphemes are determined by polarity.

In inflections in which the sp is not the first element, its tone is determined by polarity with the tone of the preceding prefix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary tenses</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>Secondary tenses</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal I, II</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Hortative</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal III</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participial</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Consecutive</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.3.1.3. Tones of inflecting morphemes determined by polarity

The tones carried by inflecting morphemes other than those mentioned in 4.4.3.1.1. and 4.4.5.1.2. are determined by polarity, that is they come under the play of a process whereby each successive tone is opposite to, or different from either the preceding, or the following, or both.

Morphemes and morpheme combinations whose tones are determined by polarity are the following:

- -chā- -pō- -mō-chī- -si-mō-chī- -kā- -l- (habitual) -t-chī- -sī- -ngā- -chī- (participial -sī- -sā-kā- -sā-sā- -sā- (present) -sā- -sī-ngā- -chī- (progressive -chī- (frequent -sī-sā- -l- (participial -ative)

The tones of object prefixes are also determined by polarity. Polarity does not occur in the hortative inflection of /-op + R/VPs.

(1) Save in the near future inflection where tense sign /-d/- is H with sps of all save three persons in both principal and relative forms.

(2) Save in the present with tense sign /-chī/ where sps of all three persons carry L phonemic tone.
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(a) When the inflection commences with /H/

If the number of syllables between /H/ and the R is even, the tones on these syllables will show polarity with /H/. If the number of syllables is odd, the tones on these syllables will show polarity with /H/ except the last which will show polarity with the initial tone of the R tone-pattern. The R tone-pattern is conditioned independently of polarity by the inflection, the tone class of the R and the number of vowels it contains.

\begin{align*}
\text{e.g. } & \text{-ka-ziy-} & \text{ (I having known)} & \text{ (odd)} \\
\text{ndi-} & \text{-ka-bunz-} & \text{ (I having asked)} & \text{ (odd)} \\
\text{ndi-} & \text{-ngi-ziy-} & \text{ (I not knowing)} & \text{ (even)} \\
\text{ndi-} & \text{-ngi-bunz-} & \text{ (I not asking)} & \text{ (even)} \\
\text{ndi-} & \text{-no-chi-tor-} & \text{ (I not usually taking)} & \text{ (odd)} \\
\text{ndi-} & \text{-no-chi-bunz-} & \text{ (I not usually asking)} & \text{ (odd)}
\end{align*}

(b) When the inflection commences with /L/

If the number of syllables between /L/ and the R is odd, the tones on these syllables will show polarity with /L/. If the number is even, the tones on these syllables will show polarity with /L/ except the last which will show polarity with the initial tone of the R tone-pattern, determined independently of polarity in the inflection.

\begin{align*}
\text{e.g. } & \text{-ka-ziy-} & \text{ (I knew)} & \text{ (odd)} \\
\text{ndi-} & \text{-ka-bunz-} & \text{ (I asked)} & \text{ (odd)} \\
\text{ndi-} & \text{-ka-guit-} & \text{ (I am still replete)} & \text{ (even)} \\
\text{ndi-} & \text{-ka-net-} & \text{ (I am still tired)} & \text{ (even)} \\
\text{ndi-} & \text{-no-chi-tor-} & \text{ (I who usually take)} & \text{ (odd)} \\
\text{ndi-} & \text{-no-chi-bunz-} & \text{ (I who usually ask)} & \text{ (odd)}
\end{align*}

4.4.3.2. Tone Conjugation I

As already stated in 4.2.2.2.2., the classification of verb radicals into two tone classes, high and low, is based on the tone-pattern they carry in the infinitive inflection. The set of tone-patterns carried by Rs in infinitively inflected is called Tone Conjugation I.

\begin{align*}
\text{High: } & \text{ku-p-a} & \text{(to give)} \\
& \text{-tor-a} & \text{(to take)} \\
& \text{-tenges-a} & \text{(to sell)}^1 \\
& \text{-kangunis-a} & \text{(to offend)} \\
& \text{-zorotran-a} & \text{(to rest for one another)} \\
& \text{-kangunsiran-a} & \text{(to offend against one another)}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Low: } & \text{ku-rw-a} & \text{(to fight)} \\
& \text{-bunz-a} & \text{(to ask questions)} \\
& \text{-tiris-a} & \text{(to look at)} \\
& \text{-bunziran-a} & \text{(to ask for one another)} \\
& \text{-verengeran-a} & \text{(to read for each other)} \\
& \text{-kochikeran-a} & \text{(to wind around each other)}
\end{align*}

Thus TC I consists of the following sets of patterns:

\begin{align*}
\text{H} & \text{L} \\
\text{HH} & \text{LL} \\
\text{HHH} & \text{LLL} \\
\text{HHH} & \text{LLL} \\
\text{HHH} & \text{LLLL} \\
\text{HHH} & \text{LLLL etc}
\end{align*}

H Rs carry high tones up to a maximum of three syllables, all succeeding tones being low. L Rs carry only low tones

1. The system of R tone-patterns conditioned by the various inflections depends on the three factors listed and is not affected by the morphological complexity of the R save in the case of reduplicated Rs. Hence all Rs are written as units in this part of the study without any indication of their constituent structure. As stated in 4.2.2.2., the special case of the sub-class H Rs with TC I patterns, H, HL, HHL etc. is not considered explicitly here. They differ from the type of H Rs described in having a final L where the latter are uniformly H up to the maximum of three successive high tones.

\begin{align*}
\text{e.g. } & \text{ku-buk-a} & \text{(to go off, of a trap)}
\end{align*}
4.4.3.2.2. Inflections conditioning TC 1 tone patterns

The following inflections condition TC 1 tone patterns on the verb radicals in verb phrases:

1. the affirmative principal present habitual, I, IIp.,
   viz. sp- + L(1) + -nô-....-a
2. the affirmative principal present habitual, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + H(1) + -nô-....-a
3. the affirmative principal present frequentative, I, IIp.,
   viz. sp- + L(1) + -mô- + chi-....-a
4. the affirmative principal present frequentative, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + H(1) + -no- + chi-....-a
5-8 the corresponding relative present and past, habitual and frequentative, all persons,
   viz. sp- + -a- + L(1) + -i-....-a
   sp- + -a- + H(1) + -i-....-a
   sp- + -a- + L(1) + -i- + -chi-....-a
   sp- + -a- + H(1) + -i- + -chi-....-a
9-12 the corresponding relative present and past, habitual and frequentative, all persons
   viz. sp- + L(2) + -nô-....-a
   sp- + L(2) + -mô- + -chi-....-a
   sp- + a- + L(2) + -i-....-a
   sp- + a- + L(2) + -i- + -chi-....-a
13-14 the affirmative participial2 present and past frequentative, all persons,
   viz. sp- + H(2) + -no- + -chi-....-a
   sp- + a- + H(2) + -i- + -chi-....-a
15. the negative principal past habitual, I, II, IIIp.,
    viz. ha- + -sp- + -a- + -i- + -sa-....-a
16. the negative principal past habitual, I, IIp.,
    viz. sp- + a- + L(1) + -i- + -sa-....-a
17. the negative principal past habitual, IIIp.,
    viz. sp- + a- + H(1) + -i- + -sa-....-a
18. the negative principal present frequentative, I, II, IIIp.,
    viz. ha- sp- + -no- + -chi-....-a
19. the negative principal past frequentative, I, II, IIIp.,
    viz. ha- + sp- + -a- + -i- + -chi-....-a
20. the negative principal potential, I, IIp.,
    viz. sp- + L(1) + -ngô- + -sô-....-a
21. the negative principal potential, IIIp.,
    viz. sp- + H(1) + -ngô-5 + -sô-....-a
22. the negative principal near future, I, II, IIIp.,
    viz. sp- + -o- + H(1) + -sô-....-a
23. the negative relative recent past, I, II, IIIp.,
    viz. sp- + L(2) + -sô-....-a

1. Morphemes marked with a circumflex in these sections, e.g. /-ch'i/- are variable in tone, being L before H Rs and H before L Rs in accordance with the rule of polarity described in 4.4.3.1.3.
2. Some Zezuru speakers use TC 1 patterns with habitual participial inflections, others those of TC Va. The latter usage is followed here, [Cp. 4.4.3.7.2.]
3. The tones carried by /-sa/- in inflections 15 and 17 are not influenced by polarity just as inflections 25 and 27. The tones carried by /-nga/- in inflection 21 are not influenced by polarity either.
4. The same inflection is used for the negative participial past habitual. For another negative principal past habitual inflection cp.4.4.3.7.2. inflection 11.
5. The tone on the tense sign of inflection 21 is always high and hence it does not follow the rule of polarity.
6. The same inflection is used for the negative relative near future.
24. the affirmative consecutive, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + -ka- -a
25. the negative consecutive, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + -ka- + -sa- -a
26. the affirmative infinitive,
   viz. ku- -a
27. the negative infinitive,
   viz. ku- + -sa- -a

4.4.3.2.3. Examples

1. ndi-no-tör-á
   (I take)
   ndi-no-bvunz-a
   (I ask)
2. va-no-tör-á
   (they take)
   va-no-bvunz-a
   (they ask)
3. ndi-no-chi-tör-á
   (I often take)
   ndi-no-chi-bvunz-a
   (I often ask)
4. va-no-chi-tör-á
   (they often take)
   va-no-chi-bvunz-a
   (they often ask)
5. nd-a-i-tör-á
   (I used to take)
   nd-a-i-bvunz-a
   (I used to ask)
6. va-a-i-tör-á
   (they used to take)
   va-a-i-bvunz-a
   (they used to ask)
7. nd-a-i-chi-tör-á
   (I used often to take)
   nd-a-i-chi-bvunz-a
   (I used often to ask)
8. va-a-i-chi-tör-á
   (they used often to take)
   va-a-i-chi-bvunz-a
   (they used often to ask)
9. va-no-tör-á
   (they who take)
   va-no-bvunz-a
   (they who ask)
10. va-no-chi-tör-á
    (those who often take)
    va-no-chi-bvunz-a
    (those who often ask)
11. va-a-i-tör-á
    (those who used to take)
    va-a-i-bvunz-a
    (those who used to ask)
12. va-a-i-chi-tör-á
    (those who used often to take)
    va-a-i-chi-bvunz-a
    (those who used often to ask)
13. ndi-no-chi-tör-á
    (I often taking)
    ndi-no-chi-bvunz-a
    (I often asking)
14. nd-a-i-chi-tör-á
    (I often being used to take)
    nd-a-i-chi-bvunz-a
    (I often being used to ask)
15. ha-nd-a-i-sa-tör-á
    (I used not to take)
    ha-nd-a-i-sa-bvunz-a
    (I used not to ask)
16. nd-a-i-sa-tör-á
    (I used not to take)
    nd-a-i-sa-bvunz-a
    (I used not to ask)
17. va-a-i-sa-tör-á
    (they used not to ask)
    va-a-i-sa-bvunz-a
    (they used not to ask)
18. ha-ndi-no-chi-tör-á
    (I do not often take)
    ha-ndi-no-chi-bvunz-a
    (I do not often ask)
19. ha-nd-a-i-chi-tör-á
    (I used not often to take)
    ha-nd-a-i-chi-bvunz-a
    (I used not often to ask)
20. ndi-ngá-sa-tör-á
    (I cannot take)
    ndi-ngá-sa-bvunz-a
    (I cannot ask)
21. va-ngá-sa-tör-á
    (they cannot take)
    va-ngá-sá-bvunz-a
    (they cannot ask)
22. nd-o-sa-tör-á
    (I do not now take)
    nd-o-sá-bvunz-a
    (I do not now ask)
23. va-sa-tör-á
    (those who did not take)
    va-sá-bvunz-a
    (those who did not ask)
24. va-ka-tör-á
    (and they take)
    va-ka-bvunz-a
    (and they ask)
25. va-ka-sa-tör-á
    (and they take not)
    va-ka-sá-bvunz-a
    (and they ask not)
26. ku-tó-r-a
   (to take)
27. ku-sa-tó-r-a
   (not to take)

ku-bvunz-a
   (to ask)
ku-sa-bvunz-a
   (not to ask)

4.4.3.3. Tone Conjugation II

4.4.3.3.1. TC II consists of the following sets of patterns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(L)-H</th>
<th>(L)-H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>LHH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>LHHH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLLLL</td>
<td>LHHHH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHHH</td>
<td>HHHHH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(L) is the tone of the stabiliser which occurs with Rs that consist of a consonant or consonant cluster. H Rs carry high tones up to a maximum of three syllables, all succeeding syllables being low. The first syllable only of L Rs is low, all succeeding syllables being high.

4.4.3.3.2. Inflections conditioning TC II tone patterns

The affirmative imperative inflection alone conditions TC II patterns on the verb radicals of verb phrases.

Viz. ....-a(-i) (i.....-a(-i) in the case of C ks)

E.g. tó-r-a'! (take!)
     i-p-á! (give!)
     tó-r-a-i'! (take! - pl.)
     i-p-á-i'! (give! - pl.)
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4.4.3.4. Tone Conjugation III

4.4.3.4.1. TC III consists of the following set of patterns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>HHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>HLLLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H Rs carry high tones up to a maximum of three syllables, all succeeding syllables being low. L Rs carry high tones up to a maximum of two syllables, all succeeding syllables being low.
4.4.3.4.2. Inflections conditioning TC III tone patterns

1. the affirmative participial present, I, II, IIIP,
   viz. sp- + -chí- + ....-a
2. the affirmative relative recent past, I, II, IIIP,
   viz. sp- + -a- + L(2) + ....-a
3. the affirmative subjunctive, I, II, IIIP,
   viz. sp- + ....-e
4. The negative subjunctive, I, II, III p.,
   viz. sp- + -sa-.....-e
5. the negative imperative, IIIP,
   viz. sp- + -sá-.....-e

Examples
1. ndi-chí-kúmbir-á
   (I looking)
2. v-a-kúmbir-á
   (those who asked)
3. ndí-kúmbir-é
   ((that) I ask)
4. ndí-sa-kúmbir-é
   ((that) I do not ask)
5. u-sá-kúmbir-é
   (do not ask!)

4.4.3.5. Tone Conjugation IV

4.4.3.5.1. TC IV consists of the following sets of patterns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLL</td>
<td>HLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>HLLLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both H and L Rs carry a high tone on the first syllable and all succeeding syllables are low.

4.4.3.5.2. Inflections conditioning TC IV tone patterns

The affirmative principal recent past, I and IIIP, inflection alone conditions TC IV pattern on the radicals of verb phrases.

viz. sp- + -a- + L(l) + ....-a

E.g. nd-a-tór-a
   (I have taken)
nd-a-bwúnz-a
   (I have asked)
nd-a-gút-a
   (I am replete)
nd-a-nét-a
   (I am tired)

4.4.3.6. Tone Conjugation V

4.4.3.6.1. TC V consists of the following set of patterns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLL</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHLL</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHLL</td>
<td>LHLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHLLL</td>
<td>HHLLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both H and L C Rs are low. H and L CVC and CV/CVC Rs carry contrastive patterns, HL and LH, HH and LH. Thereafter the characteristic patterns become clear, H Rs commencing with a series of high tones and ending ....LH, L Rs commencing with LH... and ending with a series of low tones.

83/4.4.3.6.2. Inflections..
In inflection conditioning TC V tone patterns

A number of inflections condition TC V tone patterns on the radicals of verb phrases.

1. the affirmative principal present progressive, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + H(1) + -cha- + -ká-....-a
2. the affirmative participial present progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + H(2) + -cha- + -ká-....-a
3. the affirmative, participial, recent past, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + -a- + H(2) + ....-a
4. the affirmative participial near future, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + -o- + H(2) + ....-a
5. the negative principal remote past, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. ha- + -sp' + -sa + -ká-....-a
6. the negative principal present progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. ha- + sp' + -cha- + -ká-....a
7. the negative participial present, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + H(2) + -si- + -nga-....e
8. the negative participial present progressive/future, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- = H(2) * -si- + -sá-....e
9. the negative participial remote past, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + H(2) + -sa- + -ká-....a
10. the negative relative present progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
    viz. sp- + L(2) + -si- + -sa- + -ká-....-a
11. the negative relative present progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
    viz. sp- + L(2) + -sí- + -nga- + -chá-....a

Examples

1. vá-cha-ká-gút-a vá-cha-ká-net-á
   (they are still replete) (they are still tired)
2. ndí-cha-ká-gút-a ndí-cha-ká-net-á
   (I being still replete) (I being still tired)
3. nd-á-tór-a nd-á-bvunz-á
   (I having taken) (I having asked)
4. nd-gót-r-a nd-ó-bvunz-á
   (I being about to take) (I being about to ask)
5. ha-ndí-sa-ká-tór-a ha-ndí-sa-ká-bvunz-á
   (I did not take) (I did not ask)
6. ha-ndí-cha-ká-gút-a ha-ndí-cha-ká-net-á
   (I am no longer replete) (I am no longer tired)
7. ndí-sí-ngá-tór-e ndí-sí-ngá-bvunz-é
   (I not taking) (I not asking)
8. ndí-sí-sá-tór-e ndí-sí-sá-bvunz-é
   (I no longer taking) (I no longer asking)
9. ndí-sa-ká-tór-a ndí-sa-ká-bvunz-á
   (I not having taken) (I not having asked)
10. va-sí-sa-ká-gút-a va-sí-sa-ká-net-á
    (those no longer replete) (those no longer tired)
11. va-sí-ngá-cha-tór-a va-sí-ngá-cha-bvunz-á
    (those no longer taking) (those no longer asking)

Inflections conditioning TC V tone patterns have certain characteristics in common.

(i) Sp, or sps with V tense signs /-á-/ or /-ó-/ which carry high tone (inflections 1-9),
    are separated from the R either by zero or two syllables carrying LH.

1. Inflections 1, 2, 6 and 10 occur with verb phrases in which radicals are inchoative.
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(ii) Sps which carry low tone (inflections 10-11) are separated from the R by three syllables carrying respectively HLL. (Cp. 4.4.3.1.3. for the statement on polarity of tones on inflecting morphemes).

4.4.3.6.3. **The inflection of VPs which include object prefixes**

All the above inflections also condition TC V tone patterns on radicals preceded by object prefixes.

The tone on the op is determined by polarity with the succeeding tone. Thus ops before H radicals are low but before L radicals they are high. Cp. 4.4.3.1.3.

e.g. ndá-mù-tó-rá ndá-mú-bvunz-á
(I having taken him) (I having asked him)

ndí-si-ngá-mú-tó-ré ndí-si-ngá-mú-bvunz-é
(I not taking him) (I not asking him)

In addition certain other inflections which condition other TCs on /-op+R/ condition TC V tone patterns on radicals preceded by the op. They are as follows:

1. All the inflections which condition TC Va tone patterns.
2. the affirmative imperative, otherwise conditioning TC II, viz. ....e
3. the affirmative hortative, otherwise conditioning TC X, viz. nga + -sp-....e

**Examples**

1. ha-ndí-cha-mù-pa ha-ndí-cha-rí-rwa
   (I will not give him) (I shall not fight it)

   (Take him!) (Ask him!)

   (Let us take him!) (Let us ask him!)

4.4.3.7. **Tone Conjugation Va**

4.4.3.7.1. **TC Va is the same as TC V save that C Rs carry high tone.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HL etc</td>
<td>LH etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.3.7.2. **Inflections conditioning TC Va tone patterns**

A number of inflections similarly condition TC Va tone patterns on the radicals of verb phrases.

1. the affirmative principal present progressive, I, IIp.,
viz. sp- + L(1) + -chá- + -ká-....-a

2. the affirmative relative present progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
viz. sp- + L(2) + -chá- + -ká-....-a

3. the affirmative participle present habitual, I, II, IIIp.,
viz. sp- + H.(2) + -nda-....-a

4. the affirmative participle past habitual, I, II, IIIp.,
viz. sp- + a- + H(2) + -i-....-a

5. the affirmative participle remote past I,II, IIIp.,
viz. sp- + a- + H(2) + -ká-....-a

6. the affirmative participle future, I, II, IIIp.,
viz. sp- + H(2) + -chá-....-a

1. Inflections 1, 2, 12 and 14 occur with verb phrases in which radicals are inchoative.
2. Cp. 4.4.3.2.2., fn. 2.
7. the affirmative participial potential, I, II, IIIp., viz. sp + H(2) + ngā-.....e
8. the negative principal recent past, I, II, IIIp., viz. ha + sp + -sā-.....a
9. the negative principal future, I, II, IIIp., viz. ha + sp + -chā-.....a
10. the negative principal potential, I, II, IIIp., viz. ha + sp + -ngā-.....e
11. the negative principal past habitual, I, II, IIIp., viz. ha + sp + -a- + ἄ-.....a
12. the negative principal present progressive, I, II, IIIp., viz. ha + sp + -si- + -sā- + -kā-.....a
13. the negative participial recent past, I, II IIIp., viz. sp + H(2) + -sā-.....a
14. the negative participial present progressive I, II, IIIp., viz. sp + H(2) + -si- + -sā- + -kā-.....a
15. the negative participial present progressive I, II, IIIp., viz. sp + H(2) + -si- + -ngā- + -chā-.....a
16. the negative relative present and potential, I, II, IIIp., viz. sp + L(2) + -si- + -ngā-.....e
17. the negative relative future or progressive, I, II, IIIp., viz. sp + L(2) + -si- + -sā-.....e
18. the negative relative remote past, viz. sp + L(2) + -sa- + -kā-.....a

Examples

1. ndi-chā-ka-gūt-a
   (I am still replete)
   ndi-chā-ka-net-ā
   (I am still tired)
2. va-chā-ka-gūt-a
   (those who are still replete)
   va-chā-ka-net-ā
   (those who are still tired)
3. ndi-no-tor-a
   (I usually taking)
   ndi-no-bunz-ā
   (I asking)
4. nd-a-i-tor-a
   (I having been used to take)
   nd-a-i-bunz-ā
   (I having been used to ask)
5. nd-a-ka-tor-a
   (I having taken)
   nd-a-kā-bunz-ā
   (I having asked)
6. ndi-cha-tor-a
   (I about to take)
   ndi-chā-bunz-ā
   (I about to ask)
7. ndi-nga-tor-e
   (I being able to take)
   ndi-nga-bunz-ē
   (I being able to ask)
8. ha-ndi-sa-tor-a
   (I have not taken)
   ha-ndi-sā-bunz-ā
   (I have not asked)
9. ha-ndi-chā-tor-a
   (I shall not take)
   ha-ndi-chā-bunz-ā
   (I shall not ask)
10. ha-ndi-nga-tor-e
    (I cannot take)
    ha-ndi-nga-bunz-ē
    (I cannot ask)
11. ha-nd-a-i-tor-a
    (I used not to take)
    ha-nd-a-i-bunz-ā
    (I used not to ask)
12. ha-ndi-si-sā-ka-gūt-a
    (I am no longer replete)
    ha-ndi-si-sā-ka-net-ā
    (I am no longer tired)
13. ndi-sa-tor-a
    (I not having taken)
    ndi-sa-bunz-ā
    (I not having asked)
14. ndi-si-sā-ka-gūt-a
    (I no longer replete)
    ndi-si-sā-ka-net-ā
    (I no longer tired)
15. va-si-nga-cha-tor-a
    (they no longer taking)
    va-si-nga-cha-bunz-ā
    (they no longer asking)
16. va-si-nga-tor-e
    (those who do not take)
    va-si-nga-bunz-ē
    (those who do not ask)
17. va-si-sa-tor-e
    (those who no longer take)
    va-si-sā-bunz-ē
    (those who no longer ask)
18. va-sā-ka-tőr-a  va-sā-kā-bvunz-ā
    (those who did not take)  (those who did not ask)

Inflections conditioning TC Va tone patterns have certain characteristics in common, complementary to those conditioning TC V.

(i) Sps, or sps with V tense sign /-a/-, which carry low tone (inflections 1-2, 16-18), are separated from the R by two syllables carrying HL before H Rs and HH before L Rs.

(ii) Sps, or sps with V tense sign /-a/-, which carry high tone (inflections 3-15), are separated from the R either by one or three syllables carrying respectively L or LH L before H Rs and H or LHL before L Rs. (Cp. 4.4.3.1.3., for the statement on polarity of tones on inflecting morphemes).

4.4.3.7.3. The inflection of VPs which include object prefixes

The affirmative subjunctive which conditions TC III tone patterns in the case of /-op + Ry/, conditions TC Va tone patterns in the case of / + op + Ry/.

e.g. ndi-mi-tő-r-e  ndi-mi-bvunz-ē
    ((that) I take him)  ((that) I ask him)

4.4.3.8. Tone Conjugation VI

4.4.3.8.1. TC VI consists of the following sets of patterns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL</td>
<td>HLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLLL</td>
<td>HLLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL</td>
<td>HL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H Rs carry uniformly low tones while L Rs carry high tone on the first syllable alone.

4.4.3.8.2. Inflections conditioning TC VI tone patterns

1. the affirmative principal recent past, III p., viz. sp- + a- + H(l). . . . -a

2. the affirmative principal near future, I, II, IIIp., viz. sp- + o- . . . . -a

3. the affirmative principal remote past I, IIp., viz. sp- + a- + L(l) + -kā-. . . . -a

4. the affirmative principal future, I, IIp., viz. sp- + L(l) + -chā-. . . . -a

5. the affirmative principal potential, I, IIp., viz. sp- + L(l) + -ngā-. . . . -e

Examples:

1. v-ā-tor-a  v-ā-bvunz-a
   (they have taken)  (they have asked)

2. v-o-tor-a  v-o-bvunz-a
   (now they take)  (now they ask)

3. nd-a-ka-tor-a  nd-a-ka-bvunz-a
   (I took)  (I asked)

4. ndi-chā-tor-a  ndi-chā-bvunz-a
   (I shall take)  (I shall ask)

5. ndi-ngā-tor-e  ndi-ngā-bvunz-e
   (I can take)  (I can ask)

4.4.3.9. Tone Conjugation VII

4.4.3.9.1. TC VII consists of the following sets of tone patterns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHL</td>
<td>LHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>LLLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tone patterns of H Rs are, with the exception of C Rs, those of TCs I-III. The tone patterns of L Rs are those of TC V.
4.4.3.9.2. Inflections conditioning TC VII tone patterns

The negative principal present, I, II, IIIp. inflection alone conditions TC VII patterns on the verb radicals of verb phrases both without and with object prefixes,

viz. ha- + sp-....-e

e.g. ha-ndí-tor-e ha-ndí-bunz-e
(I don't take) (I don't ask)
ha-ndí-mu-tor-e ha-ndí-mu-bunz-e
(I don't take him) (I don't ask him)

4.4.3.10. Tone Conjugation VIII

4.4.3.10.1. TC VIII consists of the following sets of tone patterns:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>HHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHL</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHLLL</td>
<td>HHLLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tone patterns of H Rs are those found in TCs I-III. High tones are carried by L Rs on the first syllables of C and CVC forms. Longer L Rs carry high tones on the first two syllables.

4.4.3.10.2. Many inflections which condition other TCs when inflecting /- op + R/ condition TC VIII tone patterns when inflecting /* op + R*/. They are TCs I, III, VI, IX and X.

TC I > VIII

e.g. ndi-nó-mu-kúmbir-á ndi-nó-mu-táris-a
(I ask him) (I look at him)

TC III > VIII

e.g. ndi-chí-mu-kúmbir-á ndi-chí-mu-táris-a
(I asking him) (I looking at him)

TC VI > VIII

e.g. nd-a-ká-mu-kúmbir-á nd-a-ká-mu-táris-a
(I asked him) (I looked at him)

TC IX > VIII

e.g. vá-cha-mu-kúmbir-á vá-cha-mu-táris-a
(they will ask him) (they will look at him)

TC X > VIII

e.g. nd-a-ká-chí-mu-kúmbir-á nd-a-ká-chí-mu-táris-a
(I then asked him) (I then looked at him)

The tone carried by the op follows the rules of polarity outlined in 4.4.3.1.3.

4.4.3.11. Tone Conjugation IX

4.4.3.11.1. TC IX consists of the following sets of tone patterns:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>HLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHL</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHLLL</td>
<td>HHLLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tone patterns carried by H Rs are those of TCs I-III, VIII. The tone patterns carried by L Rs are those of TCs IV, VI.

---

1. The affirmative present subjunctive inflection conditions TC Va patterns with /* op + R*/.
2. The affirmative hortative inflection conditions TC V patterns with /* op + R*/.
4.4.3.11.2. Inflections conditioning TC IX tone patterns

1. the affirmative principal remote past, IIIP.,
   viz. sp- + -a- + H(l) + -ka----a
2. the affirmative principal future, IIIP.,
   viz. sp- + H(l) + -char----a
3. the affirmative principal potential, IIIP.,
   viz. sp- + H(l) + -ngā----a

Examples
1. vā-ka-tor-ā
   (they took)  vā-ka-bvūnz-ā
2. vā-cha-tor-ā
   (they will take)  vā-cha-bvūnz-ā
3. vā-ngā-tor-ā
   (they can take)  vā-ngā-bvūnz-ā

1. vā-tor-ā
   (they asked)

4.4.3.12. Tone Conjugation X

4.4.3.12.1. TC X consists of the following sets of tone patterns:

| L   | L   |
| LLL | L   |
| LLLL| LLLL|

The tones carried by both H and L Rs are low.

4.4.3.12.2. Inflections conditioning TC X tone patterns

1. the affirmative hortative, I, IIIP.,
   viz. ngā- + -sp----e
2. all inflections which include the exclusive morpheme /-čī-/,
   that is, primary incidental, secondary, and non-finite inflections.
   e.g. (a) the affirmative hortative exclusive
       viz. ngā- + sp- + čī----a
   (b) the affirmative subjunctive
       viz. sp- + -čī----a
   (c) the affirmative consecutive
       viz. sp- + -ka- + -či----a
   (d) the affirmative imperative
       viz. či----a
   (e) the affirmative infinitive
       viz. ku- + -či----a

Examples
1. ngā-ndi-tor-e
   (let me take)  ngā-ndi-bvūnz-e
   (let me ask)

   2. (a) ngā-ti-čī-tor-ā
       (let us now take)  ngā-ti-čī-bvūnz-ā
       (let us now ask)
   (b) (kuti) ndi-čī-tor-ā
       ((that) I may now take)  (kuti) ndi-čī-bvūnz-ā
       ((that) I may now ask)
   (c) ndi-ka-čī-tor-ā
       (and I then took)  ndi-ka-čī-bvūnz-ā
       (and I then asked)
   (d) Či-tor-ā!
       (Take now!)  Či-bvūnz-ā!
       (Ask now!)
   (e) ku-čī-tor-ā
       (to take then)  ku-čī-bvūnz-ā
       (to ask then)

4.4.3.13. Tone Conjugation XI
TC XI consists of the following sets of tone patterns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LH</th>
<th>LH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLH</td>
<td>LLH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLLH</td>
<td>LLLH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLLLLH</td>
<td>LLLLLH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tones carried by both H and L Rs are low save for the last tone in each case. These tone patterns are invariably found, irrespective of the inflection, when the VP to be inflected commences with /reflexive affix -zvi- + R/.

- e.g. ku-zvi-kudz-á (to praise oneself)  
  ku-zvi-fung-á  
  (to think of oneself)
- e.g. v-á-zvi-kudz-á (they praised themselves)  
  v-á-zvi-fung-á  
  (they were selfish)

The tone carried by C Rs is no different from that carried in the combination /+ op cl.8 + R/.

- e.g. ku-zvi-ty-á m-o-yo (to be worried)  
  ku-zvi-ty-á zvi-o (to eat the finger millet)

The tone carried by the reflexive affix follows the rule of polarity,

- e.g. nd-a-zvi-kudz-é (I prided myself)  
  n-d-a-zvi-kudz-á (they prided themselves)
- e.g. v-a-zvi-kudz-á (they prided themselves)
- e.g. v-a-zvi-kudz-á (they praised themselves)
- e.g. v-a-zvi-kudz-á (they praised themselves)
- e.g. v-a-zvi-kudz-á (they prided themselves)
- e.g. v-a-zvi-kudz-á (they prided themselves)
- e.g. v-a-zvi-kudz-á (they no longer prided themselves)
- e.g. v-a-zvi-kudz-á (they no longer prided themselves)

4.4.3.14 4 The inflection /sp----e/

There are six verb radicals which have additional inflections, e.g. /sp----e/, not shared by others. These are /-mir/- (stand), /-rär/- (go to sleep), /-vät/- (go to sleep), /-zär/- (become full), /-nyarar/- (fall silent) and /-gar/- (sit down, dwell). When inflected as above, stem vowel /a/ is assimilated to /e/. The inflection peculiar to these Rs may be affirmative and negative, principal, participial and relative. They are all present perfect in tense. There are three TCs carried by these Rs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TC(a)</th>
<th>TC(b)</th>
<th>TC(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>LLH</td>
<td>HLLH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.3.14.1 TC(a) is conditioned by the following inflections:

1. the affirmative principal, I, IIp.,
   viz. sp- + L(1)....-e
2. the affirmative relative, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + L(2)....-e

Examples

1. ndi-mir-é (I am standing)
2. va-mir-é (those who are standing)

4.4.3.14.2 TC(b) is conditioned by the following inflections:

1. the affirmative principal, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + H(1)....-e
2. the affirmative participial, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + H(2)....-e
3. the negative principal, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. ha- + sp-....-e
4. the negative relative, I, II, III
   viz. sp- + L(2) + -si....-e
5. the affirmative principal progressive, I, IIp.,
   viz. sp- + L(1) + -chh-....-e
6. the affirmative relative progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
   viz. sp- + L(2) + -chh-....-e
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Examples
1. vá-mir-e (they are standing)
2. ndi-mir-e (I standing)
3. ha-ndi-mir-e (I am not standing)
4. va-si-mir-e (those who are not standing)
5. ndi-chi-mir-e (I am still standing)
6. va-chi-mir-e (those who are still standing)

4.4.3.14.3. TC(c) is conditioned by the following inflections:
1. the negative participial, I, II, IIIP., viz. sp- + H(2) + -si-.....-e
2. the affirmative principal progressive, IIIP., viz. sp- + H(1) + -chi-.....-e
3. the affirmative participial progressive, I, II, IIIP., viz. sp- + H(2) + -chi-.....-e
4. the negative principal progressive, I, II, IIIP., viz. ha- + -sp- + -chi-.....-e

Examples
1. ndi-si-mir-e (I not standing)
2. vá-chi-mir-e (they are still standing)
   va-chi-myerer-e (they are still silent)
3. ndi-chi-mir-e (I still standing)
4. ha-ndi-chi-mir-e (I am no longer standing)

Other negative progressive inflections do not employ this inflection.

cp. ndi-si-si-na- kumirá (I no longer standing)
   va-si-si-ná kumirá (they who no longer stand)

4.4.4. Reduplicated verb radicals
4.4.4.1. As an extension of the system of R tone patterns conditioned by inflections, the patterns of reduplicated Rs are set out briefly below according to tone conjugations. Cp. 4.2.7.

4.4.4.2. Reduplicated radical patterns with TC I inflections

H-HL
HH-HL
HHH-LLL
HHH-LLLL etc.

L-LL
LL-LL
LLL-LLL
LLLL-LLLL etc.

e.g. ku-p-á-ip-a (to give now and again)
   ku-bik-a-bik-a (to cook without method)

4.4.4.3. Reduplicated radical patterns with TC II inflections

(L)H-HL
HH-HL
HHH-LLL
HHH-LLLL etc.

(L)H-HL
LH-HL
LHH-LLL
LHHH-LLLL etc.

e.g. Ruv-ú-rpv-a! (Hit indiscriminately!)
   Tariš-ú-tariš-a! (Stare about)
   Bvunza-ú-bvumz-a! (Ask again and again)

4.4.4.4. Reduplicated radical patterns with TC III inflections

H-HL
HH-HL
HHH-LLL
HHH-LLLL etc.

H-HL
HH-LL
HHL-LLL
HHH-LLLL etc.

e.g. ndi-chi-fumb-ú-fumb-a (as I walk about)
   a-chi-nets-ú-nets-a (as he bothers everyone continuously)

1. Tone patterns of reduplicated C Rs include the tone carried by the stabiliser.
4.4.4.5. Reduplicated radical patterns with TC IV inflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L-LL</th>
<th>L-LL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL-LL</td>
<td>HH-HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH-HL</td>
<td>HH-HH-HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH-LLLL etc.</td>
<td>HHL-LLLL etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.g. T-a-famb-a-famb-a
(We walked about)

4.4.4.6. Reduplicated radical patterns with TC V inflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L-LL (TC Va: H-LL)</th>
<th>L-LL (TC Va: H-HL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH-HH-LHL</td>
<td>HH-HH-LHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHL-LLLL</td>
<td>LHHHL-LLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHH-LLLLL etc</td>
<td>HHHH-LLLLL etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.g. t-o-famb-a-famb-a
(We have walked about)

t-a-bvunz-a-bvunz-a
(We have asked many questions)

4.4.4.7. Reduplicated radical patterns with TC VI inflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L-LL</th>
<th>H-LL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL-LL</td>
<td>HH-LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLLL-LLLL</td>
<td>HHHH-LLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLLL-LLLL</td>
<td>HHHH-LLLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.g. V-a-famb-a-famb-a
(They have walked about)

V-a-bik-a-bik-a
(He has cooked without method)

4.4.4.8. Reduplicated radical patterns with TC VII inflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L-LL</th>
<th>L-HL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH-HL</td>
<td>HH-HH-HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHH-LLLL etc</td>
<td>LHHHL-LLLL etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.g. Ha-nai-ra-s-e-ra-s-e marí
(I don't waste money)

Ha-nai-tarí-e-tarí-e
(I don't stare about)

4.4.4.9. Reduplicated radical patterns with TC VIII inflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H-HL</th>
<th>H-LL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH-HL</td>
<td>HH-HH-HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHH-LLLL etc</td>
<td>HHL-LLLL etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.g. Na-tó-mu-kum-bir-a-kum-bir-a
(I keep asking him)

V-a-i-i-bik-a-bik-a
(She used to cook it anyhow)

4.4.4.10. Reduplicated radical patterns with TC IX inflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H-HL</th>
<th>H-LL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH-HL</td>
<td>HH-HH-HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHH-LLLL etc</td>
<td>HHL-LLLL etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.g. V-a-ka-famb-a-famb-a musángó
(They walked all over the veld)

V-a-ka-bik-a-bik-a kudá
(She cooked the food anyhow)

4.4.4.11. Reduplicated radical patterns with TC X inflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L-LL</th>
<th>L-HL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL-LL</td>
<td>HH-LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHH-LLLL etc</td>
<td>LLHH-HHHH etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.g. Chí-rov-a-rov-a imbái!
(Now pat the dog!)

Ngá-ti-famb-e-famb-e mura-wa
(Let us walk around the district)

4.4.4.12. Reduplicated tone patterns on /-zvi-/ R-R-/ R-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L-LH</th>
<th>L-LH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LH-LH</td>
<td>LL-LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL-LLL etc.</td>
<td>LHHH-LLLL etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.g. ku-zí-tum-a-tum-a mumabas a
(to apply oneself to a variety of jobs)

ku-zí-tarí-e-tarí-e muchioneone
(to look at oneself in a mirror)
Inflection of defective verb phrases

Of the defective VPs mentioned in 4.3.5., those with nuclear Rs /-ri/ (be) and /-na/ (be with) share a limited set of inflections, viz., those of the present tense and progressive aspect, affirmative and negative. The tones carried by the inflections, as well as by /-ri/ and /-na/, are determined mainly by polarity with the first tone of the inflection. Differences from this rule are indicated.

a) Affirmative inflections

1. principal present, I, IIp.,
   e.g. ndi-ri-müridzi
   (I am the owner)
   ndi-né-sádža
   (I have some porridge)

2. principal present, IIp.,
   e.g. va-ri kúre
   (they are far off)
   va-nej sádža
   (they have some porridge)

3. principal progressive, I IIp.,
   e.g. ndi-chi-ri müridzi
   (I am still owner)
   ndi-chi-ne sádža
   (I still have some porridge)

4. principal progressive, IIIp.,
   e.g. va-chi-ri várídzi
   (they are still owners)
   va-chi-né sádža
   (they still have some porridge)

5. participial present, I, II, IIIp.,
   e.g. ndi-ri müridzi
   (I being the owner)
   ndi-ne sádža
   (I having some porridge)

6. participial progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
   e.g. ndi-chi-ri müridzi
   (I still being the owner)
   ndi-chi-ne sádža
   (I still having some porridge)

7. relative present, I, II, IIIp.,
   e.g. va-ri- kúre
   (those who are far away)
   va-nej sádža
   (those who have some porridge)

8. relative progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
   e.g. va-chi-ri várídzi
   (those who are still owners)
   va-chi-ne sádža
   (those who still have porridge)

(i) The rule of polarity of tones obtains in the inflection and on the R.

   Polarity extends beyond the R on to the complements of the VP as follows. Complements with tone patterns commencing with H are lowered after inflections 1 and 7.

   e.g. ndi-ri háma yemýi
   ndi-nej mvura zhiinja
   (I am your relative)
   (I have much water)

Complements with tone patterns commencing with LL are raised after inflections 2, 3, 5 and 8 (although the R carries L) and, of course, after inflections 1, 4, 6 and 7 (because R carries H).

(ii) VPs with nuclear R /-ri/ and non-locative complements are not inflected by inflections 2 and 7 (IIp. only).

(iii) The morpheme /-na/ which has been interpreted here as a R has the same segmental forms as /-na-/, inflecting morpheme of substantive phrases. Cp. 3.7.4.

b) Negative inflections

1. principal present, I, II, IIIp.,
   e.g. ha-ndi-ri müridzi
   (I am no owner)
   ha-ndi-ná sádža
   (I have no porridge)

2. principal progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
   e.g. ha-ndi-chiři müridzi
   (I am no longer an owner)
   ha-ndi-chi-ná sádža
   (I have no more porridge)

3. participial present, I, II, IIIp.,
   e.g. ndi-si-ri müridzi
   (I being no owner)
   ndi-si-ne sádža
   (I having no porridge)

4. participial progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
   e.g. ndi-chi-si-ri müridzi
   (I no longer being an owner)
   ndi-chi-si-ne sádža
   (I no longer having any porridge)

5. relative present, I, II, IIIp.,
   e.g. va-si-ri várídzi
   (those who are not owners)
   va-si-ná sádža
   (those who have no porridge)

6. relative progressive, I, II, IIIp.,
   e.g. va-chi-si-ri várídzi
   (those who are no longer owners)
   va-chi-si-ná sádža
   (those who no longer have porridge)
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(i) Polarity of tones obtains in the inflections and the R with the exception of inflections 1 and 5 above in which /-na/ carries H.

(ii) The R /-ma/ retains this form in all negative inflections.

4.5.1

THE AUXILIARY VERB PHRASE

The auxiliary verb phrase is a special type of VP. Its constructional pattern may be defined as follows.

+ auxiliary verb radical + complement

e.g. /-í kutórá marí/ (be taking money)

Being a type of VP, it might have been treated in 4.3. save that the complement in auxiliary VPs is usually an inflected VP and therefore, in a discussion, and particularly a classification, of auxiliary VPs, it is convenient to have already described the main types of verbal inflection. In 4.5 both the structure of auxiliary verb phrases and their inflection will be described.

4.5.2

The characteristics of the auxiliary VP

(a) The auxiliary VP may not have as immediate constituents any of the optional constituents of the VP, that is the Op, the object or adverbial complements, or the adjuncts.

(b) The complement in the auxiliary VP is not optional.

(c) The complements of auxiliary Rs consist of predicates, either inflected VPs or inflected SPs.

(d) Auxiliary verb radicals form a restricted class among verb radicals in general.

(e) Auxiliary verb radicals fall into a number of sub-classes according to the type or types of complement with which they may appear as constituents. Consequently, auxiliary Rs and auxiliary VPs may be classified according to their complements.

(f) Some auxiliary VPs are restricted in inflection, but others are fully inflected. Some Rs have a double role, that is, as normal Rs in VPs, and as auxiliary Rs in auxiliary VPs. The range of inflection of each auxiliary VP is indicated below.

4.5.3

The classification of auxiliary VPs

Auxiliary VPs, and consequently auxiliary verb radicals, may be classified as follows, according to the types of complement which occur as constituents.

(a) Auxiliary VPs consisting of auxiliary Rs and an infinitive inflected VP.

e.g. /-í kutórá marí
ndi/-í kutórá marí

(b) Auxiliary VPs consisting of auxiliary Rs and a contracted infinitive inflected VP.

e.g. /-svík-o-tórá marí
cp. nd-a-ká/-svík-o-tórá marí

(c) Auxiliary VPs consisting of auxiliary Rs and an unrestricted participial inflected VP.

e.g. /-nga ndátorá marí
cp. nd-a-ngá ndátorá marí

(d) Auxiliary VPs consisting of auxiliary Rs and a restricted participial inflected VP

e.g. /-ramb- ndichítórá marí
cp. nd-a-ká/-ramb- a ndichítórá marí

(e) Auxiliary VPs consisting of auxiliary Rs and a subjunctive inflected VP.

e.g. /-ti ndítoré marí
cp. nd-a-ká/ti/-ndítoré marí

(f) Auxiliary VPs consisting of auxiliary Rs and a consecutive inflected VP.

e.g. /-dzímar- ndikatórá marí
cp. nd-a-ká/-dzímar- a ndikatórá marí

(g) Auxiliary VPs consisting of auxiliary Rs and a copulative inflected SP.

e.g. /-vá ndíye mukádzi wángu
cp. a-nó/va ndíye mukádzi wángu (she who is my wife)
4.5.4. The constituent structure of auxiliary VPs

The auxiliary VP has been defined as:

\[ \text{auxiliary R + complement} \]

What is implied is that the auxiliary radical and its complement are, in every case, two independent constituents of this intermediate construction.

The inflected auxiliary VP is defined as:

\[ \text{inflection + auxiliary VP} \]

Here again the definition indicates two independent constituents.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g. } & \text{n}d\text{-}r\text{-}i-\text{kutó}r\text{á} \text{marí} & (I \text{ am taking some money}) \\
& \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
\end{array} \\
\text{ha-n}d\text{-}n\text{á} \text{kutó}r\text{á} \text{marí} & (I \text{ did not take any money}) \\
& \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
\end{array} \\
\text{e.g. } & \text{k}u-\text{nge ndátó}r\text{á} \text{marí} & (my \text{ having taken money}) \\
& \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
\end{array} \\
\text{nd}i-\text{nó} \text{-svik-o-tó}r\text{á} \text{marí} & (I \text{ take some money on arrival}) \\
& \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
\end{array} \\
\text{ku-svik-o-tó}r\text{á} \text{marí} & (to \text{ take some money on arrival}) \\
& \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

4.5.5. Auxiliary VPs with infinitive inflected VPs as complements

The auxiliary radicals which are constituents in this type of verb phrase are /-rí/ (be), /-ná/ (be with), /-va/ (become), and /-tí/ (do, say).

4.5.5.1. /-rí/

Auxiliary VPs consisting of /-rí/ and an infinitive inflected VP are inflected as already described in 4.4.5. The limitations noted in 4.4.5(a) (ii) in regard to inflections 2 and 7 do not apply to VPs in which /-rí/ is auxiliary.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g. } & \text{vá-rí kútvaga bá} & (they \text{ are seeking work}) \\
& \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

This inflected auxiliary VP is described as the present continuous. It conveys the aspect of uncompleted action taking place in the present. The present in mind need not be the actual present moment, but may extend somewhat into the past.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g. } & \text{kúvira músi yue, n}d\text{-}r\text{-}i \text{kútvaga bá} & (\text{Ever since that day, I am (viz. have been) seeking work}) \\
& \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
\end{array} \\
\text{kúf}r\text{á}, \text{ti-rí kuf}r\text{á} \text{zvédú asi chín}hú \text{chimwé chete chatis}r\text{íi} \text{mu}n\text{á} & (\text{As for being happy, we are happy in our fashion, but the one thing we are without is a child}) \\
& \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
\end{array} \\
\text{ha-n}d\text{-}n\text{á}-\text{si}-\text{rí ku}n\text{d}a \text{kumush}u & (I \text{ am no longer going home at this time}) \\
& \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

4.5.5.2. /-ná/

Auxiliary VPs consisting of /-ná/ and an infinitive inflected VP are inflected as described in 4.4.5(b) 1, 3 and 5, that is, only in the negative simple.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{e.g. } & \text{h}a\text{-}vá\text{-ná} \text{kúzívá kúti v}r\text{á}n\text{gu vú}n\text{é m}b\text{v}i & (\text{They do not know that Europeans had knees}) \\
& \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
4 \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

These inflected auxiliary VPs are negative past in tense, save when the radical in the complementary infinitive is inchoative, when the tense is present perfect.
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e.g. Ha-va-ná kúna (They are not good)

4.5.5.3. /-va/

Auxiliary VPs consisting of /-va/ and an infinitive inflected VP are mainly inflected in the affirmative recent past forms.

(1) e.g. Nd-a-va kuenda kumá (I am now going home)
     Ndínómuka, nd-a-va kuenda kubasa
     (I get up when I am about to go to work)

(2) T-a-va kudá kúsvika
     (We are now on the point of arriving)

(3) Nd-a-va kuzívńzwá
     (I am understanding it now)

These inflected auxiliary VPs indicate actions that have just commenced or are about to commence in relation to the time of speaking or the time in mind. The tense is similar to that of the sign /-ə/ . It has been conjectured that /-ə/ may be a contraction of the string /-á-vá-ki-/.

4.5.5.4. /-ti/

Auxiliary VPs consisting of /-ti/ and an infinitive inflected VP are fully inflected.

(4) e.g. Nd-a-ka-tí kúpinda mumbá, ndikagara pasí (I went into the house and sat down)
     Nd-a-í-tí kúpinda mumbá, ndikagara pasí (I used to go into the house and sit down)

(5) Nd-i-nó-tí kúpinda mumbá, ndígógorá pasí (I go into the house and I sit down)
     Ha-ná-tí kúpinda mumbá, ndígógorá pasí (I do not go into the house and then sit down)

V-a-i-tí kungo-sangana, vórwa (They used merely to meet and then fight)

Viz. They had only to meet and they would fight.

As the examples show, clauses in which inflected auxiliary VPs of this type are predicates are not complete but need to be followed by another consecutive clause. The use of these auxiliary VPs indicates a time and an action upon which a sequel follows.

4.5.6. Auxiliary VPs with contracted infinitive VPs as complements

4.5.6.1. The auxiliary radicals which are constituents in this type of verb phrase are as follows:

-á-
     (do eagerly)
-ľúm-
     (do on rising)
-hang-
     (do without reason)
-g-
     (do before, for a while)
-ľîs-
     (do exceedingly)
-fan-
     (do meanwhile)

-ng-
     (go to)
-ngun-
     (do meanwhile)
-gar-
     (do always)

-ng-
     (do merely)
-rá-
     (do at night)
-kar-
     (do almost)

-t-
     (do perforce)
-ţî-
     (do as a rule)
-nyang-
     (even do)

-z-
     (come to)
-chůmbíd-z-
     (do quickly)
-nyany-
     (do excessively)

-dák-
     (do at length)
-nyat-
     (do well)

-hńir-
     (do again)
-ping-
     (do rashly)

-rńir-
     (do at night)
-rind-
     (do at night)

-zńir-
     (do as a rule)
-svik-
     (do on arrival)

96/-swed-
4.5.6.2.

In the inflected auxiliary VPs in which these Rs are constituents,

\begin{align*}
e.g. & \quad t-a-ka-rar-o-tambâ \quad \text{(we danced all night)} \\
& \quad \text{coalescence has taken place historically between the terminal vowel of the auxiliary VP inflec-} \\
& \quad \text{tion and the prefix of the complement, formerly an infinitive inflected VP.} \\
& \quad t-a-ka-rar-a \text{ kutambâ} \Rightarrow t-a-ka-rar-o-tambâ. \\
& \quad \text{Analysing the forms as we have them today, we describe the vowel } /-o/ \text{ as the terminal vowel of} \\
& \quad \text{the inflection of the auxiliary VP and the contracted infinitive VP which follows as being} \\
& \quad \text{inflected by the t.v. } /-\ldots-a/ \text{ alone,} \\
& \quad e.g. \quad t-a-ka-rar-o-tambâ
\end{align*}

Interpreted in this way, the t.v. of all inflections of such auxiliary VPs is /-o/.

\begin{align*}
e.g. & \quad Ha-ndí-nyats-ô-taura \quad \text{(negative present)} \\
& \quad \text{(I do not speak well)} \\
& \quad (kuti) ndí-nyats-ô-taura \quad \text{(subjunctive)} \\
& \quad \text{((so that) I may speak well)} \\
& \quad \text{Nyats-ô-taura!} \quad \text{(imperative)} \\
& \quad \text{(Speak properly!)} \\
& \quad \text{The corresponding forms in the Manyika dialect, where coalescence of the sort which characterises} \\
& \quad \text{auxiliary VPs of this kind is not found so widely, are as follows :} \\
& \quad \text{viz.} \quad Ha-ndí-nats-ô kutaura \quad \text{(I do not speak well)} \\
& \quad (kuti) ndí-nats-ô kutaura \quad \text{((so that) I may speak well)} \\
& \quad Nats-ô kutaura! \quad \text{(Speak properly!)} \\
\end{align*}

4.5.6.3.

The tone patterns carried by the auxiliary Rs are those conditioned by the inflection in use, e.g. those of TC I for the affirmative principal present, those of TC II for the imperative and so on. The tone patterns of the complements are, of course those of TC I, the complements being con- 

\begin{align*}
e.g. & \quad Ti-nô-svik-o-tôrâ marî \quad \text{(TC I)} \\
& \quad \text{(We take the money on arrival)} \\
& \quad Ngoma í-no-râr-ô-rira \quad \text{(TC I)} \\
& \quad \text{(The drum beats all night)} \\
& \quad Svïk-ô-tôrâ marî \quad \text{(TC II)} \\
& \quad \text{(Take the money as soon as you arrive!)} \\
\end{align*}

However, irrespective of the tone patterns conditioned by the various inflections, the C auxiliary Rs, which all belong to the low group, carry L before H complements.

\begin{align*}
e.g. & \quad nd-a-z-o-tôrâ marî \quad \text{(TC IV)} \\
& \quad \text{(I then took the money)} \\
& \quad \text{cp. nd-a-z-ô-byunza} \quad \text{(TC IV)} \\
& \quad \text{(I then asked)} \\
& \quad \text{e.g.} \quad (kuti) ndí-zotôrâ marî \quad \text{(TC III)} \\
& \quad \text{((so that) I may then, or afterwards, take the money)} \\
& \quad \text{cp.} \quad (kuti) ndí-z-ô-byunza \quad \text{(TC III)} \\
& \quad \text{((so that) I may ask afterwards)} \\
\end{align*}

Further, the pattern HHI or HHH on the auxiliary R is changed to HL or HHL before H complements.

\begin{align*}
e.g. & \quad v-a-ka-râr-o-tambâ \quad \text{(TC VI)} \\
& \quad \text{(they danced all night)} \\
& \quad \text{c.p.} \quad v-a-ka-râr-o-taura \quad \text{(TC VI)} \\
& \quad \text{(they talked all night)}
\end{align*}

\[97\text{e.g. va-chï-swer-o}-
\text{tambâ...}\]
4.5.6.4. Notes on the auxiliary Re¹

1. /-d/- indicates that the speaker or agent comes to the event with some emotion, some hope, but finds it somewhat contrary to what was expected.
   e.g. V-a-ka-d-o-svika, vakavana dzamira nemharu (They arrived confident (of finding milk) but found (the cows) standing with their calves)

2. /-g/- (do as a result, do then) indicates that its complement is a sequel to what went before and so is often found in consecutive clauses. It is perhaps an abbreviated form of /-gon-/ (be able).
   e.g. Makudo akakumbira kurapiwa kuti á-g-o-fanana navanyu (The baboons asked to be treated so that they might resemble men)

3. /-mb/- (do once) indicates that its complement is to be related to a definite occurrence indicated by the tense of the inflection. It may be an abbreviated form of /-vamb/- (begin).
   e.g. Chi-mb-o-mira! A-emb-o-uiya. Zvino auyazve (Wait a while!)
   Haana ku-mb-o-svika (He came once before. Now he has come again)

4. /-nd/- (go) is the abbreviated form of /-end/- (go), often further abbreviated to /-n/-.
   e.g. Nd-a-ka-nd-o-chora mvura (I went to draw water)
   Ind-o-tenga upfu! (Go and buy some flour!)

5. /-ng/- (do merely) indicates that its complement merely happens, or that nothing more or nothing better than it happens.
   e.g. Ti-no-ng-o-pita zvisadza zvakaita (We are only given inferior food)
   Ini ha-ng-o-taura pasare vanhu pumusana poku-ng-o-dza kutaura chete (I don’t speak before people just for the sake of talking)

The inflection /sp- -cha- .... o/- indicates that the action of the complement has just happened.
   e.g. Nd-cha-ng-o-budua mbabva iko zvinO maviri (I have just left the house, where they are, this minute)

6. /-t/- (do perform) indicates some necessity in regard to the action of the complement.
   e.g. Mudziri iri muku hadziwirimo dzoga. Dinototinha wa kwazvo navanyu ari musikati. (Animals do not fall into this trap themselves. They have to be driven in by people in broad daylight)

7. /-z/- (come) is a R now obsolete, save as an auxiliary and in a few stereotyped forms.
   e.g. Muzanganhamo (a name, One who comes with misfortune)
   Chazepi (a name, Where has it come from?)
   Goru harizi pakazira rimwe (No year comes from where another has come)
   Resa kufamba woga! Unga-z-o-dyirwa (Don’t travel alone! You may come to be eaten)

8. /-fum/- (do on rising), cp. /-fum/- (rise early).
   e.g. Nd-a-ka-fum-o-endako, ndikacherenga gumba, ndikadzoka (I went there very early, dug a hole, and came back)

9. /-isv/- (do exceedingly), cp. /-isv/- (spoil), probably a causative extended form of /-ip/- (become bad).
   e.g. Nd-a-isv-o-ziya (I am terribly hungry)

10. /-ngun/- (do concurrently with another event being referred to).
    e.g. Vakamanu vakatidza, mapeni a-chi-ngun-o-nonga nyimo dzuye (The boys ran off while the baboons were occupied in picking up those ground-peas)

11. /-rár/- /-rár/- (do at night), cp. /-rár/- (go to sleep).
    e.g. U-no-ng-o-rárir-o-niia (You just drink all night).

1. For a fuller treatment of these auxiliary radicals cp. AS, 740-766
(12) /-zív-/ -zívér/ (do as a rule), cp. /-zív-/ (know).
   e.g. Pamusana pokunyima kwavo, ti-no-zív-o-dzoka nenzara yédu
       (On account of their meanness, we generally come back hungry)

(13) /-chimbédz-/ (do quickly), cp. /-chimbédz-/ (hurry).
   e.g. Chimbédz-o-uyá! (Come quickly!)

(14) /-dákár-/ (do at length), cp. /-dákár-/ (do at last).
   e.g. Ndakáfamba zviya roze, ndi-ka-dákár-o-neta
       (I travelled all day and I got tired at last)

(15) /-hwirír-/ (do again), cp. /-hwirír-/ (return).
   e.g. Ndakambodya, zvikandinákira, ndi-ka-hwirí-o-dya zvakare
       (First of all I ate, it pleased me and I ate again)

(16) /-bang-/ (do senselessly).
   e.g. "Mwanu mučikí chirangaara. Kwachinotukwa chinongoenda." Zvíno iwe
       u-ngá-bang-oenda kwačinotukwa sepwere?
       ("A small child is a fool. It simply goes where it is scolded." Can
       you then go so thoughtlessly like a child to where you will be scolded?)

(17) /-fan-/ (do beforehand), cp. /-fan-/ (anticipate).
   e.g. ku-fan-o-paridza (to announce beforehand)

(18) /-gar-/ (do constantly), cp. /-gar-/ (stay).
   e.g. A-no-gar-o-rim-a mumunda maké
       (He is always cultivating his field)

(19) /-kar/ (do almost), cp. /-kar/ (like very much).
   e.g. U-no-kar-o-dya nembwa dzésé!
       (You are so unselective that you) almost eat even dogs!

(20) /-nyang-/ (even do).
   e.g. Nyang-o-pa mari zhíńjí, hapana chinothútsíra
       (Even giving him a lot of money is no way of helping him)

(21) /-nya-/ appears to be a participial tense sign in Manyika and Korekore, somewhat like
     /-chi-/ but carrying a concessive connotation.
   e.g. Kana ndí-nya-pf-a, hauna chaunówana
       (Even though I die, you will obtain nothing)

In Žezuru /-nya/- occurs in the form cited.
   e.g. U-ka-nyang-o-wana pfúma dzósé......
       (Even though you obtain all the riches you want,.....)

(22) /-nyany-/ (do excessively), cp. /-nyany-/ (exceed).
   e.g. W-a-ka-nyany-o-kúra! (You are very tall!)

(23) /-nyats-/ (do well), cp. /-nats-/ (improve), causative of /-nak-/ become good).
   e.g. Nyats-o-fambá! (Walk properly)

(24) /-ping-/ (rashly).
   e.g. Nd-ka-ping-o-ita, ndisiti ndafungá
       (I did it rashly, before thinking)

(25) /-rind-/ (do at night), cp. /-rind-/ (go to sleep)
   e.g. V-a-ka-rind-o-tamba ngoma (They danced all night)

(26) /-swe/- /-sor-/ (do all day), cp. /-swe/- (spend the day).
   e.g. Ndiidzé ndisiti ndakuróva! M-a-sor-o-dye-i?
       (Tell me before I beat you! What have you been eating all day?)

(27) /-wanz-/ (do often), cp. /-wanz-/ (increase, the causative of /-wand-/ be plentiful).
   e.g. A-no-wanz-o-rova mhadi wa pasina chikonzeró
       (He often beats his wife without any provocation)
4.5.7. Auxiliary VPs with unrestricted participials complements

4.5.7.1. The auxiliary radicals which are constituents in this type of verb phrase are as follows:

/-nga~/inge/ (be)
/-dái/ (do thus)
/-ti(2)/ (do)

The characteristic of this group is that members may appear as constituents in auxiliary VPs with participial inflected VPs of all kinds, both affirmative and negative; past, present or future; progressive or exclusive.

e.g. -nge ndá-tor-a mari (am having taken some money)
-nge ndí-chí-tor-a mari (be taking money)
-nge ndí-chi-tor-a mari (be being about to take money)

Such auxiliary VPs may be fully inflected but are normally found in the affirmative.

e.g. the affirmative principal remote past Ip.
Nd-a-ka-nga ndá-tor-a mari (I had taken, lit. was having taken, some money)
Nd-a-ka-nga ndí-chí-tor-a mari (I was taking some money)
Nd-a-ka-nga ndí-chi-tor-a mari (I was about to take some money)

In inflected auxiliary VPs of this kind, a relationship of two tenses is conveyed, the tense of the inflection of the auxiliary VP (the time in mind) and that of the complement. In the above examples, the relationship of the time in mind to that of the action at that time is respectively remote past - recent past, remote past - present and remote past - future. In these examples the time in mind is constant, whereas the relationship to it of the time of the action, conveyed by the complement, varies. In the following examples, the time in mind varies whereas the relationship to it of the time of the action remains constant.

e.g. Nd-a-ka-nga ndí-chí-tor-a mari (I was, remotely, taking some money)
Nd-a-ngá ndí-chí-tor-a mari (I was, recently, taking some money)
Ndí-né nga ndí-chí-tor-a mari (I will be taking money; or I am usually taking money)

4.5.7.2. /-nge ~/nga/

4.5.7.2.1. This R occurs as a constituent of defective VPs followed by object complements. These are normally realised as substantive phrases, including those in which relative inflected VPs form the nuclear constituent. In such VPs, the R carries the meaning 'seem, resemble'.

e.g. A-ne nga mukomana wakatendeka (He seems a trustworthy boy)
I-ngé múnu! (imperative)
(Believe like a proper person; lit. seem a person!)
Ndóza mapfumo a-ngé chisvó! (subjunctive)
(Sharpen the spears so that they may be like a razor)
Y-aka nga nyáti (principal past)
(It looked like a buffalo)
Así rusingo ru-ngé rwahva mukutsana-
ngura ruχiri kωranikwa mune dzǐmwe nyika (relative present)
(but a wall which resembles the one which we have just been describing is still found in some
countries)
Rega kutisirwa so-kunge tisin'garire! (infinitive)
(Do not criticise us as if we were not working)
Va-ne nga vanõfunga kuti mumwédzi mune gara
tsuro (principal present)
(Their seem to think, lit. they seem to be those who think, that there is a hare
living on the moon)

(In the two latter examples /-nge/ is followed by a relative inflected VP as complement).

1. For a more extended treatment of these radicals, cp. AS 769-783.

100/4.5.7.2.2. The...
The tense signs /-nö-/ and /-ö-/ are assimilated to /-në-/ and /-ë-/ when inflecting VPs, both auxiliary and non-auxiliary, in which R /-nge/ is a constituent. Further, the terminal vowel /-ö-/ used in the inflection of the auxiliary VPs discussed in 4.5.6., is assimilated to /-ë/.

e.g. A-ne-nge asakapfeka
(He seems undressed) (principal present inflected VP)
A-ne-nge asakapfeka
(He will be undressed) (principal present inflected auxiliary VP)
T-ë-nte ticharuma
(We are now likely to be bitten) (principal near future, inflected VP)
Va-ne-z-e-nge vakachenjera
(They will appear to be wise) (contracted infinitive inflected VP)
Nd-a-ká-mb-ë-ñe ndirë panô
(I was once here) (contracted infinitive inflected auxiliary VP)

4.5.7.2.3.
As a R in an auxiliary VP, the form is /-nga/ after remote and recent past tense signs /-ë-kâ-/ and /-ë-/ and after the consecutive sign /-ka-/ . Otherwise the form is /-nge/. In auxiliary VPs, /-nge~ /-nga/ carries the meaning 'be'.

e.g. Ndî-ne-nge ndichirika mungâna
(I shall be arriving tomorrow) (principal present inflected auxiliary VP)
V-ë-ñe-nge vachiyëhâ na mdondo
(They used to be hunting in the forest) (contracted infinitive inflected auxiliary VP)
Nd-a-ngâ ndîsingâzive izi
(I was ignorant of this) (principal near future, inflected VP)
T-ë-ká-nga tichëfara kwâzvo
(We were very glad) (contracted infinitive inflected auxiliary VP)

4.5.7.2.4.
As already stated, cp. 4.5.7.1. auxiliary R /-nge/ is followed by participially inflected VPs of all types as constituents in auxiliary VPs.

These auxiliary VPs are fully inflected, even negatively, though this is not so common.

e.g. Ha-ndî-ñe ndëndâ kumushâ
(I will not have gone home) (negative principal present-future)

A very common inflection is the infinitive.

e.g. ku-ñe ndësvika kumâ
(me to have arrived home) (infinitive)
...ku-ndozi-nera ku-ñe hosiyo ichire kârâma
(... to see for themselves that queen be still alive)
Hâvëna k-û-ñe vanye tsâvînzwësíwa
(They have not understood this properly)

Infinitive inflected auxiliary VPs, as substantial constructions and nuclear constituents of SPs, may be inflected substantivally.

e.g. adverbial inflection (e.g. in adjuncts of VPs)
Zvinhu zvíchépava no-küngē wëndâ nekô
(Things will be easier once you have gone past there)

possessive inflection (e.g. in constituents of SPs)
Hâtîghâ kumapikida, Tûndâ kúti vunhu vëndâ vanye tsâvînzwësíwa më-küngē tâvadzvíra
(We do not wish to use force. We want our people to see for themselves after we have explained to them)
Hapapô munhu anphumirimwa kítõ kumë kwo-küngē atôvumirimwa
nûshë wëndhû fôro
(There is no one who is allowed to cut down a tree unless permitted by the chief of that district)

copulative inflection (e.g. in predicates of substantival clauses)
Kufârá hûngë wëndâ, wâguta
(Happiness is to have eaten enough)

4.5.7.2.5.
Some Zezuru speakers use /-ve~ /-va/ instead of /-nge~ /-nga/ in auxiliary VPs of the type being described.

e.g. Ndî-chê-ve ndîsignô
(I shall not be there)
V-a-ch-ve vachiyëhâ na dondo
(They were hunting in the forest)
V-a-ch-ve wëndâ kûdoro
(They had gone off to the beer)
4.5.7.3. /-dáí/ (do thus, do at this time)

4.5.7.3.1.

This auxiliary R is a co-constituent in auxiliary VPs with participial inflected VPs as complements. Similar auxiliary Rs, dialectically differently distributed, are /-dáno/, /-děno/ (Ma.), /-děyá/ (Ka.) etc.

In inflected auxiliary VPs of this kind, the action conveyed by the complementary VP, as inflected and therefore as set in relation to the tense of the auxiliary VP, is indicated as having happened, as happening or as about to happen at about the same time of day as the moment of speaking.

e.g. Múkoma wamakatúma wá-ka-dáí ásviká nezúro (remote past-recent past)
(The boy you sent had arrived yesterday by this time (at which we are now speaking))
Mwána vúngu a-no-dáí áchísvika nave pánó (present-present)
(My child is usually arriving here with him at this time)

4.5.7.3.2.

Potential inflected auxiliary VPs of this type indicate hypothetical action in the past, present or future. The "past habitual" and the "recent past" inflections also convey the same meaning. There is no implied reference in this inflection to the time of speaking.

e.g. Ndí-ngá-dáí ndáásviká nezúro (potential-remote past)
(I would have arrived yesterday)
Ndí-ngá-dáí ndá-ásviká nhási (potential-recent past)
(I would have arrived today)
Ndí-ngá-dáí ndí-chí-ásviká zvínó (potential-present)
(I would be arriving now)
Ndí-ngá-dáí ndí-chí-zósívika mangáná (potential future)
(I would be arriving to-morrow)

4.5.7.3.3.

Infinitive inflected auxiliary VPs of this type, with or without /ku-/ are used as circumstantial (conditional) clauses in sentences in which the predicate is potentially inflected.

e.g. Chiko chaizóitika ku-dáí tisingáteré?
(What would happen if we were not to pay tax?)
Ndí ndichízívá, ndingákuzívíse
(if I knew, I would tell you)
Ndí wamíná, u-ngá-dáí wáité?
(if you had seen him, what would you have done?)

Such infinitive clauses express the hypothetical conditions under which the hypothetical actions, expressed by potential inflected auxiliary VPs and described in 4.5.7.3.2., would occur, in the past, present, or future.

e.g. (Ku)-dáí ndáásviká nezúro, ndí-ngá-dáí ndákunýa
(if I had known, I would have come)
(Ku)-dáí achízóyá mangáná, ndí-ngá-dáí ndíchífíká
(if he were to come tomorrow, I would be happy)

4.5.7.3.4.

Infinitive inflected auxiliary VPs are used to convey wishes of which the outcome is not certain.

e.g. Dái tichingósvika tósé tákádálo!
(If only we might all arrive together!)
Dái ári pánó!
(If only he were here!)

4.5.7.4. /-ti/(2) (do)

4.5.7.4.1.

In inflected auxiliary VPs in which /-ti/ is auxiliary, an event (indicated by the complement) is described as having happened, as happening or as about to happen relative to the tense of the inflection.
Unlike inflected auxiliary VPs in which the Rs /-nge/ or /-dí/ are constituents, clauses with these inflected auxiliary VPs are not complete. They state a time, and the occurrence of an event relative to that time, in such a way as to be introductory to a further clause or further clauses.

e.g. Mazúvá mátatu á-ka-tí ápéra....
    (Three days had passed and..., vix. When three days had passed,....)

Mazúvá mátatu á-ka-tí ápéra, amái vákó vákadm̄okera kumushá
    (Three days had passed and his mother returned home)

4.5.7.4.2.

Further clauses consequent upon these clauses, which have an inflected auxiliary VP as described in 4.5.7.4.1., as predicate, are either principal or "consecutive" (in the wide sense). It is difficult to define what governs the occurrence of either but the following theory is advanced tentatively.

A principal clause follows if it is wished to give emphasis to the sequel, to portray it as carrying concern, interest or satisfaction. A consecutive clause appears to lack these characteristics and to convey the sequel merely as a happening.

e.g. Majaji akati lwá, mahaná akákunda mumwe. Zva-ka-tí zvodázidzirwa
    ñvozvó, vanhu vákapirúrúnda kwázvo (principal-principal)
    (As for the judges, they said that neither had beaten the other. As soon as this was announced, the people applauded loudly)

The use of the principal inflection in the second clause appears to indicate satisfaction on the part of the narrator. Use of the consecutive inflection, viz. vakapirúrúnda indicates a much more detached attitude.

4.5.7.4.3.

In Zezuru it is usual to find the infinitive inflected compound auxiliary VP of form: ku-z-o-ti + participial VP. This is a "circumstantial" (temporal) clause.

e.g. Ku-z-o-ti vsvíka kumbá, vákumwana árino
    (When they arrived, they found him inside)

Ku-z-o-ti m̄ózoká, mumwandiwa ndaenda
    (When you return, you will find me gone)

4.5.7.4.4.

Infinitive inflected auxiliary VPs are "circumstantial" (conditional) in meaning.

e.g. Ku-tí uchímhanyá, regha kuch'uka!
    (If you run, do not look round!)

Ku-tí Mukwanda ásipó, ndiye weítängá nhau
    (If Mukwanda were absent, it is he who used to try the cases)

Ku-sá-tí iní ndichidzawá kufá, ñažvozvo ndinógonawó kufunga kuti chúko
    chinósakisa kutí vanwé vanhu vawire m̄njódzi
    (Unless I too wish to die, I can also consider what causes other people to fall into trouble)

H̄máiita kudáro ku-sá-t-o-tí ákángá achída!
    (He would not act like that unless, and only unless, he wanted to)

4.5.7.4.5.

As in the case of /-nge/, infinitive inflected auxiliary VPs may be further, substantivally, inflected.

e.g. possessive inflection
Pashùre po-kutí tábva kumushá, takásángana naye
    (After we had left the village, we met him)

4.5.8. Auxiliary VPs with restricted participial complements

The auxiliary VPs of this type all contain participial inflected VPs as constituents, but these complements are restricted in their inflection. The relation between auxiliary R and type of complementary inflection is strict and a number of sub-types of auxiliary VPs may be distinguished according to the inflection of the complement.¹

¹. For a fuller treatment of these auxiliary VPs, cp. AS para.784-811; Jackson, Shona Lessons pp.178-183, 206. Jackson points out that some of these auxiliary Rs appear in a derived ideophonic form and still control the appropriate participial inflection. 103/4.5.8.1.1.
4.5.8.1. Auxiliary VPs with complement inflection limited to participial present

4.5.8.1.1. In the first sub-type the auxiliary radicals are /-ramb/- and /-gar/- (keep on, persist) followed by participial complements with the following inflections:

affirmative, present: sp- + -chi- -a
near future: sp- + -o- + H(2) -a
progressive: sp- + H(2) + -châ- -a
perfect: sp- + H(2) ....-e
perfect progressive: sp- + H(2) + -chi- -e
perfect: sp- + -a- + H(2) + -kâ- -a
perfect progressive: sp- + H(2) + -cha- + -kâ- -a
negative, present: sp- + H(2) + -si- + -ngâ- -e
progressive: sp- + H(2) + -si- + -sâ- -e

Participially inflected VPs with nuclear radicals /-ri/ (be), /-na/ (be) with and the six radicals listed in 4.4.3.14 are also constituents of these auxiliary VPs.

4.5.8.1.2. These inflections all appear to have the present tense as a common characteristic and the fact that they indicate actions and states present, or contemporaneous with, the tense of the auxiliary VP. The auxiliary VPs appear to be fully inflected.

e.g. /-ramb/-

W-âka-ramba achâpsufûndza motô mûshoma-shâma (principal remote past)
(He kept on feeding a very small fire)
Kana patambudziko a-i-ramb-a âripo, n'anga yaibvunzwa kana chiripâ chûnwe
châkasiywa (participal past habitual)
(If the trouble continued to be present, the diviner would be asked whether there was something which had been omitted)
U-ramb-e wakanduwânyata ruôko rwângu tîfe tákadâro (subjunctive)
(keep on holding me by the hand so that we may die like that)
Ndiro zîtâ raakazo-ramb-a ódânizwâ narâ (contracted infinitive)
(It is the name by which he was thenceforward always called)
/-gar/-

Wakâmbô-gar-a usingânyîme heré? (contracted infinitive)
(Was there ever a time when you were not stingy?)
Zuvâ iri hâ-ri-gar-e richúdzôka nókufarâl! (hortative)
(May this day keep coming back with happiness; viz.
Many happy returns of the day!)
Nd-a-i-gar-a ndâkâtî mbî (principal past habitual)
(I stood firm)

4.5.8.2. Auxiliary VPs with participial complements inflected by /-a/, /-o/ and /-chi/- tense signs

4.5.8.2.1. The auxiliary radicals are /-dzimâr/- (do at length), /-svikir/- (arrive at, end by), /-bvîr/- (come from, start by). They are followed by participial VPs with the following inflections in which the actions of the complements appear to be presented merely as events.

affirmative, perfect: sp- + -a- + H(2) -a
near future: sp- + -o- + H(2) -a
present: sp- + -chi- -a

Speakers feel free to use a variety of participially inflected complements after these Re and at times their auxiliary status may be doubted. The first two inflections listed are the commonest but subjunctive and consecutive inflected VPs occur very commonly as complements after /-dzimâr/- and /-svikir/-.. The auxiliary VPs appear to be fully inflected.
4.5.8.2.2. /-dzimar-/  

e.g. Munhu akaramba pórara (ku-)dzimará afa  (infinitive)  
(The person continued to be ill until he died)  
Ndíchagāra pánó kutuzi–zv–zvánhu kófamba  (infinitive)  
(I shall stay here until the little calf starts to walk)  
Vakatsvāga zano rókunyíma, ró–ku–dzikar–ạ vánhu voenda  (infinitive)  
(They sought a plan how to be stingy, and to go on being so until people were going)  
Nd–a–ka–dzimar–ạ ndišumebata ruôkô  (principal remote past)  
(I finally gripped him by the arm)  
Chî–chakurâ–chôra chačkakařo  (principal future)  
(It will end up dying like that - unless it corrects itself)  
Nd–a–dzimar–ạ ndichindêmâ kumbâ. Havana kunyâ  (principal recent past)  
(In the end I went home. They did not come)  
Ku–dzimar–ạ ndichipêdzî basa iri handîde ku–taudzwa  (infinitive)  
(Until I am finishing this work, I do not want to be spoken to)  

There are a number of allomorphs of /-dzimar-*/ of varying dialectal distribution viz. /-dakar-/  
/-dzimâr–/, /-dzikan–/ (Na.). In Kalanga the form is /-dzin-*/ and is followed by the consecutive inflection.  

4.5.8.2.3. /-bwir-/  

e.g. Ku–bwir–ạ ndîri kuítâ basa iri, handîsatî ndâôna munhu  (infinitive)  
(Ever since I have been doing this work, I haven’t yet seen a soul)  
Nd–a–kw–bwir–ạ ndichavâbata ruôkô kusvikira ndâ–  
vâbata muviри (principal remote past)  
(I started by holding on to her arm until I found myself holding her by her body - in order to restrain her)  
Ku–bwir–ạ ndîritâ basa iri, hapana chinîndi–tadzîsâ  (infinitive)  
(Ever since I began to do this work, nothing has caused me to make a mistake)  
Mutambâ–wa–nd–a–bwir–ạ ndišumebata ruôkô, âri  (participial perfect)  
kôngochêma chête (Ever since I gripped him by the arm, he has just been crying)  

4.5.8.2.4. /-svikir-/  

e.g. Tichátândara ku–svikir–ạ kunzê kwôdêza/kwôdêza  (infinitive)  
(We shall talk until it dawns/has dawed outside)  

4.5.8.3. Auxiliary VPs with participial complements inflected by /-a-/  
and /-ô-/ tenses  

4.5.8.3.1. The auxiliary radicals are /-ti/(3) (do), /-by-/ (do forthwith), /-yerekana-/ (happen to do).  
They are followed by participial complements with the following inflections.  

Affirmative, past/perfect : sp– + -a + H(2).–a  
near future : sp– + -ô + H(2).–a  

4.5.8.3.2. /-ti/(3)  

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear R /-ti/ are inflected in the recent past with present perfect meaning.  
The auxiliary VP conveys an exclusive notion, usually, in the affirmative, a query whether an event or state has commenced 'yet'; or, in the negative, a denial that it has commenced 'yet'.  

e.g. Vanhu v–a–ti vúrimâ here?  (principal recent past)  
(Are the people on the point of ploughing?)  
M–a–ti máôna nyoka here?  (principal recent past)  
(Have you seen a snake yet, up to this time?)  
Kwete, ha-nô–sa–ti ndâôna  (negative principal recent past)  
(No, I have not yet seen one)  
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Ndakanga ndí-sa-ti ndaendá (negative participial recent past)
(I had not yet gone)

Unénde wá-ti wáona amái manheré? (participial recent past)
(Will you have seen your mother by evening?)

Pásya yakambomiswa kutonga dzimara ava v-a-ti vápona kurwará (participial recent past)
(The case was deferred for judgement for a while until these people had recovered from their sickness)

4.5.8.3.3. /-bv/-
Auxiliary VPs with nuclear R /-bv/- are fully inflected. The auxiliary VP indicates that the event indicated by the complement issues "forthwith", "thereupon". Cp. the meaning of /-bv/- as non-auxiliary, "move from".

e.g. Vanhu yá-no-by-a váríma kana mvúrá
ichingē yánaya (principal present)
(People plough at once when the rain has fallen)
Vána vadiki vánzarura mombe v-ó-bv-a vóenda
kúmáfuro (principal near future)
(The children let the cattle out and then go off at once to the pastures)

The use of the /-ó/- tense sign in the complement indicates, perhaps, a more immediate sequence.

e.g. Mwachewé, muzúkurú, kubva wádaro hanzva-dzi yamái vakó!
(now, now, nephew to go and treat your mother's brother like that!)
I-bv-a-á máregá kúzària musúo! (imperative)
(Be sure not to close the door!)
Nga-ti-bv-e návígúra zvokuitira vaw-me makuhwa
(hortative)
(Let us repent at once of slandering others)

4.5.8.3.4. /-yerekan/-
Auxiliary VPs with nuclear R /-yerekan/- are fully inflected. The auxiliary VP indicates that the event indicated by the complement occurs without warning or prevision.

e.g. Nd-a-ká-yerekan-a ndásangána némhandu yangu (principal remote past)
(I came face to face unexpectedly with my enemy)
Vánghu yázhúni yánongo-yerekan-a vobunzva
námupása (contracted infinitive)
(Many people are just interrogated by the police without warning).

4.5.8.4. Auxiliary VPs with participial complements inflected by /-a/- tense

4.5.8.4.1.
The auxiliary radicals are /-f/- (die), /-man/- (do at once), /-mb/- (do actually, really), /-ngúv/- (do over a period), /-sly/- (leave having done), /-sv/- (do rather than omit), /-tâng/- (do first) and /-zív/- (do sensibly). They are followed by the "past" inflection with perfect meaning. The auxiliary VPs all appear to be widely inflected.

4.5.8.4.2. /-f/-
Auxiliary VPs with nuclear R /-f/- are inflected in the negative to rule out the possibility of the action indicated by the complement.

e.g. Ha-ná-f-a agonó kutuura kana kunzva ku-satoti úsekeswa nechumwe chinhu
(contracted infinitive)
(She will never be able to speak or hear until she has been made to laugh by something)
Ha-ná-f-e ndákaitá izvi (negative principal present)
(I never do this)
Ha-ná-ng-f-e ndákaitšíka pánó (negative principal potential)
(I can never come here again)

4.5.8.4.3. /-man/-
Auxiliary VPs with nuclear R /-man/- indicate that the notion conveyed by the complement is to be done quickly. They are mainly Manyika constructions.

106/e.g. U-na-man-a...
e.g. U-na-man-a nyuya
(s-ka-man-a ţuya)
(You must come back quickly)
(He came back at once)

4.5.8.4.4. /-mb/-

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-mb/- indicate that the action of the complement has happened indeed, or with some effect. They are mainly Karanga constructions.
e.g. W-a-ţha àvi-rá pasí
(He fell down well and truly)
K-um-ba-á wainá!
(He hit at once)

4.5.8.4.5. /-ngúv/-

Auxiliary VPs with a nuclear /-ngúv/- indicate the action of the complement as taking place over a long time. Another form of the auxiliary R is /-nguri/.
e.g. M-a-ká-ngúv-a magará /panhu pamwe ngúvá
(You spent a long time sitting in one
nenguva. Kamboránwá, bodo!
place and didn’t move at all)
(You spent a long time seated at the door)
Murúmé wángu w-a-ngúv-a ágará pamukova
(My husband spent a long time seated at the door)
P-a-ká-ngúv-a pámíra apo
(They stood there for a long time)

4.5.8.4.6. /-síy/-

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-síy/- indicate that the action of the complement is left behind after an implied separation or departure.
e.g. Ngágisinde kútorá uchí nemíra ya-tí-sí-
(në-síy-e tauráya nychi dzácho)
(Negative participial present)
(LET us try to remove the honey in such a
way that we do not leave the bees dead behind us)
Ndikásangana negángaza ndichívá nd-a-
síy-a ndaróhwa
(parcipial perfect)
(I met a robber and was left beaten as a result)

4.5.8.4.7. /-sv/-

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-sv/- indicate that the action of the complement is preferable to its contrary or omission.
e.g. Ndi-no-śv-a ndíríi pamsivimbo yómũnő-
kidzwa kuenda kwandisingi
(I will rather die than be forced to go
where I do not want to go)
I-śv-a wándífura mmbumo dzáko, ndité
(I would rather blow you out of your nose
powered)
Zvangu
(You had better blow me out of your nose
that I may die; viz. better send me away and
let me die)

4.5.8.4.8. /-táng/-

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-táng/- indicate that the action of the complement happens before some other event.
e.g. Váía kúti s-táng-ė akotsifa, vózózota msháre
(subjunctive)
(They wanted him first to sleep and then they would talk afterwards)

4.5.8.4.9. /-zív/-

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-zív/- indicate that the action of the complement is done with sense, deliberation or purpose
e.g. Zív-ė wándíi němarii nokúti ungaštambudzike
( imperative)
(See that you take money with you as you may be in need)
Dáb mu-ka-zív-a námobudzí máva na-vóchêma
(Conjunctive)
(If only you would have the sense to take the crying children outside)

4.5.8.5. Auxiliary VPs with participial complements inflected by /-o/- tense
The auxiliary radicals are /-dzok-/, (happen contrary to expectation), /-fum-/, (do on rising), /-sak-/ (do for a reason), /-sar-/ (do after a separation), /-uy-/ (do on arrival), /-wan-/ (happen unexpectedly). They are followed by the "near future" inflection with the meaning of immediate effect. The auxiliary VPs appear to be widely inflected.

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-dzok-/ indicate that the action of the complement happens contrary to expectation or reason.

e.g. Ndakayamura mumhu a-ka-dzok-o ōndībaya (I helped someone and he stabbed me in return)
     Ndakababadzira imbwa i-ka-dzok-a yondiruma (I patted the dog and it bit me in return)

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-fum-/ indicate that the action of the complement will happen the next day or very soon.

e.g. Ukarrera imbwa nomukaka, mangu na-fo-fum-a yokuruma (If you bring up a dog on milk, it will soon bite you for your pains)
     ... nyika yokugara nemwímbo dzokugara dzavanoziva havavo-fum-a vótandaniswa (... a country to inhabit and places to live in from which they know that they will not soon be chased away)

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-sak-/ indicate that the action of the complement has been forced on the subject for a reason indicated therein.

e.g. Ndinozo-sak-a ndobva nokuti vanhu vānenge vondivenga (I shall have to leave because people will dislike me)

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-sar-/ indicate that the action of the complement happens after a separation or departure.

e.g. Kwanzuzvá mazini, ziva ar-á-i-sar-á rūbuda, ēye āzardura monbe dzahwe kāre kāre (For many days the sun would have risen he having let out the cattle long before)
     Kana n-o-sar-a mowana dzose, mōchitora zvenyú (If you find them all after I have gone, just keep them)

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-uy-/ indicate that the action of the complement takes place on the arrival of someone other than the subject.

e.g. Kana vakabó murjdi āsipó, imbwa y-á-i-uy-a yorakidza kuti pabwínde ndepápa (If they stole anything while the master was away, the dog would show where the theft had taken place on his return)

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-wan-/ indicate that the action of the complement is an unexpected one, a result which had not been foreseen from what had gone before.

e.g. Vākrotzi vágoná kūturá nděmi dzenyíka, va-ka-wan-a vōvō váwanírwa nāvańúndi (When they came to be able to speak the languages of the country, they found themselves unexpectedly overwhelmed with pupils)
     Ndakůmñhanya kwázvo, ku-wan-a ndobva ropa mumhumo (I ran hard and all of a sudden my nose started bleeding)
4.5.8.6. Auxiliary VPs with participial complements inflected by /-chi/- tense

4.5.8.6.1. The auxiliary radicals are /-pot/- (do continually) and /-va/- (become). They are followed by the participial present inflection.

4.5.8.6.2. /-pot/-
Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-pot/- are widely inflected. They indicate that the action of the complement occurs from time to time.

- e.g. U-sa-pot-ė uchůtā izvi! (negative imperative)
  (Do not keep on doing this, time after time!)
  Vanhu váitiya misangano, yávo yo-ku-pot-á
  vachikurāmirana zvinovānākidz̄a (infinitive)
  (The people used to hold meetings for (the purpose of) discussing what interested them from time to time)

4.5.8.6.3. /-va/-
Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-va/- are inflected apparently only in the imperative and indicate that the action of the complement should be done continually.

- e.g. I-va uchůwē nekuwō! (imperative)
  (Keep on coming this way)

4.5.9. Auxiliary VPs with subjunctive complements

The auxiliary VPs of this type all contain subjunctive inflected VPs as constituents. Three auxiliary radicals, which are constituents of this type of auxiliary VP, are listed, viz. /-ti/ (4) (do), /-dimer/- (do at last) and /-svikir/- (end up by).

4.5.9.1. /-ti/(4)

4.5.9.1.1. Auxiliary VPs with nuclear /-ti/(4) present the action of the complement as aimed at, attempted and an object of conation. The constructions also imply that what was attempted did not come to pass. They are usually inflected in the past tense in vivid narrative, but other inflections occur.

- e.g. VáKarikoga vángu v-á-ka-ti váteme zinyóká, rikabva ránhvēngwa (affirmative principal past)
  (Poor Karikoga tried to hit the huge snake, but it dodged)
  Karikoga ákádi-ći áriteme, rikabva ránzvēngwa (contracted infinitive after /-d/-)
  (Karikoga tried to strike it, but it dodged)
  Shőmba idó-ti šmůreme, Karikoga akabva šrəmba škälti zenze dzvi (contracted infinitive after /-d/-)
  (Try as the lion might to bite him, Karikoga kept holding on to it by the mane)

4.5.9.1.2. This construction usually appears in a style where vivid effects are sought. Cp. the use of vángu and /-d/- above. Another device used in vivid narrative is to use 1st person subject prefixes in the subjunctive complement.

- e.g. Murume a-ka-ti ndiyamhuke rukova, akabva aýerēdzwa (principal remote past)
  (The man attempted to cross the river, and he was swept away as a result)
  Mwana a-ka-ti nísimudze sāga, ndákunwēna (principal remote past)
  (The child wanted to lift the sack, but failed)
  Shiri y-á-ka-ti ndivako dendere mubiravira, ndókuruwā nénkōka (principal remote past)
  (The bird wanted to build a nest in the thicket over the stream, and was bitten by a snake)
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Inflected auxiliary VPs of this type must be distinguished from constructions in which subjunctive clauses are complements of auxiliary verb /-ti/,
e.g. Ndii kudá ku-ti vanhu ava vávumiráne
(I am anxious that these people should agree)
Nliangá ndi-chí-tí vánhu ava vávumiráne
(I was anxious to make, lit. aiming at making, these people agree)

Such constructions are treated in the section which deals with the distribution of the subjunctive clause.

The subjunctive inflection of the complement of /-ti/ often includes the exclusive sign /-chi/-
e.g. Kuzoti iní ndi-ka-ti ndichikwiza ñóva ányárará (consecutive)
(When I try to greet him, he keeps quiet)
Kuzoti ñ-tí ndichízomóti swatanure, ndókubva
áti mesi gádára navambya (participial near future)
(When he was on the point of stretching himself, his eyes met those of his mother-in-law)

Auxiliary R /-nzi/, the passive of /-ti/ is used when the subject of the auxiliary VP is acted on in the pursuance of the aim.
e.g. Gungano rá-í-nzi rívé réchinyáráriré, así
rakazózýíkamwa navánhu vevé vese (principal past continuous)
(The meeting was meant to be a secret one but it got to be known by everyone)

/-dzímar/- (end up by, finish by, go as far as)

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear R /-dzímar/- and allied forms (cp. 4.5.8.2.2.) appear to present the action of the complement as an aim or perhaps an ongoing process which has not reached its term.
e.g. Vamwe vá-no-dzímar-a vaithe vaná vávirí vásiná
kucháta (principal present)
(Some go as far as to have two children without marrying)
Ndichármámba ndíchifambá ku-dzímar-a ndísíyíké (infinitive)
(I shall go on walking until I arrive)
Ndichármára pánó ndí-dzímar-é ndípiwé zwándiri kudá
(I shall stay here until I am given what I want)
Munó múnó múnoberekwa vaná káshoma nekáshoma
vá-dzímar-é vávaná ("consecutive" subjunctive)
(in that home children are born little by little until they are numerous)
Ngényi kuzo-dákáir-a madé kúbyana némaphúmo músiná
kátaurirána? (contracted infinitive)
(Why go on until you are on the point of stabbing one another before you talk to one another?)

The infinitive inflection of these auxiliary VPs may dispense with the prefix /ku-/.
e.g. Dzichímará dákr-á dzírmúmú nézará (infinitive)
(They will wait until they feel hungry)

Infinitive inflected auxiliary VPs may of course, be substantively inflected.
e.g. Ndii kútsvgwa zano ro-ku-dzímar-á ndírípwe nézoro (possessive inflection)
(I am seeking a plan to be eventually compensated by a life, lit. a head)
As in the case of /-tí/ (4), cp. 4.5.9.1.3., subjunctive clauses may be complements of auxiliary R /-dímará/.

e.g. Ndícháseenye zívá róšé ndí-dímará-e
(or ku-dímará-a îmba yángu îpère kuturíkwa dénga) ("consecutive" subjunctive or infinitive)
(T shall work all day and go on until my house is completely roofed)

Such constructions are treated in the section which deals with the distribution of the subjunctive clause.

4.5.9.3. /-svikir/- (arrive at)

4.5.9.3.1. Auxiliary VPs with nuclear R /-svikir/- are similar to those with /-dímará/- in having a subjunctive inflected VP in complement.

e.g. Ndíchámirá ku-svikir-a vamuko (infinitive)
(I shall wait until they rise)

4.5.9.3.2. As has already been pointed out, the Rs /-dímará/- and /-svikir/- may also occur with consecutive inflected VPs as complements.

e.g. Kuupa kwá-ka-dímará-a kukaedzá-a, isí tichí-tádra chète (principal remote past)
(Outside it dawned at length while we were still talking)
Unóza-dímará-a ukaraórá, ndíchirí kudzíidualá (contracted infinitive)
(You will end by marrying while I am still a student)

4.5.10. Auxiliary VPs with copulative phrases as complements

The auxiliary VPs of this type contain copulative phrases, that is, the predicates of substantival clauses, as complements.

The nuclear substantive which is copulatively inflected is normally a pronoun, but other types of nuclear substantive occur as well. Auxiliary Rs which are constituents in these constructions are /-vá/, /-nge/, and /-dímará/.

4.5.10.1. /-vá/

4.5.10.1.1. In the following examples the pronoun, which is the nuclear substantive of the copulative phrase, agrees with the subject prefix of the inflection of the auxiliary VP.

e.g. Va-cha-vá ndívo vanaóenda (principal future)
(They will be the ones who will go)
Zví-nga-vé ndízvo (principal potential)
(It may be so indeed)
Máyiyá é-ka-vé ndívo akúmúskísa kuvíra zvi-
kúrú néhasha (principal remote past)
(The ants were what made him particularly angry)
Múvů-ándíge asíandúka, á-va ndíye bába wómukádzi (participial 'perfect')
(The husband will have changed, having become the father of his wife)
Takúwana vachírwá, ti-ka-vé ndísvá takúzóra ndutsíra (affirmative consecutive)
(We found them fighting and we were the ones who intervened)
Unótambudízirí mémbó dzí-nó-vá ndídzó dzíno-kurímfíra? (relative present)
(Why do you trouble the oxen which plough for you?)
Akaramba achiíta munamato wáke u-nó-vá- ndívo (relative present)
wókúpédízísfíra wándízíchíta
(He continued making his prayer which was the last he would make)
Relative inflected auxiliary VPs of this type provide a relative transformation of copulative predicates in substantival clauses.

e.g. Munhu uyu a-nó-vá ndíye mukádzi vángu
(This person who is my wife)

cp. Munhu uyu mukádzi vángu
(This person is my wife)

This is the only construction possible since VPs with nuclear R/-ri/ are not inflected in the affirmative principal or relative.

In other inflections the use of inflected auxiliary VPs of this kind seems to be indicated by a need to convey pointed emphasis for which the vehicle is the pronoun, and the notion of 'being' rather than 'becoming'.

e.g. Kuti á-vé ndíye mukádzi vángu
(So that she may be my true, real wife)

cp. Kuti á-vé mukádzi vángu
(So that she may become my wife)

e.g. Munhu uyu angángo-vá ndíye mukádzi vángu
(This person who is indeed likely to be my wife)

cp. Munhu uyu angáve mukádzi vángu
(This person who may become my wife)

Consecutive inflected auxiliary VPs of this type often contain as complement a copulative inflected pronoun of class 15 which is in apposition to an infinitive phrase.

e.g. Mwewe vávó ákati, "Ngátiendé lávé kúrukóva; ve-ka-vé/ ku-ka-vé ndíko kutakura kwa-vó chišiuná cháxé
(One of them said, 'Let us take him to the river', and they carried his corpse)

There are several variations possible in these constructions.

1. The inflection of the auxiliary VP may contain the subject prefix agreeing either with the agent or that of class 15;

2. The infinitive phrase may be accompanied by a possessive in which the inflection is of class 15, agreeing with the infinitive phrase, and the stem a pronoun agreeing with the agent. Both these features appear in the above example;

3. A third variation is that the copulative inflected pronoun may be shortened from ndíko (common in mák) to ndó or ndé.

Elision of the first two features, and abbreviation of the third, have resulted in this 'consecutive' form normally consisting of +/- subject + ndó + infinitive . phrase.

e.g. Mwewe vávó ákati, "Ngátiendé lávé kúrukóva", ndó kutakura chišiuná cháxé
(One of them said, 'Let us take him to the river', and they took up his corpse)

Payákanxá váká akótisíra, (va-ka-chí-vé/ku-ka-chí-vé) ndó kúlyá (kwávó)
(When they knew he was asleep, they then came) cl. 2/15

Auxiliary VPs of this kind may also be participially inflected or infinitively inflected with the addition of further, substantival inflections.

e.g. Njikápínda mmbé ku-ka-vá/ku-chí-vé ndó kutúzá
(kwángu pákádmú mbndú yángu fírmó
(I entered the house and then ran away on seeing my enemy inside)
The auxiliary VP with nuclear R /-vá/ can be transformed into an ideophonic phrase by the addition to /-vá/ of an ideophonic Formative, /-én(i)/.

The use of inflected auxiliary VPs with copulative inflected pronouns and infinitive phrases in consecutive clause position appears to convey not only mere succession of events but that the situation indicated by the infinitive clause is a result of what is described in the preceding clause.

Auxiliary VPs with nuclear R /-dzimá/ may include a copulative inflected infinitive phrase.

Such auxiliary VPs may also include ideophonic phrases as complements.

(He was caught having stolen the eggs of his mother-in-law, and then he ran away)

Of course other auxiliary VPs can be similarly transformed into ideophonic phrases.

(I came to Harare and went into a shop and (having done so/this being so) I bought a shirt)

(affirmative present)

(The dog bit the baboon, and then it (viz. gudó (5) ran away).

(I was treated shabbily and that was the reason for my running away)
VERBAL CLAUSES

4.6.

4.6.1.

The verbal constructions so far.

The verbal constructions met so far can be arranged in the following series of levels:

I. The verb radical - simplex, adoptive, derived, extended, reduplicated;
II. The verb phrase - with one radical nucleus;
III. The inflected verb phrase, viz. verb inflecting morphemes and verb phrases.
IV. Auxiliary verb phrases - with more than one radical nucleus;
   Auxiliary Rs with inflected phrases as complements;
V. Inflected auxiliary verb phrases.

The constructions at levels III and V are constituents of the construction at the next level, viz. that of the verbal clause whose constructional pattern is +/- subject and predicate.

Before dealing with the constituent class of subject and with the characteristics of the clause we must first deal in detail with each of the different kinds of inflected verb phrase. The predicates in clauses consist of inflected verb phrases of various kinds and we must study the distribution of each type. The types of inflected verb phrases correspond to the different types of inflection or bundle of inflecting morphemes as outlined in the study of these latter. The different types of inflection are outlined in the following scheme, resulting in the distinction of all inflected verb phrases into eight moods.

1. Finite primary: principal, participial, relative secondary: hortative, subjunctive, consecutive
2. Non-finite: infinitive, imperative

The study of the distribution of inflected verb phrases in each mood provides material for the identification of the different types of clause of which the predicates, consisting of inflected verb phrases are the nuclear elements. The study of the distribution of inflected verb phrases includes that of inflected auxiliary verb phrases as well. The same general treatment applies to both but for clearness sake 1-verb radical forms will be illustrated apart from multi-verb radical forms.

4.6.2.

The non-finite inflections

Both infinitive and imperative verb phrases differ from all other inflected verb phrases in not having a subject prefix as part of their inflection. They belong to the constituent class of predicates in an analogous sense and, in the clauses in which they occur, there is no relation between subject and predicate. They do co-occur however, as inflected verb phrases, with SPs which are related to them and with which they form a construction. Infinitives occur with SPs which are notionally their subjects and which can be called "topics";

e.g. Kana ku fú mū hu paHaráre kwaári zváinge zvíri zvi ká kú tó
(Even for a person to die in Harare where he happened to be was very difficult)

and imperatives occur with SPs as vocatives with which they agree in number.

e.g. Shamwari, ndípe nzungú
(Friend, give me some nuts)

Vádzíni, ndínhítsírefí
(Ladies, help me)

4.6.2.1.

Infinitive inflected verb phrases (these are referred to hereafter as infinitives)

Infinitives are nomino-verbal constructions and it is necessary here to study them, both as constructions and constituents, in order to make their nomino-verbal character clear and to list their extensive distribution both in substantival and verbal constructions.

4.6.2.1.1.

As constructions, infinitives are nomino-verbal. They are nominal because a noun class prefix, that of class 15, is the first element in their construction. They are verbal because the rest of the construction is made up of purely verbal morphemes.

a) The inflections are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ku...</td>
<td>TC I</td>
<td>TC X</td>
<td>ku...</td>
<td>TC X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ku chi...</td>
<td>TC X</td>
<td>ku cha...</td>
<td>TC I</td>
<td>ku sa...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ku sa chi...</td>
<td>TC X</td>
<td>114 /neg. prog...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Neg. prog. ku sa cha......a

e.g. ku-tor'a (to take, taking)
ku-chi-tor'a (to take now, to take then)
ku-chá-b'a zvakáre (still to steal again)
ku-sa-tor'a (not to take, not taking)
ku-sa-chi-tor'a (not to take then)
Ko, ku-sa-chá-edz-a? (What about no longer trying?)

Infinitives form a class of nomino-verbals which is noun class 15. This class consists of only inflected verb phrases and differs from other noun classes in the very limited character of constructions found in it. Other classes, besides having constructions based on the pattern np + ns, have nomino-verbal constructions based on verb radicals alone, e.g. chi-gar-o (chair), as well as those based on verb phrases.

e.g. chi-tut-a-matuzví (dung beetle) (7)

Cp. chi-tut-a-matuzví (dung beetle) (7)

cp. ku-tut-a-matuzví (to move dung) (15)

Cp. the description of class 15 and the complex nominal constructions; also that of the verbal inflecting morphemes.

b) The same inflections, not necessarily in their total range, are constituents with auxiliary verb phrases as well.

e.g. ku-ti gudo rændá (the fact that the baboon went)
ku-ti gudo riendí (the aim that the baboon should go)
ku-ngé wába zvavanwé (your having stolen other peoples' things)
ku-dzimir-a wóbá (your going on until you steal)
ku-bv-a wándá (your going forthwith)
ku-chi-bv-a wándá (your then going forthwith)
ku-chá-dzimir-a wóbá (your still going on until you steal)
ku-zo-ti wándá (your having gone then)
Ko, ku-sa-chi-bv-a wándá? (Why not go now, straightway?)
Ko, ku-sa-ngo-yerekan-a wándá? (What about just going off without warning?)

Cp. the description of the inflection of auxiliary verb phrases.

4.6.2.1.2.

As constituents, infinitives show, by their distribution, a nomino-verbal character since they are found as constituents in both substantival and verbal constructions.

4.6.2.1.2.1. Infinitives as substantival constructions

Infinitives, being nominal constructions, belong to the constituent class of headword in substantival phrases.

e.g. kuda kumusha kwenyu (your love of home)

Headword: Nominal construction of class 15

Qualifier: Possessive

Infinitive inflected verbs as headwords:

kufámbá uku (this travelling)
kusazivá kwošé (all ignorance)
kumwe kunyirá (other writing)
kurwa kubikiri (great fighting)
kushmani kusingapére (working without end)
kurwa kusingadzotse zívá (fighting that does not last a day)

Infinitive inflected auxiliary verb phrases as headwords:

Kudzimirá wófa uku kungé usingánzwe zvinórevá váwé (This ending up in death is due to your not listening to others)
Kungé wándá uku hakúna zvakunotshitshira (This instance of your having gone has got no help for us in it)

Cp. the description of the substantive phrase and the constituent class of headword.

4.6.2.1.2.2. The Infinitive Clause

115/Infinitives occur...
Infinitives occur with SPs which have a semantic relation of subject to predicate in the following construction:

\[+/- \text{Topic and infinitive}\]

\text{e.g.} Kurwa vanhu kusingadzise zvava
(For people to fight less than a day)
Imbwa kurna muriizi wavyo chivare
(For a dog to bite its master is an unheard of thing)

The infinitive clause despite the presence of a 'subject' or topic, appears still to belong to the constituent class of headword in the SP.

\text{e.g.} Vanhu kurwa daka uku hakumca kumaka
(This fighting grudges on the part of people is no good)

In the listing of the distribution of the infinitive, the term infinitive henceforward means infinitive clause.

4.6.2.1.2.3 Distribution of infinitives as substantival constructions

Substantive phrases with infinitives as headwords belong to the same constituent classes as other SPs. Thus they are found as constituents in the following constructions:

i) in apposition to other SPs;
ii) as complements in verb phrases;
iii) as subjects in verbal clauses;
iv) as subjects in substantive clauses;
v) as circumstantial phrases in sentences;
vi) after conjunctions kana and na, as linked to verbal clauses;
vii) as stems in complex nominal constructions;
viii) in inflected SPs,

viz. (a) adverbially inflected SPs as adjuncts in verb phrases and
as further inflected by a restricted verbal inflection;
(b) possessively inflected SPs as headwords and qualifiers in SPs;
(c) ownership inflected SPs as headwords in SPs;
(d) copulative inflected SPs as predicates in substantive clauses.

The infinitive as constituent in each of these constructions is studied at the relevant place in the total description. Examples of each of the constructions are given here together with references to the relevant section.

i) Infinitives are often found in apposition to the pronoun

\text{e.g.} Iko kuenda kwaké kuneýí nesu?
(How does his going affect us?)
Iko kunge waba zvamwe kuítireýí nhôro?
(Why argue about your having stolen other people's things?)
Iko vanhu kurwa daka kungé pasina mútare
(The fact of people fighting their own grudges means there are no courts)

These compound SPs, pronoun + infinitive, are inflected copulatively,

\text{e.g.} ndîko kuenda kwaké
(lit. it is his going)

This is a construction used, with or without an auxiliary R -v-, as a consecutive clause in principal-consecutive sentences.

\text{e.g.} Akasarâ mazvâ mávirî, (akave) ndîko/nkó kuenda (kwaké)
(He stayed two days and then went)
\ldots nkó kutosará kâkômâna kamwé cheté
(\ldots and only one little boy survived)
\ldots nkó kúkókâ nzóu varanda wâyo
(\ldots and the elephant summoned his servants)
Vanhu yâkasweruromwe zvâ rôse. Kuzoti manheusù, hondo yâpéra,
(yakava/kukava) nkó / ndîko kuzodyâ sâdza kuâvo
(People were killed all day. In the evening, after the battle, they ate their food at last)

In these constructions, when an SP stands in relation of subject to the infinitive, it may be expressed as subject in the older and optional longer constructions which make use of an auxiliary -v-:

\text{e.g.} \ldots kâkômâna kâkâchive nkó kutosará kamwé cheté
(\ldots and then only one little boy survived)

or it may remain as topic to the infinitive, the subject concord of class 15 being used.

116/e.g. \ldots kâkômâna...
e.g. ...kakomaná kukachive ndó kutosará kamvé chété
(...and then only one little boy survived)

...nzou ikachive ndó kukóka várandá váyo
(...and then the elephant summoned its servants)

Cp. ... nzou kukachive ndó kukóka várandá váyo
(...and then the elephant summoned its servants)

Cp. the description of predicates in substantival clauses; and that of the auxiliary verbs -y- and -nge with copulative phrases as complements.

ii) Infinitives as complements in verb phrases

e.g. Ndakupedza kutsvári mumbá (I have finished sweeping in the house)
Handžive kunde ishe kendá (I don't know whether the chief has gone)
Kurangarira mwaná kutuká amáí (To think of a child cursing his mother)

Infinitive clauses are found as complements in -ri segments in the following idiom:
e.g. Havásiri vánhu kwanda (They are not people to be many; viz. the people are very many)
Harísiri réva kunaka (The flower is very beautiful)

Cp. the description of the constituent class of subject in verbal clauses.

iii) Infinitives as subjects in verbal clauses

e.g. Kudá kumusha kwénya kwakonzera zvósé izvi
(Your love of home has caused all this trouble)

Kugocha kinóda amáí, kwómaná kinódzima motó
(Roasting requires the mother, the child's efforts put out the fire; viz. A mother may correct a child but not vice versa)

Kuti achíuyá zvínenge zvichíonéka
(Whether he will come will appear later)

Kutōrēra mwaná kwaari uku kóntosawwa kwaźvo
(This having a child taken from her is very saddening)

Kurangarira mwaná kutuká amáí zvínorwédz kwaźvo
(To think of a child cursing his mother is very painful)

Imbwá kurumá múridzi váyvo zvínoréva kuti ýakarerwa nomúkaka
(For a dog to bite its master means it was brought up on milk; viz. was treated too kindly)

Kurwa vanhu kusingadótse zvíva hazvípedze hóndó OR hakupedze hóndó
(For people to fight less than a day does not finish a war)

Kana kufá ménhu paharáre kwaari zváinge zvikuńúrtú
(Even for a person to die where he was in Harare was very inconvenient)

Kuzenge maonera zváita séyi, amai vómöyo wángu?
(How is it that you seem so hard and unfriendly, my dear?)

Ko, kuzogara muriwa zváita séyi nháisi?
(What are you sitting in the darkness for today?)

Kusíyá kwáké musha zvairíva kuti amáí vacházotambudzika
(His leaving home meant that his mother would suffer)

Cp. the description of the constituent class of subject in verbal clauses.

iv) Infinitives as subjects in substantival clauses

e.g. Kuvhunduka chati kwatta, húngé une katuriké
(To be alarmed at the fall of something means that you have hung up something)

Kuseña chivi huvóna chwuya
(To hate the bad is to see the good; viz. to part with a well worn thing indicates that you have replaced it with a new one)

Kunge waba zvavwámwe chinhú chakáshata
(Your having stolen other people's things is a bad business)

Íko vanhu kurwa daka húngé pasiná mátare
(This fighting grudges on the part of people means there are no courts)

Mbiži kígara munondo húnta ndáva nÍndvó
(For a zebra to live among hartebeests is equivalent to being said: "I am now a hartebeest too.")

Mwaná kutóka amai inžira yokutí vákamúita mutambá wepáruwaré
(The child's cursing his mother is because she treated him too kindly, lit. like a klapper apple tree on a flat rock outcrop)

Kakara kununa húdyá kamwe
(If one little beast is to be fat, it must eat another one)
e.g. Mbudzi kudya mufénje, hufane nyina
(For a goat to eat the mufenje bush means it is like its mother)
Timba kushaya bēsu hūnzi īny'anā
(For a wren to lack a tail means it is called a fledgeling; people say it is a young one because it is small)
Moyo chena ndēweyī, bere kurinda mhuš yakāfa?
(For a hyena to look after a dead calf is what sort of kindness, disinterestedness?)

Cp. the description of the constituent class of subject in substantival clauses.

v) Circumstantial phrases is a term designed to cover an optional element in sentences which appear to be something other than a simple complement in a verb phrase.

e.g. Minda yeđū, hatiwanē zviě
(As for our fields, we get no corn)
Rwendo rwědu, tinthewana kudya
(As for our journey, we find food)
Babē wāngu, cachingātšike chinhū
(As for my father, he can't be turned into anything)
Chisi chako masimba mashoma; usakungire ható sēchako
(As for what is not yours, lessen your powers; do not roll a headpad for it as if it were yours)

Infinitives as circumstantial phrases

e.g. Munanda, kunyangonaka, hatōngērē mhōsva āsipō
(Though a servant be ever so good, he is not to be tried in a case in his absence)
Mhīzi kugara mumondo, īnōti, ndavā nōndōwō
(If a zebra lives among hartebeests, he thinks he is a hartebeest too)
Mwānā kudākārā ītūka anāi, zvinenge zvmutsvikā kūtsvukū
(For the child to go the lengths of cursing his mother, something will have touched him on the raw)
Kuramba tīnyérērē, hapānā chēdū
(If we keep quiet, there won't be anything for us)
Kunyārārā, hatiwanē chinhū
(If we keep quiet, we get nothing)
Kuzōti mumwe muśī, Gwārī wākandoshanyīrā Gondo
(One day later, Partridge went to visit Eagle)
Kuhvuma rwendo kwēmwanā madukū, rwākē rūrī mberē
(If a small child agrees to go an errand, his own journey lies ahead)
Kugara, tēngē nhāmī, rugarē rūgōteverera
(In living, start with the troubles and let peace come later)
Ko hopē dzákubātā zvakādiyī, munhu kupinda mumbā, kuzarura bhōkisi, kūtorā marī, kuenda Zwākē
(What sort of a sleep was it that held you for someone to enter the house, to open the box, to take the money, to go away)

Cp. the description of the constituent class of circumstantial phrase in the discussion of the sentence.

vi) Infinitives joined to clauses by the conjunctives kana and na

Infinitive clauses are joined to preceding clauses by the conjunctives kana (or, even) and na (and, even)

e.g. [na]
Māzīvā ēsē ndinonwaka nokushamba nokupfeka nokudya bōtā
(Everyday I rise and wash and dress and eat soft porridge)
Kuzōti avā māurō, Chinzvēngā-mutsvāirō wākatorā máfutā nokutakirā pamusorō
wākē nokodela kumusha
(When it was evening, Dodge-broom took the butter and put it on his head and went home)
Vanā wākudya vachifāra nokūridza ngoma
(The children came rejoicing and beating drums)
Ndakānda mumbā ndikagara pasī nokūverenga tsamba
(I went into the house and sat down and read the letters)
kudya sādza nōkunwā hwanā
(eating porridge and drinking beer)

118/The infinitive...
The infinitive clause includes a topic if a subject, different from that in the preceding clause, is to be indicated.

e.g. Ndzíva ộsé ndinósangana nKufá ná ákńosi, nókufá nhio iši tósh kúchikóro
Every day I meet Kufá and Linus and we all go to school

kána

Kudá sádzá kana kumá hwañá zváimúreméra
Eating porridge or even drinking beer was too much for him
Idýá kana kumá
(Eat or drink!)
Ndínódyá sádzá kana kumá múkaka
I eat porridge or drink milk
Handífârá kana kudá zvako
(I am not happy nor do I even eat)
Havaírâ kana kuseka zvâvâ
(They are not happy nor do they even laugh)
Kana vachípíñá mumbá kana kumírírâ pámusíí vánogorotúkú
(When they go into the house or even stand at the doorway, they are usually scolded)
Ngávamire kana kugara pasí
(Let them stand or sit down)
Aídísá kuti ndiwné bisa kana kudzokera kumbá
(He wanted me to find work or return home)
Kutarírsa kana kumâ namá kudzoko óramâ amá zvínoshura
(It is terrible to look at or see a child disowning his mother contrary to all duty)
Bábá kúrama namá kana mmana kúrama amá hazváizívikúmana kare
(For a father to reject his child or a child his mother was not known of old)
Bábá háwá kúrama mmana kana mmana kúrama babá
(Pater did not reject his child or the child his father)

It is only infinitive clauses which can be joined to preceding clauses by these conjunctives. The construction with na provides a type of consecutive construction in which clauses are linked to one another in a series in narrative. Principal clauses can be linked to preceding clauses by kana and na if they are the complements of infinitive auxiliary -ti.

e.g. Ndzíva yano vanhu vánoro hwá várí pánzira kana kuti marí yávo ínotórwá pâchena
(These days people are beaten on the roads or their money is taken openly from them)
Ndínúmúdá kuti amá vívá mumbá úyezvâ nokutí babá akánga áduya
(I told him that mother was in the house and that father had come)
Pánë múrímè anókuzívâ kana kuti afókúzívâ
(Here is a man who knows you or who knew you)
Gómbo kana râkâbírwe kana kuti râva munda múmúne, hazvíkodzéri kuti páwâne anóbyá achtí ófríma, fye nyumuvîndí gómbo áripí
(When a patch of ground is occupied or has become someone's field, it is not right that someone should come intending to cultivate it, while the owner is there)
Zvínodô fà kana kuti atômúpdâ
(A prior condition is that he should have died or given it to him)

The above description in the case of na seems preferable to treating na- + infinitives as adjuncts in a verb phrase.

e.g. Ndínómkwa mangâwânhâ nkokúfeka hémbe itsâ
(I get up in the morning and put on a new shirt)

cp. Ndínóbúnyá némwâna
(I come with a child)

Na in the first example is treated as a conjunctive, not as an adverbial inflecting morpheme. It is a conjunctive also in the case of compound SPs,

e.g. Babá ndámâ vákâuyâ
(Father and mother came)

cp. Némô nódinó kugara
(And I too want to come)

Kana némô ndinó kugara
(And even I too want to come)

The description of consecutive clauses and that of principal-consecutive sentences which list a number of constructions whereby clauses can be linked.

vii) Infinitives in complex nominal constructions

Infinitives with prefix ọ of class 1a appear as stems in complex nominal constructions.

e.g. Kufá-úripô
(a name meaning one who fears but does not run away)
Kugara-hémwâna
(name of a dog: a request for peace. Lit. To live is to understand one another) 119/cp. gwéndâ...
Infinitives in inflected SPs.

a) Infinitives in adverbially inflected SPs.

These constructions occur as adjuncts in verb phrases.

- *Ndanę nukunumā nändero dzakawanda* (I am tired from making many journeys)
- *Akafá nokuti akánga achiwaviré kwënguva nekomwë nokutizo rivalo havaná kumchewengeta zvakánaka* (He died on account of the fact that he had been sick for a long time and further because people had not cared for him properly)
- *Ndayia nukutikwa micwanda* (I came with haste)

In these constructions, the morpheme *na-* (nge- in Manyika) is instrumental in meaning. Associative *na-* when joining infinitive clauses, has been treated as a conjunctive.

- *Handišunuráne nazvo sokúfunga kwángu* (I don’t agree with it according to my opinion)
- *Zvinhu zvakumëmeré sokúti múnhu asiná mari* (Things were hard for him as a person who had no money)

Cp. the description of the construction of adverbial phrases and the constituent class of adjunct in verb phrases.

Infinitive inflected verb phrases, not clauses, can be inflected by associative *na-* (with).

- *Úyá nukudáyá kushinjif* (Bring a lot of food)

These inflected SPs can be verbally inflected with the restricted inflection used also with -ri segments.

- *Handiná kusimbá kwestikwara* (I haven’t enough strength)
- *Ndíná kudáyá kusiná kuswata* (I have insufficient food)

Cp. the description of the construction of verbally inflected adverbial phrases.

b) Infinitives in possessive inflected SPs.

- *Nkumvura múnhu Harare kwairi* (That - viz. the plight, calamity - of a man dying where he is in Harare)
- *Chukudáyá hakhipaté múnhu* (Food can always fit a person, is never - unlike clothes - dependent on size)

Cp. the description of the construction of possessively inflected adverbial phrases.

c) Infinitive in ownership inflected SPs

- *Nyaiku múme åfü* (The one who stole the ox has died)
- *Sakunuma wédí åsháyika* (Our daughter-in-law has died)
- *Mumvina-klenda némambá dzáke* (The one who goes with his dogs)
- *Nyaiku múma åkabá mari åuya* (The one who said that the child stole the money has come)
- *Sakúti vanhu vánodívá åsunza* (The one who spread the report that the people were wanted has been arrested)
- *Mumvina-kúti vanhu vásínda kumunda åkoruwa niwakwá* (The one who said that the people had gone to the field was drunk)

Cp. the description of the structure of ownership phrases.
d) Infinitives in copulative inflected SPs, viz. predicates in substantival clauses.

   e.g. Kutsvâ kwendâvhu dzâvarumê kúzimurana
       (lit. The burning of men's beards is to extinguish them for one another; viz.
        In trouble people must help one another)

       Haðusí hwaâhâ, hâf tîvângâmâ
       (It isn't beer - which is making us act like this, it's so that we may make love)

       Ìko vanhu kurwa daka hângê pàsinâ màtare
       (This taking revenge on the part of people means there are no courts)

Cp. the description of the structure of copulative phrases.

4.6.2.1.2.4. Infinitives as verbal constructions.

In the constructions listed and exemplified so far, infinitives occur as constituents as headwords or as SPs. Of course, owing to the verbal character of the infinitive and the relations between

   (i) the R and its complements and adjuncts;
   (ii) the auxiliaries and their complements; and
   (iii) the topic and the infinitive inflected verb phrase within the
        infinitive clause

infinitives are vastly more complex and expressive than other headwords or SPs. Nevertheless, the constructions listed are those in which SPs are constituents.

The constructions which follow are not those in which infinitives occur as headwords or SPs. These are:

   (i) infinitives as complements to auxiliary verbs;
   (ii) infinitives as principal clauses in sentences;
   (iii) infinitives in apposition to ideophone phrases.

(i) Infinitive inflected verb phrases, not clauses, occur as complements after the auxiliary verbs -ri and -v- (the latter only in the recent past)
   e.g. Ndiri kjenda kumbâ (I am going home)
        Ndavâ kjenda kumbâ (I am now going home)

   The infinitive also occurs after -ti in complex principal-consecutive sentences.
   e.g. Ndínòti kjenda kumbâ nđôna vanâ vâchíchêmâ
        (Whenever I go home, I find the children crying)
        Ndákâtî kùpinda mumbâ ndîkagâ pasîf
        (I went in and sat down)

   Infinitives also appear after negative inflected -na with past tense meaning.
   e.g. Handînâ kùndâ kumbâ nezúro
        (I didn't go home yesterday)

In these constructions, the infinitive is not usually qualified and hence does not appear to be a headword.

   But cp.   Handînâ kùtâura kwêsê
            Handînâ nokùtâura kwêsê
            Handînâ kana nokùtâura kwêsê
            (I did not speak at all)
            (I didn't even speak at all)
            (I didn't even open my mouth)

   ii) In graphic style, infinitive clauses are used as principal clause followed by consecutive clauses.

   e.g. Vanhu kungosangana vorwa
        (The people just meet and fight; they have only to meet and they fight)
        Mwâna kungosangana nënyoka, achîbâ átîsa
        (The child has only to meet a snake and straightaway he runs away)
        Babâ kudokwâkâ mûmurî, væshe vângu imi, shùmbâ ikati, hândeyâ
        (Father tried to climb up the tree for dear life and the lion came after him)

        Muridzi wambwa kudotèterôra nâmâvû nâmâgôkûra - nêwâvînîva wósè-dìvâ
        (The owner of the dog implored on his hands and knees - but no one listened!)
        Kusvika kwâkâtâ ãmâ, vanâ vësê vâchîbâ vâsîmûka
        (Mother arrived and all the children rose to their feet)
        If the second clause were principal, the infinitive would be a circumstantial phrase.

   e.g. Kusvika kwâkâtâ ãmâ, babâ âkângâ âндâf
        (On mother's arrival, father had gone away; when mother arrived, father had gone)
        Kudorangarira mambo padare, hañâñâ kùwânâ mávû okûfûnga kuti âtôngê zvakanâka
        (Even though the chief tried to think hard, he did not find a just way of settling
        the case)

   The infinitive of the auxiliary verb -ti with an ideophone or ideophone phrase is often used as a principal clause in graphic style.
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iii) Infinitives in apposition to ideophones or ideophone phrases:

\[\text{e.g.} \quad \text{Mhéné} \text{ chatšu pu, kwa} \]
(And away, the child running away from his father)

\[\text{Ndíye popotoyo, zinyóka kupinda mumbá} \]
(And coming in, the huge snake entering the house)

\[\text{Cp. the description of the construction of the ideophone phrase.} \]

4.6.2.2. Imperative inflected verb phrases

In Doke's treatment of the different types of word, imperatives are listed, like the infinitive, under two headings. In the case of the imperative, the two headings are those of the verb and the interj ective. This is a useful hint.

4.6.2.2.1. As a construction, the imperative has

(a) purely verbal inflecting morphemes,

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Pos.} & \text{TC II} & \text{e.g. tór-á!} & \text{(take)} \\
\text{Pos.excl.} & \text{TC X} & \text{chi-tor-á!} & \text{(take now!)}
\end{array}
\]

and (b) the morpheme -yì which is used with interjectives with plural reference.

\[\text{e.g. Manherú-yì!} \quad \text{(Good evening!)} \quad \text{cp. manherú} \]

\[\text{Zvákánáka-yì!} \quad \text{(Good)} \quad \text{zvákánáka} \]

\[\text{cp. tór-á-yì!} \quad \text{(take!)} \]

\[\text{chi-tor-á-yì!} \quad \text{(take now!)} \]

Other constructional details

(1) Stabiliser i- is part of the inflection of radicals consisting of a consonant in the absence of any other morpheme prefixed to the R (e.g. the exclusive chi- or the object prefix). This applies to auxiliary Rs as well.

\[\text{e.g. i-dy-á sódza!} \quad \text{(eat stiff porridge!)} \]

\[\text{i-dy-á-yì sódza} \quad \text{(eat stiff porridge!)} \]

\[\text{Régayí kukónya! Igópikayí namawwe mazví sokuti 'Chókwadí!', 'Zvirokwažvo!'; mumotenderwa} \]

\[\text{Don't curse! Just swear with other words like 'Truly!', 'Truth!', and you will be believed} \]

\[\text{i-ngó-ndí-p-a-wò!} \quad \text{(just give it to me please!)} \]

\[\text{i-nó-f-á-yì zvénýí} \quad \text{(go and die as far as you are concerned!)} \]

\[\text{but} \]

\[\text{chi-dy-á!} \quad \text{(eat now)} \]

\[\text{chi-ndí-p-á gúnú chété!} \quad \text{(give me only ten now!)} \]

(2) Radicals with object prefix have the following inflection ....-e

\[\text{e.g. mú-p-e!} \quad \text{(give him!)} \quad \text{vá-p-é-yì!} \quad \text{(give them!)} \]

\[\text{zví-gadziré-yì!} \quad \text{(prepare yourselves!)} \]

(3) Adjuncts frequently used with imperatives are the enclitics -ka! (peremptory or insistent) and -wò! (persuasive or conciliatory)

\[\text{e.g. i-nzw-á-ka!} \quad \text{(listen, I say!)} \]

\[\text{ndí-p-e-wò!} \quad \text{(give me, please!)} \]

(4) Prohibitions are commonly expressed by the imperative of the radical -reg- (stop, refrain) + infinitive.

\[\text{e.g. reg-á kutórá!} \quad \text{(don't take!)} \]

\[\text{reg-á-yì kutórá!} \quad \text{(don't take!)} \]
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More polite prohibitions are expressed by the subjunctive inflection:

$$\text{Sp + sa ............ e}$$

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad u-\text{sa-tôf-ê} \quad \text{(don't take!)} \]
\[ \text{mu-\text{sa-tôr-ê} \quad \text{(don't take!)} \]

\[ \boxed{4.6.2.2.2.} \]

As a constituent, imperative inflected verb phrases belong to the constituent class of predicate in interjective clauses. Interjective clauses, henceafter termed imperatives, have the constructional pattern:  

\[ +/- \text{ vocative + predicate} \]

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{Shámwarî, iyá kumo!} \quad \text{(Friend, come here!)} \]
\[ \text{Imí vádzimái, nifikàtsfrêyî!} \quad \text{(You women, help me!)} \]

Since the imperative is directed at the addressee indicated by the vocative, it appears to cohere rather more intimately with it than other predicates.

\[ \text{cp.} \quad \text{Shámwarî, inf ndàndànda} \quad \text{(Friend, I'm off)} \]

In imperatives there is agreement between the vocatives and the interjective predicates in number, singular imperatives used with singular vocatives and plural with plurals, either honorific or of number.

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{Amá, nyàryàfáyî!} \quad \text{(Mother, be quiet!)} \]

The constituent class of vocative would appear to be made up of SPs. Vocatives have a special tonal inflection.

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{Mwana!} \quad \text{(Child!)} \quad \text{cp.} \quad \text{mwâna} \]
\[ \text{Baba!} \quad \text{(Father!)} \quad \text{båba} \]
\[ \text{Mukadzi!} \quad \text{(Woman!)} \quad \text{mukadzi} \]
\[ \text{Mukaranga!} \quad \text{(Young wife!)} \quad \text{mukarànga} \]
\[ \text{Muzukuru!} \quad \text{(Nephew!)} \quad \text{muzîkuru} \]
\[ \text{Hãng!} \quad \text{(Kinsman!)} \quad \text{hånã} \]
\[ \text{Shámwarî!} \quad \text{(Friend!)} \quad \text{cp.} \quad \text{shámwarî} \]
\[ \text{Rukakwâ!} \quad \text{(Spoon!)} \quad \text{rukakwâ} \]
\[ \text{Mukósi!} \quad \text{(String!)} \quad \text{mukósi} \]
\[ \text{Mambó!} \quad \text{(Chief!)} \quad \text{cp.} \quad \text{mambó} \]
\[ \text{Chigaro!} \quad \text{(Chair!)} \quad \text{chigaro} \]
\[ \text{iwe!} \quad \text{(you!)} \quad \text{iwe} \]
\[ \text{imí!} \quad \text{(you!)} \quad \text{imí} \]

i.e. All final high tones, either single or in a series, are dropped.

(a) Imperatives are stable clauses

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{Iwâ!} \quad \text{(Go away!)} \]
\[ \text{Iwà wàndànda!} \quad \text{(Go there right away!)} \]
\[ \text{Kanya tàseyàka, ingé wàndànda kàne!} \quad \text{(When we come, be already dressed!)} \]
\[ \text{Dzimàndà upjêndè!} \quad \text{(Go on until you enter!)} \]
\[ \text{Yërëkàndà wàtorà màfàri!} \quad \text{(Take the money unexpectedly!)} \]
\[ \text{Vànà wàmukàmìria kùti, 'Chëngëtà vânà!' Dzìko wàròvà vànà!} \]
\[ \text{(The people asked you to look after the children. Instead, you beat them!)} \]
\[ \text{Úya wàvòmàsària kùti ndàndànda!} \]
\[ \text{(When they have come tell them that I have gone!)} \]
\[ \text{Iwà uchìlánda kùti uûnàndàndàfàre} \]
\[ \text{(Do not spoil the work, being going! viz. so long as you know you are going!)} \]
\[ \text{iwe, regà kudàro!} \]
\[ \text{(You, stop doing that!)} \]

(b) Imperative clauses, like principal and hortative clauses, occur as complements after auxiliary -ti.

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{Regà kùti, 'Idyâ!' Itì, 'Inwà!' \quad \text{(Don't say, 'Eat!' Say, 'Drink!')} \]
\[ \text{Kachembe re kàkàvàûzà kùti, 'Regáyî kienda nemzìra yókaûmùhà!' \quad \text{(The little old woman told them, 'Don't go by the hill road!')} \]

\[ \text{Cp. the description of auxiliary verb -ti and its complements.} \]

(c) Imperatives also occur as complex stems in nominal constructions with the noun prefix Ø of class 1a.

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{Wàmûnàyî-maxòto} \quad \text{(1a) (a name referring to a dangerous man; build up the fire, he will knock you cold)} \]
\[ \text{Bwàmûnà-yàwàyî} \quad \text{(1a) (a name: Stab first, then ask)} \]
\[ \text{Bwàmûnà-yàzwàzàrà} \quad \text{(1a) (a name referring to one who plays safe: shut the door first, then ask)} \]
\[ \text{Bwàmûnà-nûjàvàmì} \quad \text{(1a) (a name referring to complacent person; just ask and I'll agree) \[123\text{Vanà-idyà-ugàrè}...} \]

(d) Imperative clauses are nuclear constituents in interjective sentences.

e.g. 
Pinda uwe ruwa (Come in and drink water)
Kana uchida kupinda, pinda! (If you want to come in, come in!)
Kimbirayi munopiwa, tsyagadyi munowana seek and you will find,
gugudzyi munozarurirwa knock and it shall be opened unto you.
Shandu miramo wako ndigousadza (Open your mouth and I will fill it)

4.6.3 The finite inflections

The remaining types of inﬂected verb phrases, viz. principal, participial, relative, hortative, subjunctive and consecutive, are termed finite. This term simply means that a subject or object is part of their inﬂection. They all belong to the constituent class of predicate in verbal clauses of which the constructional pattern is:

+/− subject + predicate

In verbal clauses, the subject is optional. A great number of clauses dispense with subjects, the subject or object, however, being used in agreement with and in reference to a substantive phrase in the discourse.

Normally there is agreement within the clause between the subject and the subject or object prefix in regard to person, number and class; and between the subject referred to and the subject prefix. There are cases of disagreement which are dealt with below.

In unemphatic speech, the subject normally precedes the predicate as one construction. Cases of abnormal word order in which the subject follows the predicate in order to convey emphasis are treated below.

Normally there is a pause between subject and predicate in principal clauses. This indicates that the primary cut in the clause is between subject and predicate.

Thus the characteristics of the clause are as follows:

(i) agreement between subject and predicate; (ii) normal, unemphatic word order: subject followed by predicate; (iii) pause between subject and predicate in principal clauses.

These characteristics are reminiscent of the SP. A similar pause is found in the substantival clause between the subject and the predicate.

4.6.3.1 Types of subject

The constituent class of subject of verbal clauses contains the following types of construction as its members. The types below are studied mainly with principal clauses in mind and are exempliﬁed in principal clauses in the main. But they are also found in other types of clause. Details affecting the subject in particular types of clause will be mentioned under each type.

Constructions (*) belonging to the constituent class of subject.

i) substantive phrases;
ii) compound SPs joined by conjunctions;
iii) substantive phrases in apposition;
iv) conjunctions + substantive phrases.

(i) Substantive phrases

Substantive phrases consist of various combinations of substantives, other than nouns, and which agree in class. Recall that pronouns of I and II persons agree with substantives of Classes I and 2, save that - when accompanied by quantiﬁcatives and relatives - there is agreement in person.

e.g. Vamu vazhinji, vakauya kana mambo (N, A) (2)
(Many people came to the chief)
Vamu vanhu havazine izvi (E, N) (2)
(Some people do not know this)
Izvi zvakavafadza chose (D) (8)
(This is what she did)
Vamu vanhu ava + havazine izvi (E, N, D) (2)
(These other people do not know this)
Mushu weze anonzi lukadzi + akuya kudare zvavanzi reyi (N, Q, R) (1)
(All these people who was called a woman came to the court that day)
Vose vasikana ava + vakanga vari vununguvaro rwachitatu norwechina (Q, N, D) (2)
(All these girls were in Standards III and IV)

*) The types of substantive in the examples below are indicated by customary abbreviations as well as the class of the subject. Also pauses in the examples are indicated by the */+ sign or by #.
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Uko kuperwa kwemuviri + 'wakasaka kuti mujiza uyu ubva wamuvira (D, N, P) (15)
(This losing weight made the dress fit her)

Vose vanhurume avu + vakanga vachinwa 'waheva (Q, N, D) (2)
(All these men were drinking beer)

Baba munini wamunhikana + akanga aenda Harare (N, A, P) (1a)
(The girl's junior uncle had gone to Harare)

Zvakumodzi + zvakanga zvaturwa nomurungu + zvakanga zvambakanganwiwa (P, R, ) (8)
(The arrangements about going to eat which had been made by the white men were
forgotten at that time)

Zvatakabva + papurazi + baba waZviripi akatengesa mombe (N, P) (1a)
(When we left the farm, Zviripi's father sold the cattle)

Vakabva vati bwa + vose + sare + foromani angova oga (Q) (2)
(And everyone forthwith departed and the foreman was left on his own)

Izvozi zvavaya kuti mbaradzo yeheka inomvura kumusha + zvinokonzera nekuda
mari (Pr, D, P) (8)
(This statement of theirs that the breaking-up drink is taken at the village
is due to their love of money)

Misodzi yako iyi yuri kuchema + inondwadza mwoyo + kupinda kurudziwa kwandinoitwa
nokukuvura kwanakaita (N, P, D, P) (4)
(These tears of yours which you are shedding cause my heart more pain than that which
I am suffering from my injury)

Vanwe vanhu vaghanjini + vakanga varimo (E, A, N, A) (2)
(Many other people were in there)

Ivo vanaivu + vakuyaya kuna nambo (Pr, N, P) (2)
(My children themselves came to the chief)

Vana vakanga vachitamba munhandare + vakupinda mumba + zvakarira dare (N, R) (2)
(The children who were playing in the yard came into the house when the bell rang)

Ivo vaTapfunyaneyi + havana kuziva izivi (Pr, N) (2a)
(Tapfunyaneyi himself did not know this)

Ndinogoregere kurovera chiribi + iyi ni munhu ndinongova ndoga? (Pr, N, R)
(I with I person agreement)
(Should I not lock the door, I a person on my own?)

Munoti iyi vanhu vakazvidzi + tinga'wanepi? (Pr, N, P) (2 with I person agreement)
(Where do you think we women can find it?)

Iwo matanga aya athena mombe dziri kutirimiri idzi + akuya rinhi? (Pr, N, D, R) (6)
(These kraals of these oxen which plough for us, when did they come?)

Iwo rukisheni ruwere umw + ruwere nevakaziidzidz chete here? (Pr, N, R, D) (11)
(Is this crowded township full of educated people only?)

Ivo vose vanwe vakazidzi ivu vakuru ava + vakanga vari pano (Pr, Q, E, N, P, A, D) (2)
(All these other senior wives of mine were themselves here)

Ndasvika ini ndose (Pr, Q) (1)
(The whole of me has come)

Teye mwanasikana wedu uyu + anozobvirawo danga remombe (Pr, N, P, D) (1)
(Will this daugher of ours bring us a pen full of cattle?)

Pamusha pedu chaipo apa + pava kuita mshura (N, P, P-Pr, D) (16).
(At our very home there are extraordinary things happening)

Iwe mukuzi waGunje + wati wamaborwa iyewe? (Pr, N, P) (II)
(You Mrs Gunje, have you ever been beaten before?)

Iye zvino ava nesvondo mbiri asati atsika pamba, ari mudoro, ini ndiri pamusha ndoga
navana (Pr) (1)
(It is now two weeks since he put them in the home, spending his time at beer while I am at home with the children)

Akati oipinda iye mwanu mukuru wawo iye oga, ini we, ndiye akazoita kuti idzorerwe
pas i (Pr, N, A, P, Pr, Q) (1)
(When he, their elder child and he alone, entered the discussion, he caused the price
to be reduced)

(ii) Compound SPs also act as subjects and control agreement as compounds.

Compounds are SPs joined by the conjunctions na-, kana, or kana na-. (*)

e.g. Baba naama va yawa (N, naN) (1a, 2a; 2)
(Father and mother have come)

Mukunshwa namanatwane wakakalisa manhu ranwa (N, naN, P) (1, 1a; 2)
(The son-in-law and his messenger arrived in the evening)

(*) The structure of the compound SP is indicated after the translation; as well as the classes of the SPs and that of the subject prefix agreement.
Baba kana amai + vanogona izvi (N, kana N) (1a, 2a; 2)  
(Father or mother can do this)  
Vakomana navasikana vakadzidziswa + vakafanira kuva chiedza chino- 
benhene kera vari murima + kuti vavevo nechiedza + nechimiro chakanaka (N, NaN, R) 
(2, 2a; 2)  
(Educated boys and girls should be a shining light to those in darkness so that 
they may have the light and a good example)  

When one of the SPs are of classes 1, 2, 1a or 2a, the subject prefix agreement is of class 2. 
When SPs of other classes are compounded, the agreement is usually of class 8, particularly if 
the objects represented are of different species or kinds though of the same grammatical noun 
class. But these are not stringent rules.  

VaTapfumanyei navadzimai vavo + sevabereki vechikomba + havana kuuya (N, naN, P) 
(2a, 2a; 2)  
(Mr Tapfumanyei and his wife, as the parents of the suitor, did not come)  
Gumi rivasikana navakomana vashamu vadiki + vakagara kuno rumwe rutivi (N, P, naN, 
A, A) (5, 2; 2)  
(Ten girls and five little boys sat on one side)  
....zvokutu mumyai vavo nomwana komana vavo + vaende kundotsvaira madota 
watezvara (N, P, naN, P) (1, 1; 2)  
(... so that their messenger and their son might go and 'sweep up' the ashes at the 
father-in-law's place)  
Mujiza wavaiye nabo webosha netswanda yemurimo wawakanga vatanhira amai vaMavis, 
yawakanga vakadzengerera hazvina kumboshamisa (N, P, P, naN, P, P) (3, 9; 8)  
(Her working dress and the basket full of vetetables which she had picked for 
Mavis' mother excited no surprise)  
Mwana nehanzvadzi yake + vasvika (N, naN, P) (1, 9; 2)  
The child and his sister have come)  
Mwana neharahwa + vakanga vagere pasi (N, naN) (1, 9; 2)  
The child and the old man were sitting down)  
Chembera neharahwa dzsvika (N, naN) (9, 9; 10)  
The old woman and the old man have come)  
Gava nebere havigusane misoro (N, naN) (5, 5; 8) (The jackal and the hyena do not 
shave each other's heads)  
Gonzi rakanga richatsimuka, makumi maviri ane vana vashamu vemhanya kubita 
zvakanga zvurehwa nomudzidizi (N, A, R) (6, 2!1)  
(The door seemed about to split as twenty five, lit. two tens which are with 
five children, ran to do what was told them by the teacher)  
Here the subject concord agrees with a complement in a relative qualifying the 
subject and not with the subject itself)  
Chimwe chimwe namabhanzi zvakatosara (E, N, naN) (7, 6; 8)  
(Some bread and buns were all that remained)  
Mombe nembudzi zvinofura pamwe chete (N, naN) (10, 10; 8)  
(Oxen and goats graze in one place)  
Rugwaku nerukukwe zvinotengesa pano (N, naN) (11,11; 8)  
(The spoon and the sleeping mat are sold here)  
Kakomana nekasikana zvakadzurirana kumugano (N, naN) (12, 12; 8)  
(The little boy and the little girl had a fight)  
Uchi noupuu zvinonyika mumba (N, naN) (14, 14; 8)  
(Honey and flour are found in the home)  
Kure nepadyo zvinozivikama nevanhu (N, naN) (17, 16; 8)  
(Far and near are known to the people)  
Mumba nemuhoro zvinoshandiswa nesu (N, naN) (18, 18; 8)  
(The space in the house and in the hall is used by us)  
Mikuyu nemizihanje hazvidiye nemba (N, naN) (4, 4; 8)  
(Wild figs and loquats are not eaten by dogs)  

The compound is sometimes reinforced by the addition of a quantitative to the first SP and this 
also raises problems in agreement sometimes.  

e.g.  Baba vese nauma vakauya (N, Q, naN) (1a, 2a; 2)  
(Father together with mother, came)  
Madzitete ese navasikana vasiri vanyarikana vakauya (N, Q, naN, R) (6, 2; 2)  
(The father's sisters together with the girls who were not involved in the close 
relationship came)  
Mapere ese neshumba zvinouya (N, Q, naN) (6, 10; 8)  
(Hyenas together with lions come)  

126/SPs connected...
SPs connected by kana are usually found as a 'topic' to a predicate with an 'impersonal' subject prefix of class 15.

\[ (\text{Kwakasvika munyai kana kitu sadombo} (N, \text{Kana N}) (k, 1\alpha; 15)) \]
\[ \text{(There arrived the messenger or the go-between)} \]
\[ \ldots \text{kufemadza kuti kunyua mbada kana shumba} (N \text{kana N}) (9, 9; 15) \]
\[ \text{(...to smell out whether a leopard or lion is coming)} \]
\[ \text{Handizivive kuti kuri kunya baba kana amai} (N, \text{kana N}) (1\alpha, 2\alpha; 15) \]
\[ \text{(I don't know whether father or mother are coming)} \]

**but cp.**

\[ \text{Pane mhuwo ano munda kana gombo zvaro zvisiri zvangu muno munyika here?} \]
\[ \text{(Is there anyone who has a field or a patch of virgin land in this country which does not belong to me?)} \]

(iii) SPs are in apposition:

1. when they are of different classes,
   e.g., musikana nherera (an orphan girl);
   or
2. when, of the same class, they each contain nouns,
   e.g., mwana wedu, musikana (our child, a girl);
   or
3. when one is a compound SP,
   e.g., vose vemana, vechikuru nevevechiduku (everyone in the hamlet, old and young)

1. When SPs are of different classes, the subject prefix is often in agreement with the first but agreement with the other is possible too.
   e.g.,
   
   Musikana nherera + akawanika (or yakawanika) mushure mGocha-nhembe
   (N: N) (1, 9; 1 or 9)
   (An orphan girl was found after the famine)
   Harahwa bofu + yakawira (or rakawira) mutsine (N: N)(9, 5; 9 or 5)
   (An old blind man fell into the well)
   Masibho siri + akadyiwa pashure penhutu (N + N) (6, 9; 6)
   (A special dinner was eaten after three)
   Amai vangu + chiriKadzi yakadzayi + havanganzwa (N, P; N, R) (2a, 9; 2)
   (My mother, an old lady like this, cannot be treated like that)
   
   Dzimwe nguva varume nyanzvi + havana nhomo iyi (N; N) (2, 10; 2)
   (Sometimes men who are experts do not have this trouble)
   
   Mungwanani aye + yakadzi nyanzvi dzokuhuka + dzakatanga kuendumu
   huku (N; N, P) (2, 10; 10)
   (On that morning, the women who were expert cooks, began to pluck the fowls)

2. When, of the same class, SPs each contain nouns,
   e.g.,
   Iye mwana wako uyu, + musikana + anozyonyora muhofisi
   yaani? (Pr, N, P; D: N) (1, 1; 1)
   (In which office will she, this child of yours, this daughter, be divorced?)
   Baba wangu Mutasa anozyovapo (N; P; N) (1\alpha, 1\alpha; 1)
   (My father, Mutasa, will be there)

Relative inflected verb phrases appear to be in apposition in long constructions.

   e.g.,
   Uyu tsvyara wake + Kufahakurambwe + akanga zvino aneta nokutamba + aive agere
   munyasi maMhufu (D, N; N; R) (1a, 1a; 1)
   (This father-in-law of his, Kufahakurambwe, who was now tired from dancing,
   was seated next to Mhufu)
   
   Ukama hwezirokwazvo + hunye chokwadi + hunye chido + huno daita mukuni masere
   here + kuti hwepeo (N; P; N; R) (14, 14, 14; 14)
   (Does true and loving kinship require eighty pounds for it to exist?+)

3 SPs are in apposition when one is a compound SP,
   e.g.,
   Varume vose, harahwa nemajaya zvinorima minda (N, Q; N naN) (2, 10 + 6; 8)
   (All the men, young and old, cultivate the fields)
   Chembere, tsvimboume, harahwa, mwana, chirikadzi, vane varume vari kubasa
   nevane varume vasiri kubasa, vese vakanga varipe (N; N; N; N: RnaR; Q)
   (10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 2, 2)
   (Old women, young men, old men, mothers of children, widows, those with
   husbands at work and those with husbands without work, all were there)
   
   Vakati vaungana vose vemana rokaMushayavanhu, vechikuru nevevechiduku, aa, baba
   wee Moyo, ndakati nhisi ndinotwa kanyama kanyama navaShawasha, ndiri ndoga
   ndoga muno umu (Q, R; P naP) (2, 2 + 2; 2)
   (When everyone from the head of Mushayavanhu’s place had gathered, oh, my
   Father Moyo, I thought I would be cut up into little pieces by the Shawasha
   being all alone in there)

127/Vakadzai
Vakadzi + varume nevana + vasikana navakomana + vose vakapfeka mahhachi avo emvura + vamwe vakapfeka masaga okudzivirira mvara + vonanga kwaiva nomunungu (Women, men and children, girls and boys, all dressed in rain-coats, some in sacks to keep off the rain, headed for where the white man was) (N; N naN; N naN; Q; R; E, R,) (2, 2+2, 2+2, 2, 2; 2)

Vakadzi vese, chembere nembandara, zvinotamba ngoma (N; Q; N naN) (2, 10+10; 8)
(All the women, old and young, dance)

Baba naamai Tapi’umweyi vakati vapedza chiririro chavo, vakatsa mumba yawo yokvura (N naN; N) (la + za, la; 2)
(Father and mother Tapi’umweyi, having finished their supper, went into their bedroom)

There appears to be apposition and not a compound SP in some cases when a quantitative is used to reinforce the compound.

e.g. Mwana vese nababa vaenda (N; Q naN) (1, 2 + la; 2)
(The child, together with his father, have gone)

Chibahwe zvese nezvio zvinotengeswa (N; Q naN) (7, 8 + 8; 8)
(Nails together with finger millet are sold)

There are other cases of apposition of a different type where SPs are accompanied by substantives or inflected SPs of adverbial meaning.

e.g. Musikana pakare + akaasiywa asina muchengeti (N; P) (1, 16; 1)
(The girl furthermore was left without someone to look after her)

Vanhu pavopo + vakaswera varipo (N; P) (2, 16; 2)
(The people in their places spent the day there)

Amai bababa, sevakabere vechikomba, havuna kuenda (N naN; saN, P) (2a + 1a; sa2; 2)
(The mother and father, as the parents of the suitor, did not go)

Iyesu patiri nhasi takura tisingazive kuti mhamba inotengeswa (Pr; P) (1, 16; 1)
(We as we are today grew up unaware that beer was sold)

Still another case is present where an SP includes an enclitic adverb.

Imweve mombe + yakapinda madzanga (E, N) (9; 9)
(Another ox again entered the cattle pen)

Varumwe + vakatora mapadza + ndo kuchera nzungu (N) (2; 2)
(The men also took hoes and dug up the nuts)

(iv) Conjunctions and substantive phrases

e.g. Kana naamai + havazive izvi (kana na + N) (2a)
(And even my mother doesn’t know this)

Nababa wanguwo + anoda kuuya (na + N + P) (1a)
(And my father also wants to come)

Hunditi apo vanhu vakarima kuti + mhamba yengezi yava kuzotengeswa mumisha, + kana ivo vaiotengeswa vachitsi zvokuba, + vakati hekani waro (kana Pr, R) (2)
(Isn’t it so that when people heard that white men’s beer was being sold in the village, even those who used to sell it in secret, were glad of the chance)

Kana nemzara yakabva yapera (kana naN) (9)
(And even hunger came to an end)

Savayeni vokutanga + havuna kuda kusvika mangwanani (saN + P) (2)
(As visitors for the first time they did not want to get there early in the morning)

Kana naivo vose vamwe vakadzi vangu vakuru ava + vakanga vari pano (kana naPr, Q, E, N, P, A, D) (2)
(And even all these other senior wives of mine themselves were here)

In the following example, a participial clause is subject of a principal clause:

Zviri zvewahwa zvamuri kuda kupengereka nazvo zvinotodi mukadzi chaive, ano moyo vakatsiga, anogona kuzvidhanda, anonwa achiwiza kuti zvino, ndikapfuurikidza apa, zviapa. (8; 8)
(This matter of beer about which you are mad, needs a real woman, who has a steady heart, who can control herself, who drinks with the knowledge that if she goes too far, it’s a bad business)

Special cases of agreement between subject and predicate

Infinitives are usually followed by subject prefixes of class 8, sometimes of class 15.

128/e.g. Kugara...
There is an agreement between class 1,1a, 2 and 2a nouns and subject prefixes of the I and II persons, the nouns used as vocatives or in reference.

In some instances an impersonal subject prefix of class 15 or 17 is used; the topic, which would otherwise control the agreement, follows the predicate.
4.6.3.3.

Where the R is one of the copulative verb radicals -v-, -ri or -nge, the subject prefix may agree with either subject or complement.

e.g. Akawana pongonzi mwi, varume navakadzi, vasikanaka navakomana chakanga chava chipapatapa
(He found the place quiet with men, women, boys and girls busily working)

Ndakona manhu: achifamba, richinge bweni
(I saw a person walking, like a baboon)

4.6.3.4.

Possessive inflected participial clauses with subjects are often turned into relative clauses, the subject prefix being of the class of which the possessive inflecting morpheme would be and no longer agreeing with the SP which is still semantically its subject,

e.g. Tarisa zvinoita baba wenyu for zvaanoita baba wenyu
(Look at what your father is doing)

Ndo zvinongzoita varume vose vominuzuveva for zvaanongzoita......
(That is what all the men in this reserve do)

Kufahakurambwe haana kunzwa zvaingumoreva Mirimo for zvaingumoreva......
(Kufahakurambwe did not hear what Mirimo was saying)

Zvakanja voruzhinji voenda kmusha, amai vaPaurosi vakati kuna
baba vaMavis..... for Zvakanjanga......
(When most of the people were about to go home, Paul’s mother said to Mavis’ father...)

4.6.3.5.

Word order, subject and predicate

In normal word order the predicate follows the subject in finite clauses. The following are some cases where there is a departure from this order.

4.6.3.5.1.

In a common construction the sequence subject and predicate is interrupted by the insertion of a possessive inflected participial clause whose subject is also the subject of the sentence.

e.g. Sekesai, # paakanzwana kuti kudivo nomudzidzisi, # akapfeka shangu dzake nhema # dzaaKumbenge abvisa
(Sekesai, when she heard that she was wanted by the teacher, put on her black shoes which she had left off for a while)

Murairidzi, zvakaona mwna wake uyu, # akarama angosana sokunonzi akanga asanganidza meso nomunweno mumhu zvake waakanga asati amboona
(The teacher, when he saw this child of his, was gaping as if he had joined eyes with someone whom he had never seen before)

Zviripi, # zvakanzeni atevere vana David # akabva awira munzira
(Zviripi, when she was told to follow young David, straightaway took the path)

Mudzidzidzisi wavo # paakangofiga chikoro, # akabva atanga kushanda papurazi apa
(Their teacher, as soon as he closed the school, began at once to work there on the farm)

These possessives of classes 8 or 16 are complements of the R segment. They are front-shifted between subject and predicate and this is an appropriate position as the subject agrees both with the subject prefix of the predicate and that of the participial clause. This is a stylistic device giving some prominence to the complement which otherwise may follow the verb. It is frequently used by Chakalipa.

4.6.3.5.2.

The subject may be backshifted and this position also conveys prominence.

e.g. A: Mukwasha haana kukusvika. Dayi akakusvika, vanhu vacho vangadaiya vauya
(The son-in-law did not go there. If he had gone, the people in question would have come)

B: Kusvika akakusvika mukwasha; chete vanhu vacho havana maturo
(The son-in-law did get there; only the people in question are useless)

Pfuna akiibisna mukwasha
(The son-in-law did pay the bride price)

Munda akurima mukomana gore rakapera
(The boy did cultivate the field last year)
Sadza akaridya baba
(Father did eat the porridge)
Kuumbwa zvakumbwa chirongo negate
(The waterpot and the large beer pot were moulded)

The relationships and roles of subject and complement in the sentence are not confused by this change from normal word order as they are signalled by the subject and object prefixes. The prominence conveyed seems to be on the assertion as of an event, not on the subject as such, and this is reinforced by the use of the infinitive with identical R as a circumstantial phrase. Prominence of the subject as such could be conveyed by the use of a pronoun or copulative construction. e.g. Ndiyebusa akaridya sadza
or
Baba ndiyebusa akaridya sadza (It is father who ate the porridge)

Other examples are probably stylistic.
e.g. Akarova gusvi rake mukomana zvaakanga apedza hutaura nhuna dzake
(The young man clapped his hands when he had finished voicing his complaints)
(Chidyausiku)
Akati avho gusvi mbuyai, akapira matama aakanga aya nako
(When the messenger had clapped his hands, he delivered the tidings with which he had come)(Chidyausiku)
Pinda zvako, chirongo changu chichi,
Vachirera nherera vangu vavava,
Vakati, "Pondai amai, ndisare ndichikurerai ini."
(Come in, my dear Chirongo)
This one of mine who cares for orphans,
Who said, "Put away your mother and let me look after you instead."
(Traditional love poem)

4.6.3.5.5.
In possessive inflected participial clauses the subject usually follows the verb, the possessive morpheme being prefixed immediately to the verb.
e.g. Matama aapikira mbuyai (The words which the messenger spoke)
In the example:
Kufa hapana zvaakatsura (Kufa said nothing)
the subject is front-shifted for emphasis.

4.6.3.6. The primary inflections

As constructions, primary inflected verb phrases are purely verbal. The range of inflections and their characteristics have been set out in Chapter 4.4. Categories that apply to all primary inflections are as follows -

According to conjugation, they are divided into affirmative and negative;
in tense, they are past (recent, non-recent), present, potential and future (near and far);
in aspect, there are habitual, frequentative, exclusive, progressive and perfect forms.

Characteristics of the primary inflections are as follows:

affirmative principal: low-toned subject prefix I, II persons
high-toned subject prefix of III persons, all classes

negative principal: negative prefix ha-

aff./neg. participial: high-toned subject prefixes in all persons.

aff./neg. relative: low-toned subject prefixes in all persons

The primary inflections are identified mainly by their distribution and the contexts in which they appear.

4.6.3.7. Principal inflected verb phrases

As constituents, principal inflected verb phrases (whether of single Rs or of auxiliary Rs with complements) belong to the constituent class of predicate in principal clauses of which they are the nuclear element.

e.g. Vádzimái...
4.6.3.7.1. Distribution of principal clauses

1) Principal clauses with constructional pattern of
+- subject + predicate

are the nuclear element in sentences other than interjective or hortative.

2) They also occur as complements of the auxiliary -ti/-nzi

   e.g.    Ndalabvunza kuti babá anuva rińhi
           (I asked when father would come)
           Rimwe zvava, zwakaitika kuti mumwe mukomana akafirwa navabereki vake
                   (One day it happened that a certain boy was bereaved of his parents)

3) Principal clauses also occur as constituents in nominal constructions being members of the constituent class of noun stem, e.g., with prefix of class 1a. There are some examples of such constituents consisting of subject and predicate but, in the great majority of cases, only predicates occur.

   e.g.    Kufu-hakurambwe
           (a name, Death is not denied) (1a)
           Mufungwa-chiringa
           (a name, A log has fallen across the path) (1a)
           Mudzimu-warembere
           (an overcoat; lit. the ancestral spirit hung down) (3)

4) Principal clauses are also found as complements of certain Rs, -on-, -wan-, -nzw-, and perhaps others without being complements of auxiliary -ti.

   e.g.    ...akowana, inga + avá mashamba kuńdzá
            (...and he saw that it was indeed early morning)
           ...akowana, dí + mukańzi arí kuchémá
             (...and he saw that, shame! the woman was crying)
           ...akawana, inga + vanhu vágero zvavo
           (...and he found the people seated)
           ...akowana chwakudzi + basa rábatwa
           (...and he saw the work had been done)
           Vakeendu kuséri kweqondhi + vakasvikiroti dzvi + vakanzwa hazvitaúrwe
             (She went behind the door and seized it and felt how plump it was)
           Mumíme uyu wakowana vanu vawanda mumbi, kudya kusakwane
             (This man saw that there were many children in the house, their food no longer sufficient)

4.6.3.8. Participial inflected verb phrases

As constituents, participial inflected verb phrases (whether of single Rs or of auxiliary Rs with complements) belong to the constituent class of predicate in participial clauses of which they are the nuclear element.

   e.g.    amái vachikyuva zvíd (mother grinding finger millet)
           vachikyuva zvíd (she grinding finger millet)
           vanwe vásatí váuya
           (the others not yet having arrived)
           vásatí vápiníá nudaříro
           (they not yet having entered the dancing floor)

4.6.3.8.1. Distribution of participial inflected verb phrases

1) Participial inflected verb phrases belong to the constituent class of complements of auxiliary verbs, occurring both with auxiliaries controlling participial complements of unrestricted type and those that control participial complements of restricted type.

   e.g.    Varíme vakaná váeendá Haráre
           (The men had gone to Harare)
Vanhu vannoigoyerekana yobatwa namapurisa  
(People are just arrested by the police without warning)

Participial complements of imperative or finitely inflected auxiliary verbs do not normally have subjects other than those of the auxiliaries themselves. Hence the complements are not participial clauses but participial inflected verb phrases. But after auxiliaries with infinitive inflection, the complements may be a participial clause.

e.g. Hapana anonda kutosvikira dzimba dzandareva dzapera  
(No one goes until the houses I specified are finished)

2 Circumstantial clauses agreeing with the subject of a clause do not have their own subject as a rule. See below.

Participial clauses with constructional pattern

*/- subject + predicate

are members of a number of constituent classes.

4.6.3.8.2. Distribution of participial clauses

(1) They are complements of auxiliary verbs when infinitively inflected (see above).

(2) They are complements in verb phrases.

e.g. Ndakona babi achifambana netsoka  
(I saw father travelling on foot)
Ndakumudza achisya  
(I saw him coming)
Nomusi wechiripiri, masinamzou, akanzwa muva ichipuruna  
(On Tuesday, early in the morning, we heard the rain beating down)
Akasvika kumba kwakawana riri kongoro  
(He arrived home where he found an uproar)
Takana wa zvichinzi ndiyo nguvu yavunofunga chikoro chavo  
(We heard it being said that that was the time when they shut their school)
Izvoro vanga vachida kupedza dzose dziri mbiri  
(They were wanting to finish off both)

Other examples are easy to imagine,

e.g. -ryv- manapachichema
-ba- tasho ichitiga
-sly- vahu vaenda kubasa

(3) When adverbially inflected, participial clauses occur as adjuncts in verb phrases.

e.g. Ndakasanganana nemusikuru vangu dhetakura svinga repumi  
(I met my nephew carrying a bundle of wood)
Akauva nevanu vachichena nemzara  
(He came with the children who were crying with hunger)
Rime neviva bveni rukasanganu nezumba ichikw numRowsi yezirungu  
(One day a beboon met a tortoise dragging a bag of nuts along the ground)
Akareva somunhu achiwirira rupenyu rwake  
(He spoke like a man fighting for his life)

(4) Where possessively inflected, participial clauses occur as qualifiers or headwords in SPs.  
(Note that the possessive morpheme is prefixed directly to the participial inflected verb phrases, the subject, if there be one, occurring either after the verb or before the possessive inflection).

e.g. Mwanawo-vasingwe vadzimai vangu mari  
(The child to whom my wife does not give money)
Wa-vasingwe vadzimai vangu uyu  
(This one whom my wife does not like)
Pa-vasingwe kugara panotinfikidza, tinopada  
(SP with possessive participial clauses as subjects)

Izvoro zvavozi kuti mharadzo wamudzidzo kumusha  
(Their intention that the breaking-up drink should be drunk at the village is due to the love of gain)
Zva-muva kutaura ticha, ndiri kuvanzwa  
(I understand what you are saying, teacher)
Sadza zva-rakabika minhu aya takaridyira panze (adverb complement)  
(When the porridge was cooked that evening, we ate it outside)

133/Amali...
Amaj pa-vakaona motó kuchena mumbá, vakabudá mavaivé, vachendá kumbód yokubikira (adverb complement)
(When the mother saw the firelight in the house, she went out from where she was going, to the kitchen)
Vári kungunománikdiziwa kuita nezvavasinga dzvósé (base of adjunct)
(Meanwhile they are being compelled to do even what they don't want to do)
Váguta nézvá-vásina kubikiriwa néwávó (base of adjunct)
(They are filled with what was not brewed for them by their person)
Zvija zva-n'dakadimira nepenyú muchirimo, ndakanga ndatóvá chidhákwa, wani (SP with possessive participial clause as qualifier is here an adverbial complement)
(That time when I passed through your place in the after-harvest season, I was already a drunkard)

(5) Participial inflected verb phrases in agreement with the subject of a clause.

In many sentences, participially inflected verb phrases occur in which there is agreement between the subject prefix of the participial and the subject of the principal clause.

e.g. Tswa akuva achiridza mbira dzake
(Hare came playing his xylophone)
Zvandakadzokera kumusha nenjama yandakabaya, amai vakanidigumuchira, vachipururudza nokupembera
(When I came back home with the meat which I had killed, my mother welcomed me, ululating and dancing)
Vana vaigara kumusha vakadzokera vachifara nokuti vakaenda vava nezvipfeko zvitsva
(The children who lived in the village returned home happy because they were going with new clothes)
Kumusha, ndiko kwamakabva mapedza svondo muri?
(Is it at home that you spent the week?)
Aiita basa rokunyora-nyora, dzimwe nguva achimbobatsira kutarisa vanhu kana foromani aenda kunotyaira tarakita
(He used to do odd secretarial jobs sometimes helping to oversee workers when the foreman had gone to drive the tractor)
Pava pasipo, akamira achida kutura mafemo
(After a while she stopped, needing to draw breath)
Vakafamba kwechinhambwe vasingataure
(They walked for some distance without speaking)
Ndokubva ndazoriwana simba rokukotana, iro rokumuka mumubhedha ndichirishaya?
(And then would I find the strength to bend down, lacking as I do even that to get up from the bed?)
Pfungwa akanga iri yokuti, mangwanimi iwayo vanboomana zvechingwa nenjama, zuva rodoka, vozozosana vachenenda kunumwe marurazvina kudzidwa
(The plan was that, having had the bread and meat on that morning, at sunset they would then take time off, going to other farms to drink beer)
Ini ndakazodai kuita mhindu dzechigadheni, ndaona kuti, ndikangogara zvangu, iye murume ari wemhamba, kudzidwa
(I came to undertake gardening having realised that if I did nothing while my husband was a drunkard there would be no help at all)
Iye zvino ava nesvondo mbiri isati atsika pamba, ari mu doró, ini ndiri pamusha ndoga navana
(Now he has spent two weeks without setting foot in the house, drinking, while I am alone at home with the children)
Mhirimo akabva asimuka paakanga agere, otya, kuti hwakawo hungapedzwe
(Mhirimo suddenly got up at once from where he was sitting, afraid that the beer might be finished off)
Gombo iri ndarida, ndinoriga chete ndione chinonya
(If I want this patch of virgin land, I'll hoe it and see what ensues)
Kupedza kutaura kwakaita amai vaChikomba, murungu akamboti zii, achifunga
(When Chikomba's mother had finished speaking, the white man was silent for a time, thinking)

134/In the...
In the above examples, where the participial inflected verb phrases agree with the subject of a clause, the question arises as to whether the subject + participial, as a participial clause, should be regarded as subject - just as the clause as such was regarded as complement of a Radical and the base of an adjunct.

e.g. Tsudo akuya achipida mbira dzake

Is the subject Tsudo...achipida mbira dzake, the combination of subject + participial inflected verb phrase equivalent to a SP?

cp. Tsudo aive nembira dzake akuya, achidziridza
(Nare who had his xylophone with him came playing it)

In this sentence the noun Tsudo, followed by a relative inflected verb phrase, forms the subject.

One feels that participial inflected verb phrases agreeing with the subject are not part of the clause with whose subject they agree but lie outside it. Such participials can be called circumstantial clauses. Their tense indicates their relationship in time to the clause they are circumstantial to. If present, this is a contemporaneous relationship, if past, then one of before and after; if future, the one of after and before. The aspects also enter into the relationship.

e.g. Ndopinda muchitoro, ndakawirwa nenyoka
(As I was about to enter the store, a snake fell on me)

Ndichiri kufungwa, ndakazaririwa norukova
(While I was still thinking, I was cut off by a flooded river)

Ndaguta, ndakasimuka ndikenda
(Having had enough, I got up and went off)

(6) Other participial clauses.

If participials in agreement with the subject of a clause are to be regarded as circumstantial clauses, what about participials whose subject prefix does not agree with the subject of a clause? What is their relationship to it? Are they all cases of (2) or (3) above, complements or adjuncts in the verb phrase within the main clause or are there cases of circumstantial clauses which cannot be fitted within the constructions of the main clause and must be regarded as circumstantial to it?

e.g. Vavhimi vafakumumuka, zuva risiti rahuva
(The hunters got up early, before the sun was up)

Mombe dzakanga dzatiza, mufidzi aisingaziwe
(The oxen had run away, without the herdboy knowing)

Akapinda mumba mangu, ini ndichiziva, ndichida
(He came into my house with my knowledge and consent)

Akaona kuti vana vaavanda mumba, kudya kusiskawane
(He saw that the children were numerous in the home, the food no longer sufficing)

...ndu kueda kuchikoro kuvakavika, mudziidzisi atovanirira kare
(...and they went to the school where they arrived, the teacher having awaited them for some time)

Zvino, kuri kuti Paurosi adapasa iri, aitoswera oiridza tapureta
(Now, if being that (viz. if) Paul liked that work, he would spend the day working with the typewriter)

Vakadomboti gare pasina chavaiita, vakaona kugara chete kwava kusvota, ndokubva vapinda mubasa
(At first they were keen to spend their time doing nothing and then they found just sitting was tiresome and so they took up some work)

Nomusiza wechitatu, Kismisi ichinzi inotambwa kweswera mangana, zuva rodoka, vava kubwa kubasa, foromani akati rega ndimhanyire kumusha
(On Wednesday, Christmas being announced as to be celebrated on the day after the morrow, when the sun was about to set, after people had come from work, the foreman decided to go off to the village)

Menje mumofunga kuti unhu here ihowo hwo kudya nenya yombe nomuszi weKismisi, vanwe vachidya nenya yeleku, sokumoni hatina kutambiriswa mari?
(Now do you think that it is proper style to celebrate Christmas with beef while others are celebrating with chicken as if we had not received any money?)

Pava pasipo, akamira achida kutura mafemo
(After a while she stopped, needing to draw breath)

Unoifunga kuswera ndigere muno mukomboni, ivo vanwe vakadzi vachitswinyata mari, kwangu kusaidza here?
(Do you think my spending my day sitting here in the compound while other women are drawing money means I don't want it?)

135/Iye zvino...
Iye zvino ava nesvondo mbiri asi ti atsika pamba, ari mudoro, ini ndiri pamusha ndoda navana
(Now he has spent two weeks without setting foot in the house, drinking while I am alone with the children)

Akatozofunga zvekubasa, wava musi woMuvhuro, zuva rodoka
(He only remembered about his work when it was already Monday at sunset)

Vanhu vakaaswera iri iyo nyaya
(The people discussed nothing else all that day)

Vauya kuzokutoraya nokutii kwava nenguva musati matsika pamusha
(She came to fetch you because it is some time since you set foot at home, (lit. you not yet having set foot at home)

Anoenda, zvandareva zvisina kuitwa, zvinenge zvave zvakawo
(Whenever goes away with what I have said not done will answer for it)

Vakakwisisana nokubvunzana upenyu machimbi-chimbi, mwoyo yava kuda kunzwa zvakanga
zvakwanirai nayakufirazvavanwe
(They greeted each other and asked after each other's health quickly, their hearts anxious to hear how Mufirazvavanwe had fared)

Asi nyakuroorwa ndiye akasara achisu ka ndiro nemigoti kuti agoendawo zvake patove pasipo
(But the bride-to-be was the one who remained behind, washing dishes and stirring sticks so that she might go as well a little later)

Pavakumona, vakarohwa nehana ndokuramba vangoti surududu somunhu afirwa, iko kapadza kavaichereswa muti wowomonhu kari murukó
(When she saw him, she was struck with fear and hung her head, standing like someone bereaved, the small hoe which she was using to dig medicine for her child being in her hand all the while.

Summing up this point:
The constructional pattern of the participial clause is +/- subject + predicate. What is its distribution, and that of the participial inflected verb phrase?

In larger constructions. e.g. sentences, participial inflected verb phrases are found clustering around the principal clause and they may be in agreement with SPs as their subjects at several points.

They may agree with the complements of the verb phrase in the principal clause.

(i) Object complements:

  e.g. Ndakwona babá achifámbá netsóka
       (I saw father going on foot)

  Ndakwona babá áenda kúbasa
       (I found father having gone to work)

  Takáwawana vásipó
       (We found them not in)

There are examples of participial inflected verb phrases used seemingly as complements without any SP or object prefix.

  e.g. Takánzwa zvichínzí háupinde here?
       (We heard it being said, Don't you come?)

  Takánzwa zvichiráyírwá kunzi háupinde apa
       (We heard the order being given that we should not go in there)

(ii) Adverb complements:

It is not common to find participial inflected verb phrases in agreement with SPs which, independently of the participial, could be considered adverbial complements of a verb phrase.

  but cp. Takáuya áva manheri
           (We came when it had become evening)

But there are many examples of participial clauses which appear to be complementary to verb phrases but which could not be split into complement adverb and participial in agreement. They appear to be complementary as clauses.

  e.g. Vavańi vakaúmoomuka, zuva risíti rábuda
       (The hunters got up early, before the sun rose)

  Vakadómhoti gareí, pasína chavaiita
       (They tried to stay without doing anything for a while)

  Akadžokera, shiri dzichíváka üzanza
       (He came back as the birds were building their nests)

(iii) Participial inflected verb phrases may agree with SPs which are the bases of adjuncts.
(iv) Participial inflected verb phrases may agree with the subject of the principal clause.

e.g. Tsuro ãkudzidzé mbirá dzáké
(Hare came playing his xylophone)

(v) Participial inflected verb phrases may be in agreement with SPs which are neither complements, bases of adjuncts or subjects within the principal clause. The only other structural position for an SP in a clause would seem to be that of "circumstantial phase". Once again it seems difficult to find examples of participial inflected verb phrases in agreement with SPs which, independently, are circumstantial phrases attached to the principal clause.

But there are many examples of clauses which are circumstantial to the principal clause but which could not be split into circumstantial phrase and participial in agreement. They are circumstantial as clauses.

e.g. Vana vakanwanda mumbi, kudyá kusakwane
(The children grow numerous in the home, the food no longer being sufficient)

It would be convenient to treat all these cases as being cases of circumstantial clauses but it does seem that there is a difference in structure between them though this may, in many cases, be hard to test and to describe.

e.g. Baba achiya kumba akaanzwa mwana achiridza ngoma nevanwwe vana vasingaridze, vachichema, mhepo ichiVanhunywa kwanwso
(Father on coming home heard a child playing a drum with other children not playing but crying, while the wind was blowing hard)

In most cases participial verb phrases are in agreement with the subject or are circumstantial clauses. In both of these cases, it seems best to treat the participial clauses as outside the structure of the clauses round which they cluster.

The clauses of which SPs which are complements, adjunct bases and subjects are subjects, and which belong with them to the structure of the clause to which they belong, are, of course, relative clauses.

(Circumstantial phrases)

Circumstantial clauses which cluster around another clause appear to have a counterpart in the circumstantial phrase which expresses an aspect which limits or defines in some way the clause to which it is attached.

e.g. Minda yedu, hatiVave zvico
(As regards our fields, we get no grain)

Kurema ikoko, chokwadi rinokunda turo
(With regard to that weight, truly it is heavier than a hare)

Izvozi vanga vachidza dzose dziri mbirí
(Hence they were anxious to finish both barns)

Vanhváhvi vakaVave vachinekáira. Vane huku, dzakanga dzava chikwekwe; vakanga vasína, nyama yembobé neyenguruvwe svakanga zvoohekerwa muzíhi. Zvino vogadziríra kuti vanyatsolanga. Vana mashave okukanga nyama, vakanga yatova pamoto yopopota, vana vanzi, 'Sahurukái, munotsva; taramikii'!
(The women started bustling about their work early. In the case of those who had fowls, there was a continual squawking as each killed her fowl; in the case of those who had none, beef and pork were cut up into various pots. They prepared to fry the meat properly. In the case of those who were good at frying meat, it was already bubbling on the fire, the children having been told to move back lest they be burnt)

Izvozi svakuri kupisa kudai, pamwe kuchaninya
(Since it is so hot, perhaps it will rain)

Zvinhu zvose svavaída kuti zvitiwe, hapana chakanga charegwá kuitwa
(In regard to all the things she wanted done, there was nothing which had been omitted)

Voruzhinji, murimo vakanga wawa mutetenerwa wenzungu nemhodzi netuterere twainotsva gama kukanii's
(In the case of the majority, vegetable relish was a side dish of groundnuts and pumpkin seeds and a little wild spinach which had been gathered in the plains)

These phrases termed circumstantial do not appear to be complements of verb phrases in the clauses round which they cluster.

Infinitives are often used as circumstantial phrases (cp. Infinitive clauses). As these contain a verb phrase, the limitations expressed by infinitive circumstantial phrases are of considerable range and include relationships of time, condition and concession, especially when the infinitive
clause is the infinitive inflection of an auxiliary R + complement. Examples are given below of infinitive auxiliaries followed by participial complements, this elaborating section 1 (4.6.3.8.2.) above, as also of infinitive inflected verb phrases.

e.g. Kupedza kutaura kwakaita amai vaChikomba, murungu akomboti zii, achifunga
(When Chikomba's mother had finished speaking, the white man kept quiet for a time, thinking)
Kungonzwa izvi, vakadzi vakati vapenga
(On hearing this, the women went mad)
Kugara nokugara kwakaita madzvirengure guru edu kana madzisiku edu makambonga
zvichinzi hwa zvaitengeswa muno mumusha?
(As long as our great grandfathers or our grandfathers lived, have you ever heard it said that beer was sold in a village?)
Kusika kwakaita nyika yedu ino naMaru kana nokugara kwakaita madzvirengure guru edu
muno mumyiika, hatina kungonzwa kuti muno mumyiika nzakatengeswa hwa zvita
(As long as this country of ours was made by God or since our great grandfathers lived in this country, we have never heard that beer was ever sold in it)
Kuva vanhu, tine hope
(Since we are human, we are sleepy)
Baba wake kumuti 'Kubasa', anotili, 'Hwahwa ndinohusya naani?'
(If you tell his father to go to work, he says, 'Who will drink of the beer?')
Mubindu ndima huru yakanga yarima naPurosi, kutisiya rutivi rwa va nemhodzidzavo
(In the plot, a large area had been ploughed by Paul, with the exception of the side where their seeds were)
Kusika kwakaita uku kuzororo rake nemasvondo maviri aya, chikomba chake chinoda
kutumira ruzambo
(Since his coming on holiday for two weeks, her suitor wants to send the initial marriage payment)
Mapedza here kuzoti zvenyu gada kugara?
(Have you finished that you sit at ease?)
Kuenda uku hazende ari oga kweve asi kuti anenda nomumyi
(When he goes, he does not go alone but with his messenger)
Infinitives of auxiliaries followed by participial complements

These infinitives are taken to be circumstantial phrases in their relation to the clauses round which they cluster.

e.g. Kuzoti izvi zvapera, vanhu vose vakakumukira kumba kwomurungu
(When this was finished, everyone knocked off, (going) to the house of the white man)
Kutu zvitoro zviri pado, tingatenga chingwa
(If the stores are near, we can go and buy bread)
Kutu hove zhinji dzasikwa, tichatenga, tigodzitakura
(If a lot of fish have been dried in the sun, we shall buy them and take them away)
Kutu mambo asipo, nziye zvutenga nzvita
(If the chief were absent, it is he who would judge the cases)
Haambwa gena kutaura kana kunzwa kuvaroti aseke kwe nechimwe chikono
(He will never be able to speak or to hear until she is made to laugh by something)
Kungwe shiri dzavaka usanzwa, tozvenda kumudzitaya
(When the birds have built their nests, we go to set traps for them)
Kunyege zvidziyi zvavo, handidzokere shure
(Even though it does what, viz. whatever happens, I will not go back)
Kunyangwe chisinganake, tambira chete udye
(Even though it be not nice, just take and eat it)
Kuwira ndakatama, bandina kuzorora
(As long as I moved house, I have not rested)
Nakarumba ndichimimirira kusvikira aya
(I went on waiting for him until he came)
Kudzima ndichita base iiri, handidi kutaudzwa
(Until I am actually doing this work, I do not want to be made to talk)
(Ku)dayi nyika ypparara, handizokanganwa hwava
(If even the world were to come to an end, I would not forget my beer)
(Ku)dayi bana venyu vanga vari pano nhisi, maidaya nambozvambaradzwa nokuti hamentze
(If your father were here today, you would have been thrashed because you don't listen)
Kudayi ndakaziva kuti mava kumwa, ndaidayi ndakaenda nemwi mhuozi
(If I had known that you drank, I would have taken you to the granary)

Note that a number of those auxiliary Rs omit the prefix ku- in the infinitive inflection.

(7) Participial clauses in consecutive sentences.

Participial clauses in the present tense are found in complex sentences as clauses consecutive to a principal clause.

* e.g. Baba mukuru, vasati vapindura, vakatora chikwepa chavo, vachigogodzera papfiwa, vachichikwena-kweva, icho chisina fodya
  (Before replying, the elder father took his pipe and knocked it out against a hearth-stone, and drew on it again and again without tobacco though it was)

The relation of these participial clauses is not one of contemporaneity but of consequence. Cp. Complex consecutive sentences.

(8) Participial clauses are found in complex sentences linked to principal clauses by the following conjunctives:

- chero : so long as, provided that
- kana : if, when

* e.g. Tinoita mahasa mazhinji akapia chero tisinganekwe namapurisa
  (We do many evil things so long as we are not seen by the police)
- Kana ndichafara, handichazofara sanhazi
  (If I shall be happy again, I shall not be as happy as today)
- Kana vapedza kudya, vanosimuka voenda kundorara
  (When they have finished eating, they get up and go off to sleep)
- Rwendo, kana zvarwo ruri rurefu, runotofambwa chete
  (Even though the journey be long, it must be travelled)

Cp. Complex sentences.

(9) Two other contexts in which participial clauses are found are:

(a) after infinitive inflected Rs -sak- (cause), -on- (see) and perhaps others, in infinitive clauses, the equivalent of principal;

(b) after seyi? (how is that?), also in a stable sentence.

Example of (a):

- Kubwira iroro zuva, weena akatangisa kudya nyama. Kusaka nanhazi achiichemera.
  (Ever since that day, the child began to like meat. That is why he is crying for it even today)
- Akarohwa nayo mhuu. Kuona muviri watsvuka-tsvuka
  (He was beaten with a sjambok and everyone saw that his body was red all over)

Example of (b):

- Makanzuru ane mari zhinji; seyi vasingatore mari jyi, vachivakisa nayo zvikore zvikuru
  (The councils have a lot of money; why don't they take this money and build big schools with it?)

4.6.3.9. Relative inflected verb phrases

As constituents, relative inflected verb phrases (whether of single Rs or of auxiliary Rs with complements), belong to the constituent class of predicate in relative clauses of which they are the nuclear element.

* e.g. Vanhu vasingazive izvi
  (People who do not know this)
- Vasingazive izvi vose
  (All those who do not know this)

4.6.3.9.1. Distribution of relative inflected R segments

The relative inflected verb phrase with subject belongs to the constituent class of qualifier, the relative clause, whose constructional pattern is */- subject and predicate, being an SP, the subject being the headword and the relative inflected verb phrase the qualifier.

* e.g. Vanhu vasingazive izvi
  (People who do not know this)

The relative inflected verb phrase also belongs to the constituent class of headword,

* e.g. Vasingazive izvi
  (Those who do not know this)

4.6.3.9.2. Distribution of Relative clauses

SPs with relative inflected verb phrases as qualifiers (relative clauses) or headwords act as constituents in constructions in which SPs in general are constituents. 139/
e.g. **Subject:**
Vanhu vasingazive izvi havagone kufambisa motokare
(What people who do not know this cannot drive motorcars)
Vanhu vasingazive havatane kura
(What people who do not fear do not hesitate to fight)
Chako nedzawadya, chasara mutoro wamambo
(What you have eaten is yours; what is over is the Lord's to dispose of to whom he likes - so make the most of the present)

as **object complements**
after the R -nge- (seem)
Vanenge yamagulanga kuti mumweziimbabwe tema
(They appear to think that there is a hare living in the moon)
Aenge asina kupfeka
(He seem undressed)

**Distribution of relative clauses as object complements cont.**

Cp. the following interesting examples:
Kunenge kurerwe
" kugere
" kuzere
" kumyere
" kumikwero
" kudziwe
" kufiwe

Kunge ndorwara
(As if I am about to be sick)
Anotariska kunge órwara
(He looks as if he is going to be sick)
Handide mukomana órwara
(I don't want a boy who is about to be sick)

Cp. the following examples of the near future, principal and participle inflection:

e.g. **principal**
Kana vanhu vende kuminda, órwara
(When the people are about to go off to work in the field, he suddenly gets sick)

**participle**
Kunge órwara, anorwafrá kufá
(When he gets sick, then he becomes desperately ill)

A further example of a relative clause as an object complement:
Changamire mutsekwetecka wechikoro + akati + "Chikoro ichi + achide vadjidi + vanogarira maoko"
(The headmaster said, "This school does not want lazy pupils"

as **adverb complements**
Vakatamba zvinoguta moyo
(They danced pleasingly)
Vanobika zvinonzi, "Uyai mudné!"
(She cooks in a way that no would not be ashamed to show others)

as **the basis of adjuncts**
Ndumuro nechimuti changa chakangoraisirwa kunze kwemugwaga
(1 beat him with a stick which had been thrown by the side of the road)

Note that the tense of the relative inflection is determined in relation to actual time.

**e.g.**
vanhu vakupya nezviro
(people who came yesterday)
vanhu vukupya phesi
(people who came today)
basa riri kunguphojwa
(a work which is under way)
vanhu vasiwa kuziva
(people who did not know)

In the case of participial clauses, apart from the clauses introduced by conjunctives, the tense is determined by the relation in time of the action in the participial clause to that of the principal:

**e.g.**
Ini ndakasvika, vanhu vaenda kubasa
(1 arrived when the people had gone to work)
but Kana vakasvika nezuro, vakaregereyi kuuya kunesu  
(If they arrived yesterday, why did they not come to us)

Relation to actual time seems to be required in participial complements used after infinitive 
inflected auxiliaries (but not finite inflected auxiliaries save dayi)

e.g. Dayi vakasvika nezuro, ungadayi wakandiwana ndiri pano  
(If you had arrived yesterday, you would have found me here)

4.6.3.10. The secondary inflections

As constructions, secondary inflected verb phrases are purely verbal with the exception of the 
hortative which may, in addition, include plural -yi (in the case of the I person plural). The 
range of inflections and their characteristics have been set out in Chapter 4.4. Categories 
applying to secondary inflections are the following:

According to CONJUGATION, they are divided into affirmative and negative; 
in ASPECT, there are exclusive forms.

Secondary inflections do not appear to have tense or relation to time.

Characteristics of the secondary inflections are:

- hortative : low tone subject prefixes after prefix nga- or ha-
- subjunctive : high tone subject prefixes;
- consecutive : low tone subject prefixes.

4.6.3.11. Hortative inflected verb phrases

As constituents, hortative inflected verb phrases (whether of single Rs or of auxiliary Rs with 
complements) belong to the constituent class of predicate in hortative clauses of which they are 
the nuclear element.

e.g. Varúmí ngávapinde múno  
(Let the men come in here)

Mushá ngukomberwe nemikoronga  
(Let the village be surrounded by trenches)

Izí ngazviitwe  
(Let these things be done)

Kudá kwenyá ngakuitwe pasí sòkudénga  
(Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven)

Ngávaranbe vachishanda kudzimara vapedza basa  
(Let them keep on working until they have finished the work)

4.6.3.11.1. Distribution of hortative clauses

1. Hortative clauses with constructional pattern of 

+- subject + predicate  

are the nuclear element in hortative sentences.

e.g. Varúmí ngávapinde múno vágógará pasí  
(Let the men come in here and sit down)

2. Hortative clauses, like principal and imperative clauses, belong to the constituent class of 
complement of the auxiliary -ti. Hortatives are used to render indirect commands.

e.g. Kachembe kakavudzwa kuti ngáverege kuenda nenziro yókudunhu  
(The little old woman told them that they should not go by the hill road)

cp. ....kakavudzwa kuti, "N'géyi kuenda nenziro yókudunhu, "

e.g. Izí zvinotiratidza kuti ngatiregeyi kuvudza zvose zvinoitwa navana  
(This shows us that we should not despise everything which is done by children)

cp. N'géyi kuvudza  
(Do not despise)

4.6.3.11.2. Details of the inflection

Hortatives with II person subject prefixes do not seem to occur.

With I person plural concords, hortative inflected Rs may have plural -yi if addressed to more 
than one person,

e.g. Hatiendeyi  
(Let us go, two or more)

With subject prefixes of the III person plural -yi does not occur (Marconnes is wrong here)

e.g. Ngátiyi jeje naye  
(Let us do the same as he)

141/N'gédatemwe...
4.6.3.12. Subjunctive inflected verb phrases

As constituents, subjunctive inflected verb phrases (whether of single Rs or of auxiliary Rs with complements) belong to the constituent class of predicate in subjunctive clauses of which they are the nuclear element.

Example:
(kuti) mnyai avsike kuno
((that) the messenger may arrive here)

avsike kuno
(he arrive here)

4.6.3.12.1. Distribution of subjunctive clauses

Subjunctive clauses with constructional pattern

+/− subject + predicate

are found in the following contexts:

(1) as complements of the auxiliary Rs -ti, -reg-, -dzimar- etc. and the combinations
-nyangwe, -nyange.

Example:
Jinda rakanga richiti nyaya idzi dzichiregerwa
(The councillor was trying to ensure that these topics should be dropped forthwith)

Ndichasewenza zuva rose kadzimara imba yangu ipere kuturikwa denga
(I shall work all day going on until my house is completely roofed)

Ngatiregyi vapondwe
Let us let them get killed

Kunyangwe kunye mumhu handirege kudya
(Even though someone should come, I won't stop eating)

Kunyangwe kufiwe handirege kuenda
(Even though someone dies, I won't desist from going)

(2) as constituents in complex sentences of constructional pattern:

(a) principal clause +/- subjunctive clause(s)
(b) hortative clause +/- " "
(c) imperative clause +/- " "

Examples of (a):

Combo iri ndiridza, ndinorima chete ndinone chinogwa
(If I want this patch of untilled land, I will plough it and see what happens)

Ndinovika pote chete ndinone chandiricitwa
(I will go there and see what will happen to me)

Mazuva ose ndinomuka zuva richiwinu ndishambwe kumeso, ndipfeke bhatye nebhurukwa, ndigodya bota nemukakwa ndigobuda panze ndichienda kubasa
(Every day I get up at sunrise and wash my face, put on my jacket and trousers, eat my porridge and milk and go outside on my way to work)

Mazuva ose ndinomuka zuva richiwinu ndishambwe kumeso, vadzimai vagondikira chimitsanekosha
(Every day I get up at sunrise and wash my face and my wife cooks my breakfast)

Ndinovika pote vagaona zvinoritika/vadine zvakondin'otwa
(I will surely go there and they will see what I shall do)

Examples of (b):

Varume ngavapinde muno vagogara pasi
(Let the men come in and sit down)

Hatinameyi zvudzi ndigovuta zvangu; ndava nehope zvakaipa
(Let us say our prayers and I'll go to sleep (so that I may so to sleep?); I am terribly sleepy)
Ngaanonge tione kuti mukomana anomuziva here (Let her pick it up and we'll see (so that we may see?) whether she knows the boy)
Varume ngavauye vadhizai vagavaperera (Let the men come and the women receive them dancing)
Mukwasha ngatakurwe aendwe nave kuchipatara zvichapisa (Let the son-in-law be carried and taken to the hospital while his break is still fresh)
Ngandiendo kuvone kwanonzina (Let me go there and they will see what I mean to do)

Examples of (c):
Chindipayi shereni ndiyege hwa\n(Give me a shilling and I'll buy her some beer)
Aiwa! chiregaya ndi\n(No! I will drink. I'll go on drinking reasonably)
Vana, pinyi mukwora mugara pasi mgozidzidzva chidzidzo (Children, come into the school and sit down and learn the lesson)
Zvinh chindipayi mari ndi\(\) kuvindirikwiyi mupunga nenungu dzanaimboreva (Now give me some money and I'll (so that I may?) fetch you the rice and nuts which you were talking about before)

In sentences where subordinate clauses are consecutive, no conjunctives are used to link the clauses.

(3) as constituents in complex clauses of constructional pattern:
+/- conjunctive +/- subjunctive clause + principal clause

Examples:
Kana zviite seyi tinotowanana chete (Whatever happens, we are simply going to marry)
Kanapo kuuye vanhu, muhaka hadzitize (Although people come, the animals do not run away)
Kana zvazvo kuuye vanhu, muhaka hadzitize (Although people come, the animals do not run away)
Kuimbwe, hakuna chibatsiro (Though it be sung, it does not help)
Mhuru ari upi anodya; anoziwifekedzwa; anoda zviveiMhe; arware, anoda mishonga (Everyone eats, dresses himself; needs recreation; if he gets sick, he needs medicines)
Apiwe zvive anongoparadza; adotengwa zvakanisa, anongosakadza (If he be given more he just wastes them; even if he has durable things bought for him, he just wears them out)

In these sentences where subordinate clauses are conditional or concessive, there is place for a conjunctive.

(4) As the nuclear and optional elements in subjunctive sentences of which the constructional pattern is:
+ subjunctive clause +/- subjunctive clause(s)

Examples:
Mundo nezvungu (Give me some nuts)
Vauye kuno vagogara pasi (Let them come here and sit down)
Tite tsiye nyoro tikangwane zvatakambotwa isu (We should be merciful and forget how we ourselves were once treated)
Uvazivise vagoenda zvavo (Tell them and they will go (so that they may go?))
Ubude mumba ini ndigopinda zvungu (Leave the house and I'll go in (so that I may go in?))

4.6.3.13. Consecutive inflected verb phrases

As constituents, consecutive inflected verb phrases (whether of single Rs or of auxiliary Rs with complements) belong to the constituent class of predicate in consecutive clauses of which they are the nuclear elements.
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4.6.3.13.1. Distribution of consecutive clauses-

Consecutive clauses with constructional pattern

+/− subject + predicate

are found in the following contexts (very similar to those of subjunctive clauses):

\[1\]

+ as complements of the auxiliary Rs -ti, -dizimar- etc. and -reg-

e.g.,

Vakakwira momuti vakagaramo kudzimara vakapedza kutemba miti.
(They climbed into the tree and stayed there until they reached their aim of finishing cutting up the tree)

Ndichakaziva kudzimara ndikasvika
(I shall travel until I fulfill my aim of arriving)

Ndichadzimara ndikadzidza
(I shall go on till I reach my aim of studying)

Ndakadzimara ndikadzidza
(I went on until I fulfilled my aim of studying)

Ndakarenga vakadzimara vakachemidza
(I kept quiet, until she was made to cry)

Kuti acafá, munozviona
(If he dies, you will suffer)

Ko kurega akaneta nebasa?
(What about letting him get tired as a result of his work?)

Takamura Munca akapondwa
(We let the child get murdered)

\[2\]

+ as constituents of complex sentences of constructional pattern:

principal clause +/- consecutive clause

e.g.,

Mudzidziszi akauya akagotanganza zvaaida
(The teacher came and explained what he wanted)

Vakomana vakakwira momuti nyuchi dzikavuruma
(The boys climbed into the tree and the bees stung them)

Pashure nyuchi dzikavarega vakakwara kumusha ndukuvikorovera zvichinzi,
"Munokonzera vakaru muchichi!"
(At this time the bees let them go and they returned home and were beaten and told they were causing their elders extra trouble)

Ndakasangana neshumba ichifura sora + ndikatata muromo + ndikati, "Hekuno kufa"
(I came across a lion feeding on grass, and I put my hand to my mouth and said, "My number is up!")

Zvatakababa kupurazii, baba akatengesa mombe, mari ikaperera muhwa muhwa
(When we came from the farm, father sold our cattle and the money disappeared into beer)

In these sentences where the subordinate clauses are consecutive, no conjunctives are used to link the clauses.

\[3\]

+ as constituents in complex sentences of constructional pattern:

+/− conjunctive +/- subordinate clause + principal clause

e.g.,

Kana ndikakupayi mari, mungarambe here?
(If I give you money, would you refuse it?)

Chero ukuguta, n'dozivandinoza
(As long as you have had enough, that is what I want)

Nyamba ukuguta hauite zvakana
(Even if you have your fill, you do not behave properly)

Ndikuya kwamuri umondirimba here?
(If I come to you, will you reject me?)

Ndinoti, ndikafá, guva rangu riiseyo pahuwe
(I say, if I die, put my grave on the rock)

In these sentences which are conditional, there is place for a conjunctive.
5.0. THE IDEOPHONIC CONSTRUCTIONS

5.0.1. Ideophones and verb radicals are the bases of two predicative styles

In 1962 the writer of this section put forward an interpretation of the ideophone in Shona which made it comparable to the verb. Highly distinctive in every way, in phonology, as a constituent in constructions, and in stylistic use, the ideophone was found, nevertheless, to be analogous to the verb and this analogy was found to be useful in distinguishing speech styles characterised respectively by the presence of verbs and ideophones. "When we compare speech in which a high proportion of ideophones is found with the more normal speech, we find that we are led to distinguish two quite different styles. In ideophonic speech verbs are replaced more or less entirely by ideophones." (Fortune, 1962, p.4). This interpretation and distinction of styles was supported by Kunene in an article entitled 'The Ideophone in Southern Sotho', which he summarised as follows. 'The main thesis put forward here is that the ideophone is a dramatisation of actions and states, and the conclusion is that two predicative types must be recognised for the Bantu languages, viz. the 'narrative' and the 'dramatic'. (Kunene, 1965, p.20)

This chapter aims at defining a little more exactly and in detail what was adumbrated in the earlier paper by applying an analysis, along constituent structure lines, to the constructions in which ideophones occur.

5.0.2. Three lexical groups exist, the members of each being distinguished by the constructions of which they are constituents

In the lexicon ideophones form a large group of items side by side with those consisting of the substantival stems and the verb radicals. It is relatively easy to distinguish these three different types of item by reference to the constructions of which they are constituents. Substantival stems are normally constituents along with class or person affixes in the formation of substantives. Thus the noun stem /-k'adzi/ combines with the affixes of classes 1 and 2 to form nouns,

\[ \text{e.g. } \mu-\text{k'adzi} \quad (\text{woman}) \quad (1) \]
\[ \text{va-k'adzi} \quad (\text{women}) \quad (2) \]

The verb radical /-bwut/ (snatch) combines with complements and adjuncts to form verb phrases,

\[ \text{e.g. } -\text{bwut- nyama s'egororo} \quad (\text{snatch meat like a robber}) \]

Verb phrases combine with verbal inflections to form inflected verb phrases,

\[ \text{e.g. } \text{ya-bwut-a nyama s'egororo} \quad (\text{it snatched the meat like a robber}) \]

5.0.3. Ideophones are constituents of ideophonic phrases and the ideophonic phrase is the marker of a vivid, dramatic style

Analogous to verb radicals, ideophones combine with complements and adjuncts to form ideophonic phrases,

\[ \text{e.g. } \text{nyama piki som'uridzi} \quad (\text{taking up meat as its owner}) \]

Unlike verb radicals, ideophones are always phonologically complete and free forms, needing no inflection before they are capable of movement in relation to other free forms in an utterance,

\[ \text{e.g. } \text{nyama som'uridzi piki} \quad (\text{taking up meat as its owner}) \]
\[ \text{nyama piki som'uridzi} \quad (\text{taking up meat as its owner}) \]

Many ideophones are constituents in the formation of nouns, normally accordingly to specific constructional patterns.

\[ \text{e.g. } \text{cha'-mu-pupuri} \quad (\text{whirlwind, dust-devil}) \quad (7) \]
\[ \text{cp. } \text{pupuri pupuri} \quad (\text{whirling}) \]

However, some ideophones combine with single class affixes just like noun stems and form a secondary sub-class of the constituent class of noun stem,

\[ \text{e.g. } \text{chi-munyu} \quad (\text{short, excitable person}) \quad (7) \]
\[ \text{cp. m'munyu} \quad (\text{changing suddenly, e.g. a position or opinion}) \]

The characteristic note of ideophones is that they are constituents in ideophonic phrases and the linguistic marker of a vivid, dramatic style is the presence of ideophonic phrases instead of verb phrases in predicates.

5.0.4. The substantival, verbal and ideophonic constructions each form a hierarchy

The substantival stems and the verb radicals are each the nuclei upon which a hierarchy of constructions is built. In the case of the substantival stem we have the following successive levels:
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1. Complex stem e.g. -nu-kadzi (female)
2. Substantive e.g. mu-nukadzi (woman, female person) (1)
3. Substantive phrase e.g. munukadzi mukurii (grown woman) (1)
4. Inflected SP e.g. m*nukadzi mukurii (she is a grown woman)
5. Substantival clause e.g. Han revisi yangu m*nukadzi mukurii
   (My sister is a grown woman)
6. Substantival sentence e.g. Han revisi yangu m*nukadzi mukurii asi iyo ndikri kumenii
   (My sister is a grown woman but she is younger than I)

In the case of the verb radical we have the following successive levels:
1. Complex radical e.g. -teng-esii
   (sell)
2. Verb phrase e.g. -teng-esi-mome negumi ramaadro
   (sell an ox for ten dollars)
3. Inflected VP e.g. aka-tengesi-mome negumi ramaadro
   (he sold an ox for ten dollars)
4. Verbal clause e.g. Babu wangu akatengesi mome negumi ramaadro
   (My father sold an ox for ten dollars)
5. Verbal sentence e.g. Babu wangu akatengesi mome negumi ramaadro, vanhu
   vakaitora kumaoro
   (My father sold an ox for ten dollars and the people fetched it from the pastures)

There is also a small hierarchy of ideophonic constructions.
1. Complex ideophone e.g. tau-r-ei
   (speaking)
2. Ideophone phrase e.g. mazwi manyororo taurei
   (speaking soft words)
3. Ideophone clause e.g. Mambo mazwi manyororo taurei
   (The chief spoke soft words)
4. Ideophone sentence e.g. Mambo mazwi manyororo taurei, vanhu vosi muoyo phavei
   (The chief spoke soft words and everyone was mollified)

5.0.5 Rank-shifting occurs within hierarchies

The feature about hierarchies is that constructions at any level have constituents from lower levels and are constituents themselves at higher levels. This does not prevent "rank-shifting" from taking place, i.e. a construction of a higher level acting as a constituent at a lower level, e.g. a substantival phrase acting as a complex stem and becoming a secondary member of the constituent class known by that name,

   e.g. chi-hwana udiki
       (the behaviour of small children) (7,14)
   cp. hwana udiki
       (small children) (14)

5.0.6 Shifting occurs between hierarchies

There is also much "hierarchy-shifting", i.e. the functioning of morphemes or constructions from one hierarchy as constituents in either of the others. Thus substantive phrases and inflected substantive phrases are the normal members of the constituent classes of complement and adjunct in verb and ideophone phrases,

   e.g. -bvit- nyama segororo
       (snatch meat like a robber)
   nyama somuiridzi pikii
       (taking up meat as its owner)

5.0.7 Ideophones are constituents in nominal constructions

As already stated, ideophones are constituents in nouns or nominal constructions. Normally they figure in nominal constructions in a complex stem. Complex stems with ideophones as constituents are often reduplicated, or, if they are monosyllabic, triplicated. The tone patterns of such nominal constructions may reflect the tone patterns of the constituent ideophones but this is not always the case.

Common constructional patterns are listed as follows.

(1) Class affix + ideophone + ideophone

   e.g. mu-kuduzu-kuduzu
        (continual uncovering) (3)
   cp. kuduzu
        (uncovering)
   e.g. nu-suduru-suduru
        (continual withdrawing, changing of position) (3)
   cp. suduru
        (withdrawng)
   e.g. chi-tang-’-tang-’
        (starting without method, anyhow) (7)
   cp. tang-’
        (starting), -tang-”
        (start) 146/e.g.chi-bik-e-bik-e


(2) Class affix + ideophone + class affix /mu/- + ideophone

e.g. chi-hī-nhī-nhī (continual gripping) (7)
    cp. bik- (cooking) -bik- (cook)

(3) Class affix /cha/- + class affix /mu/- + ideophone + class affix /mu/- + ideophone

e.g. cha-mu-chētu (snipping all over)
    cp. chētu (cutting, snipping)

e.g. cha-mu-undu (plucking feathers from all over)
    cp. undu (losing feathers)

Monosyllabic ideophones are reduplicated to fit into this pattern to yield a construction of seven syllables.

e.g. cha-mu-nzvé-nzvé-mu-nzvé-nzvé (continual dodging all over)
    cp. nzvé (dodging)

e.g. chā-mu-pu-pu-mu-pu-pu (continual falling of light objects everywhere)
    cp. pu (falling lightly, e.g. as of a leaf)

Trisyllabic ideophones are merely reduplicated,

e.g. cha-mu-pfūdu-gu-pfūdu-gu (continual uncovering)
    cp. pfūdu-gu (uncovering)

e.g. cha-mu-rada-nu-rada-nu (continual uprooting)
    cp. rada-nu (uprooting)

Monosyllabic ideophones may be triplicated,

e.g. cha-mu-nhī-nhī-nhī (continual gripping)
    cp. nhī (gripping)

5.0.8. Ideophones are constituents in derived verb radicals

Ideophones are also constituents in the formation of derived verb radicals, the constructional pattern being as follows:

ideophone + verbaliser

e.g. -svet'-k' (jump) cp. svet' (jumping)
    -pépére-k' (wave in the wind) cp. pépére (waving)
    -dim'k' (speak in metaphors) cp. dim' (hinting)
    -bhuru-ru-k' (fly) cp. bhuru (flying)

The list of the verbalisers in Shona is a long one. The majority are of C, with two of VC shape.
There is the same correlation between the tone patterns of ideophones and those of derived verb radicals as between the tone patterns of ideophones and those of nominal constructions. Ideophones with the tone pattern H, HL, HHL, HHH are constituents of radicals of the high group; those with tone L, LL, LH, LLL, LLH, LLLL are constituents of radicals in the low group. The number of derived radicals of this sort is very great.

5.1

**IDEOPHONES**

5.1.1 Monosyllabic ideophones need no stabilisers

Underived ideophones are apparently all unit morphemes. They function as constituents in ideophonic clauses without any inflection, no matter what their syllabic shape. Thus the need for a stabiliser, such as we observe in monosyllabic substantival and verbal constructions, does not obtain in the case of ideophones.

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{pamusha ɪh} \quad (\text{arriving at home}) \]
\[ \text{cp.} \quad \text{i-vhu} \quad (\text{soil})(5) - \text{noun with stabiliser} \quad /\text{i/-} \]
\[ \text{i-dy} \quad (\text{eat}) - \text{verb with stabiliser} \quad /\text{i/-} \]

5.1.2 Ideophones, which are unit morphemes, may consist of one, two, three or more syllables

Ideophones are realised in forms which consist of one, two, three or more syllables, those of two and three syllables being the most numerous.

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{fe} \quad (\text{blowing}) \]
\[ \text{p̄ayi} \quad (\text{hanging up}) \]
\[ \text{tanami} \quad (\text{rising up, e.g. of a lion}) \]
\[ \text{suru} \quad (\text{sitting with bowed head}) \]
\[ \text{pu} \quad (\text{falling gently}) \]
\[ \text{gurwi} \quad (\text{swallowing}) \]
\[ \text{komo} \quad (\text{waiting fruitlessly}) \]
\[ \text{tuturu} \quad (\text{arriving}) \]

5.1.3 Most ideophones are phonologically similar to substantival and verbal constructions

In their syllabic structure and phonology generally, most ideophones, expressive features apart, are no different from substantival and verbal constructions. Their syllables are made up of the consonantal margins and vowel nuclei common to morphemes of all kinds, each carrying either a high or a low tone and a relatively short or relatively long unit of length. The common tone patterns are either H, HL, HHH, HHL in the high group and L, LL, LH, LLL, LLH in the low group, the following patterns not being so common,

- H Group : HHH, HHH, HLL
- L Group : LLH, LHH

5.1.4 Dramatic speech may be phonologically similar to narrative speech

Ideophones also commonly carry vowel length patterns similar to those of substantival or verbal constructions which are phonological words of similar syllabic composition, viz. they are marked with an accent of relatively greater length and accompanying stress on the penultimate syllable.

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{pa:ru} \quad (\text{tearing}) \]
\[ \text{gu:ru} \quad (\text{swallowing}) \]

The very many ideophones which are constituents in nominal constructions and verb radicals are obviously not exotic in their phonology. Similarly the derived ideophones in which verb radicals and adjective stems are constituents, are different from most of the underived ideophones only in their morphology, viz. in being constructions.

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{tem-e} \quad (\text{cutting}) \]
\[ \text{rim-e} \quad (\text{tilling}) \]
\[ \text{tsuku} \quad (\text{being reddish}) \]
\[ \text{cp.} \quad -\text{tem-} \quad (\text{cut}) \]
\[ -\text{rim-} \quad (\text{till}) \]
\[ -\text{tsuku} \quad (\text{red}) \]

In these cases, and they are very numerous, it is clear that the segmental and suprasegmental phonemes used are common to the three hierarchies, the latter, viz. the units of tone and length being used as in narrative speech. Furthermore, dramatic speech in which ideophonic phrases occur can be quite like narrative speech in its sentence intonation and the marking of clauses by extra penultimate length and pauses. Dramatic speech marked by the presence of ideophonic phrases can be uttered as casually as narrative speech using verb phrases.
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5.1.5. However, dramatic speech is very prone to the addition of expressive features

Ideophonic phrases, and ideophones in particular, are very prone to the addition of expressive features. A narrator using this dramatic style and wishing to convey an exact impression of the individual event or situation he is describing will want to use the features of stress, pitch, length, tempo, constriction, voicing and even extra syllables in their correct proportion, neither too little nor too much of each. The human voice as trained by the requirements of Shona dramatic recitals is a marvellously adequate instrument for conveying all sorts of different aspects and degrees of existence, e.g. the progress of a broken-down bicycle swerving and creaking, the gait of a young and shapely woman or the extent and vastness of an empty hall. When these expressive features are laid on to the ideophones, their phonology is considerably modified. The effects possible in an oral recital are very difficult, if not impossible, to convey in writing.

5.1.6. Frames for expressive features

The sentence,

\[ \text{e.g. Ndati bh\textit{thye} r\textit{angu p\textit{ayi}}, nd\textit{ohqogara pas\textit{i}}} \]

(I hung up my jacket and sat down)

may be uttered without special effects. It is very common, however, though not compulsory, for ideophones to be marked off from the rest of the sentence before and after by means of pauses,

\[ \text{e.g. Ndati bh\textit{thye} r\textit{angu }\# \text{p\textit{ayi }\#}, nd\textit{ohqogara pas\textit{i}}.} \]

When this occurs the ideophone may be freed, as regards its pitch, from the rule of down drift or controlled down-stepping which is the common phonological marker of the sentence. It may be realised at a pitch either higher or lower than that appropriate to its position in the sentence. In this respect, it is helpful to compare ideophones with citations of direct speech which may also be introduced by the verb radical /-ti/ as ideophone phrases are and which may also signal their presence by freedom from the rule of intonational down-stepping within the sentence.

\[ \text{e.g. Ndati, "Chimbomf\textit{ra}" [\textit{- - - - -}]} \]

(I said, "Just a moment!")

The more expressive the speech the more likely it is that ideophones will be given prominence in this way. Some ideophones are more prone to receive this prominence than others, viz preliminary and subsequent pause and freedom from intonational fall. The examples which come to mind are from the second great class of ideophones, viz. those not used as constituents in derived verb radicals and which may have special phonological features of their own such as exotic phonemes, lack of penultimate accent and extra length.

\[ \text{e.g. b\textit{\textw{w}:}} [\textit{- - }] \] (being dark)

(The symbol /\textw/ stands for an infra-flapped labiodental in the articulation of which the lower lip is flicked outwards and downwards, having been drawn behind the upper teeth).

\[ \text{e.g. t\textit{ora} } [- -] \] (crowning of a cock)
\[ \text{kw\textit{ira} } [- -] \] (domning of garment)

(Both syllables of these ideophones are short),

\[ \text{e.g. nd\textit{o}:} [\textit{ - - }] \] (being dark)
\[ \text{nz\textit{i}:} [\textit{ - - }] \] (being black)

(Low pitch, length and hence falling tone are essential to these ideophones)

5.1.7. Expressive stress

Stress, constriction and a faster tempo indicate actions done in angry haste or angry deliberation. The ideophones are raised in pitch above the base of the sentence intonation at which they occur. The stress falls on the initial syllable of the ideophone and, if the initial consonant is a continuant, it may be considerably lengthened in expressive stress.

\[ \text{e.g. A\textit{kati s\text{"imu}, nd\text{\textye q\text{"ovo}}} \]

("He stood up deliberately and went off")
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5.1.8. Expressive tempo

The parameter between fast and slow tempo is used to convey the degree of speed and size involved. A quick tempo favours high pitch and slow tempo, low.

e.g. ra:zu (standing up and jumping away)
   cp. ra:zu: (the same, of a large and heavy person)

e.g. sa:ndu (turning over, e.g. small pieces of meat in a pan)
   cp. sa:ndu: (the same, only larger and more slowly and by a larger person)

e.g. ra:ba:da (falling, e.g. of a long object which hits the ground tail first in a controlled manner)

The tempo employed indicates the size of the object.

5.1.9. Expressive pitch

The parameter between high and low pitch is used to indicate distance and tenseness. Low refers to a nearby situation viewed in a relaxed manner, high tone to one far off accompanied by a feeling of tenseness.

e.g. twiri:ri (standing still and gazing into the distance)

All possible degrees of pitch may be used with this ideophone to indicate different degrees of tenseness in the subject gazing and the distance of the object gazed at.

5.1.10. Phonemic and expressive tone

In ideophones in Shona some of the special phonological features of ideophones were mentioned, viz. the relation of their tone and tone patterns to expressive pitch, vowel length and stress. Most of what was stated there still appears to be valid but the question as to whether phonemic tone is necessarily a part of the syllables of all ideophones is still uncertain. In many ideophones this appears to be the case, e.g. in those which function as constituents in verb radicals if these may be referred to again. But in many others the case seems to be that they only have expressive tone and length and that this is judged according to the context. For example, the sentence,

Ndakáti pa, ndáva p âmberí

can be uttered with a great variety of pitches on /pa/. When the pitch is [ ], the sentence may be translated as, "I suddenly remembered when I was well on my way". Pitches such as [ ] and [ ] indicate lesser degrees of importance of the item remembered and greater relaxation on the part of the subject. Variable expressive pitches, different degrees of length and special features are all part of the make-up of this class of ideophones.

e.g. kuti pa, kuróvá (to beat)

With [ ], a light sharp sound is implied, but with [ ], a light but dull sound.

Another aspect is conveyed by a similar example.

e.g. kuti pa, kúpati kwe:bhodho (the popping of a cork)

If [ ], the popping is presented as taking one by surprise; if [ ], the sound is not unexpected!

   cp. kuti pa, kúpáira mnúːrú (to blow water out of the mouth, e.g. to ward off the ill effects of adultery from affecting one’s children)
   kuti pa: (to blow out a quantity of water quickly, e.g. as an insult to others)

This last example requires voicelessness and length.

   cp. Ndakumúti ≠ dzadzi ≠ ndókumúti pasi ≠ p'a ≠ [ ]

(I took him up and threw him head foremost to the ground)

Here we have an example of an ejective consonant together with a vowel with very short length and high pitch, all combined dramatically in the right proportion. If the sentence had ended thus:

   e.g. ndókumúti pasi zví

(and threw sideways on to the ground),

the ideophone could have had either an emphatic attack with pauses, stressed consonantal onset and shortened vowel or a more relaxed pronunciation with no preliminary pause or stress and medium vowel length. The former would indicate rough, the latter gentle, action. But in neither case would it be appropriate for /zví/ to be high in pitch. Such an ideophone does not appear to exist.
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Parameters of expressive features exist in which the use of pitch length etc. is not contrastive. Thus different degrees of pitch, length, stress, constriction and speed are used expressively, different points along the various parameters indicating different degrees of size, proximity, intensity and so on. The contrastive phonemic use of tone and length does not obtain here or is superseded.

A parameter which overrides the distinctiveness of the otherwise distinctive features of voicelessness, voicing and murmur.

Degrees of size and of the weightiness of an action may be indicated by the choice of one of the following features of the initial, and sometimes the medial, consonant of an ideophone:

1. In the case of oral stops, voicelessness, voicing and murmur;
2. In the case of spirants, voicelessness and murmur with sometimes affrication;
3. In the case of affricates, voicelessness and murmur,

E.g. pèru, bàru, bîru (tearing)

Indicate actions which are respectively on a small, medium and large scale.

E.g. pitiri, bidiri, bheidiri (falling, e.g. from a roof)

Indicate the falling of objects which are of light, medium and heavy weight respectively.

E.g. ka, ga (striking of a snake, of respectively small and big size)

e. g. sve, dzve (sipping of a thin and thick liquid respectively)

e. g. tsumu, dzumf (taking a small or a large handful)

Here we have continuity established between voiceless, voiced and murmured consonants, the different realisations indicating, not contrastive units, but underlying unity and different degrees. In the morphology of the substantive and verb these differences are phonemic but not in these ideophones. Three otherwise distinctive features are here merely expressive and they remain so when ideophones liable to this sort of expressive feature are constituents of verb radicals.

E.g. -tepu-k- (sway of slim tree) cp. tepu

-đebu-k- (sway of large tree) debu

-dhebhu-k- (sway of huge tree) dhebhu

Expressive addition of syllables

There is finally the indication of degrees of intensity by the addition of extra syllables to the ideophone. This phenomenon was listed in the morphological section in Ideophones in Shona, but it now appears as another expressive feature, not a morphological process resulting in a derived ideophone.

E.g. mbu (being white)

mbure (being very white)

mburetete (being extremely white)

tswè (throwing away of an object of medium weight which lands with a slight sound)

tsverekete (throwing away of an object of light weight which lands with a slight sound)

tonho (being quiet)

tônomo (being very quiet)

ćônomo (being as quiet as the grave)

bha (shining of the sun)

bha (rising of the sun)

bhanan ‘aman ‘an’ana vha: (coming out of the first rays of the sun)

These syllables are added, again according to the dramatic requirement of the situation, and are accompanied by the other expressive features in the requisite combination. It is noteworthy that these additional syllables appear to be normally alveolar commencing. But they are not morphemes.

Variations in the form of ideophones

The use of features which are distinctive in the normal phonology and morphology as expressive is linked to a great freedom in the forms in which many ideophones are pronounced.
e.g. bůruru bůruru (tearing)
    tůgo ndůgo (going up, as of smoke)
    nůpů nyůmbu (beating lightly)

These forms are equivalent to one another. Related to this freedom of realisation is the fact that ideophones may be made up by the individual speaker, freedom thus being exercised not only in the realisation of accepted ideophones but in their creation as well. What will guide him will be his feeling for the phonology and phonotactics special to ideophones and the requirements of the context for something apt, vivid and yet spontaneous. If there is an element of guessing involved, light can be conveyed by an accompanying infinitive and by gesture.

e.g. kwáru kwáru (writing under dictation in a somewhat confused manner)

Ideophones may be used first in the secret language or chibhende of friends and then find their way out into more general currency later.

5.1.15. Metathesis

A final indication of the freedom of ideophones in regard to phonemic form is the practice of metathesis.

e.g. tůgůníní, nůgůníní (being thin-waisted)
    sůgůníní, sůngůníní (untying)

This practice may also have had its origin in chibhende since this is a common form taken by children's secret language.

e.g. nůnů naúngů (my child in chibhende)
    wůnů naúngů (my child)

5.1.16. Syllable repetition, recurrent partials and vowel harmony

The phonotactics of Shona ideophones would be susceptible of the sort of detailed treatment given to those of Zulu (Fivaz, 1963) and this would yield analogous results in the shape of (a) syllable repetition and (b) recurrent partials. Vowel harmony, (c), would be another feature.

(a) babůndů (chewing hard and brittle food)
    bůbůhůngů (splashing water during swimming)
    bůbůhůnu (unfolding)
(b) sůrůdůdu (sitting with bowed head)
    nůyůrůdůdu (going down into the water)
    nůmůnů (moving painfully)
    kůmbů (crawling)
    tůsvů (sweeping)
(c) nůyůngůdů (dissolving)
    nůyemůnů (smiling)
    můnůnů (lifting a thin object pointing upwards)
    růwůdůdů (falling gently to the knees)
    tůtůru (arriving)

5.2. Complex Ideophones

5.2.1. Repetition

A very simple form of complexity is represented by the repetition of an identical ideophone. Repetition results in reduplicated forms, or, in the case of monosyllabic ideophones, triplicated.

e.g. df df df (running with short steps)
    nůgů nůgů nůgů (tying of knots)
    důbůbůbů (flying slowly of a large bird)
    gůgůmů (limping)
    nůyůrů nůyůrů (moving slowly)
5.2.2. Ideophones derived from verb radicals

Derived ideophones are formed with verb radicals as constituents, a variety of 'ideophoniser's being used, viz.

(1) R + -ėnė́ (depending on whether the R belongs to the high or low group)
   e.g. ték̖- (drawing water) cp. -ték̖- (draw water)
       muk̖- (rising from lying down) cp. -muk̖- (rise)

(2) R + -ef̄-d̄ (of gentle action)
   e.g. ték̖-ef̄ (drawing water in leisurely fashion)
       muk̖-ef̄ (rising slowly, gingerly)

(3) R + -uuv̄ (reversive action)
   e.g. dz̄m̄-u (extinguishing) cp. -dz̄m̄-if̄ (lurn a fireguard)
       dz̄v̄-u (uncorking) cp. -dz̄v̄- (hinder)

The governing suffix /uuv̄/ is used with only a restricted group of radicals. Of much wider currency are the allomorphs /uuv̄ono/, V being a variable vowel identical with that of the radical and the tone pattern of the suffix being HL with high radicals and LH with low.

   e.g. k̄t̄-̄mu (uncoiling) cp. -k̄t̄- (coil)
       p̄f̄ek̄-en̄- (undressing) -p̄f̄ek̄- (dress)
       p̄īnḡ-̄nu (unlatching) cp. -p̄īnḡ- (block, hinder)
       roȳ-on̄- (unwitching) -roȳ- (bewitch)
       s̄unḡ-̄nu (untying) -s̄unḡ- (tie)

(4) R + -āū- ā (extensive action)
   e.g. tân̄-̄du (plucking from all over) -tân̄- (pluck)
       rim̄- (hoeing all over) -rim̄- (hoe)

(5) R + -urū-uru (repetitious action)
   e.g. dȳr̄-uru (sowing over again, too little and too late)
       baȳ-uru (stabbing again and again, for the sake of so doing even though the victim is dead)
       ré̄-uru (confessing, possibly imprudently)
       ziv̄-uru (knowing a lot about something rather pointless)
       dz̄ok̄-oro (ploughing, weeding or hoeing for a second time)
       send̄-uru (planting again)

Ideophones with suffixes 3 and 5 are constituents in derived verb radicals formed by suffixing verbalisers /k/ and /r/.

   e.g. -s̄unḡ-u-r̄ (untie); -s̄unḡ-u-k̄ (be untied)
       -baȳ-uru-r̄ (stab repeatedly); -baȳ-uru-k̄ (be stabbed repeatedly)

Ideophones with suffix 4 are constituents in derived radicals formed by suffixing verbaliser /r/.

   e.g. -tân̄-āu (pluck from all over)

5.2.3. Ideophones derived from adjective stems

The three adjective stems /-chena/ (white), /-pf̄umbo/ (grey) and /-tsvuku/ (red) are constituents with governing suffix /ru/ in the formation of ideophones.

   e.g. chena-ru (being whitish)
       pf̄umbo-ru (being greyish)
       tsvuku-ru (being reddish)

These ideophones too are constituents in derived radicals formed by suffixing verbaliser /k/.

   e.g. -chena-ru-k (be whitish)

Possibly other substantival stems are constituents in this way.
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5.2.4. Reverse ideophones

The suffixes /-u/ and /-vnu~-ono/ when substituted for the final vowels of simple ideophones yield reverse ideophones. This substitution is accompanied by retrogressive assimilation as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>zar-ú</th>
<th>(opening)</th>
<th>cp.</th>
<th>zarí</th>
<th>(closing)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kudúb-u</td>
<td>(uncovering)</td>
<td></td>
<td>kudúba</td>
<td>(covering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pfídíg-u</td>
<td>(covering)</td>
<td></td>
<td>pfídígá</td>
<td>(covering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šash-ánú</td>
<td>(water running out)</td>
<td>fasha</td>
<td>(water flooding in)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pày-ànú</td>
<td>(taking down)</td>
<td>pàyí</td>
<td>(hanging up)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pit-inú</td>
<td>(going out)</td>
<td>piti</td>
<td>(going in)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koch-onó</td>
<td>(unhooking)</td>
<td>koche</td>
<td>(hooking, coupling)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tór-únu</td>
<td>(taking down)</td>
<td>tóri</td>
<td>(hanging up)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pfímb-únu</td>
<td>(removing fruit from ripening hole)</td>
<td>pfímbí</td>
<td>(putting fruit into ripening hole)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reduplicated form /bidimú, bidimú/ could be used of a large snake edging its way out of a hole in the ground backwards.

5.3. Ideophonic phrases

5.3.1. The constructional pattern of ideophonic phrases

The constructional pattern of the IP is as follows:

ideophone +/- complements +/- adjuncts.

The constituent class of complement consists of substantive phrases while that of adjunct consists of adverbal phrases and adverbal particles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>nyama píki somúridzi</th>
<th>(taking the meat as its owner)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nì'á (biting)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nì'á gumbo romúridzi</td>
<td>(biting the leg of its owner)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. Ideophonic clauses

5.4.1. The constructional pattern of ideophonic clauses

The constructional pattern of ideophonic clauses is as follows

+/- subject + predicate

The constituent class of subject consists of substantive phrases while that of the predicate consists of ideophonic phrases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>Imbwa' yángu nyama píki somúridzi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(My dog took the meat as if it were its owner)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5. Ideophonic sentences

5.5.1. The constructional pattern of ideophonic sentences

The constructional pattern of ideophonic sentences is as follows:

ideophonic clause +/- ideophonic clauses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e.g.</th>
<th>Imbwa' yángu nyama píki somúridzi, washu, toro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(My dog took the meat as if it were its owner, ran off and disappeared)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zirímmé riye zìbhàngá píki, čheke zinhindi, mukama póri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(The giant took up a knife, cut off a huge piece and tossed it into his mouth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rambada ware, nésango tetere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(The lean leopard ran off and disappeared through the bush)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.5.2. Sentences of mixed type

Of course sentences of mixed type exist. These are combinations of various types of clauses, substantival, verbal and ideophonic.

*e.g.* Misi wèchitān̄hātu vanatsūro pfach̄a, vanhu vapēdža kusvusvura
(On the sixth day the hares (or Mr Hare) arrived after the people had breakfasted)
(Ideophonic 'main' clause and participial verbal clause)

Sentences consisting of one or more ideophonic clauses normally occur in discourse in which reference to past time has taken place. These can also, no doubt as Kunene says, be used in the context of present tense (Kunene, 1965, p.23). The tense signs will occur in accompanying verbal constructions. This applies to all the constructions in which ideophonic phrases occur and which do not have tense signs themselves.

FURTHER CONSTRUCTIONS

5.6. Ideophonic phrases in other constructions

Ideophonic phrases are used in a variety of other constructions each clearly susceptible of an interpretation in terms of constituent structure.

5.6.1. Ideophonic phrases in apposition to the pronoun */-ye/*, copulatively inflected

In the first construction, the ideophonic phrase appears in apposition to the pronoun */-ye/* of class 1, the combination, pronoun and ideophonic phrase forming a compound substantive phrase. This compound phrase is always copulatively inflected.

*e.g.* ndi-yē n̄â (lit. it is a biting)

ndi-yē gumbo romūridzi n̄â (lit. it is a biting of its owner's leg)

ndi-yē muguru nōmūswē bidinu (lit. it is a coming out of the hole tail first)

Copulative phrases of this kind are constituent predicates in substantival clauses, the other and optional constituent being a subject or "topic" consisting of a substantive phrase,

*e.g.* Imbwā yangu ndiyē n̄â
(lit. As for my dog, it is a biting; viz. My dog made a bite)

Imbwā ndiyē gumbo romūridzi n̄â
(lit. As for the dog, it is a biting of the leg of its owner; viz. The dog bit its owner in the leg)

Imbwā ndiyē nyama piku mumbā somūridzi
(lit. As for the dog, it is a taking of the meat from the house as its owner; viz. The dog took the meat from inside the house as if it were its owner)

Nyōkā ndiyē muguru nōmūswē bidinu
(lit. As for the snake, it is a coming out of the hole tail first; viz. The snake came out of the hole tail first)

5.6.1.1. This construction is similar to the copulative inflection of pronoun */-ko/* and infinitive phrase

If the pronoun */-ye/* occurs in apposition to the ideophonic phrase, it is because there is grammatical agreement between them. Just as the pronoun */-ko/* of class 15 appears in apposition to, and agreement with, infinitive verb phrases, so the pronoun */-ye/* must be taken as standing in a similar relation to the ideophonic phrases.

*e.g.* ndi-ko kurūmā (lit. it is a biting)

Imbwā ndi-ko kurūmā
(lit. As for the dog, it is a biting; viz. The dog made a bite)

cp. ndiyē n̄â (lit. it is a biting)

Imbwā ndiyē n̄â
(lit. As for the dog, it is a biting; viz. The dog made a bite)

Both these sentences are substantival because their predicates are copulative phrases.
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Ideophonic phrases are clearly treated in these compound phrases as nominal constructions of class 1a—since otherwise there would be no reason for choosing the pronoun of class 1 as the other member of the compound phrase. The relation between the two members in

\[-\text{ye n'\text{'a}} \quad (\text{a biting itself})\]
\[-\text{ye muguru nómuswe bidimu} \quad (\text{a coming out of the hole tail first})\]

is similar, as far as the apposition and agreement between pronoun and nominal construction is concerned, to that in compound phrases like,

\[\text{í-ye nũsĩ} \quad (\text{today itself}) \quad (1a)\]
\[\text{í-ye baa} \quad (\text{father himself}) \quad (1a)\]

The compound phrase is not the only context where ideophones (ideophonic phrases?) are conceived of as being of class 1a. Ideophones control agreements of class 1 in sayings which fit into a common frame.

\[\text{e.g. Góné ína góné wákewó} \quad (\text{Mr Able has one who is able for him too})\]
\[\text{Túre ína tūre wákewó} \quad (\text{Mr Put-down has one able to put him down too})\]
\[\text{Dzamu ína dzamu wákewó} \quad (\text{Mr. Take-a-handful can have a handful taken from him too})\]

It may be that the class 1a-1 agreement in these sayings is due to the ideophones having been personified in both cases and, becoming names, serving as constituents in class 1a nominal constructions.

\[\text{viz. Ŷ-dzamu} \quad (\text{Mr Take-a-handful}) \quad (1a) \quad \text{cp. dzamu} \quad (\text{taking a handful})\]
\[\text{cp. chi-mbinyu} \quad (\text{short, excitable person}) \quad (7) \quad \text{cp. mbinyu} \quad (\text{changing suddenly}) \quad \text{e.g. an opinion or a position}\]

5.6.1.2. The nominal status of ideophonic phrases analogous to quotations

What is perhaps more relevant a parallel is the class 1a status of quotations when they are constituents in phrases.

\[\text{e.g. } \text{'Hóngu' wákó na-" Kwéte" wákó handinei navó} \quad (\text{I have nothing to do with your "Yes" and your "No"})\]
\[\text{'Ndingóona' wákó na- "Handigóne" wákó handinei navó} \quad (\text{Your "I can" and "I can't" mean nothing to me})\]

The agreement between the pronoun /-vo/ and these segments of direct speech is similar to that between the pronoun /-ye/ and ideophonic phrases. Again we see a similarity between direct speech and ideophonic phrases which are as vivid and as immediate as an utterance. One is reminded of G.M. Hopkins'

"Each thing does one thing and the same
Selwes, goes itself, itself it speaks and spells".

Citations of direct speech may also occur in apposition to the pronoun /-ye/, the compound phrase being similarly inflected by the copulative morpheme /ndi-/ as in the case of /-ye/ + ideophonic phrases.

\[\text{e.g. ndiye, Sárdí (and he said, Goodbye)}\]

The construction in its context means, "and he died", direct speech being a vivid way of indicating action.

Infinitive verb phrases may always accompany ideophones. The collocation is again one of apposition though here, the two constructions being both nominal, there is no necessary agreement of class and the purpose of the collocation is to clarify the meaning of the ideophonic phrase should it be obscure.

\[\text{e.g. Imbwa ndiye n'ã, kurũma} \quad (\text{The dog bit; lit. As for the dog, it is a snapping, to bite})\]

The English translation, of course, suffers from the lack of something more immediate than "snap" or "gnash".

5.6.2. Ideophonic phrases introduced by "presentatively" inflected demonstratives or selectors

In a second construction, a "copulative" inflected demonstrative or selector appears to introduce ideophonic clauses.

\[\text{e.g. B̤waye héro pãru} \quad (\text{lit. The jacket, there it is, splitting; vix. The jacket split})\]
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The inflection has been called "presentative" by Fivaz to distinguish it from the more widely used copulative inflection. (Fivaz 1966, p.82). Both inflections result in predicative constructions. The morpheme has a number of allomorphs /há- ~/hé- ~/hó- ~/ depending on the class affix of the demonstrative or selector which is inflected.

e.g. Húngó mwanga wenyúw (Here is your child)
Húngó musikana wandíndów (here is the girl I love) (line from a courtship poem)

These examples appear to be simple clauses in which what is inflected is a demonstrative or selector in apposition to, and in agreement with, a substantive phrase. These clauses may include a subject or topic.

e.g. Máté hórwo ruková
(As for the saliva, there is a river; viz. His saliva flowed like a river)

In the construction under discussion, the demonstratives or selectors which are inflected agree with the subjects of ideophonic clauses.

e.g. Bhatye héro páru (There is a jacket splitting)
Nyóka héyo piti piti (There is a snake going in
Chínóháte-regé héyo vhu (There is Mr Shilly-shally arriving)
Várimé váye' havo mbé kumunda úye
(There are those men going off to that field)
Imbwa héyo piku nyama mambá, wáshí, toko
(There is a dog taking the meat from the house, running off and disappearing)

This is a way of introducing ideophonic clauses which presents events vividly as if happening before the eyes of the audience. Once again, the tense of the event being described will depend upon that of the discourse and is usually past.

5.6.3. Ideophonic phrases complements of introductory verb radicals /-ti/ and /-nzi/.

In the third and commonest construction, ideophonic phrases are complements of the auxiliary verbs /-ti/ and /-nzi/.

e.g. -ti n'á (lit. going snap; viz. biting)
-nzi n'á (lit. being gone snap; viz. being bitten)

The construction, auxiliary verb + ideophonic phrase, results in an auxiliary verb phrase. Before this can function as a predicate, it needs to be verbally inflected. The full range of verbal inflections are available to these auxiliary verb phrases. The subjects of these inflected auxiliary verb phrases control, of course, that part of the inflection which is the subject prefix.

e.g. Imbwa y-dáká-tí n'á
(The dog bit)
Maridzi wáke-nzi némwá wáke n'á
(The owner was bitten by his dog)

These subjects are those which would be used in direct collocation with the ideophonic phrase in ideophonic clauses.

e.g. Imbwa n'á (The dog biting, the dog bit)

The ideophonic phrase retains all its own internal relationships when it is the complement of the auxiliary verbs.

e.g. Ndatié bhatye rágún páyi
(I hung up my jacket)
Nguruve yakanzi pazísó ndure nényuchi
(The pig was stung on the eye by a bee)

In the above examples, the SP /bhatye rágun/ is the object complement of /páyi/. The SP /pazísó/ and the adverbial phrase /nényuchi/ are respectively the adverbial locative complement and the agentive adjunct of the ideophone /ndure/. The internal relationships of ideophonic phrases, similar to those of verb phrases, are retained when these are complements and constituents in larger constructions.

A relevant analogy of this last point is provided by the verbal complements of auxiliary verbs, e.g. the auxiliary verb /-nge/ (be).

e.g. (here)...-nge rádyá nyama yáro nénhátí
(its (viz. the hyena's) having eaten its meat greedily) (auxiliary verb phrase)
bere kunge rádyá nyama yáro nénhátí
(for a hyena to have its meat greedily) (infinitive inflected auxiliary verb clause)
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Bere râkànga radya nyama yâro nènhâfu
(The hyena had eaten its meat greedily) (principal past inflected auxiliary verb clause)

In all these examples the relationships internal to the verb phrase between the radical /-dy-/ and its complement nyama yâro/ (its meat) and adjunct nènhâfu/(with greed) are, of course, retained though the verb phrase /-dy- nyama yâro nènhâfu/ is involved as constituent in constructions of higher and higher rank.

5.6.3.1. The object prefix as constituent

If the ideophonic phrase is regarded as a complement of the auxiliary verbs /-ti/ and /-nzi/, auxiliary verb radical and ideophonic phrase being the two constituents of the construction auxiliary verb phrase, a problem is posed by the interpretation of the object prefix which, in this construction, may occur immediately in front of the auxiliary radical.

e.g. Imbâ yakâ-i-ti nyama mbumbâ pikû yakânga yântî igochêwe
(The dog took the meat from the house which had been meant for roasting)
Shumbâ yakâ-dzi-nzi mbiradzâkondo nga nga nga
(The lion was securely trussed up, a stick being passed under the knees and over the elbows)

It seems that we should regard the object prefix as part of the ideophonic phrase, whether an expressed complement is included or not. This is analogous to the interpretation of object prefixes in verb phrases.

e.g. Bere râkânga râ-i-dy- nyama mumushâ yaântî îsâsikwe pamoto
(The hyena had eaten the meat in the village which was meant to be dried at the fire)

viz
\[-i-dy- nyama mumusha\]

As
\[-i-ti nyama mbumbâ pikû\]

However, in auxiliary verb phrases with verbal complements, object prefixes are never prefixed to auxiliary verb radicals. In auxiliary verb phrases with ideophonic phrase complements, the object prefix may only precede the auxiliary radical.

5.6.3.2. A series of ideophonic phrases as complements

A whole series of ideophonic phrases may be introduced by /-ti/ or /-nzi/ as their complements.

e.g. Mûi Tapfùmanéi yakângotî gwati râvakânga vakabâta pasî gwachâta mutsvíro pasî kandëî, chisero châvo bâwâ padyo nèchotô
(Mother Tapfùmanéi let fall to the ground the piece of bark which she had been holding, throw the broom down and sat with folded legs near the hearth)

The auxiliary radicals /-ti/ and /-nzi/ are used to introduce direct speech, the citations being complements of still another kind.

e.g. Ndatî, "Chimbomîra!" (I said, "Just wait a moment!")
Vakanzi, "Mîrâi!" (They were told, "Wait!")

There are many similarities between ideophones and quotations. Some of these have already been mentioned. There are two other interesting usages which this comparison suggests, in one of which the auxiliary radicals introduce a complement of direct speech.

In narrative the action of an agent may be indicated by using an auxiliary verb phrase consisting of /-ti/ or /-nzi/ followed by a principal inflected verb phrase.

e.g. Kungotî jongwâ romurîrakawâ tôra, mumhu akati âvâsîya
(The first cock crowed and the person left them, viz. died; lit. the person did he has left them)

The principal inflected verb introduced by /-ti/or /-nzi/ in this construction is often inflected in the 1st person for greater immediacy and vividness. In this way the action is further dramatised as speech.

e.g. ...mumhu akati, Ndakusîyi
(lit. ...and the person said, I have left you; viz. and the person died)
...nzara nènyota zvikati, kâ wâtìkângawâ? Tinèwâ. Tîfî tese. Händi!
(lit. ...and hunger and thirst said, Have you forgotten us? We are with you. We are together. Let's go! viz. hunger and thirst made themselves felt as he went along)
...nyôka ikati, Zwînzwe izvo
(lit. and the snake said, Feel that; viz. and the snake made a vicious bite)
...mumhu akati, Mukabika idîyi
(lit. and the person said, If you cook, eat it up; viz. and the person died)
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EXEMPLIFICATION

6.0.0.

The description of the ideophone and of the constructions in which it occurs as a constituent can be tested and exemplified by applying it to the analysis of a passage written in the dramatic style characterised by the use of ideophonic phrases.

The passage chosen is one from the story by Patrick Chakipa entitled Karikoga Gamiremise and is reproduced here by kind permission. It describes a fight into which Karikoga, the orphan hero of the story, is drawn, first with the leader of the group of herd-boys of which he is a somewhat ostracised member, and then with the others.

6.1.0. The passage


8. Kuzotzi vanwe vázvióna, vakadzíti tsvimbo kácha, vakagothó vôse naye memote.


6.2.0. The translation of the passage

1. When at length the two boys had tired each other out, they faced each other like two bulls.

2. Karikoga had only to look at the gross Benyumunidiro for his eyes to become inflamed with anger.

3. Benyumunidiro made a pass at him but Karikoga dodged it. 4. In turn he struck his enemy squarely on the knee and he collapsed in a heap on the ground. 5. The sturdy little fighter gave him another on the head and the blood began to flow like water. 6. He gave him another and another and he lay stretched out on the ground. 7. The others thought he was done for.

8. When they saw what had happened, they snatched up their fighting sticks and all piled on to him at once. The little chap was prepared to take them on. 10. He ran this way and that and at last stood his ground like a little leopard. 11. And now the others went down like ninepins.
(lit. pumpkins). 12. They had only to come near for them to be knocked down. 13. At last, when all of them had had their fill of bruises, one remained on his feet prepared to fight. 14. Just when Karikoga was aiming a blow at him, the big fellow dodged and then closed with him. 15. He tried to throw him down but Karikoga resisted and both of them fell together. They struggled together on the ground, pulling one another this way and that, until at last the big boy gave in, crying, "Let me go, my chief. I'll never do it again. I'll never, never fight with you again. You have beaten me." 17. So Karikoga let him go. 18. The other struggled clumsily to his feet and went away.

6.3.0. Comment on the passage

The first paragraph describes the fight provoked by the leader of the band, Benyumundiro (lit. The one who comes to life before a plate of food). The auxiliary verb radicals /-hva/, /-go/ and /-ti/ are much in evidence in their varying linking a introductory functions, and the contrast between the little hero and the large bully is marked by the use of class 12 concords and the class 5 pronoun, both classes used with the secondary references of small and large size respectively. These are all features which accompany the use of ideophonic phrases to produce a vivid and clearly defined impression. The first appearance of ideophonic phrases is in sentences 3 and 4. The action in them is prepared for by the circumstantial character of the first two sentences. The ideophonic phrases, all introduced by /-ti/ and preceded by a pause (not marked in the text) are/virikiti/ (dodging), /-nu- nepinhobati ga/ (hitting him squarely on the knee) and /pasi bi/ (falling on to the ground). In sentence 5 the substantive phrase consisting of the pronoun /ijo/ (it, viz. the stick (tsvimbo)(9)) qualified by the predicate /iri munusob/ (on the head) seems to do service as an ideophonic phrase. In sentence 6, the ideophone /tasa/ (lying out straight) presents vividly the result of the reduplicated action, /kakagompanhida, kakagompanhida/ (he hit him again and again).

The action of the first paragraph is both clearly and convincingly portrayed. It is otherwise with the second paragraph in which Karikoga is described as taking on the rest of the band. The action is vivid and dramatic enough but it is told in the register of the folk tales and in a way more appropriate to the figures on which Chakipa has based his Karikoga than that of credible fiction. These models are Mimbimbinda or Karikoga, the wonder boy, and the small trickster heroes of the animal tales who always emerge victorious from their ordeals, no matter what the odds against them are. This difference as between two worlds, the world of reality and that of folklore, is one which runs through the whole work. Chakipa's intention is to describe the heroic attempt of an orphan boy to survive and take his place as a mature man under the old conditions of life. He does this not by magic but by his own determined efforts. However, the adventures in which he is involved are not free from the marvellous. In this one can see clearly the pull of the oral literature and its conventions on a writer embarking on his first published work of fiction.

In the second paragraph the ideophonic phrases come early. In sentence 8 the phrase/tsvimbo kach/ (snatching up their sticks) and /naye memete/ (engaging him, falling upon him) are both introduced by auxiliary /-ti/. In sentence 9 the sentence 'Hendel name' (let's go with it, viz. the crowd) is speech describing and conveying action and is similarly introduced by /-ti/. In sentence 10 the derived and reduplicated ideophone /shanye shanye/ (running here and there) is introduced by /-ti/but is followed by the ideophone clause /apo mb1 sekambada/ (standing there like a little leopard) which is consecutive. Sentence 11 and 13 contain instances of the vivid use of the principal perfect inflection introduced by /-ti/ itself consecutively inflected. Sentence 14 contains the ideophone /virikiti/ (dodging), a repetition which balances its use in the first paragraph. We have also a sentence /omi rakadya vaviri/ (lit. Ten ate two, viz. wrestling) which is functionally an ideophonic phrase. The passage has been made to end with the ideophonic clause /iro kw anv/ (that one getting up) which is 'presentatively' inflected.
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